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FOR WORD 

The work reported herein is potentially of great 
significance in the effort to improve the quality of 
law enforcement in the United States. This project 
shows how scientific methods can be used to define 
objectives for police agencies, establish criteria by 
which progress towards these objectives can be meas
ured, and suggest tactical or procedural methods for 
efficiently using police resources to achieve these 
objectives. 

This report contains much technical material un
familiar to law enforcement personnel which is in
cluded in any effort to help management science 
consultants assist police with many of their problems. 
Members of the law enforcement community hope
fully will take the opportunity to use the kinds of as-

sistance presented in this study and otherwise available 
through a variety of Federal programs. 

The report is printed with the hope that those con
cerned will profit from a study of these developments. 
While the application of operations research and 
systems analysis will not be the answer to all the 
problems of law enforcement, they do appear to offer • more hope and progress than depending on past ex-
perience or intuition alone. 

MARTIN B. DANZIGER 

Assistant Administrator 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice 
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PREFACE 

The list of individual contributors to the mission 
of the Operations Research Task Force is a long one. 
At the risk of omitting credit to some whose contri
bution was significant, particular gratitude is ex" 
pressed to Dr. Robert Emrich and Dr. Jay Merrill of 
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. Dr. Sigmund L. Walesczack, Dr. 
George A. ContoR, and Dr. John Y. Barry also gave 
generously of their time to review the technical work 
in progress. Dr. Gustav J. Rath, Northwestern Uni
versity, and Dr. Thomas A. Caywood participated as 
individuals in many discussions of the project's prob
lems and approaches. 

Special thanks go to the Communications Center 
personnel, Chicago Police Department, who willingly 
bore many additional data gathering and procedural 
burdens; to persormel in the Data Systems Division 
for their special computer tapes and keypunch data; 
and to the District Commander and the personnel of 
the 14th District for their participation in a full-scale 
administrative experiment during the summer of 1969. 

This version orthe Fina,l Report of the Operations 
Research Task Force is the result of editing and tight-

ening carried out by the Project Director over a period 
of approximately one year at no cost to the U.S. 
Department of Justice or the City of Chicago. This 
remains a technical report. It is intended for those 
who seek to participate in the process of improving 
Law Enforcement in the United States through appli
cation of the methods of operations research system 
analysis, and the computer sciences. 

There is much in the report that can be used by 
the Police Administrator. Detailed techniques, how
ever, are drawn from disciplines that Law Enforce
ment personnel are not generally familiar with. They 
do .not need to be. They must, however, recognize 
that staff functions are just as important in Law 
Enforcement as they are in military affairs. 

I acknowledge the contributions made by the 
civilian and police staff of tlW Operations Research 
Task Force during performance of this project but 
take responsibility for the content of this version. 

AL13ERT M. BOTTOMS 

Monument Beach, Massachusetts 
February 1971 
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BACKGROUND AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A l-r:ajor conclusion of the Presidential Commission 
On .Crlme and Law Enforcement, reporting in the 
Sprm~ of 1967, was that major law enforcement 
a~encles should make use ot the techniques of oper
atIOns r:search and systems analysis. These techniques 
should Improve the Police administrator's choice in 
reso?rce allocation, manpower utilization, and 
eqmpment evaluation a~ld selection. Under the 
leadership oro. W. Wilson, the former superintendent 
of tl=c Chicago Police Department, the department 
appl~e~ for an operations research project grant under 
prOVISions of the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 
1965, The grant was awarded in August, 1967, and 
actu~l work commenced in February of 1968 when a 
quahfied project director was obtained. 

Chicago's request was a natural outgrowth of the 
rep.ort of the C~ime Commission. Additional justifi
catIOns for a major Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration study here included the existence of the 
most m~dern Police command and control system in 
the Umt,ed States, a large computerized data base 
and the dynamic reputation of the Chicago Polic; 
Department, In general, these conditions are neces
sar~ for. the success of any scientifically-oriented 
project m the military service, in business, or in a 
law enforcement agency. 

Impetus VIas given the project by recognition within 
the Chicago Police Department of a need to review 
uses of manpower in the Patrol Division (motorized 
beat ~tructure) in view of rising crime rates and in
creasmg workloads imposed upon a force which might 
not b~ able to expand to meet all demands placed 
upon It . 
. Pol~ce administrators of all law enforcement agen

cies wIll recognize the universal nature of this problem. 
Hence, the result~ obtained by the project and the 
further approaches suggested in the report can prove 
use~ul to law enforcement agencies throughout the 
Umted States. 

The major objectives of the project were to: 
1. Demonstrate the applicability of operations 

research and systems analysis techniques to prob
lems of resource allocation in a major police de-
partment. ' 

xu 

2. Prove tl;e feasibility of conducting operations 
research studlCS with an "in-house" scientific group 
as opposed to the practice of using outside civilian 
consultants. 

3. Familiarize, indoctrinate, and train police 
officials from Chicago and other cities in ap
proaches, capabilities, and limitations of operations 
research. 

RELEVANCE TO POLICE 

As shown in this report, the reSOUice allocation 
project in the Chie<>go Police. Department demon
strated. the relevance and potential value of a number 
of speclfic approaches. The p1'oject has assisted in the 
cond~ct. of some field experiments and tests. Time 
and limlted resources did not permit implementation 
on a continuing basis, of any of'the recommendation~ 
even tho~gh some approaches offered great promise. 
:-he ~roJect 'Was. a staff operation, reporting to the 
Superintendent of Police through the Director of the 
P:anning D.ivision. Project activities were coordinated 
w1th. operatmg units through the Operations Research 
Advlsory Board. The project report is thus a staff 
study that can !3e. regarded as a preliminary design 
st~dy or an exploratory study. This is an important 
~~. ' 

A st~dy of an operational organization itself cannot· 
re~ult m complete reorientation and reorgall1ization 
wlthout detailed staff activity, training, personnel 
change~ and organizational changes; however, the 
study IS a prercquisi~e to achievement of desired 
results. The demonstration of potential approaches 
?res~nt~d herein is credible <l;nd possible within exist
lllg lllternal and external constraints which affect a 
police de~artmen:. It ~s believed that evolutio'nary 
pro.cesses m reonentatIOn and reorganization of a 
polIce department, necessary for testing of innovative 
approaches and tecl1l1liques, are inevitable. 

. Operations Research Task Force (ORTF) 

. The. Operations Research Task Force was' estab
lIshed III February 1968. It consisted of four civilian 
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analysts and seven police officers. A unique and most 
valuable feature of the ORTF was the joint police
civilian scientist org(U1izational arrangement within 
which individuals worked Ilingly or in small groups 
without regard to police or civilian status. This en
abled development of relevant analytical approaches 
by combining police exper.ience with the technical 
capabilities of civilian scientists. 

The project director was a civilian responsible for 
the program in general and for the technical content 
of the work. The deputy project director, a captain 

. in the Chicago Police Department responsible for 
official liaison with aU units, provided the police link 
in the chain of command for officers assigned to the 
OR'J'F. ThIS approach was patterned directly from a 
joint militllry-civilian study group in the Department 
of Defensel and it proved 'that it would be a viable 
method wh,':ther the civilian component were "in
house" or pnwided under a contractual arrangement. 

Analysis plO1'~ 

The approach (If the ORTF to the problem of 
resource allocation h~ the Chicago Police Department 
was to: ' 

a. understand Chk.<lgo as an environment in 
which law enforcement activities take place. 

b .. examine overall police resource allocation in 
the light of community criteria. 

c. analyze the functional aspects of law enforce
ment response to calis for police service and ag
gressive preventive patrol. 

d. conduct field experiments, when possible. 

Within the Chicago Police Department, the training 
objective was accomplished through oral and written 
reports, individual discussion,. and by tb~ use of an 
apprenticeship method whereby officerS were assigned 
to the ORTF. 

Operatio:ns Research AdviSOry Board 

For administrative. purposes; the ORTF was placed 
in the Planning Division in th<? Office of the Super
intendent of Police. The Director of the ORTF re
ported directly to the Director of Planning. Communi
cation of project results was to an OR Advisory 
board. This board coordinated the research effort 
and assured continuing relevance of the various tasks. 
The OR Advisory Board consisted of the deputy 
superintendents for Field Services, Staff Services, and 
Inspectlonal Services plus the directors of Personnel, 

Data Systems, Finance, Records and Communications 
and the executive assistant to the Superintendent. 
The Director of Planning acted as chairman of the 
OR AClvisory Board. 

The OR Advisory Board proved to be an effective 
body insofar as providing meanS for communication. 
Where necessary and appropriate, the OR Advisory 
Board authorized direct liaison between the ORTF 
and other organizational units such as the Patrol 
DivisioIl;, the Detective Division, and subordinate 
field units. 

Role oj consultants 

It is essential that a pioneering effort such as the 
Chicago Police Department Resource Allocation Pmj
ect obtain specialized outside help and objective 
criticism. It is even more important that adequate 
computational facilities be available and accessible to 
analysts. These needs were not fully appreciated in 
the application for OLEA Grant 195; Grant adjust
ments permitted the ORTF to obtain some consul
tative services and use of the major computer facility 
at Northwestern University. Professional technical re
view was obtained through a panel whose members 
served, without compensation, on an informal but 
continuous basis. Such a review is ess'.::ntial when 
scientists are under time pressure to get results while 
extending known techniques into neW fields. Panel 
members included distinguished operations research 
scientists from government, industry, and universities. 

Principal approaches and efforts .of the ORTF are 
detailed in Chapter 1, following the major conclusions 
and recommendations of the study. This chapter will 
aid' the police admini.sttator or public official who 
needs an overview of the resource allocation problem. 
Few executives need or want to become involved in 
the tec1mical and analytical details or possess the 
formal training necess~ry to follow all the techni
calities. Other chapters contain more detail,but they 
are essentially non-technical. Operations analysts will 
find a wealth of specific analytical material, supporting 
the interpretative chapters, in the appendices. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The principal conclusion of this demonstration 
project is that resource allocation problems of law 
enforcement agencies are amenable to operations 
research and system analysis methods. Units similar 
to the Operations Research Task Force of the Chicago 



Police Depal'tment should be established and actively 
supported within every major law enforcement agency. 

Unless there is a major scientific unit organic to a 
municipal government to which a civilian professional 
staff of police opel'ations research scientists could be 
assigned, an Operations Research Task Force con~ 
si:lting of sworn police personnel should be established 
within the planning unit of a police department. This 
group should be supported by long-term contractual 
telationships with universities, non-profit, and profit
nlaking scientific organizations. It is emphasized that 
police departments wiH require professional guidance 
in the selection of contractors or scientific personnel. 

Management Information System Needed 

The most significant recommendation to the Chi
cago Police Department to improve efficiency of the 
resource allocation capability is to develop and imple
ment a computer~assisted police management infor
mation system. The evolutionary characteristics of 
such a systern suggests a time-phase plan of imple
mentation and development so as; to produce early 
resllits. 

The current high level of emergency police service 
to the citizens of Chicago should be maintained. 
However, it is vital that a method be found to increase 
availability and decrease worklQad of district patrol 
units. One alternative is to increase the number of 
patrol units. The critical consideration then becomes 
saturation of the Communications Center capability. 
Improved supervision by field personnel to decrease 
service time could delay reaching the communications 
saturation level, but if the trend of recent years con
tinues, this effort alone will not be sufficient. Adoption 
of a policy which permits stacking, increased screen
ing, and deferral of police service to calls of non
emergency nature appears to offer the most promise. 
Adverse public reaction to any inconvenience in non
emergency situations can be offset by adherence to 
the current high Ievei of response to emergency calls. 

Shift to Resource Analysis Budget 

Planning can be facilitated through the use of a 
resource analysis budget which shows how financial 
resources are applied to the major goals of the Chicago 
Police Department. The pel'fonnance budget of the 
City of Ohicago can be readily transformed· into a 
resource analysis budget. 

The Planning Division can prepare a resource 
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analysis budget annually and should prepare recom
mendations to command staff which facilitate future -
financial decisions. The reSOUl'ce analysis budget can 
be utilized to estabHsh resource allocation priorities. 

To Improve Capabilities 

The Operations Resource Task Force submits sev
eral recommendations to improve the capabilities of 
the Chicago Police Department. Some recommen
elations are within the capability of the Departmcnt 
while others will require the assistancc of outside 
agencies. 

It is recommended that the Department: 

A. revise llze current policy relating to assignment if 
patrol units to non-emergency calls Jar service to permit 
stacking, increased screening, and diferral. 

B. implement the Use oj analytical methods to allocate 
Patrol Divisif)n resollrces between a response Jorce a/ld (1 

jmventive force. Each dIstrict will present unique 
problems of implementation. Emphasis must be 
placed on the deVelopment of mission assignments 
for the preventive force units so as to maximize 
the potential benefits of the split-force concept. 

C. adopt the use if service time distribution data as a 
mcasllre to increase effective field supervtsion which im~ 
proves availability if patrol lInits. The car-outage re
port should be an exception report. Service time 
norms must be consistent with professional stand~ 
ards of police service. 

D. establish procedures Jor the lise qf crime incidence 
maps to assist allocation qf resources to preventive patrol. 
The lack of correlation between the clustering of 
criminal events and mission assignments to patrol 
units identifies this problem area. Plotting to the 
maps can be accomplished by hand until computer 
assistance is available. 

E. contract for computer-graphics presentations if crimes 
by upe and time if day as an interim procedure until 
in-house capabilities are devetopl!d. Analytical techniques 
for allocation of preventive patrol units have been 
developed by the Operations Research Task Force 
and are programmed for the computer at North
western Univer~~ty. 

F, keypunch inf(Jrmationfrom administrative card; into 
the Dp.partment dlita base. Revision of computer
produced reports of D~~partment activity which in
cludes this additional information will greatly assist 
analysis of the commitment of police resources. 
Currently, over 70% of the total calls for service 
are categodzed as "Other". 

G. continue the Joint scientist-taw enJorcement qfJicial 
effort in solving (Jperational arid resource allocation prob
lems. The application of advanced tcchnology to 
problem areas and the resultant alternative so
lutions can be documented to provide p()werful 
support to the decision-making process. 

H. utilil!!.e the resource ana!ysis budget as a tool in 
planning poUce effort to aUain Department objectives. 

1. strengthen t/le Cldcago Police DajJartmentcapability 
Jor jllannillg and evaluation qf resource allocation j)olicies 
by providing outside j)roJessiorzal, technical and ana{ytical 
support to the Planning DiviSIon. 

priorities For The Future 

The following list of suggested future projects is in 
an order of priority as seen by the Director, Operations 
Research Task Force. Projects followed by the letter 
"P" are those that can be undertaken by the Depart
ment without outside technical guidance. Those fol
lowed by the letter "s" require execution by scientific 
personnel based upon Department guidance. Projects 
in which cffol'ts of both the Departme~1t and scientific 
personnel arc required are followed by the letters 
"S-P." Suggested for the future: 

Conduct a study to determine the requirements of 
a Management lnfonnation System. (S) 

Conduct a study to determine alternatives to the 
current laborious keypunching system. (8) 

Conduct cost-benefit analyses of the following units 
of the Department to support resource allocation!; de
cisions: Bureau of Staff SeP/ices, Detective Division, 
Intelligence Division, Traffic Division and Vice Con~ 
trol Division. (S) 

Expand experiments of the split-force concept to' 

additional districts, progressing to those with more 
complex 'problems of crime contl'ol. (P) 

Oontinue the study of specific crime problelllS in 
various districts and areas. (P) 

Conduct neighbol'hood and ~\istrict surveys to ascerM 

tain weights associated with serious crimes by citizens; 
this could be carried out through. the Community 
Workshop Program. (P-See Ch'lpter 5) 

Develop methods to allocate manpower to pre
ventive patrol assignment; concurrently, preventive 
patrol tactics must be designed for specific crime 
problems such as auto theft, burglary, robbery, and 
patrol of high. rises. (S·~py 

Develop and test Coordinated Response tac:tics, 
(S-P) 

Test the validity of the overall rCl'.out'ee allocation 
method on the dual criteria of providing the desired 
level of emergency service, and minimizing crime on 
a city-wide basis by preventive patrol. (S-P) 

Develop a capital improvement plan with emphasis 
on the Communications Center, personill communi
cations equipment, motorized unit communications 
equipment, and advanced technology which can assist 
intelligence, surveillance, and patrol activities. (C) 

Develop and evaluate contingency plans, proce
dures and requirements for specialized equipment to 
contain civil, disorders and man-made or natural 
disasters. An example of a man-made disaster would 
be a situation such as when a heavily armed man goes 

. berserk. (S-P) 
Review current emergency mobilization procedures 

for modification in those districts emj)/o),ing tlte split-jorce 
allocation technique. Units assigned to preventive patrol 
can be readily mobilized and employed without dis
ruption to normal police service. (P) 

Encourage and stimulate university-based research 
into basic methodologies which apply to the alloca
tion of resources of laW enforcement agencies (S) 
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CHAPTER 1 

srSTEJIfS ANALYSIS APPLIED TO LAW ENFORCElvfENT* 

The problem of resource allocation for a police 
system is similar to that of many other public systems, 
namel)': (1) A lack of agreement regarding the ob
jective!; of the system, and their relative importance; 
(2) A lack of knowledge of alternative means for ac
complishing goals, either within or outside tl1e system; 
(3) A lack of agreement defining thc criteria of per
formance; and (4) A lack of knowledge of transfer 
functions which would enable the prediction of output 
from any given set of inputs. 

The poHce system ha~ to be studied as a distinct 
system within the social structure of society. Opti
mizing easily quantifiable relationships is likely to 
obscure the important qualitative aspects. 

"The legitimate point (can be made) that police 
systems can be understood only as institutions in 
interaction with the rent of the social structurc.;; 1 

IDENTIFICATION OF QlJJECTIVES'~ 

The Police System objectives are related to' law 
enforcement, order maintenance and public service. 
Though everyonc might agree as to the desirability 
of the first objective, there is disagreement on what to 
enforce and how. 2 

"No policeman enforces all the laws of a community. 
If he did, we would all be injail before the end of the 
first day. The laws which are selected for enforcement 
are those which the power structure of the community 
wants enforced." 3 

The second objective, order maintenance, desig
nates the police system as a buffer for the social system. 
This is bound to involve conflict situations in which 
there is no consensus as to what constitutes order and 
the propriety of the methods of enforcement em
ployed. The function of public service is much less 
controversial, but constitutes a large drain on police 
resources. Often these services could be mOre effi-

*Principal author~ Ernst K. Nilsson, Ph.D. 

ciently performed by other public or private organi~ 
zntions. 

Even if an objeetivesueh as r.rime prevention has 
been agreed upon, it is important to l<,now the al
ternative methods which can accompUsh the objective. 
Often the most important aspect of improving. a 
system is the generation of good alternatives. In ad
dition, each null alternative has to be investigated. 
Instead of devoting additional resources to a police 
system, they might produce better re~ults if,aUocated 
to the courts or correctional agencies, or if used for 
social work Qt. cQmmunity building. Thus, it is neces
sary to consider alternatives outside the police system 
proper. 

Criteria of performance represent the means by 
which a systeln is to be evaluated. They should provide 
a way 'of measuring how well objectives !lre being 
accomplished. For example, is an average response 
time to a eaU for service a good criterion; is the 
number of traffic citations issued by each officer a good 
indicator of traffic management? 

Lastly, there is a lack of quantitative descriptions 
of the police system. This holds true fo)' descriptions 
of the system and its environment as well as transfer 
functions for different activities (a transfer function 
relates inputs to outputs for a given activity). An 
input-output guide should permit an indication of, 
for example, the number of policemen needed to 
control a mob of 200 people or how many police 
cars must be in service to achieve a certain response 
time to high priority calls and how response time 
relates to the probability of arrest. 

Answers are sought for the questions posed earlier, 
and this work has three objectives: 

1. To define the Police System (its objcctives, 
its interfaces with other systems, and measures of 
effectiveness) . 

2 .. To develop a neW structure for allocating 
costs (an accounting system). This structure should 
facilitate the development of production models and 
the evaluation of benefits. 
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3. To develop production models for the Re
sponse Force in order to evaluate alternatives. 

Meeting the first objective is partly solved by the 
presentation of a conceptual model of the Police 
System. 

The second objective is achieved through the Re
source Analysis Budget discussed in Chapter 2. 

The third objective is met by the development of 
simulation models descdbed in Chapter 4. 

The discussion proceeds from the meta-system level 
down to models of specific activities. First the Police 
System, its objectives and criteria are defined. Sec
ondly, to make the resource allocation problem man
ageable, a structure is developed for cost-benefit 
analysis. This structure is called a Resource Analysis 
Budget and necessitates a whole new accounting 
system. The pr~sent allocatkm ofresoufces. arf.:talc(.i; 
lated for thIS new accounting structure. Lastly, pro
duction models are ust'd tel determine efficient combi
nations of resources. 

USING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

The systems approach is a rational framework for 
complex problem solving emphasizing hierarchies of 
systems and their j~lterrelationships. Most often the 
problem is ill-structured 1:!nd· the objectives are un
known or undefined. 

• 

a 

"The systems approach is one in which we fit an 
individual action or relationship into the bigger sya-
tem of which it is p~t, and one in which there ix a 
tendency to represent the system in a formal model." 4 

The systems apprqach is the methodology used to 
develop a conceptual model of the police system. 
The model specifies' the objectives and the outputs 
of the police system and consequently permits de
termination of output categories (programs) for the 
Resource Analysis Budget. The systems approach 
offers a tool for structuring the analysis, and conse
quently some protection against erroneous suboptimi
zations. 

The Police System as well as the Criminal Justice 
System is a largely uncharted area. Suboptimizations 
are ever present hazards; in fact, the optimization of 
Police System performance is itself a suboptimization. 

"A system may be defined as a set of objects, either 
fixed or mobile, and all relationships that may exist 
between the objects. All systems are composed of sub
systems and are members of a higher system." 5 

For example, the Police System is in part a member 
of the Criminal Justice System which is part of the 
Social System within which our society exists. The 
P.olice System, in turn, is a set of sub-systems. 

For resource allocation analysis, these sub-systems 
are a set of mission oriented (output oriented) sub
systems. These sub-systems are usually called pro
grams. The cost structure of the system, with respect 

Figure 1-1 Systems Analysis Paradigm 
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(Adapted from Kennel·h Heathington and Gustcve Rath, "The Systems Approach in 
Traffic Engineering, II ~'p. cit.) 
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to the given programs, is called The Program Budget. 
The analyst tries to select a set of sub-systems which: 

1. Are consonant with the plan of the decision 
maker; 

2. Have operational objectives and measures of 
performance; 

3. Are as. independent as possible; 
4. Facilitate cost-effectiveness analysis. 

An environment. may be defined as a set of objects 
outside the system. It is the aggregate of external 
conditions which affect the system. 

The systems approach can be succinctly exhibited 
in a paradigm. The following steps should be con
sidered in drawing a systems analysis. (See figure 
1-1)6 

1. Define the desired goals. 
2. Develop alternative means for realizing the 

goals. 
3. Develop resource requirements for each al

ternative. 
4. Design a model for determining outputs of 

each alternative. 
5. Establish measurements of effectiveness for 

evaluating alternatives. 

After a system and its environment have heen 
specified, the analyst should consider the objectives 
of the system and the resources and general constraints 
which are present. Resources are the total available 
material wI-Jch can be allocated. Constraints are 
limitations imposed on the system. 

The objectives express what the system is trying to 
achieve and to what end resources should be applied. 
An objective should be defined in such a way that an 
operational, quantitative measure of performance is 
possible. It is of little use to have an objective which 
cannot be quantified. 

Equally important are measures of performance. 
They permit eF:"hmtion of how well the objective is 
being achieved. 

ROLE OF ALTERNATIVES 

Alternatives offer different means of using resources 
to achieve objectives. Developing alternatives repre
sents one of the more creative and crucial steps in the 
systems analysis process. It is here that the analyst 
seeks. to define new alternatives that can provide in
creased effectiveness over previously considered al
ternatives. 

Once alternatives have been specified, the cost of 

resources for each alternative has to be determined. 
This involves considerations of risk, time and different 
types of costs. To arrive at the benefits of an alterna
tive, a model is necessary. The model determines the 
output to be derived from a given amount of resources. 

Lastly, the cost and benefit of each alternative has 
to be evaluated to select the optimal alternative. The 
criterion function relates costs and benefits to system 
objectives and provides the basis for selection. 

"It is my experience that the hardest problems for 
the systems analyst are not those of analytic tech
niques .. , . What distinguishes the useful and pro
ductive analyst is his ability to formulate (or design) 
the problem: to choose the appropriate objectives; 
to define the relevant, important environments or 
situations in which to test the alternatives, to judge 
the reliability of his cost and other data, and finally, 
and not least, his ingenuity in inventing new systems 
or alternatives to evaluate." 7 

This point cannot be emphasized enough.s The 
great danger in systems analysis lies in not spending 
enough effort in defining what the system under study 
should be, and instead seeking to optimize the effec
tiveness of a given system. The big payoffs are likely 
to come from a construction of new world views of 
problems, rather than optimizirig current structures. 

This point is illustrated in Figure 1-1 by the arrows 
drawn from the evaluation phase to the objectives 
and the alternatives. 

AN ART IN INFANCY 

The current state of the art, with respect to police 
resource allocation optimization, is in its infancy. 
Most research into the Criminal Justice System has 
dealt exclusively with the social dimensions. Analytical 
contributions have appeared only during the last five 
years. 

A systems analysis approach was used by the Presi
dent's Commission on Crime and Law Enforcement 
to define the scope of the Criminal Justice .System 
problem possible research approaches and teclmology 
that could be applied. 

"Because of the enormous range of research and 
development possibilities, it is essential to begin not 
with the technology but with the problem. Techno
logical efforts can then be concentrated in the areas 
most likely to be productive. Systems analysis is a 
valuable method for matching the technology to the 
need." 9 

Blumstein and Larson recently published an article 
which looks at the flow of people through the Criminal 
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Justice System.10 It is not a systems analysis as . they 
de not discuss objectives or measures of effectiveness) 
but rather a descriptive model of the flows. This step 
is important, however, as it provides a quantitative 
description of a portion of the real world. 

DESCRIBING A POLICE SYSTEM 

From a general peint of view, a police system is a 
service organization. Its clientele are people who have 
broken the law as well as people in need of help. It 
is a twenty-four hour, city-wide, dual purpose service 
force. 

The police system is not part of the market mecha
nism. Its output is not a good sold in the market in 
competition with other enterprises; it is a public 
service good. The community devotes a certain 
amoun t of resources to the system and expects an 
output, which never is too well defined. Even if the 
inputs and the outputs of the system were given, the 
internal proce8s of a police system is difficult to .opti
mize. Very little is known about the transformation 
of inputs into outputs (the transfer functions). Conse
quently, tradeoffs between different methods of con
trolling crime (for example, using more of fewer de
tectives or using one-man or two-man patrol units) 
are not known. This is a serious drawback in trying 
to allocate resourtces and develop a departmental 
budget. 

The metropolitan police force :s usually a para
military system. It is characterized by strong internal 
controls and centralized decision making. Its organi
zational goals, as pointed out in the Field Study of 

San Diego,lI are primarily oriented towards the crime
fighting function. 

The Police System doe£ provide two separate serv
ices: Crime control and public service. The former is 
the main focus of activity as will be shown in the 
Program Budget. This crime control function is part 
of the efforts of the Criminal Justice System; the 
public service function is part of the City Government. 

The Police System is a set of sub-systems which are 
part ()f higher order systems. (See Figure 1-2) The 
Police System is a member of the Criminal Justice 
System (CJS). Its function is preventing criminal 
events and, failing this, to identify and apprehend 
the .offender. There are other members of the law en
forcement agencies in addition to metropolitan police 
departments; these include federal, state, county and 
special police, such as Burns, Brinks, etc. 

The Police System is also part of the City Govern
ment. Its public service mission is a function of the 
twenty-four hour, city-wide availability of the police 
force. Part of this function could be carried .out by 
people with no police training. This function includes 
actions such as animal rescue, locating missing per
sons, and ambulance service, all of which could be 
performed by other city ag'encies or private groups. 

The Pelice Department has another .objective, 
Community Support. The generation process of indi
viduals who may choose a criminal career is deeply 
reoted in social, psychological and economic variables 
over which society has some control. Crime is the 
responsibility of society, and its control cannot be 
delegated solely to a Police Department. The Police 
Department responsibility is to deter and apprehend 
offenders. The Criminal Justice System can effect 

Figure 1-2 : Systems Analysis of the Criminal Justice System 
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deterrence, but this is effective only to the extent that 
society (or the social group to which the potential 
offender belongs) disapproves of criminal acts. 

Community ~uppert implies the willingness of the 
eommunity to '0f)~t crime, both by giving support, 
help, and resources to the Police Department, and by 
creating means to affect the crime g(ll1eration process. 
Instead of actively seeking community support, police 
departments have often, in their desire to be pro
fessional, tended to become systems isolated from the 
community. This has had some detrimental effect on 
police effectiveness. 

The investigation of the crime control problem will 
proceed by first analyzing the Criminal Justice System 
and then, in more detail, the Police System. This will 
permit the specification of objectives for the Police 
System. 

Criminal Justice System 

To help specify the Police System, which is the 
focal point of the analysis, it is necessary to consider 
the higher order system. The Criminal Justice Sy~tem 
(OJS) has been charged by society to regulate and 
control certain classes of behavier. These classes of 
behavior are determined by the legislative branch of 
government and interpreted by the courts. 

The sub-systems of the CJS: The Police, the 
Courts, and the Correcti~)l1al Agencies. The police 
identify misconduct and apprehend the o~endets. 
The courts determine the facts of the case and rule on 
its disposition. Oorrectional Agencies administer pri
sons and supervise the parele system. 

How does the CJS affect the generative process of 
criminal events? The structure of the crime contrel 
function is exhibited by a conceptual model. It dis
plays the pertinent sub-systems, decision points and 

Population 

Environment 

mechanisms for change. It permits <in analysis of how 
the CJS can affect the potential criminal's decision 
making and how the impact of crime can result in 
community response. 

The model postulates that the forcing function of 
the crime generation process is a function of social
psychological-economic variable. (see Fig. 1-3) 

These variables affect the individual's utility func
tion and consequently affect his prop,ensity towards a 
criminal career. They alse affect the distribution of 
epportunitY,by altering the generating mechanism. 
A discussion of the specific mechanisms is o1,ltside the 
scope of this paper. 

Welfare programs provide family assistance which 
gives children a better start, thus .reducing the likeli
hood of their pursuing a cr~minal career. Job training 
programs and increased' employment opportunities 
will provide an alternative to crime for an income. 
For example, people might demand stricter legis
lation (i.e., cars must have theft proof locks) or elect 
voluntarily to lock their cars. In either case, the 
underlying mechanism generating opportunities has 
been altered. . 

. Two factors are neces~ary te create a criminal 
event. There has to be an individual or group of 
individuals and a specinc set of opportuniti«;s. A 
specinc opportunity is defined as a factor of: 

1. Type of opportunity (theft, r?bbery, etc. This 
leaves open the question of the appropriate clas~ifi-
cation); . 

2. Gain (usually in dollars); 
3. Availability (this dimension measures the 

probable degree .of difficulty of execution associated 
with the specific opportunity. This permits differ
entiation between a car that is locked and unlocked, 
located in the street or in an underground garage); 

4. Location (in space); 
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5. Time (interval of time when opportunity 
exists). 

For a given type of opportunity, distributions can 
be generated with re;;;'ect to location and time. The 
set of aU opportunities is called Environment. 

The population considered in the model is the total 
population of the community. It is a set of individuals 
characterized for bur purposes by the following 
attributes: 

1. The individual's perception of the environ
ment. The model chooses to maintain an actual en
vironment and vary the individual's knowledge of 
the actual opportunities. The value of t~1is attribute 
would fall between 0 and 1. That is to say he has 
incomplete knowledge. 
, 2. The individual's knowledge of deterrence. 
Deterrence is the expected value of negative bene
fits that the Criminal Justice System contributes 
to a given type of opportunity. It is a function of 
the probability of arrest for a given type of oppor
tunity based on past performance by the police 
system, the chance of being sentenced, and the 
length of the consequently jailterm and. amount of 
fine. Again the value would fall between 0 and 1. 
(These benefits would be pure number tu which a 
utility transformation would be applied). 

3. The individual's utility function. The coeffi
cients of this function are determined by past social
psychological-economic effects. The utility function 
concept will permit an explanation of how past 
states of the individual will influence his present 
decision-making. If an offender committed a suc
cessful crime (i.e. large monetary reward, not 
apprehended) one day, he is not likely to attempt 
another crime the next day. His attitude towards 

the risk or estimation of his own abilities may """,,,"_,,/," 
changed as a result of his success. The utility con
cept also permits analysis of "crimes of passion." 
The individual puts a, low estimation on negative 
benefits or the positive benefits are very large. 
That is, the utility function encompasses, among 
other things, past experience, needs and behavior 
towards risk. 

The decision making process resulting in a criminal 
event can be viewed as a two-step decision process. 
This allows distinguishing between inputs, which are 
a function of the past performance of the CJS, and 
inputs at the moment of execution. 

First, the individual is permitted to contemplate 
the opportunities known to him and make an apriori 
decision to aG.~ually commit a specific crime. The 
relevant input from the GJS deterrence, as defined 
above, of which the individual has varying degrees of 
knowledge. Knowing the individual's utility function, 
the opportunity having the greatest utility can be 
determined and a "go-no go" decision made. 

The second decision point is present immediately 
prior to the execution of the planned criminal event. 
The potential offender evaluates the actual circum
stances of the opportunity and makes a go-no go 
decision. 

The first stage was an apriori decision based on the 
probable circumstances surrounding the event. The 
second state becomes the actual sample reflecting: 
(1) the juncture of the probable circumstances, and 
(2) action taken either by private groups, (persons) 
altering the generation of opportunity distributions 
and or their factors, or police actions affecting de
terrence or opportunity distributions. For example, a 
person might decide to break his habit of not locking 

Figure 1-4 : Conceptual Model of the Decision Phase 
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his car, or the police department may employ a new 
tactic against CTA bus robberies. 

For many events, commonly called Hcrimes of op
portunity/, the time interval bet""een the decision 
points is very smal.!. However the interval could be 
measured in days. Figure 1-4 summarizes this dis
cussion in pictorial fashion. It has been said that there 
is a formula for crime: "Desire plus opportunity equal 
crime."12 

Criminal Justice System Response 

What is the C]S reaction to the criminal event 
and how can it affect the crime generation process? 

The Police sub-system responds to the criminal 
event seeking to identify and apprehend the offender. 
Police strategy and tactics can influence the decision 
to execute. , 

The generation process of crime is affected by de
terrence. Deterrence was defined as the expected 
value of negative benefits which are 'cl function of the 
risk of arrest, chance of sentencing, length of jailterm, 
and fines for different classes of criminal events. 

The Courts and Correctional Agencies may either 
emphasize deterrence or rehabilitation. Rehabilitation 
is the effect the C]S has on the individual as he is 
processed through the C]S, resulting in a change in 
his utility function. The Police contribute through 
special handlh:l.g of juvenile offenders, the courts by 
the sentencc>' they provide, and the correctional 
agencies by programs which seek to integrate the 
individual into society. 

There is a tradeoff between deterrence and rehabili
tation. By rehabilitating the offender the CJS lowers 
the detenence effect. The negative payoffs cannot be 
as large with a satisfactory rehabilitation program. 

Community Response 

There are usually two parties to a criminal event: 
the offender and the victim. (The exception is "crimes 
without victims" such as gambling.) The set of victims 
represents the impact of crime on the community. , 
This becomes input for private and civic action. 
CitizeI).s may arm themselves, private group might 
hire special police to react to criminal events. 

The community (individuals, civic groups, busi
nesses) may decide to react through the democratic 
process. That is, have government legislate new pro
grams to alter social-psychological-cconoJ1;lic variables 
Or commit more resources to the CJS. They may, in 

addition, affect the opportunity distributions through 
laws (cars shall be locked; banks must have detection 
cameras) or by their oWn behavior. 

Figure 1-5 summarizes the Criminal] ustice System 
discussion in an expanded, integrated schematic that 
approximates the interactions of subsystems within 
the Criminal Justice System. 

MODEL OF A POLICE SYSTEM 

This section focuses in more detail on the police 
contribution to the crime control function. Police 
System impact on the crime process occurs at four 
points: (1) Forcing function, (2) Apriori decision, 
(3) Decision to execute, and (4) Cri'minal event. 

It will be convenient to analyze the major activities 
of the police system in terms of three sub-systems: 

• Response Force 
.. Preventive Force 
• Follow-up Force 

Police response to a criminal event can be differ
entiated with respect to the detection process. De
tection is defined as the identification of a criminal 
event. Th~ criminal event detection by a person or 
by the police. In the model all non-police detection 
will be considered as person originating. When a 
person detects a crime, he initiates a call for service 
to the police department. If the police~ through offen
sive tactical patrol, detect a crime-in-progress, the 
person feedback loop need not be actuated. For 
"crimes without victims" (gambling, etc.), the de
tection process is carried out by specializ~d police 
unit. 

The Response Force is defined as the police sub
system which ret;ponds to calls for service. These calls 
for service are generated by criminal events, public 
service demands and reports of suspidous activities. 
Public service demands consists of calts such as sick 
and injured transport, animal rescue and locating 
missing persons. Reports on suspicious ac:tivities are an 
important factor in being able to d,.t<!ct crime-in
progress. It also is an indicator of community cOd1per
ation in fighting crime. Chicago has a campaign 
called "Operation Crime Stop" to encourage this 
citizen participation. (See Figure 1-6) 

The probability that the Response Force will appre
hend the offender is a function of the time elapsed 
since the crime was committed and the tactic t1sed. 
The elapsed time consists of: 

(1) Time until citizen detects event and initiates 
call to the police department. 
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(3) Travel time fot" the £\ll~igncd (ilWS. 

It has been shown thnt the apprcht::n$lion probability 
is n decl'cnsing f1.l0ttion with respect to elapsed timc.u 

It is possible to initiate campaigns which stimulate 
citizens to be Se1'lSOrs fot' the police. department and 
impress upon them the necessity of transmitting the 
infol'1nation il'! a timely mannel', This activity might 
VC1'Y well have u largcr potential payoff lhan optimi" 
zalion of police detcction Ot" l'esponse. 

Analysis of the errectivel~ess of the Reactiv(' J?orce 
is of great impol'tance. Police depnrhnents ~lt'e oeing 
offered hardware such as cnl' locators and computet'" 
izcd communications ccnters but l1tl.vc presently no 
means to evaluate the benefits. How 111uch wilt the 
proposed harclwnre decrease response time and how 
will this affect the probability of apprehension? 

Figure 1 ... 7: Further Devdopment of Police Systems Inputs and Outputs 
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Finally, how much is an increase of the probability 
of apprehension worth? 

The Preventive Force is the offensive force in the 
combat against crime. It interacts with thi'! crime 
process in two ways. It seeks to detect misconduct 
and apprehend the offender. It also influences the 
decision to execute a criminal event by affecting the 
perceived presence" of police. For example: have 
policemen in uniform and marked cars or by other~ 
wise give the potential offender an impression of police 
omnipresence. 

This can come about through actuaL presence as 
a result of successful positioning of forces in time and 
space or through propaganda. 

The Preventive Force also may affect the decision 
to execute by restricting actual opportunity, either 
by removing it completely or changing the factor of 
availability. This would be done through premise 
check, checking parked cars for valuables, removing 
drunks from the street, etc. 

The Follow-up Force is the third sub-system. Its 
function is to apprehend criminals through the in
vestigative process. It also includes the actions on a 
case following the booking of an offender. 

Fig. 1-7 illustrates the interactions of these three 
forces in police functions. 

Police system outputs 

The outputs of the Reactive Force are arrest and 
public service. The probability of arrest was expressed 
as a function of elapsed time and tactics used, The 
Preventive Force outputs are arrests and impact on 
the decision to execute. The probability of appre
hension is a function of elapsed time, probability of 
detection (i.e. being at the scene of the event, and 
recognizing that an event did in fact occur) and 
tactics used. Follow-up can be characterized by the 
probability of arrest through investigation. It is de
pendent on elapsed time and methods used .. All of 
the above functions are also dependent on the type of 
crime. The tradeoff between the Response and Pre
ventive Forces, given a criminal event,· is that the 
latter may detect an event with a low probability 
but may have a higher probahility of apprehension 
(due to shorter elapsed time), 

Deterrence is an input to the apriori decision point. 
The Police System variable is the probability of arrest 
for the system (i.e. the combined efforts of all three 
sub-systems). 

The Police System does affect the forcing function 
by cbanging the mechanisms generating opportunities. 
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It can also affect an individual's utility functions 
through rehabilitation measures, mainly with respect 
to juveniles. This group of offenders is given special 
attention in order to influence them away from a 
criminal career. For example, special youth officers. 
handle the cases and. often a station adjustment is 
made. 

The conceptual model can account for Community 
Relations programs. The Police System can influence 
the crime generation process by devoting resources to 
communication with private groups and individuals. 
These measures would influence community support 
and, hopefully, encourage the community to assist 
the police in the apprehension process and, even 
more importantly, affect the generative process of 
crime. These communication links can be called 
Human Relations with respect to individuals, and 
Community Relations with regard to groups. 

For a more thorough discussion of these phases of 
police activity, we recommend "Dilemmas of Police 
Administration" by James Q. Wilson in the Sep
tember-October (1968) issue of Public Administration 
Review. 13 

An effective Community Relations progI'am seeks 
to explain the crime generation process to the conl.
munity, what the police role iS j what it can be expected 
to do, and what the community can do. 

There is also a link to other branches of Govern
ment, for the sake of completeness, to emphasize that 
police departments have to make other city, state and 
federal officials cognizant of Police problems; results 
and limitations. 

In summary, the outputs of the Police System are: 

1. Apprehension of offenders. 
2. Impact of immediate environment on the 

criminal event. 
3. Impact on apriori decision. 
4. Rehabilitation rtleasures. 
5. Changing opportunity distributions. 
6. Public ser;vice. 
7. Community support. 

The array of these relationships between the Police 
System, the larger Criminal Justice System and other 
governmental systems is illustrated in Fig: 1-8. 

Police System Objectives 

Three missions and specific outputs have been 
identified for the Police System. It remains to specify 
the objectives of tf.e system. 

The first mission is Protection of Life and Property 
and Maintenance of .Peace and Order. It becomes 
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i,l 
convenient to subdivide the broad notion of crime 
control into two classes of events as criminal events 
differ in degree of seriousness and the nature of police 
response. Crime will be defined as index crimes and 
hit-and-run accidents. 

A second category of misconduct can be called 
Quasi-Criminal, whose objective contains activities 
devoted to the enforcement of city ordinances to a 
large degree. These are crimes of lesser seriousness 
than index crimes and the maximum sentence is a 
year in jail and/or a fine. The main offenses are 
disorderly conduct and drunkeness. 

Maintenance of Peace and Ordel ,can be sub
divided into an objective called Public Peace and 
one called Traffic Regulation. The Public Service 
and Community Support objectives conclude the list. 

Mission 

Protection of Life 
and Property 

Maintenance of Peace 
and Order 

Public Service 
Community Support 

Objective 

1. Crime Control 
2. QUG .. ~i-criminal 

o,'Ontrol 
3. Public Peace 
4. Traffic Regulation 
5. Public Service 
6. Community Support 

These objectives can be compared with lists of ob
jectives found in the literature. , 

The International City Managers Association iisted 
five police objectives:14

, 

Prevention of Criminality 
Repressions of Crime 
Apprehension of Offenders 
Recovery of Property 
Regulation of Non-criminal Conduct 

Another list includes:15 

Prevention of Crime 
Investigation of Crimes 
Apprehension, of Violators 
Presentation of Criminals for Adjudication 
Services to the Public 
Enforcement of Non-criminal Ordinances 
Regulation of Activity witb~n the Public Way 

Peter Szanton defined the following objectives:16 

1. Control and Reduction of Crime 
2. Movement and Control of Traffic 
3. Maintenance of Public Order 
4. Provision of Public Service 

The first two lists are not output-oriented in an 
independent manner and consequently would be diffi
cult to use in a resource allocation analysis. Szanton's 
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l,t 
list is excellent but neglects the goodwill aspect . .Jt If 

1 ,~ 

has been said that a bulldozer is an effective crime \ ' I: 
fighter. This proposition would be a feasible alterna. ;1 
tive if there were no objective to represent the social !! 
system. For example, repressive police measures might :,1 
prevent crime, but if individual's rights are destroyed i j 
in the process there should be a way of indicating this.: \ 

'i 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESOURCE ANALYSIS BUDGET AS AN ALLOCATION TOOL* 

Resource Analysis Budget is the name the Oper
ations Research T:tsk Force gave to a simplified 
planning-programming-budgeting system adaptable 
to the police department. This Resource Analysis 
Budget structures organizational activities into output 
categories. These G;ltPUt categories should: 

1. Establish total money costs for achieving de
fined objectives. 

2. Facilitate evaluatioll of alternative ways of 
achieving an objective. 

3. Consider rotal costs for extended periods of 
time. 

4. Facilitate cost-effectiveness analysis. 

The complete Resource Analysis Budget provides 
a rational, coherent structure for analyzing yesource 
allocation problems. It encompasses efficiency meas
ures within programs and effectiveness measures be
tween programs. Planning-Programming-Budgeting 
System (PPBS) is a modern budgeting system for" 
planning, management and control. The PPBS ideas 
were developed at Rand Corp. in the early 50's. 
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and Charles 
J. Hitch applied the technique to the Department of 
Defense with such success that in August, 1965, Presi
dent Johnson directed all other government agencies 
to usePPBS.l PPBS usually is compared with a line 
budget (Le. government appropriations type budget) 
and a performance type budget and found to be 
clearly superior. A budget isa very versatile tool 
serving many purposes, and the differerice among the 
different budgets lies in their emphasis. 

BUDGETS AND THEIR PURPOSES 

The line budget emphasizes control over inputs 
and usually follows the organizational structure. This 
type of budget is sufficient if one is not too concerned 

*Principal Authors: Ernst K. Nilsson and Sgt. Walter R. 
Gernch. ' 

with the output of the organization and the production 
process is relatively uncomplicated. The performance 
budget is management oriented. It provides control 
and planning information for functional evaluation of 
org;mizatiuilal performance. It assesseS work efficiency 
of operating units permitting cost control and esti
mation of resources needed to achieve a given output. 

This opens the question of what the output of the 
organization should be. The PPBS is an output 
oriented budget which emphasizes planning. It seeks 
to provide a forum for resolving competing claims on 
the resourees of the organization.2 The obvious con
clusion is that all of these types of budgets have useful 
functions in managing an orgarlizatiun. 

PlaIlning me~ns the systematic consideration of ob
jectives and alternatives. Programming incorporates 
the reduction of plans to specific resource require
ments for an extended period of time. Budgeting 
consists of taking a one-year slice of the program 
budget. 

Program budgeting characteristics are usually given 
as structural, analytical, and informationa1.3 

. At the heart of the PPBS is the structural or con
ceptual problem of what the end objectives are for 
the system, and what grouping of activities into pro-

Table 2-1 

Rigg's Simplified Police Structure 

1. Control of Criminal Behavior 
A. Vice (Liquor, Narcotics, Prostitution, Gambling) 
B. Rackets (Larceny, Loan Sharking, Organized Crime) 
C. Crime Against Property 
D. Crimes of Violence to Persons 

1. For profit 
2. Non-for-profit 

E. Youth or Juvenile Crime 

II. Public Service Activities 
A. Emergency Medical Services 
B. Security in Public Buildings 
C. Traffic (Safety and Movement of Goods and Services) 
D. Crowd Control 
E. Inspection and Licenses 
F. Control and Support 
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grall11l constitutes a logical and a helpful structure for 
decision making and analysis. 

Analytical characteristics refer to the necessity for 
analysis of objectives and alternatives to develop a 
relevant flexibility for the decision maker. Intuition is 

not sufficient for analyzing complex alternatives or 
devising new ones. ' -

Lastly, the PPBS functions as an information system 
for control (e.g. how well program costs a.'e following: 
budgeted costs) and for building a data base. ' 

Table 2-2 

Szanton's Program Budget* 

I. CONTROL AND REDUOTION OF CRIME 
PROGRAM 
A. Prevention/Suppres~ion 

1. General Purpose Patrol 
2. Special Purpose Patrol (by type of offense) 
3. Intelligence 
4. Community Relations 

B. Investigation/Apprehension 
1. Crimes Involving Major Risk of Personal Injury 

a. Murder 
b. Assault 
c. Rape 
d. Armed Robbery 
e. Burglary-Homes 
f .. Ar~on 
g. Etc. 

2. Crimes Not Involving Major Risk of Personal Injury 
a. Theft 
b. Unarmed Robbery 
c. Auto Theft 
d. Burglary-Commercial 
e. Fraud 
f. Forgery 
g. Etc. 

3. Vice 
a. Narcotics 
b. Prostitution 
c. Gambling 
d: Etc. 

C. Prosecution 
1. Interrogation 
2. Preparation for Trial 
3. Trial 

D. Recovery of Property 
1. Autos 
2. Other Personal Property 
3. Commercial Property 

E. General Support 
1. Communications 
2. Records and Data Processing 
3. Technical Services 

a. Fingerprint 
b. Ballistics 
c. Polygraph 
d. Laboratory Analysis 

II. MOVEMENT AND CONTROL OF TRAFFIC 
PROGRAM 
A. Traffic Movement 

1. Direction of Traffic 
2. Enforcement of Traffic-oriented Parking Rules 
3. Emergency Road Services 
4. Weather Emergency Procedures 
5. Identification and Reporting of Congestion Points 

*From Appendix At Task Force Report: Scimce and Technology. 
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B. Traffic Safety 
1. Enforcement of Regulations 

a. Patrol/Apprehension of Moving Violations 
b. Enforcement of Safcty-oriented Parking Rules 

2. Driver Training 
3. Educational Programs 
4. Vehicle Inspections 

C. Accident Investigation 

III. MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC ORDER PROGRAM 
A. Public Events 

1. Sporting Events 
2. Public Ceremonies 

a. Parades and Receptions 
b. Public Meetings 
c. Cornerstones, etc 

B. Minor Disturbances 
1. Private Quarrels 
2. Parties 
3. Drunkenness 
4. Derelicts 
5. Miscellaneous Nuisances 

C. Civil Disorder 
1. Prevention 
2· Suppression 

IV. PROVISION OF PUBLIC SERVICES PROGRAM 
A. Emergency Services 

1. Fire 
2. Medical 
3. Power Failure 
4. Flood 
5. Civil Defense 
6. Miscellaneous 

B. Missing Persons 
C. Lost Property 
D. Miscellaneous 

V. ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT PROGRAM 
A. Direction and Control 

1. Direction 
2. Planning and Development 
3. Internal Inspection and Review 

B. Training and Personnel 
1. Recruitment 
2. Training 

a. Basic 
b. Advanced 

3. Testing, Evaluation, Promotion 
C. Public Relations 
D. Supporting Services 

1. Records (noncrime) and Data Processing 
2. Communications 
3. Budget 
4. Property 

The PPBS is no panacea. By projecting a structure 
onto a system, it emphasizes certain aspects and 
neglects others. A continual review of the overall 
system is necessary. The analysis of alternatives tends 
to emphasize the quantitative aspects and neglects the 
qualitative ones. However, good quantitative infor~ 
mation is of optimum value if the decision maker 
keeps the qualitative dimension in mind. 

PPBS AND POLICE FUNCTIONS 

A few program budgets exist in the law enforcement 
literature. Dr. Riggs4 defines only two major ob~ 
j ectives for the police system: control of criminal 
behavior and public service activities (See Table 2~1). 
The program budget that ensues is somewhat simplistic 
and difficult to use as a structure for analysis because 
the programs follow the functional organization of a 
police department. These prograll11l have very little 
relevance to analytica15 output categories. 

Peter Szanton5 offers another program IItructure 
which is extremely detailed. Again it is dericient in 
that it separates output into functional categories. 
His budget also lacks a program to indicate relations 
with the environment. 

It is difficult to devise a structure which is output~ 
oriented and also provides a structure that is amenable 
to analysis. A functional structure is the obvious first 
step but, as has been pointed out, it really leads to a 
performance type budget. The hallmark of the pro~ 
gram budget is its insistence on syst.ematic analysis. 
(See Table 2-2) 

RESOURCE ANALYSIS BUDGET: 
CHICAGO 

The conceptual model has investigated police sys
tem activities and outputs with respect to Crime 
Control, Quasi~Criminal Control, Public Peace, Traf~ 
fic, Public Service and Community Support. It re~ 
mains to specify the program structure. It is con~ 
venient to define six major' programs which con~ 
tribute to achieving the six objectives. Much budget~ 
ing difficulty then is transferred to the subprogram 
structure. The key to the ensuing analysis is the police 
system model presented in Fig. 1-8. . 

Crime Control is influenced by social-behavioral~ 
psychological factors, opportunity distributions, and 
risk. The police have activities directed to all of the 

above factors: 

Objective: Crime Control 
Program: Crime Control 

Sub-Program: 
1. Social-psychological-behavioral conditions; 
2. Opportunity; 
3. Risk. 

However, police contribution to rL-;k arises from 
the deployment of its three main forces, namely the 
Preventive, Response and Follow-up forces. 

Different types of crime call for a different mix of 
police response. Burglary, for example, is best handled 
through a mix of preventive patrol and detective 
follow-up of stolen goods. There is very little that the 
response force cart do. Consequently it is logical to 
provide sub-subprograms, with one program for each 
crime. At the present time very little has been done 
in determining the productivity of different forces 
with respect to index crimes. 6 

Quasi-criminal activity mainly includes disorderly 
conduct and drunkeness and needs no subdivision at 
the current state of knowledge. One of the main 
reasons for keeping it separate is to emphasize the 
need to consider other forms for handling these ac~ 
tivities, such as hospital care ,and rehabilitation for 
drunks and social care for destitute persons. In other 

Table 2-3 

1968 Resource Analysis Budget, Chicago Police Department'" 

Program 

Crime ControL .••........................ 
. . A. Social and Economic 

Conditions .... :. . . . . . . . $912,748 
B. Value: 

1. Opportunity ...................... . 
2. Risk: 

'(a) Prevention......... 30,271,342 
(b) Response.......... 3,037,876 
(c) Followup.......... 23,873,127 

Quasi-Criminal ........................... . 
Traffic Regulation ..•........ , ............ . 

,'Public Peace ...•.•........................ 
Public Service ............................ . 

A. Emergency.... ..•....... 3,263,720 
B. Specialized.............. 8,423,900 
C; Other................... 3,195,571 

Community Support ...................•... 
A. Community Relations. .... 455,425 
B. Human Relafions. . . . . . . . . 177,944 
C. Public Relations.. . .. . .. .. 4,435,579 

Support ...........•..•................... 

Total budget ..•.•.................•. 

Cost 

$58,095,093 

. 5,182,802 
ll,220,397 
7, 737!896 

14,883,191 

5,068,948 

27,973,365 

130,161,692 

*The 1968-69 cost figures for the Resollfce Analysis Budget 
were developed by Sgt. Walter R. Gersch of the Chicago 
Police Department. For more details, see Appendix B. 
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Tob" H Fi gure 2-1 1968 Dis tr i bu Ii on by Program _ [1 Should it have thi, functioo? The flce dep",tment 0' 

1969 Resource Analysis Budget for the Chicago i f a special division in a public safety program or a 
Police Department ~ I private firm could provide these as well. Specialized 

Program 

Crime Control. ..•............•.•......... 
A. Social and Economic 

Conditions ........... " $1,052,270 
B. Value: 

1. Opportunity .................•..... 
2. Risk: 

(a) Prevention......... 39,915,580 
(b) Response.......... 3,599,454 

" \c). Followup.. ........ 25,361,662 
Quasl-Crunmal. .............•............. 
Traffic Rcgu1ation .•. , ...... , .............• 
Pl!blic Peace .•............................ 
Public Service ............................ . 

A. Emergency.............. 3,821,518 
B. Specialized.............. 9,919,179 
C. Other................... 3,821,846 

Community Support ...................... . 
A. Community Relations..... 727,586 
B. Human Relations......... 191,438 
C. Public Relations. . . . . . . . . . 6,301,523 

Support. ................................ . 

Total budget .........•........•..... 

Cost 

$69,928,966 

6,194,343 
13,108,235 
8,824,134 

17,562,543 

7,220,547 

31,329,763 

154,168,531 

words is the police department and jail the "best" , . 
way to handle these demands for soclal res~onse.? . 

Traffic regulation is often a separate entlty Wlthm 
the police department. If this is the case, it will be 
convenient to consider it a separate program with the 
traffic contributions of the beat car force added to 
those of the Traffic Division. 

The Public Peace program serves to highlight the 

Figure 2-2 1969 Distribution by Program 
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"j services became a separate program to include large 
J activities such as marine patrol, animal care, auto 

: . f pounds, license investigators, etc. 
1 Lastly, community support represents unilateral 
! and bilateral efforts by the police department to i foster goodwill. Community Relations represent efforts 
. directed towards reaching groups, and Human Re
I t lations are activities towards contacting individuals. 
~ Public Relations would represent the costs of im
! ~, proving, unilaterally the police image. 
! 
! 

I 
1. 
[ 

! t 
I 

) I 
1 

Figure 2-4 : 

1969 Operati ons-Admi n istrati on Costs 

following issues: should the police department provide I 
resources for peaceful crowd control, such as parades t 
and sporting events? What is the police role in a civill 
disturbance, and what commitment need the local , '~ , 
police force make? . ! 

Public Service can be divided into three categones.! 
Again the purpose is to highlight the commitment ( 
of resources and force a consideration of the cost of iI,', 

providing these services. The police department pro
vides emergency services, such as sick transport. 

Figure 2-3 : 

1968 Operations-Administration Costs 

Support, is a traditional category which includes 
general overhead and support activities such as the 
Superintendent's staff, the Communications Center, 
Records, Data Processing, maintenance of depart
mental vehicles, buildings, and radios, etc. 

Comparable budgets, arranged for purposes of re
source analysis, are shown for the Chicago Police 
Department in 1968 and 1969. Tables 2-3 and 2-4 
show th~ dollar amounts while Figs. 2-1 through 2-4 
give the relative percentages allocated to various 
functions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
!, ! 

~ ALLOCATING POLICE PATROL RESOURCES* 
1 

The challenge facing a police department is to 
obtain maximum efficiency and effectiveness in de
ploying police manpower resources. The, police ad
ministrator views this challenge as an absolute re
duction in crime on a city-wide basis. The desired 
goal would be complete eradication of crime; a 
realistic goal would be to recognize the existence of 
"irreducible minimum levels of criminal activity" 
and apply resources to contain crime in any area 
at this level. No estimate of the irreducible minimum 
level is given for any area-it is purely conceptual. 

Crimes known to the police bear an unknown 
relationship to actual total criminal activity. This 
fact tends to weaken the concept of an irreducible 
minimum or a practical minimum to levels of criminal 
activity. 

The measures of effectiveness generally used by 
police departments are the number of crimes reported, 
the number of arrests, and the amount of stolen 
property recovered. Since the seriousness of such 
"index" crime varies, it is necessary to obtain each 
of these measures for every specific type of crime. 
Throughout this discussion, the concept of an irre
ducible minimum is being applied to each type of 
crime in an area. 

In a broad view, reduction of criminal activity im
plies both a decrease in the number of criminals and 
in the crime rate. The courts and correctional agencies 
have major roles in deterring criminal activity and in 
rehabilitation. The police have no control over these 
agencies; in a sense, the police act as an agent for the 
courts and the correctional agencies. 

Police productivity against crime is measured di
rectly iri terms of arrests and the recovery of stolen 
property. Fluctuations in the volume of calis for 
police service of given types could be used to assess 
police productivity if it is borne in mind that differ
ences exist between actual crime rates and crimes 
known to the police. 

This chapter deals with the problem of overall 
resource allocation. The analytical methods that pro-

*Principal author: A. M. Bottoms 
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duced the various allocation results reported here f 
were difficult to find and to apply. Concepts of mathe- I 
matical economics have been used, to the greatest f 
extent possible, to reconcile the widely divergent f, I 
factors of police operational realities, empirical obser- rl 
vation, and social philosophy. Every attempt has been I J

1 made to provide the background and rationale for 
the approach taken.! I Although the police and the public administrator ! 
may not want to follow all the technical detail, the I 
te::t and the general comparative statistics will show '\ 
the rewlts ofvarious approaches to distributing patrol I 
manpower. Since this is one of the first attempts, 1 1, 

perhaps the first attempt, to reflect such diverse factors [! 
and considerations in a model of resource allocation, ',:' lr 

the tentative nature of the suggested allocations must , 
be borne in mind. ,I 

! 

This is an important chapter in the sense that it l 
presents a spectrum of results that show the sensitiVitY!,' 
to the underlying assumptions of the possible allo
cation of manpower. The police administrator is asked ! 
to consider the fact that significant differences in man- I 
power allocation do stem from the weightings given 'It 
the various operational and judgemental factors. 

This chapter examines the overall effect on allo- J 
1 cation of resources caused by varying the allocation i 

criteria. There is no single criterion for allocation and 1 
the assertion that any of the variants discussed herein J 
is best, is not made. l 

1 J 
DISTRIBUTION OF MANPOWER AMONG I! 
WATCHES I I 

Each police district reflects distinctive crime pat- I' , 
terns. One distribution of manpower in a district I I.

i
,' 

approximates the time distribution of cri~e and calls I 
for service as closely as possible. Attaining this goal I I 
presents scheduling problems and could necessitate 14 
watch differential pay rather than normal rotating 1 {rio 

watch assignments. There are advantages and dis- I 
advantages inherent in either approach. ! J 

The distribution of personnel to watches could be j t 
determined through using percentages in table 3-1. f/. 

II L, 
11 l-J 
,~ 

Obtain the sum of demands for all three watches 
using either (1) entries under "Part I" or (2) entries 
under "Total." The ratio of a watch total to the 
district total is the fraction of district manpower that 
should be assigned to a watch. ' 

The business area in the 1st District, the "Loop," 
greatly distorts statistics such as index crimes per 
1 00,000 population. The fixed population is estimated 
at 14,000, however, during the day this number in
creases to approximately 1,000,000. For this reason, 
allocation of manpower based on index crimes per 
100,000 population must exclude the 1st District. 
The district will be held constant and the current as
signed force of 374 personnel a~e deducted from the 
total manpower available for allocation in all criteria 
discussed. 

Equalized Per Capita Police Service 

A constant ratio of police to population is assumed 
a fair distribution with respect to cost to the taJtpayer. 
This distribution does not consider the existence of 
neighborhood characteristics which are conducive to 
high incidence of crime in an area. Distribution of 
the patrol force as determined by application of this 
population criterion is given in percentages in Table 
3-2. 

Table 3-1 

Distribu.tion of Manpower by watch and Index Crime 
[Based on a summary of Friday activity in Summer, 1968) 

1st watch 2nd watch 3rd walch 
District 

Part II Total2 Part I Total Part I Total 

1 10.5 16.2 41.5 42.6 41.9 41.2 
2 21.8 19.8 34.6 29.0 43.6 51.2 
3 23.4 21.4 36.5 28.4 44.1 50.3 
4 18.4 17.4 39.8 31.1 41.8 51.5 
5 24.7 18.5 34.3 31.1 41.0 50.3 
6 20.2 18.4 40.2 30.5 39.6 51.1 
7 19.7 16.3 38.0 30.2 42.4 53.5 
8 17.4 15.1 40.5 31.3 42.2 53.4 
9 21.5 16.5 44.6 30.6 33.9 52.9 

10 18.9 16.3 38.6 30.8 42.5 52.9 
II 19.3 18.5 39.2 30.3 41.5 51.2 
12 16.7 16.7 43.5 34.4 39.9 48.9 
13 14.9 15.9 41.6 30.8 43.5 53.3 
14 20.1 14.5 37.8 30.8 42.1 54.7 
15 19.2 17.6 41.4 32.7 39.4 49.7 
16 20.0 14.7 42.0 33.7 38.0 51.6 
17 15.4 15.4 46.1 34.8 38.6 39.9 
18 -16.4 19.5 43.5 32.8 40.1 47.8 
19 16.6 18.3 43.1 29.7 40.3 52.1 
20 15.5 18.6 46.8 31.3 36.7 50.1 
21 16.7 18.5 41.1 31.7 42.2 49.7 

1 Index crimes. 
2 Total police service. 

Table 3-2 . 
Distribution of Force by Equalized per Capita Service 

District Percent District Percent 

2 .044 12 .036 
3 .049 13 .040 
4 .048 14 .052 
5 .050 15 .056 
6 .046 16 .059 
7 .044 17 .048 
8 .067 18 .038 
9 .050 19 .058 

W .048 20 .082 
11 .035 21 .037 

Equalized Density of Police Service 

This criterion (Table 3-3) considers only the num
be:r of police per square mile. It does not consider 
laud use, population homogenetics, or social and 
eomomic conditions. 

INDEX CRIME "THREAT" ALLOCATION 

This patrol force assignment criterion recognizes 
the existence of social and economic differences within 
the city. Table ,3-4 shows index crime by type, district 
and area. It indicates the ratio ofincidents per 100,000 
population. In addition to the uncertainties that exist 
about the extent of crime "known" to the police, the 
use of Index Crime as an allocation method assumes 
that citizens view all index crimes as equally repre-

Table 3-3 

Distribution by Equalized Density of Service 

District Square miles Percent 

2 4.313 .019 
3 .5.522 .024 
4 26.309 .116 
5 20.036 .088 
6 16.225 .071 
7 6.534 .029 
8 23.609 .104-
9 13.164 .058 

10 7.207 .032 
11 4.750 .021 
12 6.282 .028 
13 5.153 .023 
14 7.752 .03.4 
15 11.948 .052 
16 28.417 .125 
17 10.540 .046 
18 4.250 .019 
19 5.703 .025 
20 11.637 .051 
21 4.998 ;022 

If, 
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Index Crimes by Type- J 

Tab~ II I 
-------------------d 

I ! 
I 1 
1 ' __ A_gg_r_av_a_te_d_as_sa_u_lt __ 11 

1968 i 1 
Murder Rape Robbery 

1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 1968 1966 1967 

i 
District!. .......... 5 6~ ~~ 15~ 1~6 l~i 2,~~ 2,~~~2,~;~ 1,~~~ 1,~~g 1,~~~."'!,',' 
District 2. .. . . .. . . .. 65 1 325 840 832 6r.2.: 

1 29 39 45 99 98 79 1,285 1,317 , v 
District 2 ......... ·~=-_..::_~-=-__ -=-=-_______ ~ ___ .-:. _______ -=--=-=--:-::::---;:-::::-I I 

99 113 158 261 272 277 4,600 4,376 4,686 2,866 2,941 2,750 l I,' Total, area I. . . . . . . . T 

41 57 72 149 163 117 1,729 1,696 1,314 1,126 1,051 769 f I riistrict 3. • . • . • . . . . . ' 378 <126 149 156 r 
D . 4 16 12 11 19 25 21 306 306 I, 28'1 i I 

istrlct ........... 18 24 18 57 66 44 482 535 587 367 195 :"i 
District 5........... ~ 42 55 44 372 568 401 255 243 176 ; ~ 
District 6 .......... . _-.:v~--.:.1.:2_~1:::.5_~_.:= __ :..:... ________________ :-::~_-:-:::-: _ __=_=:-. I 

I 
2 81 105 116 267 309 226 2,889 3,105 2,680 1,974 1,724 1,296 'II Total, area .•...... 

District 7 ........... 33 40 67 104 132 114 1,298 1,0
22

7
4
1 1'216201 1,0

1
8
6
8
2 

1,0
1
3
3
4
2 

1,117546! ( 
1 2 6 19 11 13 219 296 )\'" District 8..... .... .. 24 16 19 21 23 12 405 346 312 354 307 

District 9 ...•....... ~~_..:::~~-=----=-=----------------::---:--=~---:-:-:=--::-;:::- I 

Total, area 3. . . . . . . . 58 

District 10... . . . . . .. 55 
District 11... . . . . . . . 62 
District 12... .. . . • .. 33 
District 13.. . . . . . . . . 38 

58 92 144 166 139 1,922 1,641 1,693 1,604 1',4731,6261 
I 57 50 141 177 106 1,080 1,407 1,492 1,024 973 1,042 1 

56 54 145 113 126 1,459 1,718 1,882 1,269 1,262 1,331 , 
27 37 51 58 36 1,050 1,440 1,477 751 714 730 I 
27 41 56 68 68 1,002 1,043 1,143 1,018 845 950:, 1 

;, ',~ 

Total, area 4 ...•...• 188 167 182 393 416 336 4,591 5,608 5,994 4,062 3,794 4,053 :J 
l . . 14 10 11 13 15 22 17 292 367 415 281 305 326, 

DIstrIct ... . . . . . . . 15 38 40 58 301 561 627 218 233 301 \ 
District 15...... .... 15 22 2 9 10 7 97 105 120 68 92 72! 
District 16.... .. .. .. 6 7 3 12 9 130 154 160 97 119 103 J 
D~rictI7 ... , ...... ~~2~_~4 __ -=-___ -=-______________ -::~ __ -=~--::~-~~ :,: 

33 37 37 65 84 91 820 1,187 1,322 664 749 802 t Total, area 5........ i 
District 18.... .. .. .. 31 ~~~! ~~ ~~ ~~ I, ~~~ 1'!ji 1 , ~~~ ~~~ ~g; ~~ ;,' .f4,· 
District 19.... . .. • • . 10 7 559 455 499 532 

O 12 22 22 41 46 36 446 53 i I 
District 2 .......... --==--_= _________ ---------------::-~=:___=_:::_ fl! 
Total, area 6 ....... . 53 68 60 113 150 157 1,898 2,457 2,632 1,566 1,665 1,785 J ! 

512 =548 =645 ==~'M3 1,397=1,226 = 16,720 18,374 19,007 = 12,736 --;-2,346 12,;~' t 
1.4 1.5 1 8 3 4 3.8 3.4 45.9 50.3 52.2 35.0 33.9 33.8 I 
0.06 0.06 0:07 0.i4 0.16 0.14 1.91 2.10 2.18 1.46 1.41 1.41

11

: 

Total, citywi4e. , ..•. 
Total, per dl!.Y ..... . 
Total, per hour .... . 

* For 364 day police ycar-13 police periods of 28 days each. 

hensible. This assumption has been proven false by 
Selin and Wolfgang.1 

Table 3-5 shows how the percentage distribution of 
total manpower would be affected if allocation was 
based on index crimes per 100,000 population. 

VICTIM-ORIE~TED DISTRIBUTION 

Representative weights of the seriousness of index 
crimes as perceived by potenti:al victims were reported 
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by SelHn and Wolfgang as follows: 

Homicide ..........•... 
Rape ................ . 
Robbery ...•.......... 
Aggravated Assault ... , . 

Burglary. ' ......•..... 
Theft ($50 or over) .... . 
Auto Theft ........... . 

26 
12 

7 
7 
3 
3 
2 

I 
! 
t 
! 

I 
I 
t 
i , 

3-4 

Offenses by District and Area'" 

Burglary 

1966 1967 1968 

Theft 
$50 and over 

1966 1967 1968 

Auto theft 

1966 1967 1968 

Total 
index 

100,000 
Total index popula-

tion 
1966 1967 1968 1968 

483 432 353 1,361 1,489 1,523 739 741 805 3,212 3,347 3,4~7 343,700 
1,762 2,203 2,117 712 787 892 1,771 2,181 2,009 9,189 9,902 10,030 6,468 
1,279 1,407 1,481 961 954 722 1,251 1,334 t,424 5,744 5,981 5,728 4,440 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
3,5244,042 3,951 3,034 3,230 3,137 3,761 4,256 4,238 18,145 19,230 19,1956,439 

2,292 2,464 2,243 573 694 599 1,864 2,107 2,273 7,774 8,232 7,387 4,269 
986 790 861 389 29(} 337 1,278 1,179 1,364 3,220 2,751 3,1281,829 

1,159 1,358 1,195 436 469 368 1,829 1,890 1,840 4,348 4,623 .4,247 2,454 
1,075 1,185 1,151 474 451 351 1,134 1,444 1,319 3,358 3,958 3,457 2,133 
----------------------------------------------------------------
5,512 5,797 5,450 1,872 1,904 1,655 6,105 6,620 6,796 18,700 19,564 18,219 2,679 

1,780 2,261 2,378 703 800 801 1,863 2,027 2,182 6,869 7,365 7,877 5,081 
994 1,020 899 538 567 510 1,313 1,260 1,213 3,246 3,216 3,017 1,289 
996 823 767 440 447 539 1,366 1,189 1,097 3,606 3,151 3,0421,738 

----------------------------------------------------------------
3,770 

2,005 
2,301 

974 
1,696 

4,104 

2,068 
2,741 

965 
1,831 

4,044 

3,117 
3,668 
1,452 
2,351 

6,976 7,605 10,588 

1,103 
1,183 

838 
906 

1,30"; 
l,4ri4 

8S4 
971 

1,261 
1,808 

806 
872 

1,681 

662 
925 

1,119 
886 

1,814 

794 
1,006 
1,160 

894 

1,850 

795 
955 

1,189 
1,116 

3,592 3,854 4,055 

665 
489 
537 
795 

642 
367 
588 
815 

7514-
542 
697 
822 

4,542 4,476 4,492 13,721 13,732 13 1936 2,470 

1,715 1,698 1,951 6,682 7,174 8,553 5,031 
1,874 2,215 2,171 8,035 9,111 10,187 8,215 
1,382 1,344 1,290 5,360 5,708 6,211 4,929 
1,921 1,991 1,941 6,617 6,69!:l 7,610 5,397 

6,892 7,248 7,353 26,694 28,692 32,561 5,814 

1,254 
1,549 

714 
1,055 

1,270 1,336 3,620 3,923 4,122 2,277 
1,593 1,713 3,793 4,240 5,064 2,570 

896 904 2,269 2,525 2,608 1,266 
1,064 941 2,988 3,139 2,914 1,714 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
4,030 

1,615 
1,880 
2,177 

4,535 

1,499 
1,691 
2,035 

4,747 

1,615 
1,785 
1,964 

2,486 

1,648 
1,193 
1,949 

2,412 

2,024 
1,288 
1,951 

2,815 

2,090 
1,344 
1,909 

4,572 

1,850 
1,459 
1,765 

4,823 4,894 12,670 13,827 14,708 1,950 

2,024 1,929 7,030 7,853 8.140 6,120 
1,484 1,589 5,291 5,393 5;697 2,820 
1,528 1,486 6,845 6,618 6,508 2,251 

5,672 5,225 5,364 4,790 5,263 5,343 5,074 5,036 5,004 19,166 19,864 20,345 3,255 
===========================--================== 

29,484 31,308 34,144 
81.0 86.0 93.8 
3.37 3.58 3.92 

17,455 18,477 18,855 
48.0 50.8 51.8 
2.00 2.11 2.16 

30,946 32,459 32,777 
85.0 89.2 90.0 
3.54 3.71 3.75 

109,096 114,909 118,966 3,418 
299.7 315.7 326.8 9.39 
12.45 13.15 13.62 0.38 

Victimization studies have not been undertaken in 
Chicago, thus it is unknown whether this rating scale 
is specifically appHcable. Since Chicago is a collection 
of neighb!)rhoods having distinct ethnic, cultural, and 
economic attributes, it may be assumed that each 
community within the city probably has a unique 
scale of values. 

Prior to utilizing this allocation method, a sta
tistically controlled survey of the attitude of indi
viduals in each police district should be completed. 

The results of the survey will ascertain weights at
tached to various cri.mes by citizens in each district. 

Following is, one: w:ay to estimate weighted index 
crime in relation to pc:tential victims: 

1. From Table 3-4, take the ;<lumber of index 
crimes of each type occurring in each district. 

2. Multiply by the:weight appropriate to that 
crime as determined by the attitude survey. 

3. Total all weighted indtlx crimes for the district. 
4. The proportion of total available manpower 



Table S-5 

Distribution of force by Index Crimes 

Disln'el Percenl Disln'el Percent 

2 . 090 12 .069 
3 .059 13 .075 
4 .025 14 .031 
5 .034 15 .035 
6 .024 16 .017 
7 .071. 17 .024 
8 .018 18 .086 
9 .024 19 .039 

10 .070 20 .031 
11 .114 21 .062 

required in relation to population d:nsity c~n be 
determined by dividing the total weIght of 10dex 
crimes for the district by the district population. 

THE SHOUP-DOSSER MODEL 

An interesting problem in the use of an ur~an 
police force arises in considering how to best assIgn 
patrolmen to police districts so as to cause the ~verage 
crime rate in a city to be as small as possIble. ~ 
simple mathematical model for achieving this distn
bution is presented by Shoup2 and Dosser3. 

The average crime rate is defined as the numbe; of 
crimes of a specific type committed over a tIme 
period such as an hour or a day, or a police watch. 
This n~mber is assumed known or readily calcul~ble 
from police records. For sake of simplicity, we con~lder 
only one type of crime. Patrolmen are ass~med to .be 
equal in effectiveness from man to man. Smce pOl.lce 
districts vary in their physical make-tIp, populatlOn 
size economic level and etc., the value of a patrolman 
in ;rime reduction varies from district to district. 

The Stoup-Dosser model assumes the city to .be 
dividr.;d into two districts (called one and two) ~lth 
corresponding average crime rates ..(1 and ..(2' Smce 
the effectiveness of a patrolman is different in each 
district, constant numbers k1 and k2 are. defined to 
accommodate these differences .. If t pohcemen are 
assigned to district one, they will have effectiveness 
tk1. The larger tkl' the greater the effectiveness of t~e 
t policemen in police district one. This means that If 
a single patrolman can control the crime rate ?etter 
in district one than in district two, then kl will be 
larger than k2 and, of course, tk1 will be larg:r than 
tk2. Now it is assumed further that when t. pohcem~n 
are assigned to district one, the average cnme rate 10 
that district is reduced to ..(11tk1. Therefore, t~e total 
average rate (under the two-district assumptlOn) ·for 
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the city is 

there are a total of T patrolmen to be dis-where 
tributed . 

The problem now is to assign the t .and T - t 
policemen to districts one and. two respectively so as 
to minimize the total average crime rate given by 
Expression 1. . 

Of course the more meaningful problem, apphcable 
to a large urban police force like th~t ~f th~ City of 
Chicago, is to determine the best d.lstnb.utI?n of T 
policemen over a city with many polIce dlstncts .. We 
will now address ourselves to the more genel'al solutlOn. 

General Solution 

Consider the following definitions: 

n: number of police districts in the city. 
i: the police district number i = 1, . . . , n. 

average number of crimes (per unit time) in 
police district i (i= 1, ... , n). . 

k.: an effectiveness constant for a patrolman 10 

district i. . 
the number of patrolmen assigned to district z. t .' ,. 

The object is to minimize the total. average crime 
rate in the city with a fixed total polIce force of T. 
Therefore, we wish to minimize 

I t 
! 

1 ! . I 

i 
~ 

i 

I 
f 

1 
I 
/ 
'< 
i 

! 
f 

(2) J 
subject to 

n 

2: ti= T. 
i=1 

Form 

and obtain the set of n+ 1 equations 

i=l, ... ,~. 

From (5a) it follows that, 

rz; . 1 ti='\JXt. z= , ..• , n. 

~ 

(3) 1 
! 
i 

I 
(4) I 

! 

I 
(5a) J 

1 I 

(5b) I )1 
. I 

1 I 
I 1 
I i 
r E 

(6) ,~ ! 

~ r I' 
1 ! 
~~ 

and 

(7) 

Solving for A in expression (7~ gives, 

(8) 

Now 

fa. " 

2: t.2= P-2 2: titj. 
i~l i<l 

(9) 

From (6) 

I JZi..(i titj=-1. --. 
>. kikj (10) 

Substituting (10) into (9) and then substituting 
(9) into (8) gives 

(11) 

Solving (II) for A gives 

1 (n ~i)2 -- 2: -- P i=1 k i • (12) 

Finally substituting A from (12) into (6) gives the 
optimum distribution of the ti over the n districts to 
minimize the average crime rate, 

~ 
'\Jt 

ti= T for i= 1, ... , n. (13) 

(E~~i) 

Interpret'a tion 

Letn=2 (only two districts), kl=k2 and ..(1=<2=..(, 
it follows that 

v'z T 
t1=t2= T 2VZ=2' (14) 

With no loss of generality, we let k1=k2= 1 in (14). 
This solution can be interpreted as follows: when 

there are only two districts which are identical with 
regard to mean crime rate and unit police effectiveness 
within each district (Le., kl=k2= 1) the minimum 
average crime is obtained when the T policemen are 
assigned TI2 to each district. This gives 

..(. < 
C=T/2+T/2 (15) 

2..( 
(16) =T/2' 

Now conEiider the two districts with identical mean 
crime rates (per unit time) and identical unit police 
effectiveness (k1 = k2 = 1). If we put the two districts 
together, we obtain a new district whose m~an crime 
rate is 2..( (per unit time). If we originally confronted 
this composite district and had T policemen to allo
cate, we would calculate the resultant miniiilu~ rate 
as 

(17) 

However, this does not agree with the statement in 
(16). If we agree that (16) is logically correct, then 
the result 2,,(1 T cannot be a correct solution for the 
composite district which must be identical to the sum 
of two districts. This prompts us to reconsider the 
concept surrounding expression (16). If we consider 
..( as the average crime, rate in the presence of one 
policeman, then ..(It is the average crime rate in the 
district in the presence of t policemen. It follows that 
2..( is the average crime rate in the two districts, each 
characterized by ..(1=.(2=..( and k1=k2=1, in the 
presence of two policemen. Then given the composite 
rate 2..( (from two identical districts) we allocate the 
policemen optimally by assigning T/2 pairs of police
men to the composite district. This concept is con
sistent with the solution in expression (16). 

In future considerations, we shall refer to ..(i as 
the mean crime rate in district i in the presence'1>f 
one policeman. 

An allocation using city-wide minimization of crime 
to guide the distribution of manpower is derived from 
a simple extension of the Shoup-Dosser method. 
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Table 3-6 

Comparative Allocations of Police Manpower 
of manpower in each district according to which one t",. 
of the several criteria is emphasized. Although these r . 
figures do not indicate the allocation between the! I, i 
three watches they permit a comparison of the overClll ! 
manpower shlfts which can occur as a function of ~ f 

Table 3-8 

Equalized Equalized Index crime 

District Manning on Minimization Criterion 
[Not weighted by populntion1 

per per 
District Current capttCi. density 100,000 . . Ii District 

Friday 

2 487 295 137 
3 422 329 161 
4 211 322 778 
5 263 335 590 
6 224 309 476 
7 450 295 195 
8 241 449 698 
9 305 335 389 

10 361 322 215 
11 378 235 141 
12 332 241 188 
13 337 268 154 
14 264 34"3 228 
15 .. ~ . 

271 376 349 
16 224 396 838 
17 167 322 309 
18 411 255 127 
19 291 S89 168 
20 330 550 342 
21 335 248 148 

604 
396 
168 
228 
161 
476 
121 
161 
470 
765 
463 
503 
208 
235 
114 
161 
577 
262 
208 
416 

a chosen Criterion. ! i 
~ 

Service and Indellr Criteria 

Chicago Police Department policy calls fo~ maxi
mum service to the citizens. Under that polIcy, the 
criterion for allocation should be total calls for service 
on the third watch on Friday, when there is peak 
demand. When total calls for service or a weighted 
workload are used in setting criteria, areas which 
have a heavy volume of calls but less index crime 

1 
~ 

I 

f 
I 

[ 
I 
! 
1 

! 
'\ 
.i receive more resources. 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Part I Total 

214.8 
310.1 
307.0 
317.6 
331.9 
328.6 
307.5 
332.5 
324.7 
327.4 
328.0 
273.8 
339.6 
359.1 
336.9 
284.8 
346.3 
293.7 
376.3 

Part I 

Effect of Allocation Criteria 

From an earlier table (Table 3-1) we have per- ){ 
centages of both Index Crimes and total service de- I 
mands' by districts. Using Part I or I~dex Crime I 
calls for service or total calls for serVIce produce ! 
different allocations of manpower. Reliance on Index! 
Crime calls naturally tends to increase the allocation JI 
of patrol force to areas with a high incidence of index; 1 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

281.6 
322.7 
279. ~~ 
305,9 
321:6 
312.3 
300.4 
283.6 
242.8 
354.6 
365.9 
319.0 
352.4 
321.0 
349.3 
272.8 
332.9 
348.2 
344.6 
350.5 
346.7 

373.3 
294.0 

290.7 
334.6 
298.2 
317.9 
324.4 
312.5 
317.6 
275.9 
263.3 
346.1 
351.3 
308.1 
346.3 
299.8 
323.1 
266.1 
308.2 
359.3 
342.3 
368.8 
353.5 

The se,nsitivity of the manpower distribution of a .' I 1 
patrol force to the criteria selected is shown in Table 

Crime. . i ! 

Table 3-7 refiet:.ts the allocatlon of the 6,708 mem- f ~ following criteria are used: 
3-6. Each column of figures represents the distribution bers of the patrol d:ivision in Chicago where the i 1 ". 

: 1 1. Part I calls for serVice on the thIrd watch Friday. 
11 2. Total calls for service on the third watch Friday. Table 3-7 

Manning of Districts Based on Minimizirtg Crime if Part I Crime, Total Service or Weighted Workload Dominate 

Friday Saturday All days 
District Current 

Part I Total Part I Total Part I Total 

1 3. Part I calls for service on the third watch Saturday. 
f 4. T~tal calls for service on the third watch Friday. 
! 5. Part I calls for service on the third watch All days. 

.1 6. Total calls for service on the third watch All days. 
Weighted .! 7. Weighted workload service on the third watch All 
workload I days. 

------------~-------2-9-8-.4----3-3-1~.4---2-7-1-.7-----3~1~7~.7~-~W:7~.:3--:3:1~2~.2~ J ~~~~~~OO~~~~~~~illoc~~ 
1 !~i 320.8 339.0 357.2 350.7 332.4 343,.6 343.4 r of manpower by district are included 'in Table 3-7. 
23 422 ~;i:~ 308.7 268.3 325.1 267.0 321.2 315.8\ 

302.6257.2 314.6 260.6 301.7 263.4 256.6 ~ I 
4 241 328.0 306.2 320.3 307.1 301.3,s 
5 263 ~~~:~ ~~~:! 277.9 283.7 279.8 285.6 278.8 [', MinimIzation and Population 
6 224 309.7 364.7 316.2 "349.0 268.5 310.6 f I 
7 450 344.8 7 2346 246.4 233.8 f I 

8 241 235.1. ~i~:~ ~;::~ ~i~:5 243:3 312.6 293.9 !"4 Other V'C ions in manpower assignments (~f the 
9 ~~i ·~~i:~ 380.1 421.6 381.4 410.1 379.6 378.0' f } patrol division are produced when the goal oLmini-~~ 378 504.5 372.1· 48'1'.5 377.1 ~~~:: ;~~:i !b;:i Imizingcrimeisweightedwithconsiderationsofpopu_ 

12 332 345.9 ~~~:~ ;~!:i ;~!:; 393.5 375.4 372.1. pation in a district. In one case, Table 3-8, the total 
13 ~~! ;i~:~ 340.3 297.6,334.5 312.5 342.3 329.5, ! number of criminal ev'ents is considered without ~: 271 332.0 323.0 307.2 320.3 ~~t~ ~~t~ ~~~:: i' !weighting by population. In Table 3-9, weighting of 
16 224 174.7 167.6 170.5 159.8 280.7 260.7 255.1; 1 the criminal events by the district population produces 
17 !~i ~b::~ ~~~:~ ;,t~:~ ~J;~:6 312.9 337.3. 356.3 i!significant .shifts in manning practices both from the ~~ 291 373.2 402.8 ;370.8 401.8 392.7. 4

40
09
8
, '81 4 39

0
6
1

, ~ (i, unweighted version and froni current practices. 
273.6 397.5 288.1 412 I 293'.4 . . 11 Th ffi f . f' ffi' f r 

2201 3333~ 342.9 297.4 349 .~, 302: 0 343.5 302.6 311. 1 ~. I. e: ect 0 ~~l~ 10~ In the 7 ectiveness 0 po Ice 
__ ~~_~ __ ~~Y_~ _______ ~ ____ ~_~ ____ ~'_' ____________ ~ljm~~~~~~ili~m~~~fu~ 

H ! ~.~ 24 

I':! .". 

Saturday 

Total 

195.7 
321.1 
323.6 
322.1 
337.0 
325.7 
314.2 
320.8 
324.1 
328.8 
332.7 
271.8 
345.1 
353.3 
334.3 
271.7 
333.7 
290.7 
375.7 
387.4 
298.7 

Part I 

277.7 
310.3 
295.6 
303.8 
315.7 
313.5 
302.9 
282.0 
251.3 
335.5 
348.1 
302.5 
349.1 
313.7 
342.7 
287.4 
339.7 
354.8 
361.3 
374.3 
345.9 

All days 

Total Weighted 
workload. 

206.7 225.4 
314.1 315.2 
319.3 315.1 
325.1 317.9 
337 A 332.3 
327.5 320.8 
266.5 309A 
32f.l.O 312.4 
324.8 306.5 
326.8 326.6 
328.0 329.4 
270.3 279.5, 
345.5 343.7 
361.1 .348.9 
338.6 '335.3 
282.5 279.0 
347.0 340.8 
294.0 311.8 
382.0 371.2 
383.8 378.6 
299.0 308.5 

application of the victim-oriented weightings of Selin 
and Wolfgang. 

SPLIT-FORCE CONCEPT' 

An idealized objective for allocation of patrol re
sources is to have at any instant of time, the response 
force so designed that it exactly matches the demand 
for poHce service placed upon it. Simultaneously a 
pr~ventive force could be allocated throughout the 
city in such a way as to minimize total criminal 
activity as defined in a victim oriented weighting 
system. When different neighborhoods place different 
weights· or ,emphasis upon the Tdnds of enforcement' 
desired, this variation should be recognized and 
normalized by the population in each district. 

The question of allocation of preventive patrol 
assets involves many judgmental values. In deciding 
where, when, and how to use preventive patrol assets, 
the police administrator must evaluate the capa
bilities of his resources, the nature of the crime prob
lems in v~ious parts of the City, and the needs and 
desires of the people in the various neighborhoods 
with respect to law enforcement. Their needs and 
desires are communicated to the police through direct 
contact at functions such as police-community work-
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shops and through contact with elected officials by 
members of the community. 

Such "judgmental criteria" must also be combined 
with "operational criteria" or the realities of the size 
and availability of the police administrator's response 
force. In the next chapter, it will be shown, again, 
that the size of this response force is very sensitive to 
policies regarding response to calls for police service. 
Adopting a more austere policy toward response to
ward calls for service can release a sizeable number of 
units for assignment to what may be called an "ag
gressive preventive patrol." Thus the decision be
comes one of appropriate allocation of resources be
tween such preventive units and responsive units. 

This choice leads into evaluation of a "split-force" 
concept. Chapter 5, dealing with preventive patrol, 
discusses the application of analytical methods to 
assess the effectiveness of preventive patrol in a few 
specific situations. In this chapter, the use of com
munity oriented criteria for the gross assignment of 
preventive patrol forces is illustrated. 

The split-force concept provides an approach to 
attainment of the objective. If the renponse force is 
designed city-wide as shown, then the problem re
maining is to allocate the preventive assets. This 
allocation can be a two-step process. First the overall 
preventive force is· distributed among the police areas 

or tbt: 21 police districts. The second step is to allocate 
within the assigned geographical regions using tech
niques similar to those discussed in Chapter 5. 

Even if the exact mathematical allocations are not 
foHowed, the existence of such objective allocation 
provides a rough yardstick for use in a police manage
ment information system. 

ALLOCATING PREVENTIVE FORCE 

) 

! 
! 
~ 

'or 
I 

l 
~ 

~ 

It is recommended tInt preventive force units be ! I 
distributed in accord a" with the Shoup-Dosser L~ 
method mentioned r" ;~sly. However, in ~rder to t~il1 
show explicitly ho'.< ,," other cor.siderations effect L.l 
the allocation p~ 'ae discussion of the previous I 'j 
section will be amph ..... 1. ; ; 

For simplicity, and to fix ideas, distribution of a 
total force of T between two districts is considered. 
If t1 is the force allocated to preventive patrol in the 
district 1 and t2 in district 2, then 

~= IZ1K2 
t2 '\j Z2K1 

. , 

I 

:1 
tiel 
, j 

I ! 
v\There Z represents the crimes or their surrogate, the : 
calls for service, and K is. the relative effectiveness of ! 
the police in each district. 

Table 3-9 

District Manning on Minimization Criterion If 
[Weighted by populntionl 

Friday Saturday All days 
District 

Part I Per- Total Pel'- Part I Per- Total Per- Part I Per- Total Per- Work- Per- I 

cent cent cent cent cent cent load cent I 

1 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 
2 324·.9 .051 310.8 (1' 337.8 .053 320.8 .051 313.1 .049 314.5 .050 316.0 .048 
3 265.7 .042 290.7 ,Hib 284.5 .045 305.5 .048 281.8 .044 302.1 .048 298.6 .044 
4 293.3 .046 303.1 .048 305.6 .048 306,4 .048 291.8 .046 310.0 .049 303.6 .045 
5 306.0 .048 314.3 .050 309.5 .049 318.2 .050 300.9 .048 319.3 .050 314.9 .047 
6 306.9 .048 321.4 .051 307.9 .049 317.7 .050 308.7 .049 320.1 .051 314.0 .047 
7 302.5 .048 308.2 .049 320.7 .051 314.0 .050 305.6 .048 266.9 .042 310.3 . 046 
8 232.1 .037 270.9 .043 226.4 .036 260.6 .041 231.2 .036 266.9 .042 254.6 .038 
9 230.1 .036 306.3 '.048 250.2 .040 304.8 .048 238.6 .038 306.2 .048 289.3 .043 

10 341.2 .054 313.5 .049 333.9 .053 313.9 .050 323,4 .051 312.7 .049 313.0 .047 
11 4l1.5 .. 065 367.1 .058 396.1 .063 371.2 .059 392.2 .062 366.8 .058 368.9 . 055 
12 356.3 .056 304,4 .048 345.0 .054 301.3 .048 338.5 .053 300.2 .047 310.9 . 046 ' 
13 371. 7 .059 356.6 .056 366.3 .058 361.2 .057 368.9 .058 362.4 .057 361.1 .054 
14 399.6 .063 445.0 .070 374.3 .059 436.5 .069 391.3 .062 447.0 .071 432.5 . 064 
15 312.0 .049 299.5 .047 289,4 .046 296,4 .047 306,6 .048 .300.7 .047 298.2 .044 • 
16. 238.3 .038 247.7 .039 233.1 .037 235.6 .037 251.5 .040 245.5 .039 242.7 .036 ! 
17 320.0 .051 331.2 .052 297.0 .047 318.3 .050 327.1 .052 331.7 .052 326.2 . 048 ; 
AS 377 .8 .060 317.1 .050 390.9 .062 313.0 .049 385.7 .061 317.3 .050 336.9 .050 i 1 
19 303.5 .048 329,7 .052 302.2 .048 328.3 .052 318.7 .050 324.5 .053 325.5 .048 :~ 
20 258.4 .041 273.9 .043 272.6 .043 283,4 .045 276.5 .044 281,4 .044 278.0 .041 f :r 
21 382.3 .060 322.6 .051 390.8 .062 326.9 .0,'>2 382.0 .060 327.8 .052 338.7 .050 iI , 
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In an earlier discussion, it was suggested that the 
crimes or calls for service occurring in a district be 
normalized to the units of crimes in a district per 
policeman by dividing the observed numbers by the 
size of assigned force, which in the two districts is 
C1 and C2• Also, it is suggested that the concept of 
risk to the individual is served by dividing by popu
lation in the district, D1 and D 2• 

Inserting these factors into the initial discussion 
yields 

!! _ /Z1K2CzD2 

t2 -" C1D1K1Z2 

or, to simplify notations 

Let Z1 * = C~l so that 

t1 IZ1*K2 

~ = '\j J(lZ2 * 
There is another refinement that should be made. 

The -<:1 comprise different kinds of crime, of calls 
for service that may have differing levels of seriousness 
to the citizens of the community. If in District 1 there 
are A crimes of weight a, B of weight b, C of weight c 
and so on, then tht weighted crime index for the 
district is 

Zlw = aA+bB+cC+ ••• 

and the optimal ~llocation becomes 

!!= IZtw*K2 
t2 VK1Z2W* 

Generalizing the above to a distribution among all 
21 police districts yields the formula for the ith district 

Where Tis the entire force to be allocated, although 
it is a laborious process, it is feasible to carry out the 
entire computation using orily a slide rule . 

For hand computation purposes as well as for 
application of the technique to the allocation of any 
force size, Table 3-10 gives the value of the ratio of 
the two quantities under the square root sign ill the 
form of a percentage. This is the percentage of the 
force that is to be distributed among all districts 
except the First Police District. Do not omit the sub-

Table 3-10 
Allocation Resulting From Ccnsideration of All Factors 

Illustrates Effect of Assumption Concerning Effectiveness. 
[Force .ize: 0708] 

EqualJy effective Effectiveness-Felony 
District arrests/Police assigned 

Men Percent 
Men Percent 

1 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 
2 401.9 .063 350.1 .055 
3 318.1 .050 258.7 .041 
4 248.3 .039 216.8 .034 
5 279. i .044 260.1 .041 
6 282.1 .045 282.0 .045 
7 338.5 .053 282.6 .045 
8 201.7 .032 139.4 .022 
9 222.3 .035 20a.7 .032 

10 375.5 .059 386.1 .061 
11 471.7 .074 540.5 .085 
12 395.8 .062 616.1 .097 
13 393.9 .062 429.3 .068 
14 359.6 .057 455.8 .072 
15 284.7 .045 258.6 .041 
16 201.3 .032 120.7 .019 
17 277 .0 .044 270.1 .043 
18 381.8 .060 409.1 .065 
19 284.1 .045 274.1 .043 
20 241.6 .038 182.3 .029 
21 375.0 .059 399.0 .063 

traction of the fixed number of men that must be 
assumed for the First District due to the meaningless
ness of normalization for the First District commercial, 
commuting population. 

Estimating the effectiveness Factor K 

All K are Equal. This condition asserts that a 
policeman is equally effective ill any district. Given 
the variety of duties that a policeman performs, and 
given that the men of the patrol division who are as
signed to police districts encounter only about 12% 
Part I crimes in responding to calls for service, the 
allocation based on equal effectiveness provides a good 
base case . 

Effectiveness varies from district to district. Crime is 
not uniformly distributed in the city. Certain districts 
provide far more opportunity for all classes of arrests . 
District populations vary. The economically disad
vantaged citizens are crowded into a few districts . 
Arrests for drunk and disorderly conduct and prosti
tution are concentrated in a few areas . 

Base relative effectiveness on ratio of felony arrests 
to assigned manpower. The use of numbers of arrests 
is only one approach to establishing ·the output of 
police units. It is not possible to measure the number 
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Table3-11 

Relationship Between Arrests and Manpower, 1969 

District Relative Total Relative 
weight arrests weight 

, , 

21 .52 3.34 .48 
1 .69 6.3 .9J. 
2 .61 3.9 .57 
3 .43 3.3 .48 
4 .52 2.1 .30 
5 .54 2.7 .39 
6 .42 2.5 .36 
7 .70 3.3 .48 
8 .37 1.8 .26 
9 .49 3.0 .43 

10 .79 4.4 .64 
11 1.00 4.2 .61 
12 .63 6.9 1.00 
13 .67 3.9 .57 
14 .52 2.9 .42 
15 .48 3.0 .84 
16 .22 1.1 .16 
17 .36 6.8 .99 
18 .41 .43 .62 
19 .62 3.7 .54 
20 .32 3.3 .48 

of crimes prevented by police activity. It is not known 
how many crimes actually occur. 

Furthermore, in terms of the total criminal justice 
system, the law enforcement component has no con-
trol over the final disposition of arrestees. The law 

Table 3-12 

Effect of Assumptions Concerning Effectiveness 
[Force size: 7182] 

EqUlilIy effective Effectiveness-Felony 
District arrests/Police assigned 

Men Percent 
Men Percent 

1 374.0 .056 374.0 .056 
2 432.0 .063 376.3 .055 
3 341.9 .050 278.0 .041 
4 266.9 .039 233.0 .034 
5 300.0 .044 279.5 .041 
6 303.2 .045 303.1 .045 
7 363.9 .053 303.8 .045 
8 216.8 .032 149.8 .022 

, " ~ " 
9 239.0 .035 217.8 .032 

10 403.6 .059 414.9 .061 
11 507.0 .074 580.9 .085 
12 425.~ .062 662.2 .097 
13 423.4 .062 461.4 .068 
14 386.5 .057 490.0 .072 
15 306.0 .045 278.0 .041 
16 216.3 .032 129.8 .019 
17 297.7 .044 290.3 .043 
18 410.4 .060 439.7 .065 
19 305.4 .045 294.7 .043 
20 259.6 .038 195.9 .029 
21 403.1 .059 428.9 .063 
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Table 3-13 

Effect of Assumptions Concerning Effectiveness 
[Force aize: 7760] 

Equally effective Effectiveness-Felony 
District arrests/Police assigned 

Men Percent 
Men Percent 

1 374.0 • 048 374.0 .048 
2 469.2 .063 408.7 .055 
3 371.4 .050 302.0 .041 
4 289.9 .039 253.1 .034 
5 325.8 .044 303.6 .041 
6 329.3 .045 329.2 .045 
7 395.3 .053 329.9 .045 
8 235.4 .032 162.7 .022 
9 259.6 .035 236.6 .032 

10 438.4 .059 450.7 .061 
11 550.7 .074 631.0 .085 
12 462.2 .062 719.3 .097 
13 459.9 .062 501.2 .068 
14 419.8 .C57 532.2 .072 
15 332.4 .045 302.0 .041 
16 235.0 .032 140.9 .019 
17 323.4 .044 315.3 .043 
18 445.8 .060 477.6 .065 
19 331. 7 .045 320.1 .043 
20 282.0 .038 212.8 .029 
21 437.8 .059 465.9 .063 

Table 3-14 

Effect of Assumptions Concerning Effectiveness. 
[Force aize: 0188) 

Equally effective Effectiveness-Felony 
District arrests/Police assigned 

Men Percent 
Men Percent 

1 374.0 .041 374.0 .041 
2 559.3 .063 487.1 .055 
3 442.6 .050 360.0 .041 
4 345.5 .039 301.7 .034 
5 388.4 .044 361.9 .041 
6 392.5 .045 392.4 .045 
7 471.1 .053 393.3 .045 
8 280.6 .032 194.0 .022 
9 309.4 .035 282.0 .032 

10 522.5 .059 537.2 .061 
11 656.4 .074 752.1 .085 
12 550.8 .062 857.3 .097 
13 548.1 .062 597.3 .068 
14 500'{· .057 634.3 .072 
15 396.2 .045 359.9 .041 
16 280.1 .032 168.0 .019 
17 385.4 .044 375.8 .043 
18 531.4 .050 569.3 .065 
19 395.4 .045 381.5 .043 
20 336.1 .038 253.6 .029 
21 521.8 .059 555.3 .063 
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Figure 3-1 : Schematic model of Chicago patrol forcea'ilocation using II equal 
effectiveness ll and II different effectiveness II conditions against Part I or II index 
crime. II Allc,-;ations use weighted workloads but are not subjected to a mathematical 
optimization process. In the diagram ** denotes II equal effectiveness II assignments; 
{H}denotes II different effectiveness ll resulting from the ratio of felony arrests/manpower. 
The Part I crimes are weighted according to Selin and Wolfgang and normalized by' present 
assignment and district population. Current allocations -D--D- are accurate for 

May of 1969 • 
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enforcement component merely produces the ar~ests. 
There is an intuitive, non-qttandtative relationship 

between the threat of arrest (and subsequent puni~h
ment) and deterrence of crime. If that assumption is 
made, the ratio "arrests per manH is a crude measure 
of effectiveness. 

'Table 3-11 sumx.narizes felony arrests per man as
signed from each district. Also shown are total arre.~ts 
per man. Arrest data is for the fourth police period 
1969. Manpower assignments are those for May, 1969, 

Other Measures of Effectiveness 

Chapter 5 discusses mathematical methods to im
prove the efficiency of preyentive patrol assignments. 
These methods involve determination of geographical 
location of crime throughout an area, followed by a 
scheme for working the crime cluster so identified to 
maximize the benefit from assignment of manpower 
is maximized. 

Clustering and mathematical allocation into the 
various cells in the city provide dynamic methods for 
periodically revising the external of K in a district. 
This potential represents an important direction for 
continual analytical and practical wokr for an allo
cation scheme, locally or city-wide, based on the 
consideration and is amenable to the same type of 
administrative experiment as was carried out in the 
14th District. 

New Manpower and Effectiveness 

The allocation scheme that embodies all of the 
factors except geographical area is the one that is 
based on the minimization criterion of Shoup-Dosser 
with the component index crimes weighted by the 
technique of Selin-Wolfgang and normalized by dis
trict population. It is always necessary to divide the 
crime in the district by current manpower assignment. 

In the following tables, two additional effects are 
shown. The first concerns the effect on the allocation 
if effectiveness is (a) considered equal throughout the 
City, and (b) considered proportional to the ratio of 
felony amounts to manpower assigned. Table 3-10 
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shows the result for the basic patrol division of 6,708 
men. 

Tables 3-12, 13 and 14 show how additional patrol 
resources might be allocated. For these illustrations , 
total patrol resources of 7182, 7769, and 9188 are 
examined. The reason for these choices is to show 
how the objectives of efficient allocation of resources 
throughout the city might be established as criteria 
against which actual police activity can be measured. 

Evaluating Street Activity 

The choice of these numbers of the augmented 
patrol force is not accidental. Certain resources of 
police divisions in Chicago, and in other cities, are 
assigned on a police area basis. These other resources 
are often used as street activity resources. Usually, 
however, they have specialized mission assignments. 
The preceding tables, in fact, show the allocation 
among districts of a patrol force reinforced by com
ponents of Chicago'S other police administrative di
visions. Such a reinforced patror' can be formed in the 
following ways: 

9188-All street resources including Bureau of 
Field Services' patrol, detective task 
force, traffic and youth divisions. (Table 
3-14). 

7769-Patrol force plus detective force (Table 
3-13). 

7182-Patrol plus detective task force (Table 
3-12). 

A schematic representation of the effect of using 
the present 6, 708-man force under conditions of "equal 
efficiency" and "different efficiency" (the ratio of 
felony arrests to manpower) is shown in Figure 3-1 
along with current manpower allocations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE POLICE RESPONSE FUNCTION* 

Response to citizen demands for service is the most 
visible output of the Chicago Police Department. 
Over the past decade, Chicago police administrators 
have put strong emphasis on rapid response to any 
citizen request. The stated objective is that any citizen 
should expect response within about five minutes
depending, of course, on the degree of emergency 
that the request implies. Except at peak periods, this 
objective Was very nearly being met in 1969, although 
demands for police service have doubled since the 
objective was announced. 

This chapter reviews the major results obtained 
from analyses of the response function. The overall 
purpose of the analysis is to improve the efficiency and 
capacity of the Chicago police force to-carry out the 
response function. The importance of this portion of 
the activities of the Chicago Police Department is 
attested by the fact that some 6,700 men of the Patrol 
Division devote nearly full time to handling response 
to calls for service. The urgency of the problem of 
improving capacity is shown by the yearly inCr$!ZlSe 
in I,~alls for service to which beat cars are dispatched. 
The current rate of increase is 8 to 10 percent per year. 

Unless corrective measures are taken, there is im
mediate prospect that the Communications Center 
will be saturated, the street response units overloaded, 
and as a result, timely response to emergency situ
ations-crime in progress, officer needs assistance, 
etc.-would be impossible. Even in 1969, po1ice dis
tricts found themselves with no response units avail
able during periods of pea1:demand. These are po
tentially very dangerous· intervals of time for all 
citizens. 

The material in the chapter discusses the response 
function in general as it relates to this overall ob
jective of the Police Department and defines the re
Source allocation problems that exist in planning for 
the response function including measures of effective
.ness. From these are derived the conclusions and 

·Principal authors: E. K. Nilsson, D. G. Olson, and A. M. 
Bottoms. 

recommendations for immediate and longer term 
action. Technical details of the analyses allld computer 
simulations appear in a separate section at the end of 
this chapter. 

Allocation for the Response Function 

The level of public demand for police service is a 
factor that is, in general, not under the control of the 
police department. All matters that possibly involve 
enforcement of the law or protection of life and 
~roperty must receive prompt response. In addition, 
SlUce the police are representatives of city government 
available on an around-the-clock basis, police service 
is often requested for matters in which the citizen 
actually wants service from another public agency. 
Depending upon the policy of elected government 
and of the people they represent, the leve1 to which 
the police should attempt to render general public 
service is subject to modification by police and public 
administrators. 

In Chicago, in the summer of 1969, the policy was 
to respond to all citizen calls when the presence of 
an officer can render service or aSsistance. Citizen 
calls for service that are misdirected to the police are 
referred to appropriate city agencies. Examples of 
such calls include comphl.!nts about trash collection, 
in which the caller is referred to the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation, or req.uests for information on 
driver's licenses, in which th~ caller is referred to the 
Office of the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois. 
About 35 percent of all incoming calls are referred to 
other state or municipal agencies. 

Even with this initial screening, beat cars are dis
patched on about 8,000 calls per day. Nearly half of 
these occur during the period 1800-0200 hours. Of 
these 8000 calls per day, 74 percent do not specifically 
involve law enforcement, although some do involve 
emergency service or situations that could readily 
deteriorate to an enforcement problem. Only about 
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12-15 percent of all calls for service to which units are 
dispatched involve criminal law enforcement. 

The discussions in this chapter deal with this situ
ation and with ways to improve the capability of the 
Ohicago Police Department to handle the response 
function. The assumption is made that response is a 
function that cannot be delegated to any other agency; 
however it may be amenable to some atiministrative 
or policy adjustment. This response function, as con
ceptualized by the term "response force", contributes 
importantly to "hree of the principal objectives of the 
police department outlined in Chapter 1: 

1. Protection of life and property. Maintenance 
of peace and order. 

2. Public service. 
S. Community support. 

The third objective, community support, is aiTected 
by the quality of the service and is difficult to measure 
in any quantitative manner. 

Response initially involves the activity of the Com
munications Center which receives the call, identifies 
the problem and the location, and assigns a response 
unit. This step is called the Communications Center 
response. The second part of the process is receipt of 
the assignment and travel to the point at which service 
is to be rendered by the response unit in the field. 
This is calledfield response. Both processes are analyzed 
in detail. 

Effectiveness for the Response Force 

Systems analysis of the police department has 
identified police-community goals as the minimization 
of crime disutility-the impact of crime-on an indi
vidual in the city. One direct way of reaching the goal 
is by the arrest of a criminal offender. The pl'esump
tion is that arrest will be followed by swift prosecution 
and the levying of some punishment. When swift and 
sure justice follows arrest, the threat of arrest itself 
can act as a deterrent to crime. 

There is considerable evidence that probability of 
arrest is directly proportional to the immediacy of 
response. Consequently, one important measure of 
effectiveness is elapsed time, the time from the occur
rence of the criminal event until the response unit 
arrives. 

This elapsed time is, in turn, influen~ed by the 
Communications Center response time, :the geographi
cal distribution of the units in the district at the time 
of occurrence of the crime, and the availability of the 
response llnits. Geographical distribution affects travel 
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The purpose of the analyses was to ascertain which 
administrative, procedural, or equipment changes 
and improvements could most significantly effect the 
response function. A second purpose was to provide 
analytical and computer techniques for determining 
the humber of response units needed, based upon the 
level of demand for service. An objective in improving 
the methods for estimating the temporal distribution 
of patrol resources to the response function is to in
crease the amount of resource that could be released 
for preventive patrol function. Close design of the 
response force also permits modification of the tem
poral distribution of prevnntive patrol activity. This 
is an important consideration since the heavy work
londs of district law enforcement personnel, the 
motorized beats, virtually preclude carrying out mis
sion-oriented preventive patrol at the time of greatest 
liklihood that criminal events will occur. 

Analysis of the Communications Center 

In spite of the fact that the Communications Center 
is now handling more than twice the volume of calls 
for which it was designed, the present configuration 
and procedures regarding manning of auxiliary po
r.itions are very efficient. The modal value for Com
munication Center response time is about 90 seconds. 
The mean or average Communication Center response 
time is found to be about trlTee minutes, as measured 
by response to robbery complaints in the 2nd District. 
In that same robbery study, the total police response 
had a modal value of four minutes and an average of 
about nine minutes. 

Of various alternatives in manning auxiliary po
sitions, the maximum attainable reduction in Com
munications Center response time was about forty 
seconds. To obtain this small reduction in the overall 
response time, additional personnel would be required 
in the Communications Center. 

The inherent operational problems of the Com
munications Center make it necessary to ·consider 
difficulties posed by future growth. The continuing 
increase in demands for service and related radio 
communications is inevitable.' Increased use of the 
available radio frequency spectrum must accompany 
the wider use of personal police radios, the .assignment 
of frequencies f9r emergency and command broad
casts, and the possible introduction of teleprinters in 
mobile units. 

At present, in certain radio zones, a severe lack 
of air time has been noted. The effect is to force the 
caller or· the street unit to wait. At peak times, more 

than one call on radio communication may·have to 
wait. This results in the formation of a queue and 
causes delay in response. These communications 
queues are in direct result of low availability or its 
complement high utilization. Explicitly, the basic 
questions are the following: 

Is the Communications Center (CC) functioning 
efficiently given its design, both on the input 
and output side? 

How should projected growth in inputs and outputs 
be accomodated (the growth-problem)? 

As previously stated, a simulation model was de
veloped to analyze the efficiency of the processing of 
telephone calls by the CC. The primary results: The 
CC is very efficient on the input side, but significant 
improvement on the output side cannot be made with 
the current design of the CC except by increasing the 
capacity or lowering the activity level through screen
ing and stacking. At most, an average of forty seconds 
can be shaved off based on the current design. 

Addressing the second question, the problem is to 
accomodate anticipated growth in calls to the Com
munications Center to which a unit is dispatched. 
These calls are increasing at the rate of 8 to 10 percent 

. per year. 
I Alternatives to be evaluated are: 

1. Maintain present CC design and capacity. 
2. M:aintain present CC design and increase the 

capacity. 
3. Change design to a conveyor type system or a 

car locator-computer dispatch system. 

An important point is that these alternatives have 
t6 be evaluated with respect to the effectiveness of the 
total response system, not the CC subsystem: alope. 
There are important trade'offs between the Cd sub
system and Field Response subsystem. ' 

The first question raised can ,be answered im
mediately. AssumE that (1) calls for service will con
tinue to increase at the rate of 10 percent per year; 
(2) the daily profile of calls will remain unchanged, 
and (3) administratiye and assist calls will remain in 
the ratio of 1.33 to calls for service. * Using the base 
case of 8,000 calls for service per day received during 
th~ .summer or" 1969, a queuing analysis application 
permits determination of the loadings· (utilization) of 
various alternatives. It is sufficient to conduct analysis 
of radio transmissions without considering telephone 
call input as a transmission bottleneck. 

*For every 100 responses to calls for service, there are 133 
other incidents the effects of which is to remove the units £rom 
availability status . 
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Table 4-1 

Forecast of Calls for Service 

Daily peak Loading, Channels Channels 
Ycar Total per hr. w/8 for ,5 (or .4 

calls (CFS + chanrtels loading loading 
admin.) 

1969 8,000 1,285 .55 8 10 
1972 10,600 1,707 .7'3 12 15 
1974 12,800 2,064 .89 14 18 

Total calls are predicted and the peak llOurly input 
can be determined from the profile of daUy calls. It 
is then possible to estimate .loading on a facility 
having eight channels to handle the transmissions. 

Police administrators consider a loading of more 
than 50 percent as undeliirable. Great emphasis is 
placed on short delay time before a channel is avail
able for use. 

The configuration and capacity of the present 
system cannot cope with the anticipated increased 
demands. 

The number of consoles necessary for a 50 percent 
and 40 percent loading level is calculated in the last 
two columns. A substantial increase in the number of 
consoles will be needed. 

Evaluation of the relative costs and benefits of the 
last two alternatives has not been undertaken since it 
would first be necessary to model field response ac
tivities so that response system characteristics could 
be evaluated. 

Analysis of Street Response 

The effectiveness of response units is dependent 
upon the operational procedures that place the man
power where it is needed when it is needed. This 
"where-when" concept is articulated in law enforce
ment literature as «space-time." This recognized 
jargon is adopted here and in the following chapter. 

The factorl! that influence effectiveness of the re
sponse force (units assigned to the respons(;! functions) 
are the following: 

Demands for service ~ space/tim,e. 
,Positioning of forces in space/time. 
Assignment rules. 
Organizational variables (such as supervlllwri) 

screening and stocking policies, interdistrict dis
patching, etc.). 

The method that is used noW (1969) for allocation 
of resources of the patrol division IS based on the twin 
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objectives of equalizing the: response workloads In 

areas of the city and providing duty time for carrying 
out preventive p~trol. A further objective is to allocate 
patrol division resources so that 50 percent of this 
effort is devoted to the response function and 50 _ 
percent is devoted to the preventive patrol function. -

Under cc~rent practice, the equalization of work
load is accomplished by the assignment of respective 
weights of 4, 3 and 1 to service calls in categories of 
Part I crimes, misdemeanors, and general public 
services. The semi-annual geographic assignment of 
manpower is based on experience during the same 
seasonal period the previous year; i.e., Summer 1968 
defines allocation for Summer 1969. A further as
sumption is made that the average call for service 
takes about sixty minutes. Boundaries of motorized 
beats are drawn so that peak period (third watch) 
workloads are equalized and sufficient units are as
signed to establish an availability of .5 on the average. 

In concept, the allocation procedure can be faulted 
only by questioning the criterion that. street resources 
of a police department should be equally engaged in 
response and preventive patrol functions. This ques
tions the hypothesis that the response function aad 
the pr("ventive patrol function are equally effective 
in achieving city-wide minimization of crime, 

The Operations Research Task Force was unable 
to substantiate any quantitative assertions about the 
relative proportions of patrol effort that should go to 
response or preventive patrol. At this stage in the 
development of knowledge about the process of law 
enforcement, the question of emphasis must be de
cided based on such comparative analysis and con
firming experiments in the future. In terms of the 
objective of lowering crime to irreducible minimums, 
there are no quantitative estimates of the relati.ve 
contributions expected from the response or the pre
ventive function. 

In 1968 and 1969, the overall activities of units 
comprising street resources have been such as to make 
distinctions between response effort and the effort 
devoted to preventive patrol of !lttle importance. 
With increasing frequency, as the service demand 
rises, availability of -units for response assignments 
decreases. 'J'l;lis fact is documented in the "exceptions" 
report that is prepared for command levels in the 
Chicago Police Department by the Commander of 
the Communications Section. This l'eport indicates 
time intervals on each watch when no units are avail
able for respl;mse to calls for service in various police 
districts. Wldn emergencies occur ina district having 
no units available, response units from adjacent dis
tricts are assigned. 

, -\ 
,-,: 

Such situations ate characterized by above average 
response times. 

With regard to the present allocation policy, it is 
germane to note that: 

(A) The weightings 4-3-1 'used bear no relation to 
the service time expended in 1969 on the Part I, 
Part III and miscellaneous service calls. 
(B) The city-wide motorized beat structure that 
results from the weighted workload-based design 
does not reflect the annual trend in calls for service 
that has been increasing at the rate of 8-10 percent 
per year. 
(C) The beat structure ignores heavy fluctuations 
in calls for service which overload the capabilities 
of the motorized beats; this makes the concept of 
equal distribution of response and preventive patrol 
meaningless. 
(D) The goal of preventive patrol is handicapped 
by duty time consumed by patrol units in routine 
administrative tasks and in giving assists to other 
patrol units; Routine administrative tasks consume 
about two hours per unit per watch. (The number 
of cards indicating "down" status for administrative 
tasks nearly equals the cards on file for police re
sponse to calls for service-nearly 6,000 per day.) 

Assigned "assist" activities occur in 10-20 percent 
of all response activity. There is no doubt that the 
"assist" activity, whether assigned or spontaneous 
has the twin effects of removing units from an avaH~ 
ability status and causing occasional geographic con
centration and rarifaction of response units. 

FORECASTING SERVICE DEMAND 

. Demands for police service in Chicago as well as 
10 ot~er large cities are predictable. In each geo
graphical area of Chicago, strong correlation is ob
served between levels of activity in any given week of 
the year with the activity one year ago, two years ago, 
etc. Comparisons among different weeks is facilitated 
through the use of the police year of thirteen four-week 
periods. This device eliminates irregularities in 
monthly comparisons caused by variation in the ::lum
ber of weekends. 

,!his seasonal correlation and a simila.r repeated 
ratio between weekday and weekend activity has 
made it possible to forecast demand for serv~ce using 
merely the level last year and the observed upward 
trend. Agreements with reality have been within 
5 percent. 

A more sophisticated forecasting technique has been 
used with success by the St. Louis Police Department. 

Since the ~xponential smoothing technique, as the 
mathematical method is called does take in and . ' welgh all of the observed time dependent factors, it is 
jthe preferred method. The exponential smoothing 
technique wilt allow confident forecmlts of activity 
levels by hour of the day, Details can be found in the 
technical section. 

The OR Task Force is awaiting the results of con
tractural work that will modify an exponential
smoothing computer program proprietary to the 
Control Data Corporation. Each week an hourly fore
cast for the ensuing four weeks will be prepared [me! 
that forecast will be coupled into a queuing model to 
suggest a range of unit assignment loads geared to 
observed variability in the forecast. Once the modifi
cation is made, the forecast to support assignment of 
response units in all 21 districts of the City of Chicago 
can be made 'weekly lor a very moderate cost. The 
documented ll1cogram and sUPillemental material. will 
be forwarded to the U. S. Department of Justice 
since it should be of value to other law enforcement 
agencies. 

Due to the non-availability of the desired forecasting 
techniques, linelar prediction was used to demonstrate 
the method and to provide a basis .for the adminis
trative experiment that was conducted in the 14th 
District. . 

From the forecast, it is possible to estimate the 
hourly rate of arrival of calls for service. This is input 
for the mathematical model for estimating the number 
of response units required that has been referred to 
in the queuing 1X\odel. This statistic is also an input 
to the simulation model of the response force. 

DESIGN OF THE RESPONSE FORCE 

As with the attempt to forecast, parallel analytical 
methods were developed for the design of the response. 
force, i.e., the determination of the number of units 
needed as a·function of time and activity, The ana
lytical approach was the application of queuing 
theory. The computer simulation of the response 
force is an alternative method which does not require 
the restrictive assumptions regarding the mathematical 
form of the distribution of arrival rates and service 
times. 

The chief virtue of the analytical model based on 
queuing theory is simplicity. This results from the 
simplifying assumptions concerning the statistical form 
of parameters related to level of activity and service 
times. Although the assumptions are reasonably accu· 
rate, an examination of the data does show some sig. 
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Table 4-4 . - : ~ 

and read the number of beat cars required from the !t Mean Service Times by District and Watch (Minutes) horizontal axis. I~ ~~~~~~~~~o~~o-~~~~~~~ t't [Data taken from August 1968) 
Table 4-2 projects the hourly rate of calls for service 

t) 

First watch Second watch Third watch in each police district projected for Friday. Friday is <J ~~~~oo~~~~~~~~~o~~o~~ 1 District 
generally the busiest day of the police week. Table i> 1 

:tJ 
O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~ t 

1 15 55 31 4-3 shows Summer 1969 manning for each watch. -B 0" ,:f j 
Table 4-4 shows the mean service time by district 

UJ 

I i 2 44 22 33 ~ .'.:l 
~~~~~o_~~o_~~oo_oo~oo 

I ' 
3 32 48 33 and by watch as derived from rough data from a 

~ s:I I r. -0 ;:J 

If 4 32 33 15 
period in August 1968. Again, the assumption is made 

.!:! 
5 23 53 36 R tl, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1> I 6 30 32 35 tha:t the characteristics of the calls for service in 1968 UJ 

i .. ' ! 7 30 36 39 and the service times were similar in 1969. ... 
~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j~ 8 26 29 26 

Table 4-5 shows the number of units required under 
oS , ., 

~ 9 25 33 27 
~ , 

a "no wait" policy. Additional units would be needed I 10 35 45 41 j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 11 33 44 36 for special details and to handle administrative as-j 12 32 35 35 signments. 
j:;,'J 13 20 31 38 

14 21 30 34 Table 4-6 shows the district manning for Third .; 
~~~o~~o~~-~~--~~-~~~~ I.t I 15 14 27 29 watch, summer 1969, compared with the projected ~ I;: I 16 23 38 28 

response unit requirements at times of peak activity. 
., 

II! ! 17 21 42 34 <J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~~ 

There is little margin of safety yet the actual assign-
CT> i> 18 30 41 41 
~ \;; ! CT> 

19 16 29 30 ment is supposed to reflect provision of approximately - :tJ 
" \ ~ -B 0" O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

l~'{ 
20 18 33 30 

50 percent of the assigned time for aggressive pr.e-
UJ 

21 29 39 36 
"'d ~ 

ventive patrol. Clearly such activity can occur only 
;E ... 

~ 
~ o~_~~o_~_o~_~_o_ooooo 

l.\! ... "'d 

at off-peak hours and is in competition with adminis-~ 
s:I 

iii 0 
tl, 'I\t trative and personal assignments. Examination of ad-

o 
~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~ ., 

'\~ f;" ::s UJ UJ 

l~ equations described later in the technical discussion. ministrative records for a period in August 1968 re-F' UJ 

01 
... 

~~~~~O~~CT>~~~~CT>~~-~~~~ However, when the hourly rate of arrival for calls is vealed that the 'average beat car spends 1.9 hours 
'0 ,~ 

t""' 

~ .~ 
., 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f,c 
0- ~ 

l~ known, along with the mean service time for the per watch on admini!ltrative assignment. ~ , 8' 
\'~ , ' 

~ j 1J approprb,te time of the day, one can enter the graph The seriousness of the situation is confirmed by the 
'{ - . ~ . 
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~ Table, 4-5 
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I f Cars Required To Handle Response Each Hour, Each, District 
~I~, ~ 
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O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'I '0 0" 
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Figure 4-2: Copy of Car Outage Report for 11 July 1969. 

COMl1UNlCATIONS SECTION DATE 1 'f ~ Jltly 1969 

'1'01 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

pist. 
007 
009 
runt 
003 
018 
TAl 
TA5 
007 
002 
0'1$ 
012 
02t 
014 
002 
002 
021 
OO/,L 
011 
020 
021 
002 
01B 
002 
0111-
009 
01B 
004 
015 
007 
007 
~ 

Commanding Officer, communications section 

tto J o Fitzmaurice , watch Commander, l'latch -----
No Cars Available - Excessive Lunch Period Report 

NO CARS AVAILABLE 

1-only 
6-only 
lQiliHX:;I 
7-only 
2-total 
Ct;l! 
OWl 
7 ... only 
5 .. only 
2 ... total 
4-total 
5o onl:y 
3 ... total 
5 .. only 

.8.., ..... 
8-only 
is-total 
4 .... total 
,1-total 
5 ... only 
;coonly 
2-tota1 
8 only 
3 
; only 
2 
S onJ.y 

§J:art 
1605 
'619 

1747 
1756 
1551 
1626 
175Jf 
1847 
18/,,7 
1906 
2004-
2008 
1919 
1949 
1946 
2003 
2016 
2103 
2059 
2109 
2119 
2106 
2232 
2234 
2244 
2224 

3 2202 
7·onl~XCESSIVE2BURCH 

7 only 2230 
~ start 

PERIODS 

1845 
ltl29 
1739 
1047 
1920 
'1907 
1851 
1918 
2011 
2025 
2033 
2058 
2058 
2022 
2107 
2118 
2127 
2136 
2208 
2220 
2235 
2237 
2302 
2316 
22'i1~ 
2225 
2239 
~ 

Notification 
none 
nona 

none 
Capt. Cloherty 
Sgt. Craft 
Lt. Rec1ding 
nona 
none 
Capt. Cloherty 
Capto Hinea 
none 
Lt. Polit 

I .. nona" 
~_ Gapt~ Fogarty 

Cnpto Vojtcch 
Lto Wulsh 
Lt 0 Mel. VO)T 
Ltc Desso 
nono 
none 
Capt. Cloherty 
none 
Lt~ Pilet - W.C. 
none 
Lto Murphy - i'l.C. 
none 
Capt. Rus'Sell, "l.C. 
none 
none 
Notification 

-C-@U~-<-U? 
Watch C~i':andery _ bL ,'latch 
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FIGURE 4-2 Ii 
Copy of Car Outage Report for 11 July 1969. l I 

Table 4-6 

District Manning for Third Watch, Summer 1969 

Units assigned Units required 
District/ 3d watch, Units required at peak with 
Forces summer 1969 at peak 30 percent 

reduction 

1 14 20 14 
2 29 23 16 
3 24 21 14 
4 15 11 8 
5 18 19 12 
6 15 13 8 
7 26 26 18 
8 16 15 10 
9 20 18 12 

10 24 24 16 
11 25 25 16 
12 15 24 16 
13 24 19 12 
14 21 18 12 
15 19 17 12 
16 11 14 10 
17 12 12 8 
18 22 23 15 
19 24 20 14 
20 eo 23 14 
21 23 20 14 

a deplo,yment 'due to arrest processing, This is pre
sented In Chapter 6, Thus Table 4-6 suggests that 
from time to time there will be no cars available for 
service. 

Fi~re 4-"2 is a copy of the car outage report for 
the third watch, Friday, 11 July. It is introduced as 
corroborating evidence that the response system is 
nearing saturation under normal conditions, 

Concept of the Basic Be.at 

Reference to Table 4-5 shows that at certain times 
of the day relatively few units are required. However, 
the necessity to be prepared to respond quickly to an 
emergency always exists. This condition is met in the 
proposed realignment of the beat structure into the 
five-minute basic beat, The phrase "five-minute" 
refers to the fact that the beats in each district are 
designed so that the maximum travel time uiLder 
non-rush hour conditions would be five minutes. 
Since the beats are basically square, the expected 
travel time is a little over three minutes. 

An example of the basic beats for the 14th District 
is presented in Chapter 6. Details of manning, as 
calls for service increase, are discussed there with 
respect to the pilot program in the 14th District, 
Suggestions are made for reducing the strain on the 
response force and increasing the effort devoted to 
preventive patrol. 

Either the p6lice facilities (men and Communi
cation Center) have to be expanded to keep up with 
demands or the policy regarding response to calls for 

Table 4-7 

Cars Required To Handle Response Each Hour Each District If 30 Percent Reduction in Calls for Service' Achieved 

Hour/District 1 2 3 4 5 6 • 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

1 4 14 10 7 4 7 8 7 8 10 8 6 5 5 5 3 4 8 2 8 8 2 4 12 8 6 4 5 8 5 6 8 8 6 5 4 5 3 3 8 5 6 9 3 3 10 8 6 4 5 6 4 6 6 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 7 4 5 9 4 3 8 6 4 3 4 5 3 4 6 6 4 4 3 3 2 2 6 4- 4 6 5 3 8 6 4 3 4 4 3 4 6 6 4 4 4 6 3 7 6 4 3 
4 2 2 6 4 4 4 

7 
3 5 3 4 4 4- 4 4 3 4 2 3 4- 3 3 4 3 6 6 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 3 4- 3 3 5 5 5 5 8 3 8 10 6 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 '1, 6 4 9 9 5 10 6 

5 7 8 8 8 5 9 6 7 6 6 6 8 8 7 6 8 6 7 8 8 8 2 10 10 6 10 7 10 
11 

6 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 9 8 10 8 .10 7 12 6 10 6 10 6 8 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 8 10 8 10 8 12 11 7 12 6 10 6 10 6 8 10 10 10 8 8 8 7 13 10 8 14 8 10 8 9 8 6 10 6 10 6 8 12 10 12 8 8· 8 8 8 10 8 8 10 14 10 8 13 6 10 6 12 6 8 12 10 12 8 8 8 15 14 9 14 
7 8 12 8 10 10 8 11 6 12 8 8 12 12 12 10 8 8 8 8 12 8 10 10 16 10 12 10 6 10 

17 
8 14 8 10 12 14 12 9 8 8 7 7 12 8 12 10 9 13 12 6 12 8 14 9 10 14 14 14- 12 10 10 8 8 12 10 12 12 18 8 14 12 6 12 8 14 

19 8 10 14 14 14- 12 12 12 8 8 14 12 14 12 6 14 12 6 12 8 14 8 10 14- 15 14- 12 12 12 8 8 14 12 14 12 20 6 16 12 6 12 8 Hi 10 12 16 16 14 12 12 10 10 21 8 14 12 14 12 6 16 12 8 13 8 17 10 12 16 16 16 12 12 12 9 8 14 12 14 12 22 6 16 12 8 12 8 16 10 12 16 16 16 12 12 12 9 8 15 14- 14 14 23 6 14 12 6 12 8 15 

detailed computer simulation of this present response 
force discussed in the technical section. In that anal
ysis, actual data on administrative calls plus observed 
distributions were used. The conclusion that virtually 
tlW only preventive patrol that occurs is the effort 

contributed by the Patrol Division Task Force and 1 I 
the District Tactical Units is inescapable. ! ~ 

24 6 14 12 6 
10 14 14 15 

12 
16 12 12 16 9 7 14 12 14 12 The analysis of the Task Force activity for a repre· I'~ _ 

sentative period in January 1969 shows the drawl' -----------------~~=--=-=--=-=-.:.:..-=~:.:::...__2.:~~~_~~~~~~~~ 
8 15 10 14 14- 15 16 12 12 16 9 7 14 12 14- 12 
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down that occurs on these assets during the course of I~l 
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service must be revised and a more austere policy 
inaugurated. Expansion of the police force and aug
mentation of the police communications system is a 
long lead time alternative. An austere policy can 
readily be established from the technical standpoint 
but great care is necessary in the preparation of the 
public to assure community cooperation. Figure 4-3 
illustrates the potential for recovery of patrol time 
that an austere policy in regard to police service 
requests. 

Detroit and St. Louis each have instituted controls 
over the type of calls on which units will be dispatched. 
In each city, citizens are asked to come into a police 
facility for purposes of filing routine reports. Also, 
there has been an increase in the referral of citizen 
problems that are of non-law enforcement nature to 
other city agencies. Community acceptance in both 
cities is reported as being good. 

It appears possible to obtain about a 30 percent 
decrease in car dispatches through restriction by 
austere policies. Table 4-7 shows the anticipated num
bers of units required for the response function if a 
30 percent reduction ~n car dispatches for public 
service type activities can be achieved. The third 
column of Table 4-6 shows peak requirements that 
could reasonably be expected to be met with presently 
assigned available forces . 

Reduction ;of 30 percent in car dispatches would 
be achieved primarily from the miscellaneous-other 
category of calls plus certain index crime category, 
such as theft, auto theft and perhaps some residential 
burglary. In these cases, it might be possible to defer 
the response until a time when demands for service 
were slack. Assuming a 6,000 call day, a reduction of 
1,260 CetUs from the population of 4,200 non-law en
forcement component calls would be the objective. 
On a City-wide basis this work~ out to be an average 
of about two calls per district per hour that would 
be deferred, referred, or for which the citizen would 
be asked to visit a police facility. 

SIMULATING SEVEN DISTRICTS 

A simulation model was developed for seven police 
districts on the north side. The seven districts include 
the 14th District and its contiguous districts. The ob
jective was to create a laboratory where a car locator 
system and organizational variables could be com·· 
pared under similar conditions. 

This is a valuable approach. Computer simulation 
provides an alternative to administrative experiments, 
especially When these would be difficult or impossible 

to carry oui. The model evaluates interdistrict dis
patching and screening of calls with and without a 
car locator system. The following table shows the 
characteristics of the alternatives and the real world. 
Because of the shape of the response distribution 
curve, the modal value is a better characteristic for 
comparison than the average. 

Assignment rules determine which car should be 
dispatched. The location of the call for service is 
known, however, without a car locator system car 
locations are unknown. The Chicago Police Depart
ment uses a center-of-mass dispatching strategy. If a 
car is available, it is assumed to be positioned at the 
center of his beat since no other information is avail
able. Emergency assignments are transmitted on a 
sep:lrate frequency to all cars in the area . 

Requirements would include evaluation of a car 
locator system where a nearest-car strategy could be 
used. As travel time is an important ingredient of 
response time, crossbeat travel should be minimized. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Availability of communications channels and of 
response units is t,he key to response force effectiveness. 
It, is possible to increase the amount of effort that 
can be devoted to preventive patrol through close 
design of the response force. 

A simulated high level of screening (33 percent of 
misc. non-criminal) and interdistrict dispatching pro
vided a great reduction in the modal response time, 
and an increase in the availability of cars. The car 
locator system affects some improvement in the aver
age value and variance. 

The conclusion is that significqnt improvements in 
field response are possible through administrative 
policy changes. The car locator system, however, 

Table 4-8 

Response Unit Av'ailability Under Different Conditions 

Normal .............. 
Screening •....•.•....• 
Interdistrict 

dispatching ......... 
Car locator .•..•..•. 
Screening and inter-

Standard Availability 
of cars 

Mean Deviation Mode (percent) 

8.5 10.3 3.0 35 
5.92 6.98 3.0 45 

5.89 7.4:7 3.0 39 
4.82 3.73 3.0 35 

district dispatching .. , 4.53 4.37 2.0 48 
Car locator system with 

screening and inter-
district dispatChing ... 3.66 3.10 2.0 48 
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oficrs other advantages, not evaluated in this model, 
such CUI Encreasecl field supervi:;ion, and automatic 
car dispatching by computer. 
. it is recommended that the Response Foree be de

ployed On the basis of design methods set forth herein, 
followed by use of the exponential forecasting method 
when results are available. This includes adoption of 
the basic beats (five~minute beats) on a City-wide 
basis. ImplementaI procedures should be those dis
cussed in Ohapter 6. 

The most important immediate action that can be 
taken is to institute sereening~ referral, and deferral of 
non-emergency calls for police service. Such action 
will simultaneously case the strain of e){cessive work
loads and free resources for the preventive patrol 
function. 

RESPONSE FUNCTION: TEOHNICAL 
ANALYSIS 

Chicag,o Communications Center 

There are three different types of Communications 
Centcrs (CO). One is the old conveyor belt type in 
which calls are answercd by a telephone operator, a 
card filled out and sent on a conveyor belt to the 
dispatchers. This system was introduced with the use 
of police radios over forty years ago. In fact, the 
Oleveland Police Department still had the original 
Communications Center in operation at the time of 
this study. 

In 196], Motorola designed a Communications 
Ccnter for the Chicago Police Department. It remains 
representative of the state of the art; it will be de
scribed later. 

The third type is represe1i~ed by the SPRINT 
system being designed by IBM for the New York 
Police Department. It will inclUde a car locator, 
computerized dispatching and teleprinters in cars. 

Richard Larsonl modeled the first type of system 
using data from the Boston Pollee Department. Surkis, 
et al~ have developed a simUlation model of the New 
York Police Department Communication Center using 
01>S82• Rath and 13raun3 presented an initial systems 
analysis and the structure of a Simseript model for 
the. Chicago Police Department Communications 
Center. 

The Communications Center of the Chicago Police 
Department is a facility tor processing information. 
Information inputs include demands for service and 
infotlPation requests from citizens and policemen. 
Outputs conslst· of car assignlnents and information. 
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When a Citizen diaI, PO~_1313' the eaU ;, auT 
matically routed to a console which bandIes the !~II . 
covered by the telephone exchange through which the I' J 

Table 4-9 

call was received .• There are approximately 60 tete'j't 

Answering Statistics for Communications Center 
[For 13th Period. 5 December 1968-1 January 1969] 

phone exchanges m the city. Each c.onsole is staffedl t Zones 'rotal No. 
of calls 

Under 12 Percentage To 12-30 Perccntage Over 30 Percentage 
by one or more console operators who answer calls· I 
and by a dispatcher who assigns police units. I ! 

I~ addition to answering calls, one of the console J 
op~rators, in charge of the co~pli~e~ on-line inqUiryll 
umt processes, handles field mqumes about stolen·! 

1 30,360 10,461 34 44 14 048 
2 29,963 12,234 40:82 12'809 !~.~! 5,851 19.26 
3 25,222 17,986 71.29 4'887 19'37 4,920 16.41 
4 24,858 13,961 56.15 9'262 37'25 2,349 09.31 

cars and persons wanted on warrants. The conSOle! i 
operators can also query the «hot desk." This is a! r 
facility in a separate room providing 24-hour accessl f 
to files on missing persons and information stored in I I 
Springfield, Illinois, and in national files. l' ~ 

5 24,223 14,657 60.50 7'156 ~!9'53 1,635 06.57 
6 28,314 16023 5657 9'219 . 2,410 09.94 
7 29,856 15;298 5l :23 ll' 457 ;~ '~~ 3,072 10.84 
8 25,488 13 383 5250 9'444 . 3,101 10.38 

--===--========= __ ~____. , 37.04 2,661 10.43 
Zones Grand total Under12--Percentage .= ;: 12-30 == p====== 0 ==--======= 

1 through 8 218,284 114,003 52.21 The dispatcher is in charge of radio communications., t 
with beat cars in the area assigned to his console. Bell 
receives requests for and transmits information, as.l f desks for maintaining radio communications with the 
signs cars, and maintains a status map of car avail.! l Preventive Force. If a call is of an emergency nature 
ability. Car status is indicated on a beat map of thel J such as a crime-in-progress or a policeman in need of 
relevant area. Each beat has a small light on the con·)·f help, the dispatchers can send out a call to all cars 
sole which, when illuminated, indicates the car is on a city-wide frequency. 
available for assignment. ..~ Interesting statistics abound. For example, during 

There are seven telephone lines from the exchange! 1968 3,261,738 calls were answered. Total calls to 
to the console. When the call reaches the Communi. 1 which a car was dispatched amounted to 1,942,599. 
cations Center, a timer is actuated. If the console hasl f In addition, there were 1,723,597 administrative and 
no~ ~ns~ered the call wit~in 12.seconds, an overloadh J mi~c.ellan~ous calls handled. All in all, 837,943 in
faclhty 15 actuated. The mcommg call can now bei~J ~Uln.es were made on the on-line, real-time computer 
ansv'erl',,1 at either the console or the overload facility.! 'i mqulry system. 
The ovt:t'load facility consists of seven desks whichcanf'! During the Fourth of July, 1969, OVer 15,000 calls 
monitor all 56 incoming telephone lines. Eight con.!..t were a~sw.ered, about half of them between four p.m. 
soles have sev!!n lines each. The overload operator··' and :nldOlght. A normal summer day generates ap
takes the call and fills out an IBM card. If the call isi! prOXImately 10,000 calls. 
high-priority, the overload operator takes it to thel r 
correct co~sole for disp.atchingj otherwise he actuates •... f ELEME • 
a yellow hght requestmg a messenger to relay the\c. f NTS OF THE PROBLEM 
card. If the incoming call has not been answered!··.I· Th " 
within 30 seconds the call is permitted to ring al! .. e COl11l11UmcatlOns Oenter represents a complex 
the auxiliary desk which has four operators. The! . system) as is evident from its description. It il;difficult 
call is handled the:e the same way as at the overIoad!~I·.·. to convey the magnitude of this com. plexity. J...n 
desks. j. enormous amount of short transactions of many differ-

The different zones (exchanges) generate appro,a.·!, ent types are continuously in process. The problem 
• i . can be stated' matdy the same number of calls. The ratlOs amongj. . 

console, overload and auxiliary is approximateln·· 1. What is the present response time distribution? 
50: 35: 15. (Ta~le ~-9) Distribution of calls duringtoJ 2. Is the system operating efficiently? 
the 24-hour penod IS about 0001-. 0800 (15%), 0800:-!~1 3. Can performance be improved by changing 
1600 (35%), and 1600-2400 (50%). The volume oh, the use of resources? 
incoming calls varies between seasons, lower in winter! 4. Is a completely new system necessary? 
than in summer.i Proposed changes include: 

When calls are received relating to traffic accidents ,) I. The assignment of manpower to consoles and 
or vice, they are delivered to the Traffic DivisionJ.~ overload positions. 
console or the Vice Oontrol desk. In addition to the{ J ~'. Handling of computer inquiry at a separate 
above functions, the Oommunications Oenter naslf faclhty. . . 

f
,J 
J 
il 

~~.~ 

ercentage ver 30 Percentage 

78,282 35.85 25,999 11.90 

3. Increasing the number of trunk lines incoming. 
. 4. Ohanging the step-up intervals for letting calls 

rmg at the overload and auxiliary desks. 

The model structure and complexity are determined 
by the system being modeled and the output desired. 
The previous section identified some of the que:;tions 
that the model should be able to answer. In addition 
to the response ~ime distribution, it is necessary to 
know the average time to process a call and the per
centage of calls answered at the three different levels 
respectively. Operational data of interest include: 

Airtime per console. 
Operator working time. 
Dispatcher working time. 
Overload and auxiliary'operators' working time. 
Size of different queues within the system. 

The modeling technique chosen was Simulation. 
Simulation was used because the physical structure 
of the Communications Center made it difficult to 
apply queuing theory, and the necessary distributions 
were not well~behaved, as is shown later. The model 
is first discussed in terms of its scope, level of detail 
and input desired. Then the structure will be 
presented. 

What should be the scope of the model? Should it 
include field response activities, Be limited to the 
Communications Oenter~ or be limited tt) a specific 
Oommunications Center activity? 

The analysis of the Response Force has been divided 
into two parts; the Communications Oenter response 
and the field response. However, the distinction is 
not ~learcut. Oar assignment by the dispatcher is a 
functlon of field response characteristics. 

Within the Communications Center, a useful dis
tinction can be made between the handling of tele-
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phone Inputs and ,.dlo tra",oUs';oO$. The av~~: -introdu:' one mo" element of unc""tainty ru; to th'!~ 
t~me that a call spends in the telephone input and validity of output. 
handling stage of the process until it reaches the dis- ' Input to the Communications Center has to be 
patcher amounts to 85 percent of the total average characterized as to type (telephone call or PAX, the 
call handling time. Queues form infrequently at the city internal system), priority (emergency, non-erner· 
dispatcher's station. Consequently, it was decided to gency and other), space and time. The events them. '1 
concentrate on the processing of telephone calls. The selves were available and were used. ,," 
total time span considered ends with the call (IBM Data was collected for the third watch on Friday, 
card) being put in the dispatcher's queue. December 13, 1968. Data on exogenous events col·t 

The level of detail for the simulation model turned lected for the model included radio dispatch calls, "! 
out to bc a crucial factor. The main feature that administrative calls, information inquiries, and no' ! 

1 
complicates the analysis of the Chicago Police De- service calls. I I 
partmcnt Communications Center is the interaction Figure 4-4 gh~es attributes of each call, keyed to'l 
of a great number of events of very short duration, the following nuu,bers for type of call: ' t 
often no longer than 30 seconds. 1. Radio dispatch (Bell or PAX).} 

One of the main questions to be answered by the 2. Radio dispaf\1h (radio or on-view). I 
model is the sensitivity of the system to the computer 3. No service (intormation). t 
inquiry activity. This process does not consume a great 4. No service (referral). f 
deal of time, but it effectively reduces the telephone 5. Traffic accident. . f 
input handling capacity. Consequently, it was decided 6. Vice Control dispatch. I 
to model cvery transaction in the system. 7. Administrative call.(l'adio).1 

The next point considered: generation of inputs or 8. Administrative call (PAX).:l 
txogen(Jus ellents. In a simulation model, these can be 9. License.j 
generated by the program or by actual events. When I 
it is difficult or impossible to obtain data on specific Radio dispatch calls represent calls for which a car (,', 
events, or when events can be characterized by a was dispatched. Administrative calls represent calls " 
theoretical distribution, it is often advantageous to changing the status of a beatcar, such as lunch, f 
generate the events. However, if the events are avail- personals, station assignment, etc. These come via ! 

able and cannot be approximated by a theoretical PAX phone or by radio. The latteris included because if 
distribution, the real events should be used. The latter the operator, when not busy, will often help' the dis· .', 

h h dl d .. . d' ' 
applied here. The output from a simulation model patc er an e a mlnlstrative ra 10 mess~ges. 1 
depends on how realistically the real world has been Inform.ation inquiry events consist of demands for, . ·.'1.' 

modeled. Using generated events, when unnecessary, information regarding cars and peopl~, such as: Was . " 
the car stolen? Was a person wanted on a warrant? ..... 

FIGURE 4-4: Attributes of Exogenous Event Types 

relepholle Calls 
1. Type 
2. Scheduled timc (in seconds from threc o'clock); 
3. Service time; 
4. Beat car; 
5. Zonc: 
6. neat of Occurrence; 
7;. Verified Incidence Code. 

·4,dministrative Calls 
1. Type (7 or 8); 
2. Timc out; 
3. Time in; 
4. Beat car, 
5. Zone. 

Information l/1qlu'ry 
1. Type (9); 
2. Time out; 
s. '.rime in; 
4. Zone; 
5, Type (1, 2,3; 4, 5). 
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This information may come from the on-line computer -1 
inquiry system or via the "Hot Desk." The Hot Desk ",J 
is a separate facility maintaining communication with • t 
Sta~e of Illinois files in Springfield and .FBI fii:es inl 
Washington. J 

No-service calls are either cans which do not result :f 
in a beat car being dispatched (the IBM ~ard isl i 
rounted to the Traffic or Vice Control desks) or are ·'i 
simply information requests from citizens or wrong] 

numbers. ··1. 
Data was also collected to determine, the distri· .... 

butions for performing different unit operations, such .•. 

as: "t 
ca~~me to complete information in.qui'Y fo, stol"I., .• ·." .•. I~ .. 

Time to complete information inquiry for war' f:: 
ra;~~h of the above operations. nt 

"1 'I 

Time to give iafonnanon "quest to Hot Desk: ~ 
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Time to handle return of information from Hot 
Desk. 

Service time for a normal call. 
Service time for a non-dispatch call. 
Waiting time uIitil messenger arrives to carry 

card from overload desks to console. 
Time for card to be walked back from overload 

to console. 

Time to walk from auxiliary desk tu console. 
Another difficulty in constructing a simulation 

model involves the choice of clock routine. The analyst 
may either use a fixed step increment or c:i next~event 
type of increment. The second alternative is often 
faster than the former and permits an accurate specifi
cation of when an event should occur. With the fixed 
increment alternative, the increment determines the 
resolution of the system. 

In this simulation, a fixed increment of one second 
was chosen. Because of the necessity of checking the 
status of each queue for the 12 and 30-second inter
vals, and the short duration of each (,,vent, a :fixed 
increment seemed justified. As the input data was 
accurate only to the nearest second, additional accu
racy would have been illusory. 

The language used for the simulation is Fortran 
with SPURT4 subroutines. GPSS was not available 
at the Northwestern University Computing Center, 
and the Simscript compiler was not entirely reliable. 

A simulation done in Fortran has several ad
vantages. The language is easy, and its semantics are 
well defined, although it does not have a rigorous 
grammar. It compiles very fast in comparison to 
Simscript, and several subroutine packages are avail
able for the simulation. SPURT is a set of subroutines 
bal\ed on Fortran and provides the generators for 
statistical summary m~cro-routines, special output 
packages, and a clock routine. 

Conveying the complexity of the simulation model 
is difficult. The program is 2000 cards long, uses a 
core of 120,000 octal words, and takes 11 minutes to 
simulate eight hours of real time. A flowchart of the 
model is shown in Figure 4-5. 

STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL 

The program is initialized by a separate subroutine. 
This subroutine initializes relevant lists, reads in pa
rameters, and brings up the initial events to be used 
in the timing routine. The timing routine causes the 
events (exogenous and endogenous) to appear as 
inputs. Endogenous events include the following event 
types, necessary for time-sequencing events and sched-
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uled separately for each console: 

Operator-one return. 
Operator-two return. 
Overload operatpr return. 
Auxiliary operator return. 
Administrative-PAX queue 

operator. 
Information returning from Hot Desk to operator-

one. 
Completed information card put in radio-out queue. 
Radio dispatch card assigned to dispatch queue. 
Administrative card put in administrative que for 

dispatcher. 

Each call has 12 attributes as it is processed through 
the queues, including: 

1. Type. 
2. Time-scheduled (final time for statistic). 
3. Time-on-service. 
4. Beatcar. 
5. Zone. 
6. Beat-of-occurrence. 
7. Verified incidence code. 
8. Time call entered system. 
9. Priority for assignment. 

10. Time entering console. 
11. Presence of call console, overload or auxiliary 

queues, for purging purposes. 
12. Sequential number of call, for purging. 

The timing routine is simply a Fortran array. 
Incoming telephone calls are assigned to the tele

phone input queue. This permits loading of the system 
(more-demand, 'more trunk lines). If a trunk line is 
available, the call rings at the appropriate console. 
After 12 seconds, if unanswered, the call rings at the 
overload position; after 30 seconds, at the auxiliary 
position. 

One of the console operators (called operator-one) " 
handles information requests which are of five differ- , .. : 
ent types. An important question to be answered is· 
the sensitivity of the system to performing this functiO)l .e, 

in a separate facility. Calls are answered, and, if : . : 
handled at the zone level, are put dir/~ctly into the .J 
dispat:h ~ueue. If the overloa~ faci~ity has answered, j.J 
the pnonty of t.h~ call detetmmes If the oper~tor or. ,.:'.'l 
a messenger c'arnes the IBM card to the dIspatch .~;~J 
queue. If the overload facility has answered, the',:~ 
priority of the call determines if the operator or a ,r:: 

The model includes several behavioristic param',,: 
eters. These inch,lde: 

1. Number of seconds after handling a call untU 
the operator is ready to handle the next call. 

2. Answering characteristic, i.e.-operator does 
110t answer the call immediately, but may wait a 
couple of seconds; this is modeled with a uniform 
distribution. 

3. Operator availability; operators leave their 
positions for short intervals to coordinate response 
with another zone or for personal reasons. 

4. Proportion of administrative radio messages 
handled by operators. The operators often help the 
dispatcher by taking information and filling out 
the appropriate card. 

5. Time distribution for answering calls. These 
differ between consoles, reflecting the type of calls 
and clientele demanding service. An operator may 
work different consoles on different nights; thus the 
difference in call handling time is a zone character
istic. 

VALIDATING THE MODEL 

The most difficult phase of constructing a simu
lation model is the validation stage. A theory of vali
dation does not exist, and guidelines are almost non
existent. The validation process can be subdivided 
into the following parts: 

Validation criteria. 
Exogenous event generation. 
Probability distributions. 
Model structure. 
Initialization. 
Parameters. 

Criteria for validating the model include the aver
age time to process a call, and the percentage of calls 
answered at console, overload and auxiliary desks. 
The Communications Center maintains daily records 
of where calls are answered. These records indicate 
the following: 

Percentage of- Dec. 13 Dec. Total 

Console ....... . 
Overload ...... . 
Auxiliary .....•. 

53 
31 
16 

(total) 1968 

53.25 
35.85 
11.90 

··53.3 
35.6 
ILl 

--------------------------------------
It is noteworthy that the percentages do not vary. 

The total volume of communications processed diffe.~$ 
~reatly between summer and winter. A linear regres
Sion Was used to determine the relationship between 
number of incoming calls and percentage of calls 
answered at the console level. As can be seen in 

- ._--------

Table 4-10 

Linear Regression of Incoming Calls (3d Watch) Versus 
Percentage of Calls Answered at the Console Level 

[Snmple size per zone: 631 

y- Regression Core Tone )( y inter- coefficient T-value coefficient 

I 
cept 

477 ,40 .67 -.00056 -4.36 -.49 
2 452 .47 .72 - .00056 -4.16 -.47 3 401 .73 .87 -.00035 -2.42 -.30 4 385 .58 .71 -.00033 -2.28 -.28 
5 378 .67 .87 - .00054 -2.65 -.32 6 454 .60 .80 -.00044 -2.97 -.36 7 463 .60 .89 -.00062 -3.19 -.38 8 403 .58 .69 -.00027 -1.81 .-. 

,.23 ----Jf = Average number of calls during th;:-!! ~~ • .::tch. 
Y = Avel'age percent&ge of calls answered \It console. 

Table 4-10, the regression coefficients are all significant 
at the 5 percent level of significance. 
~owever the correlation coefficient ic; not very high. 

l.t l~ apparent. that the load factor is not the only 
slgmficant van able fOi" explaining the percentage of 
calls answered at the console level. Other factors 
would include computer inquiry handling and the 
behavioral factors mentioned above. The difference 
between consoles, as shown in the table, can be ex
plained by the differing nature of the calls and re
sulting service times. 

The average time for service calls to be processed 
can be calculated. The mean duration of the different 
unit operations and the percentage of calls answered 
at the console, overload and the auxiliary desks are 
known. The average time was 81.9 seconds. (Table 
4-11) 

Table 4-11 

Determination of Avcrage Time for Calls To Reach the 
, Dispatch Queue 

------------------------------------t-----' 
Desk tl t2 t3 t4 t5 Proportion. t6 t7 

(percent) 

Console .... 36.2 25 2 0 0 53 63.2 33.5 
Overload ... 36.2 25 2 1321 31 97.2 SO .13 
AUxiliary ... 36.2 25 2 30 21 16 114.2 18.27 

System average •..•.......•..•. '" ..•....•••.•... 81.90 

tl = Time to take a call, seconds. 
t2 = Time to fill out the IB1v1 card, seconds. 
t3 = Time interval in which the operator decides to 

answer the call, seconds. 
t4 = Step-up interval. 
t5 = Time to transport"lBM-card to console. 
t6 = Average time at this level. 
t7 = Weighted average. 
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The exogenous events consist of all the actual 
events for a given time period. Therefore this part of 
the simulation model did not pose any difficulties. 
The probability distributions for completing the unit 
operations were determined by taking samples of theh
duration. These distributions v,ere then used to specify 
cumulative probability distributions which were vali
dated against the original data by Ohi-square tests. 

An important consideration for simulation models 
is the start-up interval. How long should the model 
run before the influence of the starting conditiolls is 
not significant? By investigating thf' ~LatUs of the 
different queues in the model an hour of simulated 
time was determined to be adequate. 

The model would not provide reasonable v,lues 
until the behavioristic parameters, mentioned earlier, 
were introduced. It was assumed that the operator 
would need a five-second "breather" between calls, 
and that the administrative calls would be handled by 
the operator when he was not busy. Sensitivity of the 
model to the behavioristic parameters was determined, 
as shown in Table 4-12. 

The answering characteristic and downtime for the 
different operators gave the best fit to real world 
statistics for: 

1. Answering characteristic equal to two seconds. 
2. Oonsole operators away from their positions 

for two minutes each, per hour. 
3. Overload operators not available for seven 

minutes each, per hour. (This is realistic as the 
overload operators have other duties to perform.) 

Table 4-12 

Sensitivity analysis of behavioristic parameters 

A B C D E F G H 

2 2 240 400 94.5 53 'H G 
2 4 400 600 88.0 55 40 5 
2 2 60 420 93.3 57 40 5 
2 2 120 420 83,J, 54 41 5 
2 4 300 300 88.9 57 39 4 
2 2 120 500 88.1 55 39 6 
2 2 300 600 91.3 55 40 4 
2 2 120 300 88.6 53 43 5 
2 2 120 600 91.2 53 42 6 
2 2 120 300 85.8 52 44 5 

Actual pcrformanecDcc. 13, 1968 81.9 53 31 16 

A = Answering characteristic in seconds at conJiole. 
B = Answering characteristic in seconds at overload. 
C = Seconds that operato,s are not available at consolc. 
D = Seconds that operators arc not available at overload. 
E = Average throughput time. 
F = Percentage of calIs answcred at console. 
G =0 .Percentage of calIs answered at overload. 
H = Percentage of calls answered at auxiliary. 

The random number generator was initialized with 
different values to indicate the variance due to pseudo
random numbers. This variance had approximately a 
two-second effect on the average. 

RESULTS OF THE MODEL 

The questions to be investigated were priority 
classes, number of trunk lines, step-up intervals, com
puter inquiry at consoles and assignment of manpower. 

The validated model which becomes the: reference 
point had an average of 83.1 seconds and a standard 
deviation of 32.9 seconds. 

A two-priority system will have a shorter response 
time for priority-one calls. The time saving is realized 
where the overload or auxiliary operator walks the 
IB1vr card over to the appropriate console instead of 
waiting for the messenger to arrive. Since half of the 
calls! are not answered at consoles, and the waiting 
time is eIght seconds, the saving is four seconds plus 
the shorter wa,it in the dispatch queue. (Fig. 4-6) 

The current number of trunk lines is not a limiting 
factor. Statistics are collected on the JlUmber of oc
currences when aU seven lines are busy and an 
eighth-call tries to' enter. It is infrequent in the real 
world during winter season. 

The step-up intervals are currently set at 12 and 
30 seconds. By lowering the step-up interval, more 
calls will be answered at the ove1'1oad. The time 
before a call is answered will be less, but the 21-second 
average for being transported back to the console 
would have to be added. (Assuming our reference 
puint to be the true population estimate, a t-test can 
be used to determine how large a difference of means 
is necessary for the sample mean to be significant . 
At the 5 percent level of significance, a difference 
between means of four seconds is necessary). The 
results: 

Varying Step-up Intcrvals 

Step-up interval 
(seconds) Avcrage Standard 

-------- (scconds) deviation 

5 
10 
13 

2 

30 
30 
30 

84.7 
8G.5 
83.1 

36.3 
35.1 
32.4 

Step-up interval No. = from console to 
overload desks. 

Step-up intcrval No. 2 = from console to 
auxiliary desks. 
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As can be seen, the current intervals are well chosen 
for the kind of load experienced on De:embe: : 3. 

How important is the computer inqUlry activIty at 
the console'? The activity was deleted from the model, 
and tliere was no significant change. 

Deletion of Computer Inquiry 

Step-up interval 
(seconds) 

13 
5 

2 

30 
30 

Average 

(seconds) 

83.69 
82.85 

Standard 

deviation 

38.57 
30.20 

The deletion of th.· 'lomputer Inquiry activ!ty did 
not have ~ signWcaIit influence on the average 
throughput time. , ' ' . 
" Lastly, manpower levels were conSIdered. The 
'second position at the console was au~ented by one 
man, and the overload desk brought to ItS full strength 
or nine. 

Manpower Augmentation 

M Men at Average Standard Step-up en at ) d .. Comment 
. 2 overload (seconds eVlaUon interval positIon 

1 2 

13 30 
5 30 
5 30 

2 
2 
2 

6 
6 
9 

77.76 
74.70 
73.40 

31.7 No 
33.2 Sander's 
30.34 Inquiry 

FIELD RESPONSE SIMULATION 

Field response is defined as the activities performe~ 
by a police unit after it has been assigned and untIl 
it has completed the assignment. . . 

The totJlI response time consists of Commumc~tions 
Center response time ap.d field response. :~ was.pomted 
out in the previous chapter that the wmtmg time o~ a 
call in the dispatch queue, until a car becomes ava~l
able, depends on assignment poli.cies and th~ avml-

b'lity of cars. It becomes convement to conSIder the 
a 1 •• • th n ,impact of stacking and screening polIcIes m e co -
text of the field response model. . 

The measures of effectiveness of the Response Force 
well.\! defined to be: 

1:' The level of service for the Public Service type 
calls. (This would include the rapid response needed 
for sick and injured transport and the less urgent 
calls that could be stacked or screened.) 
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2. The crime disutility represented by.the cases ~ot , 
Table 4-13 

Philadelphia Crime Prediction Factors.G (This measure included the probablhty of app~ •. \ 

hension and its qualitative aspects.)~ .4 Day of week. Percent with 1.01 or more 

It was noted earlier that the probability ~f appr.e. :',".li,l'. ~:;.th. Pe~e:~~~~~~e,:om. h . is a function of the number of polIce umts ';., Hour. Percent foreign born. enSlOn . Th' "'. 
d· within a given number of mmutes. IS ,,< Phllse of moon. Percent growth. 

respon mg , d ';' ; , Percent decline. 
refers to the use of trapping and search proce u:es to ',' ~~hliity. Percent moved. 

capture an offender. P.olice ~nits would be ~sslgned r':t Precipitation. Percent of families (I or 
from those available, mcludmg the P~eventlve and J Wind speed. more under 6 years). 

Follow-up forces. However, It IS very. .:: Relative humidity. Percent enrolled in school. .. hkely that the I j' Temperature. Percent nonwhite. 

availability of the Respo.nse Force proper m an area: Pressure Average income. 

will be an important vanable. . . . . .' Age percent 15-34. Average persons/house. 
The analysis of the field response actlVltle.s ental.ls t,:,'! Age percent 60 and over. Average :rent. 

l Percent males unemployed. Average school years a complex analysis of the effec:t of the followmg van"i Percent wage and salary completed. 
abIes on Response Force effiCleI}.cy: .' J workers changes. Numbel' of transit 

> interchanges. 
1. Demand. .,,~. Percent owner-occupied Number of elementary 
2 Service time. ""', . housing. . schools. 

. . " Percent sound housmg. Number of junior highs. 
3. Travel time. " .,,! ' . Number of senior highs. 
4. Number of units in Response Force. "'1" 
5 Ttl umber of police units in the field. . '. . 

• 0 an. d £ d"'. Even with the above limitations, the analysis should 
This section includes analytIcal metho s . ?r . e· , yield valuable inputs to a crime prevention program. 

termining the demand for services ~nd the POSltlOnlD~,t The most likely locations and tim~ of occurrence 
of forces, an analytical model by Richard Larson an:<tcould be pinpointed so as to receive increased at-

. l' d I f field activity Several alterna· J . h bl ' f . I . . 1 
a Slmu atlOn mo eo. ' ...... '. tentlOn. T e pro em 0 preventive patro IS mam y I t d . d the effect of response time ,'. . / • "d b 1" tives are eva ua e , an . . ,~, one of space tIme comcl ence etween a po Ice umt 
on the probability of arrest is shown., .: and a misconduct. 

In order to optimally allocate patrol manpowerl.m "I Forecasting police calls for service must precede 
d . 'th ect to future demand, po II:( ~,f h ". . ffi . h d l' 

space an tIme, WI resp . v. ':'f" t e actual ImplementatIOn of e Clent met 0 s lOr 
must ?e ~ble to for.ecast demand~ for serVIce. arlOUl ;:~ manpower ~llocatio~. Calls for service fluctuate aG-. 
techmques are avmlable to do thIS. . d t ,' .•.. cordmg to Clty k"atlOn, hour of the day, day of the 

The Philadelphia Police Departmen~ has trle . 0 :,.f week, and week of the year. This fluctuation in calls 
" . I I' and multIple regression',t. . . 

use multldlmenslOna ana YSlS " l for ser.Vlce causes a tlme-varYlllg workload and, hence, . 
techniques. 

5 
The former technique assumes th~~ ~Irot':j' a necessity to design an algoritcm for a time-varying 

occurrences can be predicted from factors w lC. elf." .• work force. , 
b" ld be to mpuh, 

occur with crimes. The 0, ~ectlve w.ou b b'Jjt\:,. For purpos~s of patrol allocation, any call for 
values of crime factors and d~termme a. pro a 1 'l:o; service that prompts the dispatcher to send a patrol 
of a certain crime .l.ype oc~~rnng at a gIVen spaee'rJ ca~ must be'q);J.sidered. In this co?text, the weightings 
time. Table 4-13 glves these f~ct~rs. . . ai'-fasslgned to Part I and Part II cnme or other calls to 

However, estimating the lIkelIhood of ~ cr.lrnhm~;~ determine beat structure have no meaning. Police .. It' cquires knowlllg In 0 t ' '. 
event occurrmg 1Il sp,ace lme r d'd .I '. ,resources are equally taxed If a patrolman aSSISts a ' . fi rrenAe of factors 1 n~J'" . 
many instances a speCI c occu... '1 bJe:<', woman locked out of her house 0. r If he takes a report 

• • • l' t' is not aval a 't .• i 
result in a cnme. ThIS mlOnna IOn , d' !.,:;,on an auto theft. Naturally, the types of calls will . h' for pre Ie Il,,,. : . 
Consequently, use of thIS tec mq,:e . 'determine the relG'.tivenumbers of one-man and two-

R F ce allocatIOn IS not rec d ". 
purposes for esponse or man squa cars for each dlStrlCt by time of day, day 

mended. '1 • d' of week and week of the year must be forecast' to d'ffi It . that although mu tl- 1 'd t . . 
Another 1 cu y IS, . . . al:et , e ermme the necessary numbers of patrol cars. 

sional analysis is a very powerful t~chn:que, It eel~ St. Louis used one type of forecasting in setting up 
d 't' t data It IS ,extrem i" t I' ti '. • 

only be as goo as 1 s mpu '.. Ii .1 ssp It orce, separatlllg preventIve patrol from servIce' 
difficult to get up-to-date socioeconomIc mforma ~ forces. The forecast for calls can be coupled with .a 

h d· t' ns The weather -. (. '. '. 
and accurate weat er pre lC 10 • :,queumg analYSIS to show the numbers of serVIce umts 
often an important explanatory factor. ~"necessary10 furnish, predetermined service levels. 

Service level refers to the expected waiting time before 
a call receives service. If large service forces are used, 
a crur could always be available. A call priority system 
offers one way of reducing the service force while 
insuring quick response to urgent calls. Under a 
priority system, top priority calls receive immediate 
response, and lower priority calls must wait until a 
unit is free for service. 

The St. Louis study used an exponential smoothing 
tedmique to forecast calls for service. This model 
included a multiplicative seasonal factor, but it did 
not include an additive or multiplicative trend factor. 
Since calls for service are generally higher in 1968 
over corresponding weeks in 1967, a tremi obviously 
exists. While the St. Louis approach has worked, the 
Chicago model included an ad.ditive trend. Thus a 
change of police tactics or a change of criminal be
havior will appear as a trend. The isolation of trend 
will provide other management information relating 
to the effectiveness of crime prevention efforts. 

A simpler forecast method is based on the similarity 
of agiven week's activity with the same week for' the 
previous year. If a trend adjustment is made to the 
weekly total calls for service for last year, the resulting 
linear predictor is "highly accurate. This approach. is 
discussed in detail later. This indicates that the gener
ation process of calls fot service, specifically miscel
laneous non-criminal calls for service, is remarkahly 
stable. 

SMOOTHING DATA FOR INPUT 

Many techniques are used to smooth observed data 
'for computational purposes. The most familiar method 
is the arithmetic average. If a machine is set to fill 
sacks with 100 pounds of wheat, and five sacks weigh: 

101.411bs. 
101.05lbs. 
98.43Ibs. 
99.751bs. 
99.361bs. 

Total: .500.00 lbs. 

Then the average weight per sack is 100 pounds. 
If a truck were loaded with 50 sacks, the total load 
would be computed at 50 X 100 = 5000 pounds. In 
this case, the smoothed or average weight provides a 
better estimate of the truckload than multiplyiliIg 
any of the individual observed weights. Naturally this 
assumes that the other 45 sacks were filled in the same 
manner. 
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Another type of smoothing often used with time 
series samples is the moving average. In this case, the 
most recent N samples are averaged: 

X1+X2+X3+X4 
M4= N 

(1) 

where N =4, and Xl, X2, ••• Xi arc the first, second 
and itt. samples in the time series. 111.4 is the first 
moving average. 111.6 and M6 are found by computing 

as follows: 

M6 
X2+Xs+X4+X6 

4 
(2) 

(3) 

The moving average will provide nearly the same 
estimates as the arithmetic average if the underlying 
process is constant, and if N is large. If the underlying 
process changes (suppose the machine loading wheat 
in the sacks was changed to put 110 pounds in each 
sack) the arithmetic average will give a poorer esti
mate than a moving average, which will average 
samples taken exclusively from the new process after 
N observations. As an example, consider the following 

weights: 
(Machine set to put 100 lbs/sack) 

Xa 

101.41 101.05 98.43 99.75 99.36 

(Machine set to put 110 lbs/sack) 

Xo X7 Xs Xu X10 

111.29 108.37 110.09 109.20 111.05 

The arithmetic average of the ten sacks is 

500+550.::;: 105 Ibs/sack 
10 

A moving average of N::;:4 would give estimates 

M4= 100.16 Ibs/sack 
M6= 99.641bs/sack 
Mo= 102.21 lbs/sack 
M7=104.69lbs/sack 
Ms= 107.28 lbs/sack 
Mo=109.74lbs/sack 
MIo= 109.68 Ibs/sack 

from the new process. Since the data was arranged 
to provide average weights of 100 and 110 pounds on 
five samples, none of the moving averages gave these 
weights. If the number of terms in the moving average 
were decreased, the averages would have shown the ' 
loading process change more quickly. But the values 
would also show more fluctuation about the 100-pound 
and liO-pound values. The trade-off between re· 
sponse and stability determines the best value of N. 

The moving average follows trends, and the tech· 
nique can be used to remove seasonal effects. In this 
respect, the moving average system could be used 
with the Chicago Police calls for service data. As seen 
by the numerical examples, the moving average reo 
quires the storage cf N-data samples and a recompu· 
tation with each new sample. For the police case, 
calls in a given week in a police year correspond 
better to the same week in the previous police year 
than the preceding week of the same year. Also, . 
Fridays behave more like the Friday a week ago" 
than the preceding Thursday. The same observation .' 
holds for hours in the day. This would Indicate the 
need for averaging over several years such data with .' 
moving averages to remove the periodic effects 
seasonal, daily and hourly variations. Moving aver· 
ages would require the computer storage of a 
many data points. 

To avoid the storage problem, exponential smooth· ;. 
ing is often used. Considering just a trend l ~mponent, 
the moving average is computed from 

samples 
X1X2XaXS5XoX7XaXoX10 

X~+ X4+ X5+ X6 
Mo= 4 

whereN = 4 

The next moving average could be computed as 

M7=Mo-7.;(Xa+7.;(X7 

=7.;(X7- Xa)·+-Mo 

where X7 is the newest sample and Xa is 
sample in the time series. In general, the ttl. 

average is written 

1 
Mt=-(Xt-Xt-n)+Mt-1 

N 

Thus the 10 sample weight'> provided seven moving 
averages, using four samples per average. iV1o, NI7, 

and NIs were responding to the change, but only ivfo, 
and MID were computed from data taken exclusively 

, In equation (6) the new moving average is 
puted from the previous moving average, the 
time series sample, and the oldest time series 
used in the previous moving average. If the 
time series sample were not retained, the best 
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mate of X t- n is M t- 1• Thus, a similar type of moving 
average could be computed as 

(7) 

If this method is used to compute all successive 
moving averages, the equation is rewritten as 

(8) 

where a is a coefficient like ~, but not equi"alent. 
N 

Equation (8) is the general exponential smoothing 
form, and the only information retained for compu
tation is the previous smoothed value St-1, the coeffi
cient a, and the newest data sample XI from the time 
series. The coefficient a is a number (O:S;a:S; 1) which 
increases the response to a change if large, and in
creases the stability if small. The effect on the new 
estimates, Sf, is to weight the older samples in an 
exponentially decreasing manner. Hence, the reason 
for calling this technique exponential smoothing. 

Equation (8) works on a process which does not 
change, or changes very slowly. Police calls for service 
have seasonal, daily and hourly variations of an al
most periodic nature. In this case, a seasonal effect 
should be incorporated to adjust the data. If a linear 
trend exists, this term should also appear. St. Louis 
uses ratio seasonal and hourly (hour of the week) 
factors-but no linear trend component. Considering 
only the seasonal ratio, this form is 

where 

X 
St=a TAT t . +(l-a)St-1 

""t-L 
(9) 

(10) 

In these equations, St is a weighted sum of the 
current estimate obtained by de-seasonalizing the 
current calls for service 11. the ttl. period XI and the . ' , 
prevIous period's estimate, St-l, of the smoothed 
and seasonally adjusted calls for service. References 
7-11 discuss this method further. The seasonal effect 
Wt, is again a weighted sum of the current estimate: 

Xt 
St' and the previous estimate Wt-L, where L is the 

periodicity. If the periods of forecasts are hours of 
the week, the periodicity is 168. Thus WI is adJ'usted b . . 
Y USlDg several years of data to obtain a smoothed 

seasonal factor for each of the 52 weeks of the police 
year. A forecast for period T, based on observation 

through periOd t is given by 

S" T =StJiVt-L+T (11) 

St. Louis used a periodicity of 53 weeks. The 
Chicago Police used a 13-period system for crime 
reporting. Each period consisted of four weeks. The 
police year always begins and ends on the same day, 
Thursday and vVednesday respectively; comparisons 
between periods from different years and successive 
periods of the same year have greater validity than 
normal monthly statistical periods since each period 
contains the same number of weekends. For this 
reason, the Chicago system will use a periodicity of 
52 weeks. 

The police year of 364 days requires correction 
~ince the date ~f the first day moves progressively 
oackwards. Chnstmas and New Years are kept in the 
Thirteenth period to permit valid yearly comparisons 
of this period. If the first police year began on 4 
January 1964, it would end on 31 December 1965 , 
which splits Christmas and New Years. This problem 
is avoided by starting the police year on 9 January 
1964. A correction of one week is then necessary 
after five years. In other words, a police year will 
end on 1 January,1969 and begin on 9 January 1969. 
While the usual comparison would not be made for 
the "skipped week" since no e."mct equal exists; pre
dictions of calls for service for the first week of the 
police year will be used for this week also. This in
stance arises only in 1969, 1975 and 1980 between 
now and 1983.12 Christmas and New Years will split 
into different weeks by this system. This difficulty is 
not considered serious and can be treated exponen
tially for manpower allocations. 

In order to predict for hour-in-the-week, St. Louis 
used an exponentially smoothed series based on nor
malized values of the average calls for service by 
hour-of-the-week. The hourly factor is given by: 

Y,. 
Hk='Y r+(1-'Y)Hk-m (12) 

where k is the hour of the week (1 :S;k::5168), Yk is 
the actual number of calls for the klh hour, r is the 
average number of calls per hour, m is the pericdicity~ 
168, and (O:S;'Y:S;'l) is the smoothing coefficient. The 
prediction for the rll• hour of the Tth week, based oil 
data through week t is given by 

(13) 

This does not change the total prediction for the 
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week since 

(14) 

Here the index r is used instead of k since k refers 
to an hour of observed data in the ttl, week. The 
hourly adjustment was based on the last observed data. 

The quantity (~'~~) is the forecast average number of 

calls per hour for the Tlh week in tht, future. The 
hourly factor Hr distributes these calls in the same 
manner throughout week T as the smoothed ob.ser
'vations ih which were based on hourly observatlOns 
in week t. 

Initially, St. Louis removed the seasonal component 
of the data by hour of the week. Their model then 
became 

St=a Xl +(I-a)St-l (15) 
Wt-rJIk-m 

Since St. Louis predicts 10 categories of calls for 
rather small geographic areas, the Hk-m term became 
very close to zero in some cases. Division of the first 
term in equation, (15) by a number c~ose to zer.o 
caused instability with the smoothed senes. For :h1S 
reason, equation (13) was llsed instead of equatlOn 
(15) to forecast calls by hour. 

Equations (9 and 13) do not con~ider a .linear 
trend. However St. Louis has used th1S equatlOn to 
successfully forecast calls for service ?y hour. O~er 
forecasters7 point out, however, that 1f a trend eX1sts 
and the model does 110t account for it, then the 
seasonal factors will soon contain a trend effect. If 
the series of calls for service contain Suort-run trends 
of duration less than L (52 weeks), then the trend 
effect incorporated in the seasonal factors is made up 
of short-run trend effects from previous years' data. 
This can introduce erratic behavior in the seasonal 
adjustment and the smoothing of St that probably 
will upset the forecast. 

An additive or linear trend would alter equation 

(9) to 

St=a~+(l-a)(St-l+Rt"':'l) (16) 
Wt-L 

where the expression for revising the trend estimate is 

R t =1)(St_l)+C1-1))Rt-1 (0:::;1):::;1) (17) 

which again weights the estimate based on curr~nt 
data with the previous estimate. The forecast equatlOn 
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for the Ttl' week is written as 

SI.T = [St+ TRtJWt-.L+T 

Computationally, equation (18) would be imple, .. 
mented by the following steps: 

(1) Record the actual calls for service during the 
tt" week-xt. 

(2) Use equation (16) with St-1 and R t- 1 from.· 
the last period and Wt-L from the previous cycle 
to evaluate St. 

(3) Using the hourly record of actual calls for· 
service during the tt" week-Tk, evaluate Hk from. 
equation (12), which will now replace HK-M. 

(4) Use equation (10) to compute a new W" 
which will now replace Wt-L. 

(5) Use equation (17) to compute a new R" 
which will now replace R t_1. 

(6) Use equation (18) to forecast the number of 
calls for service in week T. 

(7) Use equation (13) to forecast the number 
calls for service by hour in week T. 

(8) Compute the error from previous 
by the formula 

(9) Using the error computation from equation .. 
(20) compute the standard deviation of enor 

0'.= {Lt et~}1/2 
N·-l 

where t is summed over the set of N 
used for estimation. 

Initializing the Estimates 

The Chicago Police Department has records 
district for daily radio dispatch cards dating back 
several years. This data can be used to get 
estimates of the seasonal factor and the linear 
The only data not r'ecorded (although available. 
computer tapes of the radio dispatch c.ards) 1S 
hourly distribution by police week. However, a 
weeks of observation will yield the same number 
terms for computing smoothed estimates as 
years of data will provide for the weekly __ ~~'·hpn\· 

ing steps: 

(1) Compute the average calls for service each 
week for the ith year, Vi 

(2) Compute the average trend R1nst (or R t- 1 

when in the tth period) as 

[VIIIL~ VI] 

[H-LJ 
(21) 

(3) Use Slnst- Vl , the average calls for service 
per week for the first year, as the initial estimate 
of St. 

(4) Compute seasonal factors for each period 
t= 1, ... , H according to 

Xt 
(22) 

where the subscript i refers to the year contained 
in the H periods and j refers to the number of the 
week in the ith year, hence t=(i-I)L+j 

(5) Compute 52 values of W t for each week in 
the police year and retain, using the average value 
of corresponding weeks if more than one year is 
used to initialize. 

(6) Normalize the seasonal factors so 

by 

(23) 

Step (6) guarantees that the seasonal factors only 
make seasonal adjustments, and so the factors will not 
increase or decrease the average calls for service
namely, the trend factor. 

Selection of the Weights 

The best set of values for the four weights (a,{3,'Y,1)) 
can be selected by a trial and error system. Following 
the cited practices/.s a matrix of 11. values for each 
weight would be used to test the forecast against a 
portion of the known data. Equation (20) provides 
a measure of the standard deviation of the forecast estimates. The error analysis for hours of the 

will require this data, but the total \veekly 
can be tested on portions of the older data. 

.> . error. The computer could sequence through all pos-
. . sible combinations of weighting values (114= 14,641 

possible combinations using values of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4/ 0.5, Q.~, 0.7,,0.8,0.9, and 1.0 for each of the four 

Using a portion of the older data, the first H 
(more than one year) are taken to perform the 

weights), and choose the combination which mini
mizes equation (20). 

Winters and Holt, et al state that the function cr. is 
convex in the area of the minimum. If the curve is 
somewhat fiat, a finer grid to locate values of weighting 
functions beyond a single decimal (Le. 0.13, 0.17 in
stead of 0.1 and 0.2) probably is 110t '.\'orth the effort. 
A fiat minImum is indicated in the references. 

Other criteria of error could be used instead of the 
standard deviation of forecast error. In fact, the 
applicability of this criterion assumes that the forecast 
errors are unbiased so that an estimate of the standard 
deviation of forecast errors is indeed given by equation 
(21). If forecasts for several weeks were made, the 
accuracy for the later weeks might decr~ase in im
portance. Winters7 suggests the minimizing of a cri
terion function. 

where al>a2>a3 and possibly (a1+02+a3) = 1.0. 
Since the application concerns a queuing model in 

the Chicago Police Department, the criterion could 
be the minimization of the absolute value of the error, 
/et.T/ or a minimization of the error caused by under
estimating the ad"ual calls for service, Ct.T>O. The 
latter criterion would minimize the instances of as
signing insufficient manpower to handle calls for 
service at the price of a somewhat wasteful allocation, 
on the average. Once the error criterion has been 
chosen, the best values for the four weights can be 
found by successive trials. 
. Police departments with adequate data can im
mediately use this type of forecasting by modifying 
the output of two ~xisting programs, one available 
from IBM13 and the other from Control Data Corpo
ration14• Each program uses historical data to initialize 
the seasonal factors and the trend factors in addition 
to finding the optimum weigp.ts. 

In the IBM Share Program the weights £¥, {3j 7J (in 
this paper) are selected on the basis of minimizing 
eql\ation (20). The other program by CDC calculates 
equation (20), but selects those weights which mini-

. mize the average fractional error (AFE) given in 
equation (25) " 

AFE (25) 

These programs can supply the forecast by the 
week. The hourly forecast can be obtained from this 
output by using equations (12) and (13) on portions. 
of the historical data. The choice of the weight 'Y can 
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be selected as the one that minimizes the hourly fore
cast error, Because of the form of equation (13), the 
selection of 'Y can be made independent of (x, /3, 1). 

While this method would not be used if a program 
were specifically designed for selecting the weights of 
an hourly forecast routine, the ease of implementation 
with the existing programs recommends the approach. 
The IBM program is a contributio~ to the IBM 
Share Library. The program was written in 1963 for 
running on the IBM 7090/94. 

The CDC program is written for the 3"600 and is 
available to CDC customers. These programs are used 
only once for the selection of weights and the initial 
calculation of the seasonal and trend factors. The 
user would then write a simple routine employing 
equations (16), (17), (10), (12), (18) and (13) to 
continue the forecasts and the updating of the seasonal 
and trend factors. 

Using Hand Graphical Method 

The Hand Graphical Method permits estimation of 
the necessary number of response units without using 
a computer. The strong seasonal character of calls for 
service that was noted in The Second Quarterry Progress 
R.eport ot the Operational Research Task Force for 
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Table 4-14 

Response Units Required To Answer Calls for Service, 
Summer 1969 

District 14 

Time ---------~----------------------
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun. 

Ot 7 7 6 _ 7 7 II II 
02 6 6 6 5 5 10 II 
03 5 4 5 5 5 9 8 
01 4 4 3' 4 4 6 7 
05 4 1 3 3 4 6 5 
06 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 
07 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
08 6 6 6 6 6 5 4-
09 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
10 8 8 7 7 8 7 5 
11 B 7 7 7 8 7 6 
12 8 B B 8 8 9 B 
13 8 7 8 8 8 10 8 
14- 8 B 8 8 8. 10 8 
15 9 B 8 9 9 10 9 
16 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
17 11 10 11 10 11 11 9 
18 13 12 13 12 14- 12 10 
19 14- 13 15 14 14 15 15 
20 16 15 16 15 15 14 14 
21 15 15 15 15 16 15 16 
22 15 12 14 12 17 15 14 
22 10 14 11 11 17 18 15 
24- B 9 8 9 II 13 10 

H*P 

Chicago as a whole exists also in each Police District. 
Thus it has been possible to employ a linear predictor 
to estimate calls for service. Further, it has been 
found that the calls for service on each day occur in 
a nearly unvarying pattern. Thus it is possible to 
estimate expected calls for service per hour for each 

~ 

hour of the day and each day of the week. ~ : 

Fig~re 4-.1 : Number of cars needed to I imit average 'Wait for available cor 
to five minutes. 

~r-------------------_A~ _______ ~~8 ______ ~~ ________ ~D~ 
) 

Methodology for Estimating the ReqUired'J,' 
Units for a Response Force ! 

:1 
Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 graph the results obtained 'I 

by computer for inputs of the rate of arrival of calls A 
for service per hour, for average service time, and ::1.·" 

the number of units. The graphs provide for a service < 
level based on the criteria that an incom. ing call will :,.;""" .. 
have to wait less than five minutes before a unit is :'. 
free to provide service. Plots are also provided for· ::: ' 

30 

25 

I'~eTI:~::O:~:~::m::~,at Car Mignment ;,;.~.·,'I!. w 

Graphs , u 
, 20 

(Figs. 4-7, 4-8, 4-9);; ~ 
1. E~ter at left with number representing calls :,-J ~ 

for serVIce expected.:'" f2 

perience at time of day. ,; ~ 15 
2. Proceed to curve that represents district ex- 'I:~ ~ 

3. Draw line to intersection with bottom scale. ,.".' ... : .. U 
This tells number of cars needed. . 

Ex. Calls for service = 5/hour ',",-f 
Service time = 20 min. "'f' 
Cars needed = 6 ~1 

'ix~':oo'::'d~age wait of an available cO< I", thml i! 
The constraint of minimum travel time is met by ii 

creating square beats (within limitations imposed by '~:I 
topography) in which the expected travel time r,loesl 
not exceed three minutes. "'~f~ 

Application of the Hand Graphical Method: was 1~': 
made t? the 14th Police District. The leJel of calls !~: 
for serVice per hour was forecast for the Summer Q! 'i ; 
1969 using a multiplication factor of 1,24 timestll~ ~~ 
daily level of 1968. Table 4-14 shows unit require;ments::'l 
by hour of the day and day of the week. • J 
Positioning Patrols , 

~ 
J 

The positioning problem (or manpower distribution 
probleJll) has two dimelisions. One is the assigi)'ment .. ' 
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Figure 4-8: Number of cars needed to limit average wait for available car 

to 2.5 minutes. 
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Figure ~-9 : Number of cars needed to limit average wait for available car to 
0.10 mmutes (6 seconds) 
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of police units to sectors-called districts in Chicago
and the initial positioning of units within the sector, 
the beat structure. 

Several possible criteria exist for assignment. 15 

1. Equalize workload. 
2. Equalize weighted workload. 
3. Minimize response time. 
4. Minimize weighted response time. 
5. Minimize delay before a car is available for 

assignment. 
6. Minimize travel distance for beatcar. 
7. Maximum travel time for five :r:1iputes and 

similar workload per car (used in the Chicago 14th 
District experiment discussed later.). 
Equalizing workload usually means determining a 

workload such as four calls/watch/car and then di
viding total number of calls over a given period by 
four to determine the number of units needed. The 
current method of al1oca,ting personnel in the Chicago 
Police Department is a somewhat simplified version 
of O. W. Wilson's dt~trlbution method as developed 
in his book Police Administration.IG 

The objective functiuu of his method is to equalize, 
as far as possible, weighted workload for each beatcar. 
The workload is a function of cells for service, required 
premise checks, and prevt~ntive patrol. Preventive 
Patrol is a function of misconduct hazards, assumed 
to be reflected in the volume of calls for service. 

The total number of beats is determined by dividing 
the total number of calls for service (CFS) for the last 
identical season. This will provide the average daily 
number of CFS. It is assumed that four calls per 
watch per beatcar with one hour devoted to each 
call would be an appropriate workload, leaving ((ap
proximately four hours for preventive patrol during 
a tour of duty," counsels an official guide on assign
ment method.1'l Premise checks would be included in 
the preventive patrol time. 

The total number of beats for three watches is ar
rived at by dividing average calls for servic,e by four, 
as each beatcar handles four calls. 

Weighted workload is calculated for each district 
by weighting calls for service as follows: Part I crime, 
4; Part II crimes, 3; Other, 1. The weights are in
tended to reflect the seriousness and the service time 
required for the categories. 

The number of district beats is determined by 
multiplying the district's share of cityw·ide weighted 
workload (CWW) by the number of beats. 

Dish'ict beats = DB 

District weighted workloadXN f B . 
DB = CWW o. 0 eats 
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This statistic is subjected to the following COIt 
straints: 

l. The district weighted workload (DWW/ 
CWW) ratio is compared with the District CFS! 
city-wide CFS ratio; if the difference is great, the 
reasons are determined with the object of main
taining a reasonable mix of Part I, Part II and 
Other calls for patrolmen. 

2. Beats in a peripheral, residential district may 
become too large for adequate response time and ~t 
preventive patrol; therefore, extra beats may be ;, 

:::::::~g the unmbe.- of d~tdet boa" among :',":1 •• 
the three watches is done by multiplying the Watch 

Weighted Workload (WWW/DWW)bythedistrict'S';,:,j:'., 
number of beats. The beat structure layout is de-> 
veloped for the third watch because it has the greatest " 
relative workload. During the other t\VO watch~ctJ ,~ 

when the total number of beats in service is reduced, '%"J 
each of the eliminated beats is covered by an adjacent {I 
car. In some districts (nine to be exact) overlapping ~1 
"Natches called ('powershifts," are used to match the ':i·'~,· 
actual demand for CFS more closely with available ";,. 
resources.) 

Lastly, the numbers of two-man and one-man car ~ 
assignments are made. Attention is given to the num- ~ 
bel' of incidents of resistance to police, multiple ar- ';~ 
restees, deadly weapons involved and to geographical 1 
factors that affect easy access by neighboring' squad .'~',' 
cars. A ranke~ list is produced, showing are allocated i 
subject to available manpower. ';r 

The criterion for judging a police system should, at '~J 
least in part, be its impact on crime. It is not possible, j 
at this state, to relate manpower allocation to crimlliuhal .t 
activity. One can, however, determine how we t e 
system accommodat'es the functions of patrol with .:\ ( 
respect to the given objective function. "" 

The present system is designed to equalize worklo.ad. :J 
;~:';S~a~h~C!~fi:~1 ;~e~:~~~~o;a~;o~~~:~r :~::t~~~';:~ , 
we address: How well does the present distribution )r 
method achieve this objective? Three specific distri- '", i 

butions were scrutinized: Between days of the week, i~~! 
Among watches and Between districts., 'i~ 

The weCkof August 16-August 22~ 1968, was,i 
exhaustively investiga.ted. The tota~ amount, of tim~a 
spent on calls for serVlce and on aS$lst-calls was tabu [,:'::; 
lated for each car. '. 

Minutes spent on CFS for the third watch averaged 
40 minutes per 'call. Assist-calls were approximatelY 
10 minutes shorter. The number of CFS per beatcar 
per watch exceeded the t::-.~~et of four calls per car, 
in most instances. '\, 

<:" 

Table 4-15 

Percent of Calls for Service Answered by Beat Car 

Day 16 17 

{WI 
23% 22 

By beat car ..•..... W2 23 21 
'W3 21 22 

{WI 
13% 13 

By nondistrict car .•• W2 21 18 
W3 20 15 

WI = Wateh I = 0001-0800 hours. 
W2 = Watch 2 = 0801-1600 hours. 
W3 = Watch 3 = 1601-2400 hours. 

18 19 20 21 

20 19 24 23 
23 24 23 24 
23 24 25 26 
11 9 9 8 
14 17 15 16 
15 12 12 12 

22 

25 
22 
24· 
8 

15 
13 

Assists, in many caseS, amounted to one additional 
call per beat per watch. To be able to evaluate the 
time spend on the CFS and Assist function, a ('utili
zation index" was defined. 

Utilization Index = UI 

I 
Total time on CFS and Assists 

U = . X 100 
Total time on duty 

This index was determined for both the whole sys
tem and the individual districts by watch. The desired 
utilization index (target index) of the present assign
mcnt system depends on the assumptions made. If 
four hours should be spent on CFS and Assists, and 
if total working hours is eight hours, then 50 percent 
represents the target index. 

However one-half hour per shift IS lost for lunch 
during the total eight hours, along with a usual two 
((personals" of 15 minutes each. Premise checks ab-

sorb approximately five minutes per beatcar per 
watch. Theref~re the target index becomcs 40 percent. 

There exists, also, another time-consuming factor, 
travel time. The factor is calculated from the Time-out 
and Time-in stamp on the radio dispatch cards. The 
beat car still hac; to return to his beat if the assignment 
was outside his area. Only 23 percent of CFS are 
answered by the beatcar assigned to the beat-of
occurrence. A car outside the district will respond to 
approximately 13 percent of the OFS. (See Table 
4-15) 

Demand for police service fluctuates regularly with 
respect to the days of the week. Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday are the busiest days. Deparhnent policy; 
however, allocates an equal number of men to each 
week day. This demand pattern is shown in Table 
4-16. The data here also reflect some discrepancies 
with respect to allocation on a system basis between 
watches. Most preventive patrol is performed in the 
early morning, probably when it is, needed least. 

Results of equal manning can be seen in the indices. 
Friday and Saturday; on a total system basis, exhibit 
a greater proportion of time spent on CFS. The 
difference is not great, and this should be expected 
from a system-wide point of view since many districts 
are residentiaL Table 4-16 also identifies a discrepancy 
in preventive patrol. The figures seem to show an 
allocation of 20-30-40 percent, in the watches for 
weekdays, while the CFS workload is twice as large 
on the third watch. 

The main criticism of the present allocation method 
must be levied against the objective, stated function. 

Table 4-16 

Total System Statistics 

Watch Fri. Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed, Thur. 

{~ 
28 32 33 26 21 24 24 

Utilization factors (in percent) •....•. ' ....... 43 34 28 34 30 ,'IS 31 
55 45 40 43 42 39 40 

{i 
1,151 1,232 1,408 !)25 860 1,013 898 

Calls for service answered by beat cars ...•.... 1,849 1,455 1,303 1,481 1,379 1,415 1,402 
2,616 2,356 2)031 2,158 2,279 2,123 2,205 

Total .... , ..•......... , ..•• , .. _ .... 5,616 5,043 4,742 4,564 4,518 4,551 4,505 

H 
348 207 303 280 220 258 263 

Assists answered by beat cars ...•........... _ 153 194 241 140 161 181 175 
272 362 4,28 314 290 321 311 

Tot'!! ......... , ...•.••.• _ .• , ..... , .. 773 763 972 734 671 760 749 

{i 44 43 40 46 41 39 43 
Average time (min.) per calls for service ..••.. 46 45 41 45 43 46 42 

43 40 41 42 38 39 38 
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The objective is equalizing workload, assuming that 
four CFS pc:, beat car per watch is the goal. Even this 
limited coal is not achieved, as has been shown in the 
previous sections. Between districts, the utilization 
factors vary widely, !,s shown in Table 4-17. Only 
the third watch is sfiown because it has the highest 
workload; it is quite evident that Districts 2, 3, 5, 7; 
10, 11 and 13 need more manpower during peak 
periods. 

The more relevant objective of the department 
should be to minimize some function of response time 
and to maximize the probability of halting or pre
venting a crime through selective preventive or tactical 
patrol. This should determine the number of men in 
patrol and how they should be employed. 

It has been shown that the actual time a. patrol 
unit is available (counting IUt'ch, personals, adminis
trative and travel time as lost) is less than seven hours 
per watch. Table 4-15, above, supports the view that 
the beat car structure is only a good repositioning 
device and a very rough positioning tool. Soon after 
the beginning of the watch, the beat car will be off 
his beat, and the value of knowing a particular area 
becomes lost. "Magnetic beats" pull cars into their 
areas so that the density-space distribution of beat 
cars approximates the real demand. 

It is perhaps evident frOlti this discussion so far 

Table 4-17 

Utilization Indices for Third Watch (in Percent) 

August-

16 17 18 19 20 .21 22 

Districts: 
L ....... 71 31 26 27 31 ~!8 27 
2 ........ 53 59 54 54 52 47 39 
3 ••..•... 53 63 42 44- 48 45 45 
4 ........ 42 50 47 39 35 31 26 
5 ........ 62 60 41 41 51 43 40 
6,. •• , .•• 57 34 40 41 39 43 34 
7 ........ 58 63 44- 49 .52 46 49 
8 .•.•.... 57 31: 24- 42 36 2'1- 27 
9 ........ 41 23 29 32 25 31 37 

10 ........ 72 70 56 56 56 4" 63 
ll ......... 57 52 52 55 46 4B 44-
12 •••••••• 65 52 36 50 31 41 33 
13 ........ 73 52 4D 43 45 M 48 
.14 .. ., •••• 60 38 32 47 34 46 40 
15, ........ 56 40 33 50 41 33 42 
16 ........ 64 29 35 31 42 29 28 
17 ....... , 50 36 53 40 46 31 45 
18 ........ 52 42 31 35 51 55 35 
19 ...... " 37 31 40 49 4-l 34 42 
20 ........ 57 45 36 37 39 35 33 
2L •••.••• 45 31 34 22 30 32 30 

SY$temfactprs •• 55 44- 40 42 42 40 39 

that very little preventive patrol is carried out at ~ 
time when it is needed most. For example, the Task 
Force, a flexible tactical unit, works from 1800-hours 
to 0200-hours. Ind<:'.ed it seems that the beat car force 
is in practice responding only to CFS and doing 
minor premise checks. The Detective tactical units 
and the Task Force are responsible for tac:tical pre. 
ventive patrol. When this state of affairs iB realized, 
the step to deploying a Force A and a Force 'B to 
respectively carry out CFS and preventive patrol, as in ., 
St. Louis, becomes obvious. The current approach :J' 
results in a waste of resources due to deficiencies in 
the assignment method and the difficulty of contro!' 

The most serious problem is using an average fig. 
ure for CFS per day for the syiStem for a period of 
haif a year. This is really too great an aggregation. 
Too much information which is relevant to the peak. 
ing of demands in the system is lost in the process. 
Even though the inclusion of assists will not change 
the system demands as between days, it does change \ 
the needs markedly for beat cars in specific districts. i\ 

f/ 
Other deficiencies center around the critical as· 

sumptions made. The average service time is 40 min· .::.r 
utes, not one hour. Calls for service per beat car is ! 
Dot representative of workload, as assists often amount ';;. ..•. 1' 
to an additional call per watch per beatcar. The,;, 
weights 4-3-1 are intended to reflect service time and \ 
seriousness of the call; instead, there is often an in· .• 

verse relationship between seriousness of a crime and .. '."j.:. 
service time. A patrolman will write only a prelimi. ; • 
nary report on a homicide, leaving when detectives ; 
arrive. While on a burglary case, he would carry out ;:: 
a more thorough investigtion. . ;, 

The workload criterion is a rough assignment ~ide;J .( 
Optimally it results in an equal workload but m an '.1 
unequal service level of OFS. 'I 

Further refinements are possible by using response '\f 
time as a criterion. The appropriate analytical tech· ...... "1. 
nique is queuing theory. The advantage is that it ; 
views demands for service and police response as a t 
stochastic process, .not an a:erag.e as discussed previ'l[~' 
ously. Thus the mterrelatlOnshlps of demand and:·. 
service times are modeled so as to minimize response d 
time. The queuing theory approach foc)lses on the :x.'l 
availability of cars. To minimize response time, one :'"I>~ 
seeks to minimize the expected average delay before ~t' 
a car is availab!e for dispatch within a given sector. ..~ 

~. 

w 
DESIGNING WITH QUEUING THEORY 'c\, 

A simple application of queuing theory was made,. i' 
using a Pbisson distribution for service calls, a nega· 

"' 

tive exponential service time distribution and multiple 
parallel channels for service. Coupled to historical 
service call data, this application provided compari
sons with current beat assignments. 

The mathematical treatment is similar to the 
method employed by the St. Louis Resource Alloca
tion Project18 arid described also by Larson in his 
work with the Boston Police Department. l Saaty 
provides a more detailed deVelopment of the queuing 
problem,19,2o but the formulas are included here. 

Distribution of the number of calls for service dur
ing a time interval is considered Poisson. A Poisson 
inputfollows from two assumptions: 19 

1. The total number of arrivals during any given 
time interval does not depend on the number of 
arriva13 that occurred in the previous time interval. 

2. In any interval (t, t+dt), the probability that 
exactly one service call occurs is Xdt+O(dt 2), where 
A is a constant. The probability that more than one 
arrival will occur is of the order of dt1 and may be 
neglected. X represents the mean arrival rate (num
ber of service calls per unit time) of service calls. 
Thus, II>. is the mean length of the time interval 
between two consecutive calls. 

These assumptions seem proper, since callers are 
generally concerned with independent problems. The 
assumption breaks down when many people call at 
once about the same thing (tornado sighting, sonic 
booms, major fire or other disailter). More specifically, 

Table 4-18 

Service Time Data (0000-0800 Hours) 
[Units are in minutes] 

District Mean Standard Standard Range Sample' 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

32.78 
51.65 
47,49 
36.58 
43.60 
66.89 
43.57 
41.86 
42.79 
56.88 
48.86 
38.34 
42.02 
45.11 
33.00 
36.40 
34.88 
49.64 
38,48 
34.40 
49.91 

deviation error size 

24.87 
38.18 
49.97 
29.38 
36.42 
64.40 
31.32 
46.77 
24.38 
58:.56 
42.10 
26.86 
28.14 
41.42 
29.99 
3!:i.50 
20.78 
52.70 
36.82 
35.96 
4Q.!i2 

5.19 
4.74 
5.85 
5.28 
5.31 

10.73 
4.38 
9.97 
4.53 
9.26 
5.58 
4.99 
3.83 
6.11 
4.80 
6.48 
5.04 
6.69 
5.11 
4.21 
7.16 

91.00 
217.00 
351.00 
114.00 
204.00 
199.00 
159.00 
212.00 
88.00 

264.00 
212.00 
116.00 
111.00 
166'.00 
176.00 
126.00 
79.00 

. \363.00 
199.00 
177.00 
124.00 

23 
65 
73 
31 
47 
36 
51 
22 
29 
40 
57 
29 
54 
46 
39 
30 
17 
62 
52 
73 
32 

District 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

.\0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

Table 4--19 

Service Time Data (0800-1600 Hours) 
[Units nrc in minutes1 

Mean 

46.58 
54.01 
45.59 
42.11 
41.99 
29.07 
39.91 
49.52 
30.28 
47.90 
39.87 
54.27 
39.21 
40.86 
41.28 
41.34 
41.40 
40.81 
37.10 
36.53 
43.88 

Standard 
deviation 

51.32 
45.87 
34.36 
32.34 
34.26 
21.93 
25.31 
48.01 
36.74 
33.56 
29.25 
40.75 
28.91 
29.70 
51.76 
39.42 
35/78 
33.90 
32.56 
37.02 
53.43 

Standard 
error 

6.05 
3.96 
3.19 
4.72 
3.61 
2.62' 
2.29 
6.25 
4.39 
3.56 
3.03 
5.05 
3.04 
3.21 
5.72 
5.01 
4.82 
3.39 
3.31 
3.42 
6.17 

Range 

351.00 
283.00 
171.00 
144.00 
189.00 
136.00 
132.00 
283.00 
211.00 
192.00 
177 ]00 
362.00 
148.00 
156.00 
274.00 
241.00 
224'.00 
212.00 
172.00 
252.00 
404.00 

Snmple 
size 

72 
134 
116 
47 
90 
70 

122 
59 
70 
89 
93 
93 
90 
86 
82 
62 
55 

100 
97 

117 
75 

if the time intervals between calls are exponentially 
distributed, the input distribution is Poisson. Expo
nential distribution has a mean equal to its standard 
deviation. Both the call intervals and the car service 
times (the time difference between the Time Out and 

Table 4-20 

Service Time Data (1600-2400 Hours) 
[Units arc in minutes] 

District Mean Standard Standard Range Sample 
deviation error size 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

44.62 
46.95 
41. 75 
39.17 
44.52 
30.96 
42.65 
31.59 
33.88 
45.43 
32.83 
41.17 
32.78 
33.85 
31.15 
39.2Q 
44.81 
38.22 
30.14 
33.S7 
42.67 

37.52 

34.25 
39.59 
37.88 
31.59 
34.16 
29.08 
34.4:1 
30.62 
21.62 
33.:60 
28.30 
31.41 
31.30 
32.06 
47.05 

.38.84 
26.16 
31.02 
35.45 

4.55 
2.24 
2.48 
4.37 
3.21 
3.29 
2.89 
2.91 
2.05 
2.07 
1. 74 
3.38 
2.44-
2.63 
2.97 
3.73 
5.43 
3.17 
2.ll 
2.27 
2.95 

210.00 60 
207.00 224-
237.00 190 
247.00 S2 
242.00 139 
136.00 92 
249.00 140 
163.00 100 
273.00 145 
146.00 114 
111.00 '154 
240.00 99 
167.00 135 
207.00 143 
215.00 111 
175.00 74 
306.00 75 
269.00 150 
236.00 154 
211.00 107 
254.00 144 
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Time In stamped oh the Radio Dispatch card) wcr!! 
listed for all districts. From this information, the 
means and standard deviations were computed. In 
nearly every caSe shown, the standard deviation anQ: 
the mean were close in value. (Tables 4-18, 4; J 9, 
4-20). Therefore!> the assump~ionS' of Poisson iiiput 
and negative exponential service times for J;\'lost 
Chicago Police Districts seemed proper. The vali<;lity 
of this hypothesis shows even more precisely whe~ 
Chi-square test waS applied. (Table 4-21) 

In the current beat system, an adjoini!lg beat car 
will answer a caU on another beat if the officer on 
that beat is busy. From the point of view used in 
queuing theory, each district is comprised of "cl} 
parallel chanm~ls servicing all of a district's calls. 
Thus $ represents the number of beat cars. The nota
tion used in the following Poisson formulas is given 
below, from Saatyla,2o. 

X == mean arrival rate (number 'of. calls per 
unit time) 

p. ;:: mean service rate per channel-is the 
mean time difference between Time Out 
and Time In on the RD card) 

c = numbers of cars for answering calls 
n = number of calls in the district system 
p = utilization factor for the district; p= 

Alcp. 

Table 4-21 

Test for Exponential Sel'vice Time Distribution by District 
[Ii'or 17 degrees of freedom] 

District Average service time X2 
(houl's) 

l .70 31.1 
2 .70 113.0 
3 .66 67.1 
4 .55 30.8 
5 .57 76.8 
G .57 47.1 
7 .67 78.0 
a .56 48.1 
9 .52 41.3 

10 .65 111.6 
11 .68 73.2 
12 .60 60.6 

'13 .58 51.0 
14 .56 32,7 
15 .53 40.6 
16 :60 37.1 
17 .57 39.0 
18 .66 52.4 
19 .56 36.6 
20 .57 60.3 
21 .67 36.1 
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= the steady state (time indepetiilc.1.:.~ 
probability that there are n calls in th~'" 
district, both receiving service and 
\Yaiting for a service car 

P(O) = the probability of no waiting 
'p (>0) = the probability of any waiting 
P (>7) = the probability of waiting greater than ! 

= !~~:~~rage number of calkin the'queue ':":""'."1'". 

Lq 

W 
awaiting service , 

'= the average waiting time in the sys~em. ~'J 

Mathematical Formulae J 
'J Under the condition that p < 1, the following 

. formula gives the probability that no calls are re
ceiving service or waiting for servi~e: 

,t 
{ 

1 
po=-------

0-1 (cp)n (cp)c 

E -;t+cl(1-p) 

(1)':{ 
,,'1 

and the number of calls waiting for an availabJe car is 

p(cp)o () ',.' 
Lq=c!(l_p)ZPo 2 ,j 

The other formulas WhiCh(Cpg)iC
ve 

the probability of a :':':"1,,1, delay in finding an available car, 

P(>O)= c!(1-p/o (3) I 
the probability of a delay greater than T,.,,t 

<I 
P(>7) = exp [,cp.T(l-p)]P(>O) (4)'; 

and the expected waiting time (excluding the waiting ,of 
time in service) i 

W=Lq/A . (5) li 
are li~ted for futu:e use. Th~ St. Louis Project used It, 
equatIOn (3) t,o gIve the estImated number of· calls f .,~ 
serviced with a delay. .. ... I' J 

One of the next ~teps concerns a pnonty dlsc:ph~e ,[ 1 
in the queue. In thIS case, more urgent calls (PrIority'! 
1) are taken on a fir~t-come, first-served basis before. ',:,',', 
calls of a lower PrIOrIty, 'd 

As an example, this paper compares the expect,ed ~,:',j! 
waiting times for a no-priority and a two-priorlty f. 
system when .3, .5 a, nd .7 of the total 'calls are con_I·~,;~".,."I" 
sidered Priority 1. In this case, ~i 

. i\l = the me~n arrival rate of Priority 1 calls ! 
A2 = the mean arrival rate of Priority 2 calls .f; 

,~ 

and 

(6) 

Assuming the same mean service time, 11M, for 
each car and each priority call, the expected waiting 
time for the kth priority is 

?l'lcJ1. 

( 
1 k-l)( 1 k ) 1 - - L: Ai 1 - - 2: Ai 
cp. i=1 CM ;=1 

(7) 

where 

(A/p.)c 
?l'= ----------~~~------------

cl(1-V c/.L)[ I: (A~JI.)~+ t (A~p.)JJ 
i=O J ! i=o c !c'-o 

(8) 

The last term in the denominator of equation (8) 
can be approximated as 

lim t ('f\/~); = Q:/JI.)C lim f (V~); (9) 
i~'" ;=0 c !c'-c c! ;_'" ;=0 c' 

= c!(1-p) 

so that equation (8) becomes 

A 
where p=-. 

cp. 

(10) 

The condition of p = AI CJl. < I is relaxed in the pri
ority system to 

p 

(Ijp.c) 2: Ak<1 (11 ) 
k=! 

for the pth priority. In. other words, Al/Jl.c<1 for 
computing the Priority (1) case is a less demanding 
condition than A/ Jl.C < 1. 

Computational Method 

Equations (10) and (7) were used to compute the 
expected waiting times with the condition of equation 
(II). Past calls for servicl~ by hour for a particular 
day in the 3rd and 14th Districts were used in the 
first rest. The total calb for the 1st, 2nd, <Llld 3rd 
watches. were divided by (8.X 60) minutes to determine 

Table 4-22 
Third District (X 0.442; 1/J.I. "" 20 Minutes) 30 Percent 

Priority I Calls 

Average wait Cars 
Priority I (min.) Average wait, service 
coefficient priority I prio!'ity II* time (min,) 

.30 332.21 -170.65 3 

.30 67.47 -55.76 4 

.30 29.82 -38.84 5 

.30 15.72 -33.22 6 

.30 8:86 -33.70 7 

.30 '5.11 -48.71 .8 

.30 2.95 166.49 9 

.30 1.69 14.60 10 

.30 ,94 4.83 11 

.30 .51 1.96 12 

.30 .27 .85 13 

.30 .13 .37 14 

*Minus sign indicates an infinite queue is (orming; or in
sufficient cars to answer prioroty (II) calls. 

A, the calls per minute. While the mean service tim.es, 
II IJ. for each distrIct were known from. histo~kal data, 
this time was varied from 20 minutes to 50 minutes 
in 10 minute increments to test the sensitivity of the 
number of beat cars required to provide the same 
levels of service. . 

The n.umber of Priority 1 calls, AI, was derived 
from A by multiplying with the coefficients 0.3, 0.5, 
0.7, and 1.0. In effe~t, these coefficients cover circum
stances where 30 percent, 50 percent, 70 percent and 

Table 4--23 
Third District (}. 0.442; 1/1J- =- 30 Minutes) 30 Percent 

Priority I Calls 

Priority I Average wait 
coefficient (min.), 

pr;ority I 

.30 1552.72 

.30 210.04 

.30 88.63 

.30 48.89 

.30 29.85 

.30 IS.13 

.30 12.55 

.30 8.30 

.30 5.49 

.30 3.61 

.30 2.34 

.30 1."1,9 

.30 .93 

.30 .57 

.SO .34 

.30 .19 

.30 .11 

Avcrage waie, 
priority II* 

-4990.37 
-127.14 
-73.25 
-54.67 
-45,401 
-40,402 
-38.50· 
-40.13 
-52.35 

-lBO.58 
44.34 
12.89 
5.46 
2.6G 
1.29 

.65 
,33 

Cars 
scrvice 

time (min.) 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

*Minus sign, indicates ~\n infinite queue is forming, or in
sufficient cars to answer pribrity II calls. 
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all caUs are treated as Priority 1 caIls. As a matter of 
interest, the number of calls received by. the police, 
and this includes all traffic accidents, were analyzed, 
and it was found that Index Crimes (murder, rape, 
serious assault, robbery, burglary, theft over $50 ~,nd 
auto theft) and non-Index Crimes accounted for leRs 
than 30 percent of the beat car dispatches. 

As shown in the following tables (4-22, 4-23), the 
priority systeni does not offer a major saving in beat 
cars if Priority-I calls receive service without any 
waiting. (For the t.lbles, a no-waiting service level 
was defined as a 10-second mean waiting time. The 
tables also show that Priority-II calls exceeded by a 
factor of three the mean waiting time of the Priority-I 
calls. However this waiting time amounted to 30 
seconds. 

The results of the high service level case indicate 
that the priority system offers a saving of perhaps one 
car over the case of aU calls receiving a high service 
level (low mean waiting time). Notice, however, the 
case when forces are reduced, In these cases, for AI, 
equal to different percentages of A, the Priority I 
calls can receive an available car in less than a min
ute, while the Priority II calls wait longer. Thus when 
the normal forces of a district are reduced because of 
a mobilization for civil disorder, an emergency plan 
or for any other reason, a switch to the two-priority 

Table 4-24 

Third District (X 0.442; 1/f1. = 40 Minutes) 30 Percent 
Priority I Calls 

Priority I 
coefficient 

.30 

.30 

.:10 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.3'0 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 
'.30 
.30 
.30 
,30 
.30 
.30 

Average wait 
(min.) 

priorit}' I 

562.121 
200.991 
109.3C1 
68 .3~1 
45.6() 
31.6:1 
22.315 
15.9,7 
11.44 
8.19 
5.83 
4.12 
2.87 
1.98 
1.34 

.89 
,58 
.37 
.23 
.14 

Average wait, 
priority II* 

-288.77 
-131.73 
-90.33 
-70.85 
-59.45 
-52.09 
-47.24 
-44.36 
-43.54 
-45.86 
-55.57 

-103.01 
161.84 
28.52 
11.58 
5.65 
2.97 
1.61 

.88 

.48 

Cars 
service 

time (min.) 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

*Minus sign indicates an in'finite queue is forming, or in
sufficient cars to answer priority II calls. 
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Third District (A 

Table 4-25 .1 
0.442; lip. = 50 Minutes) 30 percent. CC •••••••• ·,t ..... Priority I Calls '.0 

Priority I 
coefficient 

Average wait Average wait, Cars ;"'t" 
(min.) priority II* service 

priority I tinle (min.),,::; 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

1677 .67 
405.29 
208.45 
129.68 
87.92 
62,47 
45.65 
33.93 
25.47 
19.22 
14.52 
10.95 
8.23 
6.14 
4.55 
3.33 
2.41 
1.72 
1.21 

.84 

.57 
.. 38 
.25 
.16 
.10 

-777 .72 
-229.95 
-143.21 
-107.17 
-87.13 
-74.23 
-65.22 
-58.65 
-53.82 
-50.42 
-48.41 
-48.10 
-50.44 
-58.52 
-86.86 

-733.92 
61.78 
21.84 
10.50 
5.63 
3.17 
1.83 
1.06 

.62 

.35 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

1.1 
f. } [. if 
h ~ 

[:j 
'$ 

! 
{ 

·t 
'.1' 

r 
t 

1:1 
-I 

'~ 
.J 
1 j 

*Negative sign indicates an infinite queue is forming, or in· f., ..•. ·l 
sufficient cars to answer priority II calls. ! t 
system offers a means of maintaining service on im· ,1 
portant calls. It also offers a means of predicting ~he '.' t 
waiting period for less important calls as a functlOn t 
of the cars available. , p t 

The tables also show, above and in Tables 4-2'1'1 
through 4-29, below, the importance of a low mean ·~t 

service time, 1/ p.. L f 
In some cases an average reduction in the mean 1 

service time of 10 minutes will provide a savin~ of six "f 
cars to the district on a particular watch. WhIle the . I 

, .{ 

Table 4-26 

Third District (X = 0.442; 1/f1. = 20 Minutes) 100 Percent 
Priority I Calls 

[All calls taken on a first-come, firBt-aerved baBis] 

Prio,ity I 
coefficient 

Average wait (min.) 
priority I 

Cars service 
time (min.) 

':1 
,J 
J 
i 
J 
'/' 
1· 

d 
! 

1.00 117.43 9 l-
i 00 10.72 10 :'.1 

. 3.67 11 I. 1.00 ~ 

i :gg 1 :~~ ~! _. J., 
1.00 1 

___ 1_.0_0 ______ .1_3 ______ 15_-- tt 
,] 

·s;~ 

Table 4-27 

Third District (X = 0.442; 1/p. == 30 Minutes) 100 Percent 
Priority I Calls 

(AU calls taken on a first-come, first-served basis] 

Priority I Average wait (min.) Cars service 
coefficient priority I time (min.) 

1.00 31.74 14 
1.00 9.47 IB 
1.00 4.10 16 
1.00 1.99 17 
1.00 1.00 18 
1.00 .51 19 
1.00 .26 20 
1.00 .13 21 

priodty system will save cars under adverse condi
tions, the greatest overall savings will result from de
creased service times, or of course, a decrease in the 
number of calls receiving squad car service. These 
effects are summarized graphically by Figure 4-10. 

Current Beat Comparisons 

The direct use of the queuing analysis in place of 
the current method of beat car assignment will re
quire more work. Briefly, the curre'1t system attempts 
to devote half the time of each beat car to preventive 
patrol. The beat car driver spends 30 minutes in roll 
call and eight hours on the street. Normally each 
beat car is allowed another 30 minutes for a meal 
during' its watch. A review of lunch cards, adminis
trative cards, premise check cards, and car service 
cards for District 3 and District 14 during a 24-hour 
period on 3 September 1968 showed an overall aver
age of nearly two hours out of the beat system for 
every car on each watch. 

Table 4-28 

Third District (A = 0.442; lip. = 40 Mb.utes) 100 Percent 
Priority I Calls -

[All calls taken on a first-came, firat-served basis] 

Priority I Average wait (min.) Cars service 
coefficient priority I time (min.) 

1.00 114.15 18' 
1.00 20.56 19 
1.00 8.51 20 
1.00 4.22 21 
1.00 2.25 22 
1.00 1.24 23 
1.00 .69 24 
1.00 .38 25 
1.00 .21 26 
1.00 .11 27 

Table 4-29 

Third District (X = 0.442; lip. = 50 Minutes) 100 Percent 
Priority I Calls 

[All calls taken on a first-come, first-served bnsi$) 

Priority I Average wait (min.) Cars service 
coefficient priority I lime (min.) 

1.00 43.97 23 
1.00 15.80 24 
1.00 7.72 25 
1.00 4.20 26 
1.00 2.39 27 
1.00 1.39 28 
1.00 .82 29 
1.00 ·,48 30 
1.00 ,28 31 
1.00 .16 32 
1.00 .09 35 

In District 3, the 22 premise checks made in the 
period took a total of five hours and 10 minutes. In 
addition, one beat car was detailed to one location 
for nearly 10 hours. Another was detailed for a period 
of six hours and 28 minutes. By comparison to the 
various types of administrative cards and car service 
cards, the time off the air for premise checks was very 
slight. The time spent on premise checks and some 
traffic violation "stops is consistent with the goals of 
preventive patrol. So this time cannot be considered 
lost from preventive patrol time. 

Clearly, the average time of two hours subtracted 
from eight hours of watch time leaves only about six 
hours to answer calls for service. (The average time 
per beat car spent on premise checks only adds back 
five or 10 minutes.) The mean service time for calls 
in District 3 runs about 50 minutes. Since the number 
of beat cars assigned to each district assumes answer
ing four calls per watch, only two hours and 40 min
utes remain throughout the watch for preventive 
patrol. Currently, many districts average more than 
four calls per car per watch. In addition, most of a 
car's calls occur off the assigned beat. Since the car 
usually returns to its beat in the most expeditious 
manner, this travel time further detracts from the 
available time and effective conduct of preventive 
patrol. Effective preventive patrol requires the. car to 
patrol areas of high criminal opportunity or high 
criminal activity. The mere sight of a police car pro
ceeding down the street would seldom, in itself, deter 
a criminal act unless revisits Were frequent and 
random. 

In the' preceding, averages were used. An actual 
day in District 14 showed 2.5, 4.5, and 6.4 calls per 
car for the first, second and third watches respectively. 
In this case, a great deal of time was available for 
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Figure 4-10 : Cars Required to Insure An Available Car for a" Priority (l) calls 
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preventive patrol from midnight to 0800, less from 
0800 to 1600 and very little from 1600 to 2400 hours. 
How the cars were actually assigned is shown in 
Table 4-30 (Winter) and Table 4-31 (Summer). 

These are the most recent beat assignments by 
watch and district. 

Since the time of occurrence and the length of time 
a car is out of service are needed to construct a como. 
pIete queuing model, the effects of administrative 
cards, car service canis, lunch cards and premise 
checks canno~ be ne~fiected in either an analytic com
putation or computer simulation of the beat car allo
cation problem. 

Currently, the fou.r categories of cards are not key
punched for data processing. Only those !rds which 
indicate the dispatch of a beat car to a complaint 
call are keypunched and recorded on computer tape. 
Therefore, the queuing model must rely solely upon 
the Radio Dispatch (RD) car~s t9 establish the work
ing force level. If Chicago adopted a split force (one 
force for answering calls, anoth0r to conduct preven
tive patrol) the time-outs for premise checks and 
some of the traffic violations could be handled by the 
preventive patrol force. The fact remains, however, 
that these categories represent very little of the time-

Table 4-30 

Number of Beat Cars Assigned Each District From November 
1967 to May 1968 

Watches ....... 
District: 

1 ..... " .. 
,'2* •••••••• 
3* ....•... 
4 ......... 
5 ......... 
6 ......... 
7 .......... 
8 ..... '",. 
9 ......... 
10* ....... 
11* ....... 
12 ........ 
13 ........ 
14 ........ 
15 ........ 
16 ........ 
17 ........ 
18* ....... 
19 ... _ .... 
20 ........ 
21 ....... 

* Power beats. 

0000- 0200- 0800- 1000- 1600- 1800-;, 
0200 0800 1000 1600 1800 2400 

2 2 3 3 

7 7 13 13 11 11 
27 15 15 27 30 30 
28 17 17 28 31 31 
13 13 13 13 t13/5 t13/5 
II 11 15 15 18 18 
14 14 14 14 14/4 tl4/4 
23 14- 14 22 26 27 
15 15 tI5/1 t15/1 t15/4 tIS;'} 
12 12 16 16 19 19 

'20 13 13 20 23 23 
23 16 16 23 26 26 
lD 10 15 15 16 16 
12 12 18 18 23 23 
10 10 16 16 19 19 
9 9 i7 17 18 18 
9 9 1 I J1 11 11 
9 9 13 13 13 13 

21 13 ]3 21 22 22 
15 15 22 22 25/5 25/5 
21 14 14- 21 25 25 
19 19 19/2 19/2 19/5 19/5 

'f SatU!:ation/beat cars. 

Table 4-31 

Number of Beat Cars Assigned Each District From May 1968 
to November 1968 

0000- 0200- 0800- 1000- 1600- 1800-
0200 0800 1000 1600 1800 2400 

Watches •...... 2 *2 3 *3 
District: 

1. ........ 7 7 13 13 11 11 
2* ........ 29 16 16 27 27 29 
3*' ... , .... 26 15 15 26 27 27 
4- ... : ..... 13 13 15 15 t 15/5 t 15/5 
5.; ....... 10 10 15 15 17 17 
6 ......... 15 15 15 15 t 15/4- t 15/4-
7* ........ 22 15 15 ·22 20 ,27 
8 ......... 15 15 15 15 t,15/4 t 15/4-
9 ..... , ... 11 11 16 ,16 20 20 
10* •...... 22 12 12 22 2+ 24 
11* ....... 24- 14- 14 24- 25 25 
12 ........ 10 10 16 16 16 16 
13 ...•.... 13 13 19 19 23 23 
14 ... : , ... 10 10 16 16 20 20 
15 ........ 9 9 16 16 18 18 
16 ........ 9 9 ]0 10 11 11 
17 ........ 9 9 12 '12 12 12 
18* ....... 21 13 13 21 22 22 
19 .. , •.••. 14- 14- 24- 24 t 25/5 t 25/5 
20 ...•...• 27 16 16 27 30 30 
21 .......• 23 23 t 23/1 t 23/1 t 23/7 t 23/7 

* Power beats. 
t Saturation/beat cars. 

out for 'the b~at ,cars. Before the actual implementa~ 
, tion of a queuing analysis for bent car allocation, 

more study of these categories will be undertaken. 

Notes on Queuing Approach 

Richard Larson l uses a weighted response time 
criterion. He assumes interdistrict dispatching and 
minimizes tra~el time. His model will be discussed 
later. 

The dB! ,..;u.1ty with the queuing theory applications 
lie with t le assumptions that have to be made to 
make the mathematical models tractable. Larson' 
showed tb, \t for Boston 21 the assumption of Poisson 
input was a good approximation. In most cases the 
Chi-square test for .the Poisson hypothesis was signifi
cant ,at the 5 percent level. His exponential service 
times did not fit the real world data very well. Xn 
Chicago both empirical distributions are significantly 
different from their theoretical equivalents (Table 
4-21 above). 

How should a response force be positioned; and 
what assignml!nt rules should be used, for selecting a 
car to service a call? There exist no models for evalu
ating the initial positioning of police units once the 
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sector assignment has been made. The beat stt'uctul'e 
provides a rough positioning tool. 

The assignment decision is usually left to the indi
vidual dispatcher. Most often) with a beat cat' struc
ture, it entails a center of mass dispatching strategy. 
This means that if the beat car is not busy, he is as
sumed to be positioned at the center of his beat. This 
is erroneous, of course, but no other information is 
available with a beat structure. There are othel' com~ 
plieations. For administrative reasons, interdistdet 
dispatching is not allowed except for emerg~ncies or 
if a district is out of cars. Another difficulty is the 
Judgment of the number of men/cars to send in on a 
call. 

Organizational variables are a very important 
factor of system efficiency. Due to the nature of police 
work) it is very difficult to maintain effective super
vision. In New York, for example) The NeUJ 1'ork 
Times reported that some policemen were found 
sleeping in their cars during the nrst watch. If super
vision is lacking, service timea tend to increase, and 
the availability of cars decreases. Most queues are 
very sensitive to the service time variable. It was 
found that a IO-minute decrease in service time 
amounted to a saving of six cars out of 30 assigned to 
a district. 22 

THE LARSON MODEL 

The Larson model is still the state of the art with 
respect to fi~ld response models. It is an analytical 
model which determines the mean value and the 
d~nsity [unction of thc response time distribution. The 
model development is too long for presentation here, 
but its assumptions23 and results are worth detailing: 

1. Patrol sector geometry is described by a rec
tangular grid or equidistant streets. 

2. The positions of patrol and the incident are 
statistically independent. 

3. All points on the grid are equally probable. 
4. The patrol car follows a shortest route to the 

scene of the reported incident. 
5. A patrol car is available to service a call with 

probability ~ 0.3. 
6 .. The city is large enough so that no queue of 

dispatches ever forms. 
7, The aispatcher uses a I'closest-center-of-tnass" 

dispatchit!g strategy since the exact positions of the 
patrol units are either not known or. not considered. 

8. The expected travel time is equal to a "start~ 
up time" and expected travel distance divided by 
the speed of the vehicle. 
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The first assumption was necessary becauf;e the 
model was developed for Boston which is known for 
its absence of a rectangular street grid. The next as· 
sumption permits him to ignore the deterrence effect 
of police presence on calls for service. The third 
assumption is a convenient one, and he shows that. 
his result is insensitive to it. Larson assumes an avail
ability of cars greater or equal to 0.3; this assumption 

. implies that at least one car is always available in one 
of the four adjacent bents. ' ' 

Assumptions Six and Seven imply that interdistrict't 

d::pat~li;; is lermi~t~d, a;d
t 
no s.tac;ing of callS1iS":i: 

a owe. le Ispatc 1lng s ra egy IS t Ie same as he ,t 
one used in Chicago. If a cllr is available, he is as· "'j 
sumed to be in the center of h.is beat. This is not true, ~l 
of course. The police ofl1cer may decide that an adja- ~,; 

cent beat warrants more preventive patrol than hi~ ':1' 
own. In. addition, when returnin~ ~ack to. his b,cat 5.: 
after asslgmnent to another beat, It IS phYSIcally 1m· ',: 
possible for the assumption to be true. This is prob.' ,11 
ably the most crucial assumption and involves the il'. 
organizational vadables of the system. :: 

Lastly, to use a continuous approximation to his " 
originally derived discreet formulation of expected 
travel distance function, he adds a constant ternl "'I' 

called Hstart-up" time. It can also be used as a linear .;.··1'·.·. 

factor when fitting the curve to real data. , . 
For the expected travel time Larson gets: • 

2 fA {.f 
Eu=t·+ 3•S '\)X(2- p) :,:1 

where: ':.1 
J 

~: :~7:dUP time N 
tt= travel time 

. There are essentially three different cases we must 
consider to derive the probability density function 
of dr: 

EI-Patrol car (0,0) assigned to service the call 
E2-A patrol car (O,i) or i;O) assigned to service • 

the call (i-nan-zero integer) 
ESIJ-A patrol car (i,i) assigned to service the call 

(ii-nan-zero integers). 

He shows that: 

otherwise 

lil-l~d~lil 

2d'3/3 -4d'2+7d'-3 

. f i ISd~1 i 1+1 
-d'3/3+3d'2_ 9d' +9 

1 i l+lSd~1 i 1+2 
otherwise o 

\'{he1'e dl
';" d -I i I 

where 

- d'a/6 

1 i !+IJ 1-2~dSI i I+f.j 1-1 
( -3d'3+12d'2 -12d'+4)/6 

Ii I+U l-lSdSI i I+IJ I 
(3d'3_24d'2+60d'-44)/6 

Ii l+lJ ISd~1 i I+IJ /+1 
9-d'3+ 12d'2-48d' +64)/6 . 

Ii 1+lj l+l~dSI i I+/j 1+2 
o otherwise 

d'=d-I i l-IJ I A = area for which cars are dispatched ,ill 
K= number, of polke units .I,~ ... t .. ·. d=travel distance in terms of sector lengths 
p= availability! 

Larson also derives an expression [or the density.J forTc' eOdfit
t 

his [unctions to Boston data, Larson was 
t 0 assume a mUltiplicative delay factor. In 

function o[ the response time ~istribution. ;·.· .. t. effect, he is reducing the average speed at which the 

- f Poli~e.unit is responding to a call for service. This is 
fdrCd) =Pr(E1)jdr/ E1(d/ E1)+ L: Pr[E2k]fd,/E2k(d)E2k ,'I reahstlc because if a car is not on his beat, where he 

co 

k=<l :j ~~OUld be, the travel distance will be longer, or to ;'f the model, the effective travel time would be 
+ L: Pr[Eu]fdr/EsM/Es/) 

l=2 

where 

~t longer. 

11' The only response time data available at the Chi~ 
··:,·,~.f. cago PoHce Department was collected for an experiw 

t ment c()Dducted in the 14th District. As the Larson 

k-
-l, 2, .. , .~~ modelassumes interdistrict dispatching over the area 

1i conc~:ned, although not the dispatch policy in Chi
. ( cago) It would pc logical to apply it to a single district. 1=2,3,. " 

r ,. 
"'ttl 

Interdistdct ?ispatching in Chicago is allowed only 
for eI~ergencles and When the district is out of cars. 
Checkmg Radio Dispatch tapes revealed that 20 per 
cent of aU calls for service in a district are answered 

" by a non~district ¢at\ 
The Larson model was fitted to the response curve 

shown in Figure 4-11. The best fit (lowest Chi-square 
va~~e) occurred at a speed of 12 mph and ,!In avail
abIlIty of 40 per cent. The Chi-square value of 42.28 
for. ~llle degrees of !reedom indicates a high prob
abIlIty of an alternative response curve. Likely this is 
due to two fae;tors: The 20 per cent at interdistrict 
di~p~tehing which docs not permit viewing the 14th 
DIstl'lct as a self-contained area and to the fact that 
the availability fUl1ction is violated' 'OIl a Friday night 
availability drops below 0.3. ' 

CHICAGO SIMULATION MODELS 

We have seen that the Larson l110del does not 
exhibit a close fit with Chicago data. The model is 
very res.tricted, evaluating only a very Ihnited set of 
alternatiVes. However, the application of:;; !.limulation 
approach is idea!. In the real wodd, many experi
m<;:nts ar.e very difficult to carry out, partly because 
of undeSIrable ill effects if thc experiment fails and 
partly because to the difficulty in collecting data on 
systel11 performance. A simulation nlodel thus be
comes a very ~onveniellt tool when evaluating a large 
set of alternatives. Once the better alternatives have 
been' determined, they can be tested in the r~',al world. 

A model should permit evaluation 0[: 

I. De~~n~s for service in space/time (i.e. stacking), 
2. PositlOmng of forces in space time (i.e. beat 

structure), . 

3. Assignment rules CLe. center of mass versus car 
locator system, interClistrict dispatching). 

4. Organizational variables (for example a decrease 
in service time, more on-beat patrol, less car 
down time for repairs on the third shift, etc.). 

The $imulation model used here has 'a modular 
structure developed to accommodate all of the above 
alternatives. 

What outputs are desired from the model? The 
model should permit an evaluation of the center of 
mass ,and the use of car locator dispatching strategies 
for dIfferent alt~rnatives. By a Cal' locator strategy~ 
we mean the eXIstence of a system that will provide 
the .dispatcher with actual car positions; the closest 
car 18 chosen under the assignment rules. The evalu~ 
ation of the benefits of a car locator system is.im~ 
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Figure 4-11 Response Speed Distribution, 74 observations.· 

(Mean: 6.6 mph, standard deviation 4.78) 

i There are two types of entities in the system. The 
first is the beat car. Its 13 attributes are: 
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2. Reference pointy. 
3. Delta x for rectangle specification. 
4. Deltay for rectangle specification. 
5. Number of officers in car. 
6. Availability, 0= busy, 1 = available, 2 =not in 

service. 
7. Car is O=outside beat, 1 = inside (uniform), 

2=inside (constrained uniform). 
8. Current location x. 
9. Current location y. 

10. Di,strict. 
11. Beat. 
12. Time of last comput.ation of location. 
13. Car'lunch. ~ '1 Attributes 1-4 define the beat. It is assumed to be 

:),: rectangular. Reverence points x and y represent co
. ~ ordinates for locating the center-of-mass of the beat; 
':l Delta-x and Delta:)! are the distances from the center 

t~x_~(Y'X) 

': to the beat hOlJnrl;}r·j~.~. . ;l 
J-1 
'1 
1 
.,~t·' .,,',' 

). 

5 .0 15 20 i The next attdbute "Ce" to how many men a" 
'~i.' asslgn~d to the car. This is necessary as imput to the 
" car ~sslgnment subroutine. Availability provides infor- . 

speed in mph 

portant because it is a fashionable· hardware item for 
police departments. The system represents a great 
commitment of resources, and its possible benefits are 
not too well understood. 

Each output from the model includes response time 
distributions for both strategies for the alternative 
being evaluated. This has the advantage of facilitating 
comparison as all stochastic elements will have the 
Same vallle. In addition, the travel distance saved by 
the car locator system is exhibited. For validation 
p'urpose$, the model provides such operational infor
mation as: 

1. Percentage of calls answered by beat car or 
dhtrict car respectively. 

2. Average n,umber of calls/car/district. 
3. Minutes spent on calls for service and adminis

tration. 
4. Number of cal' services, car repairs, lunches and 

personal breaks. 

" :!" '. 

. 0,' matIan on car stat If al 
To judge system performanc~, we computed (a) ;;" us. equ to two, the car is not 

average availability for the system as well as for the ~I:' In serVIce ~at evening. Attributes 1, 8, 9 and 12 are 
14th District and (b) the probability of choosing the ~i nece~sary or determining the position of available 

< • < ,{. cars 1U the system, These \ ill b d' d fl' 
closest car usmg center-or-mass dlspatchmg stretegy. ",." th ... . V e Iscusse urt ler In 
~ . .; e paslt~omng subroutme section Att 'b t 10 d 
1 he scope of, the model has two dlmenslOns: the: 11 . . 1'1 u es an , . . . . . 1.

t 
permIt the program to gather stat' t' 

number of dlstncts and the set of actlVIties to be : .... ' £ • IS ICS on car 
. 1 d d ~> per armance and relate these to the administrative 
mc u e . ;;", structure of district and beat b Th 1 . 

Focal point of the Simulation. model is the 14th 'f,'J.' • num ers. .e ast Item 
".Ii IS a control vanable to keep tra k f h 

District and its surrounding districts (eight in all). :~ii personals a hId " c. 0 ow many 
The reason for its selection was the availabiIit" 'of ;~.~ Th' . d car as lao and If Its crew has lunched. 
14th District data as compared with the extr~me %1 COdl~ IS one convemently through the following 

;;',1<, mg: 
difficulty of collecting data on other district$. ~H1 

The scope of activities includes the handling of calls,.; 
for service and administrative down-time. IIi addition, .. ~ 
preventive patrol activities are modeled so that cat 1 
position can be determined when the car is considered 
for assignment. It is convenient to include the extra 
waiting time in the dispatch queue as a result of' ,Car 
stacking procedures. Screening is easily handled by . ;Lunch 
reducing the exogenous events. 

No 

Yes 

Personals 

No Yes (1) 

o 2 

Yes (2) 

5 

4 

Calls for servi~e have the following attributes, shown 
as the Input Format of Exogenous Events~~' 

1. Type of event radio dispatch 1-89. 
2. Time-out. 
3. Time-in. 
4. Beat of occurrence. 
5. Arrest: 1 = arrest, O=no arrest. 
6. Quadrant. 
7. X-location. 
8. r-location. 
9. Day. 

10. Number of carS. 
11. Number of men n~eded (1, 2, 3, 4) . 

~he type of event is based on the 1\3-categQry 
codmg us.ed by the Chicago Police Department for 
Index. Cnmes, miscellaneous noncriminal cases, etc. ' 
The tIme-out and time-in items schedule the event 
and provide the service time for handling the call. 
The arrest variable is necessary to take a car out of 
service when handling an arrest, usually 1.5 hours. 
The next three items determine the location of the 
event. The ninth item is included to permit simulation 
of more than one day at a time. The last two factors 
represent the actual number of cars and the number 
of men assigned to ·the call. This is used in the assign
~ent routine to determine the number of cars to send 
m. The program's structure is diagrammed in Figure 
4-12. 

The initialization .routine sets ~ara~eters ~eros out 
the necessary lists and reads in the car ~ttributes. 
The advantage of this arrangement is that alternative 
posi~ioning methods can be specified easily. The clock 
routme schedules th~ events, either calls for service or 
~dministrative calls. If' the former, screening or stack
l11g may be employed before the call is assigned to a 
car. 

The subroutine assigns calls to the subroutine 
Center which generates the center-of-mass locations of 
a~l available cars in the system and ranks them on 
dIstance away from the event:s location. The ranked 
list includes the distance, district, beat and manning 
for each available car. 

Assign next calls subx'outine Cars. Given the number 
of men needed, Cars chooses one or more cars accord-
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I Model of Field Response 
Figure 4-12: Flowchart for Simu ation 
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Assi gnments 
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Car 
Position 

Assig(,) 

_---------------1 .. 
that the car returns by the shortest route to his beat 
and that there is a rectangular street grid. 

Alternative I: From point A, the car will proceed 
along the same )'-coordinate until the boundary Clf 
the beat is reached. If not enough time has elapsed 
to reach the beat boundary, his location will be 
(x+ .6time >< speed, y). If there is extra time, item 
7 is set equal to 2, item 12 is set equal to the travel 
time needed to reach the l;>oundary plus the original 
time, and transfer to Case II is made. 

Alternative II: The same ca1culations are performed 
11' for they-coordinate for an initial position of B. 

i----..... 'f:' Altemative III: For the third alternative 0, some 
.:\', simplifying assumptions are made. The car is assumed 
"" to travel North/South or East/West until his extended 

',~,i" beat boundary is reached; from there he follows the 
,~ boundary to the beat corner. The initial direction is 
'., determined by a random function with a50 per cent 

chance for either direction. As before, the distance 
to be covered is determined from the time and speed. 

i; When the car reaches the beat boundary, proper 
transfer is made to Case II. 

C II (The Constrained Uniform Case)-If a car . 
ase , . 7' tt Z 

After the actual locations of the cars have been 
determined, a ranked list, as before, is generated. 
The same assignment routine with the same as!sign~ 
ment rules is called, although the cars are not actually 
assigned. The positions of the center~of-mass assigned 
cars are used to compare travel distances between the 
two strategies, since the actual locations of the center~ 
of-mass dispatched cars are now known. 

Administrative calls are events such as: Car service 
for gas; car repair (radio, tires,_ engine); personals 
and lunch. 

T.he initialization routine takes 25 per cent of the 
cars out of service, as S0011 as the watch begins, to 
fill gas tanks. The rest of the car service calls are taken 

\ 

during the watch. vVhen each car becomes avai14ble 
after a call for service or administration, a uniform 
randr.m number between 1 and 60 1s drawn to de
termine when the car should try to take a personal, 
lunch or car service break. 

Distribution of lunches as ~ function of time were 
used to determine cumulative probabHity functions 
for taking a car out of service. (Figure 4-13) 

1 . 'fi d To generate the in to the assignment ru e specile . . 
ac~ual travel distance for the assigned car, ~Sslgn ~a~~~ 
position which generates the actual 10catlOn 0 
available cars. This routine is really the heart of the 

. ; ed to a call inside his beat, Item IS se 0" 
IS ass.gn b k up and " 
item 12 to the time when he comes ac 'II' 

Figure 4-13: Distribution of Lunches for 24 Hours 

whole simulation. . '. ( ) 
Assume a rectangular beat wIth Its center at v<,Y 

and sides 2 Deltay and 2 Delta x. 

(y . x) 

, 2b.x 

xloc ;:: Randin (x -lJ.x, x +lJ.x) 

. yloe;:: Rondin (y-lJ.y, y +lJ.y) 

. rhree main cases can be distinguished for generat

ing a car's location. 
Case I, (The Uniform Casey-If item 7 o! th.e ?ar 

attributes is equal to one, the car is patrollmg mSlde 
his beat. His location can be determi~ed by a draw
ing from a uniform distribution (Randm). 
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x 10c=Randin (x-AX, X+AX) 

y 10c=Randin (y-Ay,y+A)') 

't s 8 and 9 to' the coordinates of the event. Natur,a Y ;\1 Number of 
1 em b ilable IS a 
the car's position after he ecomes ~va or' lunches taken 
function of the time that has passed smce he ~a~e, 400 
b k up His location can be generated by determlOwg '1 
t~~ uni~n of the beat rectangle and a :ectan~le wh~st . ~ 
. I t the time elapsed SInce Ius last 0- r 

SIdes are equa 0 'bl ! '{ 
. ' d of trnvel. It is now POSSI eO· catIOn, tImes spee . .' , 

te h'1s location with a uniform dlstnbutlon, as t 
genera . '1300 

be£C
ore

. III (Outside beat)-The more difficult ca~:',i: 
ase , 'd h'5 beat ' •. 

appears when the car is ass.igned outSl e 1 !h~' 
Item 7 of the car attributes IS set=O. As before,;:, 'I 
coordin~tes. of the event are stored and the tllll/~1200 
entered 1l11tem 12. 

Three distinct aiternatives are apparent: 

- ---

(y. x) A' 

L-_----.~---- ---
I 1 

c I B I 
I \ .'t" 

I "~ 

,~ 

The car may be in the general direction IOf A· .~ 
. symmetrical.) We assUll", _" or C. (The argument 1S " , 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 ]8 20 22 24 

Time of day 
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Figure 4-14 ; Service Time Distribution for Lunch Breaks 
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The service time was a uniform number between 
10 and 20 for personals and car service and for an 
empirical distribution for lunches (Figure 4-14) 

VALIDATING THE MODEL 

Ideally, the simulation moOel would be compared 
with actual response times a:Ad key characteristics of 
the real world for all eight districts. However response 
time data is available oi1Iy for the 14th District. The 
mode1,nust therefore be validated against the 14th 
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District data. A great obstacle to this is the fact'tha 
there are too many unknown parameters, includin 
return speed, return route, response speed and start.u~ 
time. ' 

'When a beat car has been assigned outside his b~ 
his position on returning to the beat is a function, 
return speed and the route taken. The beat car 
supPl)Jsed to return by the shortest' route and I!al'! 
out preventive patrol inside his beat. , • 

The patrol speed of a Task Force patrol unit 1s9 
mph. To determine the actual speed of Response Fo~ 
cars, patrol cars were asked to give their loc~}l 
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Figure 4-14 : Service Time Distribution for Lunch Breaks 
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The service time was a uniform number between 
10 and 20 for personals and car se:vice and for an 
empirical distribution for lunches (FIgure 4-14) 

VALIDATING THE MODEL 

District data. A great obstacle to this is the fact ~ar 
t includID" there are too many unknown parame !!rs, . 'li 

return speed, return route, response speed and start-up ,i, 

time. _ -d h' beat l' 
W'hen a beat car has been assIgned outSI e IS. d 

when assigned. Knowing the response time permitted 
the determination of the response speed. The average 
speed was 6.5 mph. This clearly indicates that a 
location was given which represented where the officer 
thought he ought to have been. IIi fact, both the 
respopse speed and the distance covered were higher. 
The Gonclusion must be that the shortest route back 
to the- bea'C is not taken. 

Neither the response speed nor the start-up time 
are known. The start-up time represents the time for 
receiving the assignment and rep(lrting time of arrival 
to tb'j dispatcher. 

It is necessary to include this so that comparisons 
can be made with actual response times. The start-up 
time is set equal to 30 seconds. Fixing the return 
speed at 9.2 mph and determining the response speed 
which yields the best response distribution fit to real 
data yield~ 9.6 mph and a start-up time of ant minute. 
(Chi-square is 6.00 for 15 degrees of freedom, sig
nificant at 2.5 per cent level.) 

The dilemma is resolved by assuming that depart
ment policy is followed. After completing an assign
ment, the beat car will proceed at preventive patrol 
speed following the shortest route to his beat. The 
response speed is assumed to be 12 mph. Larson used 

this speed in his model, and' experienced police officers' 
felt that it was a good estimate. 

The simulation model, therefore, is a picture of 
what the real world would be like;ynder,department 
policy and the assumed speeds. This is a valid proQlem 
fonnulation for this reason: The beat stnicture' func-. 
tions as a rough positioning tool arid .car locator -
mechanism. It is this syntem, working as' it should, 
which is compared with a car locator system. , 

The model is validated against the following 
criteria: 

1. Perc-ent of calls for service answered :by b~at car 
or district car. 

2. Minutes spent on administrative calla. 
3. Number of car services, repairs,' lunches, 

personals. 

The average percent of calls answered by the beat 
car is, approximately 23 percent, for district cars 63 
percent. However these figures cover only August of 
1969. 

Demand has increased approximately 10 per cent, 
so the figures are closer to 20 per cent and 60 percent 
respectively. The simulation model yields 17 percent 
and 55 percent. . 

Figure 4-15 : Fourteenth District Response Times 
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Ideally, the simulation model would be co:n~ared 
with actual response ti'fllf.)s and key characterI.stics of 
the real world for all eight districts. Howev~r ~esponse 
time data is available only'for the 14th ?Istr~ct. The 
model must therefore be validated agamst tne 14th 

his position on returning to the heat is a functlO~ i 
return sPGcd and the route taken. ,The beat ca . 
supposed to return by the shortest route and call) 
out preventive patrol inside his beat. . is 9.1 _ 

1 ,/ ;l 
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The patrol speed of a Task Force patrol umt 
mph. To determine the actual speed ofResponseFo;d .: 
cars', patrol cars were asked to give their loca
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Table 4--32 

. Test of Random Number Seeds To Initiate Simulation 

System variable I 4th district 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 1 Test 2 

Mean response 
time (min.) ....... 8.50 7.37 6.44 6.13 

Standard deviation ... 10.32 7.59 5.81 4.99 
Availability 

(percent) ......... 35 35 33 38 

The simulation model generates the administrative 
downtime. TWl) weeks of data on administrative calls 
were collected in February, 1969, and downtime is 
related to behavioristic parameters. So it is safe to 
assume that these data will be representative. Approxi~ 
mately 69 minutes were spent on administrative calls 
per car/watch. The simulation model generates 64.3 
minutes during eight hours of simulated time. The 
number of administrative events: 121 car services, 
1 car repair, 127 lunches and 162 personals. 

There are 132 cars in the simulated system, and 
almost a11 need service during an eight~hour tour. 
Just about every unit had lunch and registered one 
personal each. It is not necessary that all cars get 
two personals or lunch. Sometimes an officer skips 
lunch, and personals have to be permitted by the 
dispatcher. If availability is low, permission is not 
granted. 

Different initialization periods were used: one~half 
hour, one hour, and 1.5 hours. One hour initialization 
period was sufficient to load the system. Rea1~wor1d 
response times for the 14th District gave a mean of 
7.68 minutes and a standard deviation of 5.65 minutes. 
(See Figure 4~15) 

Statistics generated by the simulation model are 
random variates. An important question is the change 
that may be attributed to a different random number 
seed, Values are given for the key characteristics: 

Table 4--33 

Comparing Real World Performance and Simulated 
Performance Using Department .Policy 

Mean response time (min.) ...... . 
Standard deviation ......•.....• 
Mode •...•..•••......•. , ...... . 
NU!J1ber of observations ...•...... 
Aw.iilability (percent), ••.•.• " .. 
Percent of calls answered: 

a. By beat car ..•...•...... 
b. By district car, ........ , . 

80 

Real world Simulation 

7.68 
5,65 
4.00 

454-
35 

20 
60 

6.44 
5.81 
4.00 

84 
35: 

17 
55 

Table 4--34 

Comparing Dispatch Strategies With Normal Assignment 
Rules and Workload 

Mean 
(min.)* 

CM: System. . . .. 8.50 
14th district .... ,. 6.44 
CL: System ..... , 4.82 

Standard 
deviation 

10.3 
5.81 
3.73 

Mode Availability 
(min.) (percent) 

3.0 35 
4.0 33 

* The car locator reduces the mean response time 
substantinally . 

'\"Jean and standard deviation of the response time 
distribution and the availability of cars for all eight 
rlistricts. (See Table 4··32) 

The results of comparing the actual system (eight 
distri.cts) performance against that predicted by the 
simulation model following department policies is 
shown below, (Table 4-33). The distributions are re
markably simiiar. Given the scope of the respOIlse 
distribution curve and relatively low number of obser
vations, the mode is a better characteristic than the, . 
mean. 

The alternatives to be investigated are center-of
mass (OM) and car locator COL) strategies with " 
respect to: 

1. Present assignIl(ent rules with (a) normal work- .' 
load and Cb) reduced workload. ~ .•.• 

2. Interdistrict dispatching with (a) normal work. ~ 
load and (b) reduced workload, t 

Case 1-a (Present assignment rules, normal work. 
load): The statistics for the present system followillg 
department policy under a center~of~mass dispatching 
strategy is compared with a car locator system. The' ",~ 
only difference between the two alternatives evaluated ",: 
is the knowledge of the exact location of the car by 
use of a car locator. The important characteri~tics 
are the average response time, its standard deviation ";. \ 
and availability. Availability is related to the ablitfy ,'it 
to carry out trapping and search maneuvers. (See !~ 
Table 4-34) The l'esults are shown graphically ini~i 
Figures 4-16 and 4~ 17 . . t!l:1':: ; 

Table 4--35 , 
I 

Comparing 2 Dispatching Strategies With Reduced Workload • 
~ 

Mean Standard Mode Availability 
(min.) deviation (min.) (percent) ,~ 

'\\ 

CM: System ..... 5,':92 6.98 3.0 45" 
14th district~ . < < •• 4.68 2.24 4.0 4B:I . 

CL: System ...... 3.77 2.87 2.0 ...... '\ ..... 
~.:. 
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Table 4-36 

F' 4-17' Fourteenth District Response Times Igure • Comparing 2 Dispatching Strategies V{ith Interdistdct 
, Dispatching , , 

~ 
I, 
I , GRAPH OF FOURTEENTH DISTRICT 

RESPONSE TIMES 

Mean Standard 
(min.) deviation 

OM: System; . . .. 5.89 
14th district. ... ; . 6 . 16 
OL: System...... 4.37 

7.47 
9.97 
3.90 

Mode Availability 
(min.) (percent) 

3.0 
5.0 
3.0 

39 
39 

I , 
I , 
I , 
I , 
I , 
I , 

___ -=- CENTER OF MASS-LARSON 

~ c," 1-b (P".ent a"ignment ml", "duood wmk
\1 load): One effective way of increasing availability anc). 
'}.,~ decreasing response times is to decrease the number of f!' calls to which one responds. This policy has been 
~.' .• instituted ·in St. Louis and Detroit. Incoming calls .... ____ CENTER OF MASS DISPATCHiNG 
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',' are evaluated by an experienced police officer who 
" determines if police service really is needed. A 30 
;., percent reduction of miscellaneous-other calls is. a~
.~ sumed. Probably this would represent an upper lImit 
.i. of call screening as indicated by the data. The outcrlme 
J is a reduction in response time that is greater than 

:"i that shown by using a car locator in the previous 
.:t case. (See Table 4-35) . . , ~f . Figures 4-18 a~d4-19 show this dramatic reduction 
. -;. m call response tIme. 

;1 Case 2-a (Interdistrict dispatching, normal work
:f loa.d): Interdistrict dispatching means that the nearest 
l: car is dispatched, even if the car belongs to a dist:ict 
;t' different from the 10c"d.oJ;l of the call for ser~l~e. 
~' Current department policy, for reasons of admllllS-
~. al . 

"'; trati~e efficiency,tloes not permit this ternatlve .• 
~ Comparing the results of this strategy (Table 4-36) 
,.~ with the earlier case, makes it clear that reduced 
-l workload has a larger effect (b~cause th; a:aila?ility 
\: factor is much greater) than sImply ahowmg rnter

,.'~ district dispatching. (See also Figures 4-20 and 4-21.) 
~;t Case 2-b (Interdistrict dispatch, reduced workload): 
$~ The possibility certainly exists of combining the two 

'. J, alternatives. This was done, and. it is clear that still 
j more improvement in response time occurred. How

..• ~. ever availability did not change much from Case I-b. 
,.~ (See Table 4-37 an~ Fig. 4-22) 

'.~. Table 4-37 
-, ~ 

Comparing Dispatching Strategies With Interdistrict 
Dispatching, Reduced Workload 

(. 

Mean Standard Mode Availaoility 
I \ ! 

\ 2-~----------~~~~~~~~---
(min.) deviation (min.) (percent) 

'\ ,~ ':.UM· . .. I ,\, . System .... . 
'\ I \ ~14lh district .... .. 

4.53 4.37 2.0 48 
3.86 1.85 4.0 47 
3.66 3.10 2.0 ..... ..... 1 ______ ~~~-----o~ru1~L-~~~-----,~Dc?c~--~2~oj.omoxo~--~24~.OqO ~~te~: .•. _.~~~~--------------------0.000 16.000. 

~~ ~~ \ 
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Table 4-38 

Comparing Dispatching Strategies With Interdistrict 
Dispatching Under Reduced Workload With. Car 

Locator Assignment 

Mean Standard 
(min.) deviation 

Mode Availability 
(min.) (pen::ent) 

CM: System. . . .. 4.43 
14th district...... 3.69 
CL: System...... 3.69 

4.36 
1.97 
2.96 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

50 
48 

.--~~--~----~--~---

The fa!:>t that cars were actually dispatched using' 
the center-of-mass strategy introduced the possibility 

'of a hidden uncertainty. What bias is introduced into 
the car locator strategy results by not actually dis
patching according to a ccl.1;'. locator strategy? To de
termine this, cars were dispatched using the car locator 
assignme~t criteria for the interdistrict, reduced work
load (Case 2-b). IUs evident that the error introduced 
by evaluating a car locator system when cars are 
actually dispatched according to the center-of-mass 
strategy is negligible. (See Table 4-38) 

Combined Strategies Favored 

It is clear that the car locator system (:!oes not im
prove system efficiency greatly by itself. At most, two 
minutes are saved. When interdistrict (lispatching or 
screeniml' are allowed, the average value faUs by ap-,:> 

proximately 2.5 minutes. When boJ;h policies are 
used, the saving is 4 minutes. 

By making an administrative change j interdistrict 
dispatching will increase the average availability from 
35 perceI:(t to 39 percent. This saving is realized solely 
from less cross travel since everything ~lse' remain~ 
tht:. saine for the two alternatives. 

The most spectacular result is achieved by combin
ing the two major alternatives. The average response 
time and standard deviation drops in half, and the 
modal value drops by a full mhlute. At the same time, 
the availability factor increases from 29 percent to 
48 percent. The car locator offers a saving of an 
additional minute. .' 

The conclusion must be that the greatest sayings lie 
in policy changes rather than hardware. However the 
car locator system might be worthwhile, given the 
other changes. For the car locator, in addition, offers 
great opportunities for supervision. This " probably 
would result in shorter service times, more time on 
beat patrol and release of supervisory personnel for 
other duties . 
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Figure 4-18 : Response Times with ReducedWorkload 
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Figu\'e 4-19: Fourteenth District response times with reduced workload. 
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Figure 4-20 : Respon~e Times for Interdistrkt Dispatching with Normal Workload 
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Figure 4-21 : Fourteenth District Response Times for Intetdistrict Dispatching; 
Normal Workload 
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Figure 4-22 : Response Times for Interdistrict Dispatching wHh Reduced Workload 
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'Blue Fence'-Coordinated Trapping 

The probability of arrest is strongly .related to the 
elapsed time between a s;riminal event and the arrival 
of police on the scene (time-late). The probability of 
arrest dropped significantly in a study made by the 
Los Angeles area when time-late increased from 4 to 
6 minutes. EverydilY traffic congestion alone increases 

i the difficulty of reducing time-late to as little as 4 
minutes. Certain barrier and search tactics were tested 
in Chicago under the code names Operation Blue 
Fence and Operation Blue Rake. The tests were re
vealing in regard to the number of units required in 

.' various situations. 
The number of units required to contain an offender 

in an., area and institute methodical search can be 
estimated by use of analytical relationships. Quantities 
can be verified by actual test. A knowledge of absolute 
force requirements is a prerequisite to cost-benefit 
analyses and the allocation of resources among com. 
peting alternatives. 

The Chicago Police Department employs cooper- ' 
ative tactics, based on voluntary response, for HLook_ 
out" or "Flash" messages. This involves the patrol of 
quadrants to seal the scene of a crime rather than 
having. aJl units proceed to the scene by the most 
expeditious rOllte. 

This tactic has the advantage of minimizing radio 
traffic, thus enabling a zone dispatcher to handle 

, other calls for service. A disadvantage is that the 
, assigned beat car and his supervisor do not know the 
· extent to' which containmeJnt hds been effected by. 
; the dispatcher, 

In 1960, the St. Louis Police Department experi-
mented with coordinated tactics known as the "St. 

• LQuis 100 Plan." This employed hexagonal templates 
· based on elapsed time to position blocking units. 
; ~xperiments .showed better than 60 percent success 
J III ~pprehending individuals attempting to elude the 
: poll(~e. To date, the Chicago Police Department has 
, made little use of coordinated tactics. 

c:: The methodology of such coordinated tactics deals 
<i with an "area of uncertainty." If the criminal is not 
~; ~(}1Jstrained to follow streets, the area of uncertainty 
:, !g.th7 area of a circle whose origin is the scene of the 

cnmmal event and whose radius is given by the 
product of the IJeiocity with which the;,. criminal can 
flee and the time-late. In this somewhat ~bstract case, 
the area of uncertainty (A) is given by' . , .. 

A ='lr(TrYc) 2 

TL=Time Late 

V.,.=velodty of the criminal. 

'.0, 

·~~i;. 

.. 
This case might approximate the situation where a 

ctiminal hflving familiarity with a region can flee in 
almost any direction by using gangwaysj basements 
and roofti)ps as well as streets. 

When the fugitive is constrained to streets and 
alleys, the geometry of the area of uncertainty be
comes ITiOre complex. Along a single road, the area 
of uncertainty IS a rectangle having as its long axis the 
distance equal to twice the product of time-late and 
the escape velocity. 

x 

~------.--------------------------------

At or near an intersection, the geometry and dis
tances are depicted below, 

t 
2 TL "Ie 

If criminal flight is not constrained to streets anti 
alleys, blocking force requirements will be determined 
by the perimeter of a circle) or: 

C-7rd='2:TrTL Vc 

The perimeter is the important parameter in this 
case because escape can be made at any J?oint of the 
perimeter. Blocking units must be positioned uni
formly around the circle. 

A case of practical importance occurs when fiightis 
constrained to streets and alleys and the blocking 
positions are the intersectio)1s of streets ami alleys 
with the perimeter of the area of uncertainty. Geo
metrical problem!! can be reduced further if infor
mation exists about the qua9rant and dominant di. 
rection of flIght. NatlU'alIy a knowledge of the entire 
area involved is .of great importance in all "hot 
search" tactics. 
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Search T1.~eory Considerations 
The outc~~:me of a search of an area for Sllspe,cts ~s 

described in terms of the probability of arrest. ThIs 
probability is the result of the joint occur .. ence that 
the subject is detected by a searching unit, that the 
subject is identified as the individual being sought 
and that a physical arrest is made. In order to make 
use of the probaIistic concepts in estimating how 
many searching units are needed to yield acceptable 
probabilities of success, it is necessary.:o state the 
probabilistic events in terms of quantltles that are 
physically measurable. . . 

Let P be the probabili.ty of successful search, Identi-
fication and arre$t of a suspect; then: 

Pd . .." Conditional probability of detection given 
search in a suspect probability area-SPA. 

Pi = Conditional probability that the suspect will 
be identified if rletectec:i. 

Pa = Conditional probability tlf physh II arrest 
given identification. 

These conditional probabilities can be computed 

as follows: 
(a) Pa-lt is assumed that th: con~itio~al 
probability of physical arrest gl~e~ .ldent.lfi
crltion is nearly unity. Some posSlblhty eXIsts 
that the subject will break free or that one or 
more subjects will esc'lpe in a multiple arrest 

situation. 
(b) Pd-This quantity is related to the de-
tection law that governs a policeman Je.. ect
ing an individual in his immedia~e vicini~y. 
In general, the eye is the detectlOn deVIce 
although on occasion aids such as dogs or 
night vision devices m~y be ~sed. The ~ost 
common situation, una1ded VIsual de.tectl?n, 
may bl! described to a first approXlmatlOn 
as f<>llowing a definite range law. 

The definite range law states that all targets exi&ting 
within Range X of the detecting unit will be detected; 
none beYQnd Range X will be detected. 

Studies of the process of visual detection have pro
duced empirical methods for estimati.ng detection 
range in terms of contrast between target and back~ 
ground, relative elevation of searcher and target and 
the extent to which smoke and haze are present. 
For street application, it is important to know con~ast 
and whe.ther the search is a daytime search or at Olght. 

Each searcher will be able to search area of 2xrt+ 7f'X2 
where X is the effective detection range 

T is the duration of search 

r is the rate of search 
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A single Rearch unit, searching fol,' time T will 
search a fraction of the total SPA, A, given by 

2xrt+1rx2 {Pd(2xrt+7f'X
2
) <A 

A 1 (2xrT +7f'x2);:::A 

Assuming the definite range law, the above is also 
the pl,'obability of detection for a suspect who may be 
located anywhere in the area. Whren n units are search· 
ing, and under the assumption that the~e is ~o ap; 
preciable ovr.rlap in their search, the Pd IS estImated " . 

by 

(2 + 
2) Pd when n{2xrt+7f'x2<A 

n .trl 7f'X 

A • = 1 wh('n n(2xrt+7f'x2> A t 
The sanle relationships hold if the problem is con· ~ I 

sidered from the standpoint of the criminal and if he ~ 
uses his detection range of the police to avoid co~tac~, ~ 
1£ X', the criminal detection range for the pollee, IS ': 

greater than X, the police detection range for !h.t, ~ 
criminal the criminal can avoid detection unie,~s the 'I 
searchin~ units are coordinated. so that it is impossi~1e }' 
for the criminal to st~y outslde any of the pohce " 
detection circles. {f 

It shoul~ also be ~ointed. out that criminal attemp~, it 
to use radtcal evaSlVe actlOns may serve to call at -, 
tendon to his p.resence; ~his increases effectively the ·4 
value of the pohce detectlOn range X. J 

2.4(c)P. ~'" 
The probability of identification o~ a susp~ct de· '1 

pends critically <.)n the nature of ~h~ lOf?r~atl~n, It .' 
is particularly important that dlstmgUlshmg mfor· ~: 
mation be obtained, A person in bizarre dress or 
employing a distinctive automobile for escape maY,be , 
identified simultaneously upon entering the detecUoIf :' 
circle. In other, sl.tuations, identification may be pes' ) 
sible only by searching the individual. This act reo " 
quires the searching unit to approach the suspect a~d ft 
expend some time in the search. Time e~pe.nded ~, ":[ 
approachi.ng and interrogating susp~cts 1S time l,Ql; ;'.~:'.'.I·' .. 
from the basic search, so the formulae 10 the precedln~ <~,' 

due .,~ section m1.)st be corrected to account for delays~, 
to Hfalse'l targets':r 

Let (if) be the time expended in search of {till ", 
nonproductive street stops. The effective coverage _!' 
then becomes 1 

n2xr(t~mtJ)+7f'x2 =P; 
A 

if all searching units are similarly deployed. This cor· 
rection is valid if (mt/) is smaller than (t), , 

When the total of (mtl) approaches (t), the searching 
unit becomes immobilized, and the patroling officers 
can investigate only a fraction of the targets detected. 

Field Measurement of x 

The range of detection, (x), will vary with the local 
environment, presence of other people, location and 
number of obstructions, etc. Clearly, no single number 
describes (x). At the same time, some method of esti
mating searching force requirements is desired. Quan~ 
titative estimation of force requirements depends upon 
knowledge of physically measurable quantities. 

Consider the following experiment. By interview or 
by actual field test, obtain estimates of the distance 
at which a suspect was initially detected. Use as large 
a sample size as posstble. Divide the sample into those 
searches occurring during daytime and those at night. 
Subdivide the sample further to 2\ccount for major 
factors that would affect detection capabilities, such 
as night.street-crowded vs night-street-empty. 

For each environmental category chosen, form a 
frequency distribution of the initial detection occurring 
in 0-10 ft., 10-20 ft, and so on, out to the maximum 
reported detpl"~on range. The result could resemble 
the following llfStogram (Figure 4.23): 

Plot the cumulaHve distribution frequency of de
tection by range (Xi) where (i) refers to the range 
interval. (See Figure 4-24.) 

It 'is expected that the cumulative probability of 
detection curve will approximate a rectangle if the 
definite range law applies and if the conditions that 

existed when the sample points were chosen were 
reasonably common to all. An operational approxi
mation of the average detection range for the specified 
conditions is the abscissa corresponding to the ordinate 
of Probability of Detection of 0.5. Determination of 
the appropriate operatiQnal detection range under 
the different conditions that can be expected is the 
first step in designing search tactics and computing 
forces required to execute the tactics. 

The blocking geometry is determined by the sipeed 
at which the criminal flees the scene of the criminal 
event, V", and the time-late Th • In this cont6xt, time
late has a different composition than is commonly 
encountered in police tactical doctrine. Normally, 
time·late is measured from the time tlie criminal 
event (t) occurs until the ih'st investigating officer 
arrives on the scene. In this present case, time-late is 
measured from the time of commission of the crime 
until most of the blocklllg force can be positioned. 
Since this positioning of the blocking force will involve 
summoning of police resources from points away from 
the beat of occurrence, it is to be anticipated that 
this elapsed time will be greater than is experienced 
in the immediate response to the victim. 

Since both the perimeter of the area of uncertainty 
and the enclosed area that has to be searched both 
depend on the magnitude of time· late, as read in this 
context, it is desirable to develop operational pro~ 
cedures that minimize the time response for po
sitioning the blocking force. 

Time-late will have to be established on the basis 
of experience. F1ighfv~locitLcan be estimated from 
knowledge of traffic conditions in various parts' ,'Dr the 

Figure 4-23 : Ronge of Detection, x, in ft. 
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Figure 4-24 : Th~'Cumurotjve Detection Function 
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city and at various times of the day. When flight is on 
foot the sustained rate would be about three mph. 

When information about the occurrence of a crimi
nal event is delayed (The victim does not call pO.lice 
imm~diately,), this delay, must be added to.the tlme 
required to position blocking forces. Delay mcrea~ed 

_ the' perimeter that m.ust be covered by the blockmg 
force as well as the area to be subjected to hot search. 

In practice, it is considered that. a family .. of tem
plates corresponding to different values o~ ti~e-Iate 
could be provide.d, the dispatcher to aSsIst. m' po-
sitioning of the blockinu force. . . ' - : . 

In Operation Blue F'ei1ce, the force reqUlrem~J?-ts. 
to set up blocking positions for the quarter-ellIpse 
were depicted on a table. Entries on the table :vere 
determined by placing the ellipses that determmed 
the SPA o~\ a map and counting the numbe~s of 
intersections of streets with the edge of the elh~se. 
The region of the Second District chosen was typlcal 
of the residential areas lying east of State Street. 
Force requirements will vary in various parts of the 
city, depending on the size of b~ocks and the:-presence 
of diagonal avenues, such as MIlwaukee Avenue .. 

Intersections of alleys OIl the edge of the elhpse 
also represent sites where blocking units might be 
stationed. However, it is assumed that adeq~ate 
coverage of streets and flanking alleys ca~ be obtamed 
trom one two-man unit. The table used In Blue Fence 

is shown in Table 4-39. 
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Table 4-39 

Unit Requirements for Blue Fence on Functio~ of Speed of 
Escapl' and Time-Late for Quarter-Ellipse 

Miles per hour Minutes Units 

3 15 3 

5 5 4-
3 15 7 

10 5 7 
(5 15 9 
5 15 9 

3 30 11 

10 15 16 

5 30 15 
15 .15 24 

Hot Search: ~Blue Rake' 

i, 
i, 
.' 

Once the blocking force is positioned at the pe- .... 
rimeter of the SPA ~Subject Probability Area), the 
next step is to commence methodical search of the 

SPA. , 'B 
Tactics for carrying Qut the search will vary Wl 1 

the kind of environment. A form of general area 
coverage, for example, would be appropriate for. open 
areas such as parks or vacant land. In the bUllt-up 
areas that consist of single-family detached homes, 
"earch tactics would have to include ya.rds, alleys and 
" . h}d outbuildings, such as garages. Searching umts s au 
be pairs of men in order to provide mutual support 
and to prevent the suspect from eluding search. by . -': 
moving through side yards not covered by pollee. 

One important aspect of search is that the actions of 
the suspect are constrained so as not to arouse sus
picion. Thus he only succeeds in drawing attention 
to himself by running or by driving fast. 

Dense neighborhoods consisting of row houses or 
connected store fro!;':!s present an easier search problem 
than does the rkdlched single-family dwelling neigh
borhooci. <There are no intersthial spaces between 
structures. Howeverj if the suspects are able to invade 
premises or move through c01mecting bas.ements or . 
over roofs, the region becomes very difficult to search, 
and it has all the properties of a sanctuary. 

In the sanctuary situation, police effort is concen
trated on making contact with residents in the hope 
of obtaining information on the identity or where·, 
abouts of the subject. Willingness of inhabitants of a 
sanctu~ry-1ike area to assist the police with infor
mation is a direct measure of the effectiveness of the 
various public relations and community support pro
grams. It is anticipated that the all-scene commander 
with knowledge of a particular area would know to 
what extent search should be attempted in a sanctuary 
area. 

A method by which the operational probability of 
detection can be calculated from observed data will 
be discussed in connection with development of pre
ventive patroling tactics. 

The necessity to stop and intertogate individuals 
detected during a search slows ,the effective rate of 

. coverage in an area. In crowded areas, an even more 
significant effect is that many individuals may be de
tected but escape inspection or questioning because 
the searching units are busy with other subjects. In 
many cases, it may not be feasible to detain passers-by 
until they can be examined, 

Continuing with the effort to obtain quantifative 
guidelines for estimating ,forces required for a given 
assignment, it may be worthwhile to review the infor .. 

. mation available in an area or about the interrogation 
process that has been or can be measured. One method 
of estimating searching unit requirements is to regard 
the process.as a queuing problem similar to the one 
used in designing the response force. Rationale for 
HIe approach is this: 

The act of interrogF~tion or stop-and-frisk may be 
thought of as a service performed by the searching 
unit. It is possible to obtain the service time distri
bution by observing street stops. It is also possible to 
discover in various areas and at various times of the 
day the number of people enroute as a function of 
time. Thus it is possible to obtain arrival distributions. 

If the searching unit is consjdered as a single server, 
it is possibl~~o~ c_alculate the"delay that the citizens 

on the street will experience if they are forced to 
await interrogation. If it is infeasible to have people'; 
wait to be interrogated, the probability that a person 
on the street will have to join a queue and hence be 
lost can be estimated. In this latter case, the efficiency 
of the search is estimated by the probability that the 
encounter cannot end in interrogation. 

Force requirements to carry out any predetermined 
level of search can be calculated by considering each 
additional seGlrch unit as a parallel channel. The effect 
on efficiency of search of' various policies concerning 
the length of the queue that will be allowed to develop 
can be estimated from the queuing approach. 

If the observed statistics concerning rate of en
counters and the service time distribution' fit the case 
of Poisson arrival and negative exponential service, 
the standard formulae can be used to estimate search
ing force requirements. Computer simulation of the 
multi-server case is readily carried out for cases in 
which the arrival and service statistics cannot be 
approximated by simple analytical expressions. 

Time is of the eSsence in positioning the blocking 
units. Efforts should be made to erect the barrier 
simultaneously with the dispatch of the beat car to 
respond to the vi~tim. Undoubtedly some procedural 
changes will be required in the Communications 
Center .. The question is whether ~the disadvantages of 
tying up a Zone Operator for a few minutes are offset 
by the increase in t~e probability of apprehensio~ of 
the criminaL Under what conditions is it effective to 
institute blocking procedures? 

The discussion in the previous section showed some 
of the geomefrical considerations. Under some situ
ations, it is conceivable that not only the direction of 
flight but also the quadrant may be surmised from 
knowledge of the areas. For example, it has been noted 
that high incidence of robbery occurs in areas con
tiguous to public housing' projects. It has been sug
gested that the housing project' acts as a sanctuary for 
the criminals. The orientations of blocking patterns 
should take this into account. 

Although several search alternatives may be set up 
for experimentation or implementation,· only two 
(Close Control and Broadcast Control) are discussed 
here. 'Prior to experimentation or imp1ementation, 
thecoordinated blocking tactics would be explained 
to all Field Forces which might participate. To mini
mize interference with this assignment, 10-12 units 
might be alerted to expect blocking force duty at the 
beginning of the watch. Time could ~e saved by 
calling an alerted unit, giving him the blocking po~ 
sition assignment and having him receipt for the 
assignment after he is in position. There is risk that 
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the unit will miss the call and the blocking will not· 
be completed. 

Close Control (Alternative 1) requires these pro~ 
c('!;lures from the Zone Operator at the Communi~ 
cations Center: 

1. Zone operator obtains time, place, brief descrip~ 
tion, direction, and method of flight for use in 
flash message. 

2. Zone ope;ator assigns beat car to respond to 
victim, obtain amplifying information, l:).nd com
mence hot search in immediate vicinity of crime. 
Do this on Zone and Simulcast. 

3. Zone operator selects appropriate blocking tem
plate. Selection based a priori estimate of how 
long it will take to position the blocking force. 
This determination will be based on experience 
and general knowledge of travel time in affected 
area. 

4. Zone operator" consults line-up of motorized 
units from District Tactical Units, Task Force, 
Detective, Vice, Umbrella beats and Squadrols 
available in the zone. 

After the blocking pattern has been established, the 
responding beat car issues any amplifying infor
mation, and the on-scene comm:ander initiates hot 
search by using the responding unit, by contra~ting 
the blocking perimeter and by using other mobile 
units that may be available in the area. 

Broadcast Control (Alternative 2) takes into consider
ation this situation: At time of peak loading it may 
be infeasible to tie up the Zone Operator to position 
blocking forces, or insufficient blocking units are avail
able. Then it' may be· useful to modify t~le Close 
Control process. In the =Broadcast Control operat~on, 
the Zone or city~wide operator gives the position at 
which bloc]{ing units are desired. He uses an ap~ 
propriate template. The blocking positions are filled 
by casual units as they report. As time passes, and the 
area of uncertainty .grows, the dispatcher. should 
select a larger template and iIVe the new dimensions 
of the area of uncertainty .. It would help fC)r mobile 
units to be equipped with maps and grease pencils to 
assist in maintaining a. working plot of the developing 
tactical situation. 

If any new information· is received ahout where
abouts of suspects or direction of fiightj such infor~ 
mation can be used to update, contact; or shift the 
SPA. Provided there are adequate blocking and 
searching units~ and provided that they can be repo
sitioned, ir/ormation. update is equivalent to reducing 
time-late. In this manner, update will lead to concen~ 
trating the search in "profitable" ·areas. 
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Since it is likely that those interested in systems 
applications of these techniques, the Operations Task 
Force suggests standardizing nomenclature along these 
lines: 

Operation Blue Fence (Containment exercise). 
Operation Blue Rake (Search of the SPA). 
SPA (Suspect Probability Area). 
Sanctuary (Area virtually impossible to search). 

A great vari~ty of ellipses are available in standard 
templates. Ho.vever it is more likely that experi, 
menters will want to develop a standard template to 
fit their local map scales and assumptions or tu con
struct templates on demand. Directions for construc
tion of an ellipse are included here to avoid a niggling 
search through elementary texts. 

1. Determine scale of base map (inches per 1000 ft.) 
2. Locate foci on major X axis of ellipse. 
3. Cut string dOUbled at length. 
4. Attach ends at foci of ellipse. 
5. Trace ellipse with grease pencil in bight of string 

stretched tight. 
6. Cut out transparent acetate template using con

structed ellipse as a pattern. 
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tive patrol failed to prevent the criminal event, 
without the alerting by an individual or alarm 
system. 

Figure 5-1 shows two decision points for an in-
dividual: the decision to commit a crime and the 

CHAPTER 5 
decision to execute a crime. The decisions can Occur 
simultaneously, or days apart, depending upon the 
criminal and the crime type. 

THE PREVENTIVE PATROL FUNCTION* );The decision to commit a crime is undertaken 
,yhen the state of the environment produces an 
6pportunity which an individual perceives as a 

In structuring the problem of allocating p~tr~l 
resources attention has been focused on three prmCI .. 
pal func;ions: Response, Preventive Patrol and the 
Investigative or follow-up function. Methods for 
allocating resources to carry out the response func
were discussed in the previous chapter. The resultant 
allocation can release manpower resources for 
specific assignment to the Preventive Patrol function. 
These resources, termed the Preventive Force to 
distinguish their employment conceptually from other 
potential uses of resources, cart be allocated so as to 
maximize potential results. 

For purposes of analysis, the assumption is made 
that these resources would be deployed against the 
serious crimes, felonies that are most susceptibl.e to 
detection and prevention by the police. These cnmes 
are robbery, burglary, and auto theft. . . 

This chapter is particularly important 10 that It 

represents an attempt to develop analytically and 
quantitatively based methods for the use of resour?es 
that are freed for preventive patrol. Much rema~ns 
to be done. in ; developing the theory of preventIve 
patrol. Whe i<;\.eas and techniques presented re~ult 
from spedfl,cy;eeds that were perceived in conductmg 
studies of bus robbery, street robbery, and task force 
al;:tivities. 'the methods reported in t1:is chap;.er are 
increasingly significant when evaluatIng ~aJor r~
suIts of the administrative experiments earned out 10 

the 14th District. ' 
Providing meaningful mission assignments for the 

specially identified preventive patrol units referred 
to as strateg~c patrol units in Chapter 6 proved 
difficult.' It is noteworthy that the St. Louis Police 
Department encountered the, same problem in 
implementing the split-force concept.' . 

The system model of the crime control fU?ctlon 
shows a comprehensive model of crime contro1. The 
model is not all inclusive since crime contr~l ac-

*Principal al,ltho}."s: David G. Olson, 'Yalter Str<;lUSS, Sgt. 
Donald Olem and Oaywood-Schiller As~OClateS. 
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chance for material or psychological gain. The de
tivities of the criminal justice system and other parts 'c: cision to commit a crime is also affected by the 
of' society are not included unless there ~s a defini~e ~_ _ individual's estimate of the likelihood of apprehension 
intel'action with the police. Chapter 3 dIscussed this and punishment, or deterrence. Past Success in making 
model in greater detail and also offered a conceptual on-view arrests by the preventive patrol force can 
model for the overall criminal justice system. act as a deterrent at this point, hence, the ,o~-view 

Certain social, psychological, economic and en· arrest is seen as an instrument for crime prevention. 
vironmental variables generate or maintain indio -', Deterrence is shown as an output of both the 
viduals in the population with a potential for criminal police and the courts and correctional instututions. 
action. These same variables create states of the eu·' The perception of risk could be based on prior ex-
vironment that provide some type of perceived gain. ;: perience, knowledge of the criminal justice system 
for the member of the potential criminal population. or a unique and possibly distorted sense of the sys-
The environment also alters the distribution of gain tem's effectiveness. The decision to execute the 
in time and space. As an example, the p~ice of a.. criminal event is affected by an immediate percep-
Corvette is considered a state of the enVIronment, ",: tion of deterrence and the relative ease or immediate 
that provides a measure of gain to a ?riminaL A, availability surrounding the commission of the 
Corvette is more valuable than a Corvalr. States of criminal event. In summary, the decision to commit 
the environment also place the Corvette in an em· a crime depends on c-,u individt:al's a priori assess-
ployee parking lot between the hours of 0900-1:00 ments; the decision to execute a crime depends upon 
and in a residential area during the late evemng the·individual's assessments of deterrence' and availa-
and early morning hours. States of the environment, bility in the immediate time and space surrounding 
are beyond the immediate control or influence of the ,the imminent criminal event. 
police 'system. The conceptual model also accounU: _' Preventive patrol units must alter the immediate 
for crimes of passion, or crimes committed for psy· availability or the immediate deterrence' factors so 
chological reasons. In these cases the gain is p~obably that' the individual decides not to execute the crimi-
best described as emotional rather than material. " nal event. Failing this, preventive patrol must detect 

Given a state of the environment that offers a gam, ,and apprehend the criminaL This latter, action. is 
an individual must then decide whether or not .to assumed to alter an individual's perception of deter
commit and to execute a criminal event. Thed~. . renee so thar the individual, or other individuals' 

' ,~ . " 

tinction between these t'eceives elaboration later. . learning of this result, will not decide to commit a 
criminal event ca~ be directed initially agaJJl~t crime in the future. 
Property as in burglary, or theft, or, against perso~ The state of the environment provides opportuni-

" . d' 'dual . 
as in rape or murder. In either case an In lVI" ties characterized in part by the degrees of avail a-
becomes a victim. Unless the police detect the bilityor ease of committing a criminal event. As an 
criminal event, this victim, another individual, or an ' ~xample, ,a derelict sleeping in an alley offers more 
alarm system must :report the crime in order for the lllUllediate availability for committing robbery than 
police system to respond. . .. died a m,an walking down a well-lighted street. A com-

Response to a reported cnme IS usually han mercial establishment with an unlocked door after 
' hbde· b' 

by the beat patrolmen. Later, a cold searc , Y . ' - usmess hours offers more immediate availability 
tectives may be undertaken as follow-up. Preventi\f

e 
than a securely locked establishment. Immediate 

Patrol however, is neither response nor follow-u? Pre' availability represents specific invitations to commit 
. ' .. . . 1 if reven' ac'" 1 ventlve patrol IS detectlOn of the CrImIna, ,P;., nm,:ila.-evel1t;::-: 

; ."'; 

< • 

Deterrence comes in two parts: immediate deter
rence perceived by an individual about to execute a 
crime, and deterrence based ,on an individual's 
overall perception of the criminal justice system which 
determines whether or not he will dedde to commit 
a. crime. In both cases deterrence is the perceived 
risk of punishment or personal injury. Technically, 
the courts and prisonspunishj so the police can only 
increase the perceived risk of punishment by in
creasing the perceived risk of arrest. On-vie\" arrests 
by preventive patrol units are assumed to increase 
the perceived risk of arrest, and are therefore con
sidered a valid objective. Certain criminals, such as 
armed robbers, must consider the police capability 
to inflict injury or death since this criminal type 
sometimes provokes a gun battle. 

Arrest constitutes a long term deterrent if the 
remaining parts of the criminal justice system (the 
prosecuting agency and the courts) promptly prose
cute, convict, and sentence the criminals. This point 
is important since police patrol can identify and 
capture a criminal, but destroy the chance to con
vict, by illegal stop and search procedures. The legal 
procedures, then should provide constraints on the 
proposed tactics of ·preventive patrol. An improper 
arrest often wiU result in reledse of the criminal 
without any further action by the criminal justice 
system. This result probably will not have, a sufficient 
deterrent effect on the criminal" assuming that the 
processes of the criminal justice system can act as a 
deterrent. 

If the courts and correctional agencies choose to 
emphasize deterrence rather than rehabilitation, the 
decision is irrelevant to the preventive patrol function 
but ,not to the size of the criminal population. Re
habilitation is mentioned 'to assure readers that it has 
been considered. 

It is, however, ajudicial.and correctional function. 
According to 'the President'-s'Task 'Force report on. 
corr~ctions, 1 

. "Such treatment is often, though not 
always, less burdensome arid unpleasant than tra;' 
ditionaJ imprisonment. Rehabilitation efforts, there
fore, may to some extent conflict with the deterrent 
goal of the criminal justice system." Unfortunately, 
little is known about the relative merits of deterrence 
or rehabilitation in reducing the criminal popUlation, 

In the preceding paragraphs, opportunity, de
terrence and rehabilitation have been discussed with 
the intent of defining their use, The term "crimillal 
event" has been used more frequently than the word 
"crirne." Criminal event refers to a $et of incidents 
or circumstances surrounding a crime that makes 
the criminal and the crime evident' to the police 
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observer. The police observer might observe a 
burgJar smashing a window to gain access, carrying 
stolen goods or reacting to casual police surveillance 
in a suspicious manner. In this case, the police ob
serve the criminal. Perhaps the sight of a parked car 
at 0400 in a commercial area, or a broken glasS' 
window, will alert a policeman to investigate further 
and discover a burglary in progress. In this case, the 
police observe physical circumstances surrounding 

<, the criminal event and are thus led to detection of 
f the criminal event. Since the response time is mini

:~l mized by police detection) the probability of ap
... ~.: ... ',(. prehension of the criminal is very high, but not unity. 
~. A 45-year-old policeman may observe a 14-year-old 

." snatch a purse, but the ensuing foot-race may be won 
~ by the 14-year-old. 

A British study2 uses a different definition for 
''; detection. The reason is operational: " .. .in all cases 

cc\vered by our data, whenever a crime was dis
covered by the police, it was always cleared up by 
the reporting officer, if it was cleared up at all." 
For purposes of eventual simulation, the Operations 
Ta~1c Force model wishes to isolate detection of the 

J' criri,~inal event from apprehension. 

The role of Preventive Patrol units centers on 
-, immediate availability and immediate deterrence . 

Specific actions which reduce immediate availa
bility are premise checks, removing incapacitated 

,; persons from the street and enforcement of laws or 
or city ordinances, such as those forbidding motorists 
from leaving keys in the ignition of untended cars. 

Cities and states can pass. regulations which limit' 
Immediate availability and long-run opportunity 
for a criminal event by fining the potential victim. 
Such a perron, for example, might be the individual 

... who leaves' an expensive camera in plain view on his 
.; . car seat. Such' .ordinances could· permit definite 
:,. prev.el1tiy.e police actio~. Otherwise, pol~ce can ~,ff<:ct 
" availability only through education of the public to 

the risks of negligent actions. ' 

Reducing availability-opportunity as an approach 
to crime prevention might strike some segments of 
society as highly l.mreasonable. The point of men
tioning this method is that it does exist in practice 
and in theory as one of the options for crime preven~ 
tion, Cities, for example, often have a park curfew 
which is directed toward the prevention of crime. 
Some states will give a citation to the owner of a 
~toIeli car if the police discover that a key was left 
In the ignition. Insurance companies penalize cus
tomers who provide ampJe opportunity to criminals; 

. .; the companies raise premiUms or deny coverage 
~Itogether. Ir"reducing the immediatt, availability 

deterred youth from becoming first offenders, the 
resultant saving to society would be enormous. At 
any rate, it represents an area for action by preven
tive patrol units if the ordinances are in effect. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the police 
effect on deterrence is maximized by increasing the 
apparent likelihood of arrest for the criminal. In some 
restricted types of crime and with certain types of 
criminals (professional bank robbers), the police 
capability and readiness to use weapons affects 
deterrence. Unfortunately, the apparent likelihood 
of arrest does not deter all types of criminals. Chicago 
police clear more than 90 percent of the murders 
and 70 percent of the rapes, yet police universally 

< t 
regard these crimes as nonpreventable. 

Another aspect of deterrence concerns how great 
the likelihood of arrest appears to the criminal. If 
deterrence is relevant, perventive patrol units can 
use different methods to increase the perceived risk 
to a criminal. As an example, the police can an~ 
nounce that an area will be covered by a number of 
men in plain clothes. Unless a great deal of publicity 
or success (on-view arrest~) accompanies the influx 
of plain clothes officers, the tactic probably would 
not increase the perceived risk to a criminal. The 
same number of men in uniforms might increase the 
perceived risk since the revisit-time of a patrol would 
be cut. If, howc\(er, uniformed police do not have 
success in making arrests, they w.i1I not deter: crimi
nals either .. 

The apparent likelihood of arrest eventually be
comes a function of both visibility and effectiveness. 
Even if the mathematics of detection and search 
theory show a low probability of arrest, a few pub
licized arrests couid increase the perceived risk to a 
criminal over the actuahisk. 

Th!': final rok~f prev€htive patrol is detectio~ oJ ' 
crl~ina.I events. At least one .source Q(Jes .not: agree' , 
that this, falls 'iiI tIie category of crime"'preverttiori; '; .. ", .. 
authors of the British study2 speak: of detecHon as a 
"good result" 'of police activity, 'but then:'they state, 
"detecting crimes and arresting or reporting the' 
offenders is~ in some ways, similar to preventing 
crimes like the possession of housebreaking imple
ments, since detecting a crime seems' to; hav'l~ little 
value~n itself, the value being in the crimes pre
vented. Crime detection, as such, does "lot, therefore, 
appear to be a valid outpot to include in our measure, 
and it is rather the crimes that arl~ prevented by 
virtue of detections that should be incorporated." 

If one does not consider on-view a~'rests or de
tections as valid output to measure effectiveness, the 
crimes prevented (perhaps deterred PI' postponed) 
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is the desired output. Unfortunately, this number 
seems difficult to measure. Apprehension is not 
considered here as a valid output of preventive patrol. 
Apprehension of a crhninal does reduce the at-large 
criminal population, however, and provides cor
rectional institutions with a chance to rehabilitate 
this particular criminal or to deter the criminal 
population general by its treatment of the particular 
criminal. On-view arrests can also increase the 
criminal's perceived risk of arrest and, hence, att as 
a deterrent for future crimes. 

Many cities, in addition to Ohicago, have specia
lized units devoted to preventive patrol. In a larger 
sense, the entire police system is supposed to prevent 
crime. The arrests resulting from the investigative 
efforts of detectives add to the overall deterrent effect 
of the police. This latter type of response, however, 
is not universally effective against all types of crime. 
Orimes against property, when committed without 
human observation, have very low clearance rates. 
The role of preventive patrol units in these crime 
areas is to appear as an effective detection and ap
prehension system. In addition, the units can lower 
the immediate availa~ility of a location by con
spicuous and effective premise checks and by edu
cating potential victims to the threat. 

Preventive patrol units are aimed at the prevention 
of visible crimes, such 'as those committed on 
streets, in public conveyances and in areas where 
police can patrol. Beat cars, responding to calls for 
service, do not have enough continuously available 
time to execute eff<,;c:.t1,ve patrel plans. It is not claimed 
that only special units perform preventive patrol, but 
but it, may well be that effective amounts of preven
tive p'l-trol can be administreed .b.est with special 
'\fnits. . ", !' ' ' 

...... ~ . , ' 

Prevelltive Patrol Activities, 

The term Preve~tive Force includes, in geri,eral, 
all' police field resourcer, in' service that 'are not 
specifically designated to respond to calls for s~~r'Vice. 
In Ohicago, the preventive force is composed 'of the 
Patrol Division Task Force, District Tacticalnnits, 
Patrol Division resources assigned to polrce di$tricts 
while they are on preventive patrol and of elements 
of the Detective Division a;nd Vice Oontrol Division 
when they are in an unassigned status. In this chapter, 
specific attention is given the Patrol Division Task 
Force. At the present tiJne, the Task Force is, the 
largest permanent comportent of the Preventive 
'Force. 

The Preventive Forc,e, l~S its J;lame indicates, is 
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employed to prevent crime. While the output of every 
unit of the police department is directed in some 
manner towards the overall fight against crime 
and, hence, crime prevention, units such as the beat 
patrolmen and detectives usually respond to a crimi~ 
nal event. Ideally, this response will prevent future 
crimes in some manner, but, has not prevented the , 

,criminal event requiring this response. The Preven- _ 
tive Force attempts to prevent crime by patrolling an 
area, investigating suspicious persons or circumstances 
and checking the security of likely targets of criminal 
attack. 

The goal of crime prevention is unquestioned; 
however, it seems prudent to investigate types of 
crimes, locations of crimes, and legal restrictions 
associated with preventive activities of police units, 
The Preventive Force, represented generally by the 
Task Force, performs patrol. The Task Force patrols 
streets, alleys, :parks, public buildings and other public 
areas. While raws differ in various states, the police 
are generally restricted from patrolling private areas 
unless there is strong evidence that the law is being 
broken or a clear danger to life exists. Under these 
circumstances, however, the police are responding to 
a criminal event, not preventing it. Thus, the crime 
prevention role of the Task Force is restricted to 
public areas which can be viewed by police in a patrol 
car. 

-
weapon and examine the interior of a car if he sus- . 
pec~s imminence of deadly attack. People and statIOns" guarding banks, and placing police on sub-
vehicles can be stopped if they fit descriptions of way trams and, busses are all examples of this type 
perso?s ~: vehicles involved in a reported crime. of ~eployment. Foot beats are the most costly type 
R t h k d of aeployment since the area of coverage l'S very 
, ou'me lIcense. c .ec s an name checks during the I 
Issuanc. e of a CitatIOn for a traffic violation can also sma 1, and the general usefulness of these police 

I o.fficers to support other officers in a coordl'nated ac-resu t m ~n arrest if the vehicle is stolen or if the ma 
is wanted. This type of emphasis on cri~e preventio: bon is d~asti~C11Iy ,limited by the lack of mobility and 

. commumcatIOn. (The communication problem ' reqUires an aggressive patrol strategy of frequent d 'f IS 
t.ra.ffic stops, stoP. -and-frisks, and street stops with e~se 1 personal radios are in use,) This type of 
J h k S patrol can also change tlle emphasis from deterren· ce Icense c ec s. mce the high street crime areas are 

",', often characterized by poor socioeconomic conditions to arrest by the use of plainclothes officers. Phila-
,. dId b delphia has used a random placement tactic of stake-an popu ate y minority groups some activities 

. t d . h ' out teams at banks. The units operate in plainclothes aSSOCla e WIt preventive patrol are viewed as har- d 
rassment by "~hority groups. an. neve: announce which banks will bF covered. 

If aggressive preventive patrol is not used the Task :rh~.s tactIc has been successful in decreasing the 
FO,rce eith.er relies up. on visible deterrence ~o prevent lllc.ldence ~f ~ank robberies within the ~ity limits of 

Ii p. hil.adelphla. The use of this type of deployment l'S cnme, Walts or a cnme to occur in its presence or fi d 
responds to a reported crime to make an arrest, The Just: e, only :vhen the area offers a great oppor-
only mechanism of crime prevention becomes deter- tumty ~o cnmmals or if criminals have repeatedly 

operated in the area. 
rence, the risk, as perceived by the criminal of I 
capture or injury by police. '~ t4(;: preceding discussion, three types of pre-

What actions can the Task Force take? ventlVe . patrol deployment have been mentioned: 
.We have :discussed aggressive preverifive 'patrol aggressive preventive patrol, high intensity patrol, 

With emphaSIS on stopping suspicious persons and and a form of stake-out., .. Th,e 'c119ice, of deployment 
h' 1 Th T dep.ends upon the·!).umber, of. 'p"aH:'OI,~units aval'Iable 

~e IC ~s. e ask !o:ce could also conduct high- , 
mtenslty patrol. ThIS IS a strategy whiCh seeks, to p~hce lm~wled~e Of .criminai'. intentions, the type of 
deter a criminal by an' obvious display of intense cnme whIch tli.<?, poh£e wish to prevent or supp~ess, 
patrol activity where the patrol units used marked acc~ptance by th~ public' an~" whether th,e pOlice" .. , 
cars and wear uniforms. If patrol 't' d ' deSire to -~eter·",c.r-4n,e by a vlSlble presence ,or by';' 

um s use un- demonstratl1:tg suc ess . t' " " .. r' 
marked 'cars and wear piainclothes' the" e'mph " " .c 111.cap unng cnm111als .in',a 

, I aSls IS cnmmal act " ' 
on arresting a criminal in the, act. If this tactic i • 0 . : ", " ._. ' _ 
publicized, it may also deter crime in an ?rea H' ~ , omp~tlt~on for man~ower eXIsts w~t,hi!)., tbypolice 
intensity patrol' has been effective b t th ,- bIg,., depa,~t~Cl~t, The establIshment or enlargement of a 
f ' , u, e Rum er preventIve patrol fo' t 'd" 'h' " 

Orime prevention by a Tas!:- Force unit is directed 
toward street crimes such as robbery, assault, au'd 
auto theft, or crimes which may be detected in prog
ress when forced doors, broken glass, or stolen prop
erty are observed. The major crimes of murder and 
rape are most often committed in regions denied to 
police patrol. Most categories of white collar crime) 
such as tax evasion, consumer frauds, usury and. 
C!-rnbezzlement, cannot be detected or preventeq-b(, 

'Task Force patrbl.Similarly, only the ov~rt actlQns 
at the lowest echelon~ o~ 'Organi~ed crime,"such as', 
vice 'activity arid narcotics traffic could be affected)· 
by preventive patrol.' Normally, Task Force units 
are considered successful if they detect a criminal, . 
eyent in progress. Some argue that this is, not crime 
prevention, but instantaneous response, This point 
will be discussed later. 

a unit,S nec~ssary limits 'the area of covera e or'th' . Ice 'mus conSI ~r 'f e benefits 
, , aInQun,t;of ~me a partic~lar area can receh~ intens~ , ,to tlle police department" and ttl(~, c9mmunity, if the 
:' ,cQve!~ge. High int.!'!nsity'coverage mai be tit" ~e a~-':' ,~anpower .were used,to l?CreaSe the response force, 
, ceptable ,to minorit' .:.' ' ... 1\ ' •. " .. t~~e ,detective force, polIce community workshop 

::>'t~~ '.~~~oip~anying' ~~~~~Pt~~:.r.v~hICl!! i~~Pbs :'lI~h" ,efforts, or a non-Y0Hce function with the city govern-

Task Force units can make arrests and claim that 
the activity prevents a more serious crime. Examples 
include arrests for possession of burglary tools, carry, 
ing a concealed weapon, possession of an .unregistered 
firearm and possession of dangerous drugs or nar' 
cotics. These arrests, however, require stop and 
search actions. 

In Chicago, a police officer can frisk a person for a 

, .freq"uc' 'nt '1"11" ';""',' ," ,,';, ': ,,>:~ r~s,.<:.w9~ "e ' ess ment structure. ldeally, the material in tl1l'S chapter 
" , ' " .. ' , ... , e 'pUlice' umts wOUld.:g 'd ." , 0, f . , 

" on 'patror and,' '}A"':\:~:;' ,"': ,¥e!1 I,Inore Ir.:re should facIhtate an analysis of the trade-off between 
. ,wo.u \-! Have more bme'l,or premIse the t' 1 fi 

'checks:., .Arrests' for - at"': . '", al" 'i; preven lve patro orce, the response force and a 
" '~" " c rymg conce ee" weapons detect' Ii b' h '. ' possession of~na:rc f ,," d' , lve orce to 0 tam t e optImum mix of these 

, 0 lCS, persons wante on warrants force Th f 
and possible auto theft naturally would de Th' s .. : e measure 0 comparison would be the 
choice betwec. n the two ta t' b cd~ease, d . e probablhty of arrest or some measure of crime det,er-

, c ICS may e Ictate 111 e I dd" , 
,R~rticular cases. For instance, durin eriods of r nce. n a itIOn, commumty service aspects of the 

high racial tension th t' g p . response force and the benefits of the recovery of 
d· , e sa uratIOn strategy WIth less stolen t b h d . 
Irect confrontation betw l' d' , proper y y t e et.ective force would also 

een po Ice an CItIzens need to be 'd d h I Would probably b lb' h' conSI ere w en al ocating manpower 
patrol, e ess a raslve t an aggressive a police department. 

'd A ,third type of preventive patrol can also be 

~~:~~:~~"i It ,~~. _a form o,f s~ake-out or fixed-point 
, "Footdbeats, statIOnmg police in subway 

*The Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia, Pa" "Stakeout Squad 
4: Years Old; Rizzo's 'More Than Pleased'," 9 September 
1968, p. 13, Section B. ' 
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Unfortunately, time did not permit field verific~
tion of the patrol podels discussed ~ere. For thIs 
reason manpower tt.:adeoff between dlfferent usages 
that a:e based only o~the probability of arrest could 
not be determined. Tlil:s" :.uggests further work, pa:
ticularly to permit structuring a resource analY~Is 

budget. The analysis in this chapt?r should aSSIst 
in identifying trade-offs between differen~ depl?y
ments of a preventive patrol force. In short, If a pollce 
department either has a preventiJ,.:: patrC'I,:force or 
contemplates establishing a pre~entive pa~rol force, 
this chapter should help achIeve max.lmurn ef
fectiveness. The analytical IX '#lOds estImate the 

bability of placing a polk . "lit at the same loca
~:: during a criminal event' or imm?~iat?ly pr~
ceding a cdminal event. If this probabII~ty IS maXI
mized the police have the best opportumty to effect 
an on:view arrest or to deter a criminal action. The 
relative amount of discussion given each t~pe of 
deployment reflects its amena?ility to analYSIS and 
the amount of time devoted to Its study. . 

No attempt was made to assess the com~un.lty 
value of each type deployment. As a qualttatlve 
judgment, departments should insu:e the adequ~cy 
of the response force before structurIng a ?reventiv~ 
patrol force. For major departments, thIS chapte 
provides a discussion and ana~ysis of methods of 
deployment which improve effecttveness. 

DEPLOYMENT OF PREVENTIVE 
PATROL UNITS 

The Challenge of Crime in a Free SQciety3 states: 

«Preventive patrol-:- the continued scruti~y 
. of the community by visible and mobIle 
policemen-is universally thoug.ht of as t~e 
best method of controlling Ctlme that lS 

avail~ble to the police. However, the .most 
effective way of deploying and employmg a 
department's patrol force is a subject about 
which deplorably little ill known." 

The goal of this section is to state conclusions a.nd 
recommendations for the deployment ~f preventlVe 
patr01 units. The detailed mathematical develop~ 

ment and the resulting comput~r r.rogr~ms are 
described in a technical section at the baCk of the 

chapter. •. . h'-
The Challenge of Crime 111, a Free Socuty furt ex con 

Cl des that a patrolman would observe a robgery
U A more in-progress only once in fourt<:en yea~s. . 

detailed analysis supporting thIS assertIOn ]s pre-
- 4 

sen ted by Blumstein and Larson. 
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This result was based on a condition where crime' 
and police are uniformly distrib~ted throughout. a 
city having twice the area of Chlca~o and a pollee . 
force half the size of the Chicago PolIce Depart~ent. 
Without challenging the assumptio~. of umform 
crime distribution, Chicago could antICIpate a four- . 
fold improvement based solely on area and the 
number of police. 

The point remains, however) as to a level of on- . 
view arrests that police administrators expect when 
forming a preventive patrol unit. The overall role of . 
a preventive patrol unit considers outputs other than 
on-view arrests. When planning deploym~nt, how
ever the probability of achieving an on-VIew ar~est 
h U'ld be maximized. The probability of space-tIme 

so l' t'e coincidence Or the probability of p acmg a pre~en.lv 
patrol unit at the same ?lace and time a~ ~ crn~1U~~ 
event should be maximIzed. No cont:adltlon ex\~, 
the position is taken that this action wIll also ~rOV1?e 
maximum deterrence, reduce response to cru~e ~n 
progress calls and place preventive patrol umts In . 

the areas most susceptible to police actions, intended 
to reduce opportunities for cr~minal. a~ts. Thus, 
while the probabilities of space-time comcldence ~or 
representative numbers of preventive. p.atrol u~lts 
will never be large, they will be maXImized to Im
prove the overall effect of preventive patrol. 

MAXIMIZING SPACE·TIME 
COINCIDENCE 

""omputer simulation of a preventive patrol force 
in ~hicago was the tool used to estimate the prob~ 
bility' of space-time coincidence. The effort assum,e 
a uniform distribution of crime throughout the Cll~ 
and used simulation to determine th~ numbe~ ~ 
units in' patrol status when a robbery was reporte ; 
In the simulation, both actual times of a robbery a~ 
the actual number of units in patrol status were ~ _ 

b b'l't f space-tIme when computing the pro all yo. '. 

coincidence. . ba. 
Analytically, there is. a. difference m; the P~oned 

bility of space-time comcl.dence for un.lts assl~ tool 
toa specific sector or if more than one unIt can?a ed . 
the same area. When specific sectors are no~ aSSIgn i I 
two or more units could arrive at,l), 10catlOn a~t.;~ 
same time. This result.S in overlappm~ patrol actl~1 j 
and a reduction in the probabiHt.y of space-tI~e 
coincidence for the total number of patrol umts· 

, f al 5atura· This is generally referred to as an exponen l.,.~. ". 

. I h' rt spw;:e-um- . ti'on la\.v of detection. ntIs repo, '\ I. 

jective. For illustration, a comparison of the aSSigned 
sector and the non-assigned sector methods is shown 
in Figure 5-2. The dashed line indicates where little 
difference exists. 

The miles of streets and alleys in the section of the 
city used in the preventive patrol simulation were 
considered in the model for computing the proba
bability of space-time coincidence described in the 
technical detail. This simulation considered robbery 
and the probability of space-time coincidence as a 
function of the number of miles of streets and alleys, 
the assumed time that elements of a robbery are 
visible to patrol units, and the assumed speed of 
patrol. As such, Figure 5-3 is specialized. 

But it demonstreates that little difference exist'! 
between the linear and exponential saturation laws 
under these conditions. It also shows the probability 
of space-time coincidence against the crime of tob. 
bery as a function of manpower. As a reference point

l 
the probability of space-time coincidence for twenty 
patrol units is shown as less than 0.010. If ten rob
beries Occurred in this region per day, the expected 
number of space-time coincidences would be nearly 
0.10, or about one every ten days. This number is 
given for comparative purposes; it assumes a unifol'in 
distribution of crime and police. 

Uniformity is not a very good assumption. A 
, computer program incorPC?l'ating the exponential •.. 

saturation model fcif randoin patrol, a method for 
assigning patrol units to X'.,;gions in a manner to 
maximize the probability of space-time coincidence, . 
and a subroutine which groups eve.,,:ts occurring in a 
larger region into sm.all rectangular cells is described 
later. The analy~ showed a Clustering of robberies 
within several high.' crime areas of the city. In one 
of the highest crime areas, robbery data for a period 

' ·of three weeks grouped in approximately one-half 
of the area. ~ .. 

The grouping of crime data to determine the most 
likely rectangular cells for a crIme occum:nce, fol-
10wed·bY·allocation of men to these cells in a manner 
to maximize the probability of space-time coinci
dence1 demonstrates a potential result, not an actual 
result. This OCcurs because assignments are made on 
the basis of historical information-hence perfect 
information. A·' more valid test would assign men to 
cells of the highest predicted probability, and then 

· compute·: the probability of space-tilJ1,e coincidence 
· On the basis of actual criminal activity, Under these 
· test COhditions, the potential value of the space-time 
: coinCidence with twenty men reached 0.0265 for 

. . 1 t'·~OIJ" coincidence rather than detection is t 1e oU PI.t~ the-s~wexeEioIl. This value is not directly comparable 
• to the~alue obtaified from Figure 5-3 since they wer~ 

calculated differently. The values should be com. 
parfd, however, when estimating the relative effec
tivene~~ of preventive patrol in achieving space-time 
coincidence using different deployments. In another 
area of the city, the probability of spaceotime coin
cidence attained 0.0515) approximately five space
time coincidences every ten days for twnety units in 
service. More than tenfold improvement could be 
gained 'by changing the size of the cells and the 
number of units in each cell. 

The relative increase in space-time probability 
warrants attention. In some sectors of the city, cer
tain crimes may not cluster. Preventive patrol units 
should probably not be deployed in these sectors. 
Similarly, preventive patrol may not be effective 
against certain types of crimes which do not cluster 
in space. 

Two ptobabilities enter into the allocation of pre
ventive patrol units. One is the probability that 3. 

crime will Oc('·ur in a particular region, and the 
second is the probability that a preventive patrol 
unit will achieve space-time coincidence when pa
trolling the region where the crime OCcurs. 

The allocation of men against street robbery and 
the allocation of piainclothes bus riders against bus 
robbery Was considered. The first instance concerns 
allocation of men to likely cells of criminal activity 
where the probability of achieving space-time coin
cidence in a given cell is dependent on the number of 
units in the cell. In the second instance, space-time 
coincidence is achieved only when a rider is on a 
bus when the robbery OCcurs. The problem in bus 
robbery concerns the choice of the targets to protect. 
This is a typical fixed point de«:nse. In the street 
robbery strategy which uses random patrol units, 
space-time coincidence is not g-tlatanteed even if 
units are in a cell where a robbery OCCllrs. The 
method for deploying preventive patrol units is given 
below: 

(1) Rank the probability of a crime occuiTing 
in a specific sector, bus, location in decreasing order. 

(2) If a stake-out (bus rider )is used for this lo
cation, multiply the determinled probability by 
unity to obtain the probability IOf space-time coin
cidence. 

(3) If a sector or cell is to be covered by random 
patrol, use the probability determined by a pro
gram similar to the one presented here. Tile 
probability of space-time coincidence can be ob
tained, given that the crime occurs in the sector, 
and given a specified number of mell in patrol 
status. Multiply the determined probability by the 
probability of achieving space-time coincidence, 
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Figure 5-2 : Differences between Linear and Exponential Saturation 
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(4) Rank the products computed in (2) and (3) 
in decre~tsing order. 

Deploying preventive patrol manpower to the 
places in order of this ranking will result in. the most 
effective placement of men to maximize the overall 
probability of space-time coincidence, In addition to 
considering effectiveness, a police administrator 
should consider the importance placed oJ?: specific 
crimes by citizens when prescribing deployment. 
While citizens regard murder as the most important 
crime, it cannot be significantly affected by preven
tive patrol. Therefore, the police administrator should 
consider only crimes amenable to patrol when weigh
ing his allocations by citizen reaction. The scores for 
different crime types are taken from Selin and 
Wolfgang's The Measurement of Delinquen~'Y5 which 
used a survey of university students, police officers, 
and juvenile court judges to develop scores. For the 
same amount of money ($10-$250) and with no 
injury to the victim, the survey gave scores of 6, 4, 3, 
and 2 for armed robbery, strong~arm robbery, 
burglary~ and auto theft (auto recovered undamaged), 
respectively. Ranked probabilities of space-tim.e 
coincidence depend upon the type of crime. If the 
ranked probabilities are multiplied by the Se1in~ 
Wolfgang score and then re~rankeq, the result is an 
allocation of preventive patrol units based both on 
citizen concern and the ability of tlle police to achieve 
space-time coincidence, 

The methods for alloGating preventive patrol re
sources discussed in this chapter were employed to ~ 
limited extent in the study of Patrol Division Task 
Force Activity in the First Area, in the study of 
Robbery in the 2nd District and in the evaluation 
of the effectiveness of preventive patrol during the 
administrative experiment in the 14th District. 

The near capacity commitment of computer fa
cilities of the Chicago Police Department precluded 
introducing additional computer programs to which 
could furnish timely, periodic information relating 
to clustering and geographic transition of specific 
crimes as well as to suggested preventive patrol as
signment to the commander of the Task Force and 
district crime coordinators. 

When the Chicago Police Department obtains its 
third generation computer, it will be possible to 
expand. the methods developed by the Operations 
Research Task Force and provide plalmers with 
necessary material to determine increasingly effective 

. deployments, Thus) within about one year, there 
should be many opportunities to test efficacy of as
.signments in the field. 
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.-
With the prospect of being able to providlll1~ 

necessary information at some future time, the 
evaluation scheme devised for the administrative 
experiment in the 14th District takes on added 
significance. One of the most important aspects of 
the quantitative measure chosen is that it allows Ii 

comparison of patrol operations in a district pursuant :~ 
to one policy with operations and policies in the same· , 
district at other times. Such comparisons made weekly 
could constitute a time series. 

apparent likelihood of arrest to a Would b " I - e cnmma 
(deterrenc~) or (3) detecting the criminal event and known by the police. Non~reporting of crun·. ' 

appreh<;ndmg the criminal. Different tactics of 
preventive patrol would alter the emph' . aSlS gIVen to 
anyone of these activities, or vary the . 

t· d . r e IS men-lone m re!erence 1 and the am· t f 
. " oun 0 non-reported 

CrIme vanes with crime type. The National 0 inion, 
Research Center of the University of Ch' p 

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

The criterion for selecting the best allocation of 
preventive patrol resources has been the probability 
of space~time coincidence. The reasons for selecting 
this measure have been stated previously. In the 
practical sense, the police are interested in whether· 
they increase arrests or whether crime does down, 
Citizens are interested in whether they are subject 
to a high risk of victimization, Within the police 
system, the preventive force should be allocated to' 
units which best reduce the victimization rate, which 
is what the public is really concerned about. Lowering 
the victimizaticm rate mayor may not involve an 
increase in arrests; but it certainly involves a decrerue 
in the amount of crime per hundred thousand of 
population (a measure of the victimization rate), 

If attention is constrained to the preventive patrol 
force, the measures of effectiveness c.enter on the! 
number of arrests and the total amount of crime, The 
police can only evaluate theh' efforts to reduce crime 
by comparing the amount of reported crime in ,a 
particular category to that of a ~omparable period. 
In sQme crime categories only one-half of the actual 

h· h h ., . manner In 
W. ·IC t e' actlvltAes are undertaken Th bI ..•. .. . e measura e 
qu:mtHlt.:s of reported crime and the n b· f 

I
, um el 0 ar-

rests resu tmg from the detection of a . . al cnmm event 
reflect the success of these activities. ' 

If preventive patrol tactics are effective in the fi t 
h •• , • rs 
eNO actIVltles, CrIme should decrease S . I , '. . uccess m tIe 
thlr~ area WIll ObVlO.usly increase the number of 
on-VIew arrests. (On-VIew arrests can arise from two 
sequences of events: detecting the crimI'nal ev t d 
'd"f- " en an 
1 cnti ymg an mdlVidual as the criminal and I . 
h' d . P acmg 

1m. un er arrest, or observing a suspicious person 
or CIrcumstance and linking the person to a criminal 
event. These sequences of events take pI . h' . ace WIt 111 
&econds or, at most, minutes of each other in the . 
t t f ' con~ 
. ex 0 an on-VIew arrest), The activities are obviously 

, lOterre1ated, A decrease in crime "'1'11 d h b . ' "re uce t e 
num er o~ ar~estsand, hopefully) increase on-vi~w 
arrests. ~~lS will reduce crime by' removing criminal~' 
from :oc.lety and by acting as a future deterrent on 
the Cl,'l~lmal or his criminal acquaintances. 

Durmg World War II, operations research workers 
• ~eeded measures of effectiveness to compare opera~ 
· tzonal perform . h h . . ance WIt t eoretlcally achievable 
, performance. In addition, measures of effectiveness 

were used to coml" d'C!' 
h l.Jare Iuerent means of attaining 
t e same ends . a . I . . ,he ex amp e concerned the opera-
t~~~~ sweep rate qsed to describe· the effectiveness 

· a I ~rent search units. Theopetational sweep rate 
• Was WrItten as: 

crimes are repo~ted to the police. A change in public, 
behavior concerning crime reports could potentially where: 

CA 
Qat> =-

NT' 

double the number of crimes known to the polic!;! - Q 
Besides the problem uf crime reporting, compari· " ;i ··0 =: operational sweep rate 

sons from one period to the other on reported crime' =: the number of enemy contacts 
must be made with seasonal adjusted data, unless a . A "" the area searched 
period is compared to the same period last year. In·· l' = ~he total time spent by the search unit 
this case, the trend must be isolated. Usually, police In area A 
manar:ement wants to learn whether a change in N= the probable number of enemy units in 
proceJure is beneficial as quickly as possible. Com·.. . the area, . 
paring pre-change and post-change' periods merely ;1 ~n using this equation everything ca b d 

ve1wd 10 000 h lcago sur-
,," , ouseholds on a nationwide b . 

asking whet1 '" tl '" aSIs) ..,.lvr le person questioned· b 
of th(:- household had been a victim oOfr a?y mdem, er'" 
tf . crIme ul'mg 

Ie past year. Fewer than one-half of the c ' 
covered b NaRC . nmes un-

. y , were reported to the p r 
Tables prmted in Crime and Its Impa t. h olh

ce
, 

the amount f . . c , s ow t at 
.• , 0 personal mJury crime reported to 

N01ZC 1S almost twice the Uniform C ' 1:) 

(UCR) ! nme .l,· .. eport 
rate prepared by the FBI Th . . e amount of 

property cnme was more than twice the DCR t 
As an exa 1 h . ra..e. 

, mp e, t e percent of cases in which police 
~ere NOT notified for robbery) aggravated assault 
Simple assault, burglary, and auto theft as 359{' 
35%, 54%, 42%, and 11 % respectively_ 0, 

iherefor~, the wealth of police statistics provides 
on y an est.lmate of the a,ctual crime rate In d 
co fid 'h' .. . crease 

7- en~~.lD t e polIce ability to solve crimes or the 
po Ice a Ihty to protect the victim from reprisal 
could substantially increase the amount r, . d 

' I ~1~0~ 
cnme. n the categorie" of robb 1 . " . ery) aggravated 
assa~ t, SImple assault, and burglary, the number of 
non~.eported cases would potenti";lly d b 
45% 3807' <u ecrease y 
• 0, /0, .42%, and 65%, respectively. 7 Thus 
Improved polIce service could cause a large '. .' 
th rIse m 

e amount of reported crime, Clearly then th 
amount of reported crime is a p' 001' m' ) e

f ffi . easure 0 
e ectlveness unless the analyst knows that the ratio 
of report~d to non~reported crime is relatively con
:~~~t. ThIS means .that deterrence is nemiy impos-

to measure dIrectly . unless survey , '1 
NaRC's SImI ar to 

are und~rtaken for this purpose. 
The reason for introducing Equation (1) , t 

pt p ~ u 0 
thO ~se a measure or effectiveness which couples 

.e 0 servables of on-view arrests and reported. crime 
w1.th t~(~ objectives of preventive· Patrol. Cons'd > 

redefimhon of Qop where 1 er a 

C = Number of on~vi!!w arrests. 
A = The areas patrolled. 

T = The total time spent by patrol units hl 
area A. 

N = The amount of report"'.,d· . " cnme during 
".J' qUIte p . 1 ' n e meaSure 

on the bas. is of reporteli crime, then, has man. ; . reClse y except N the probabl b. f 
l' ,. i enemy u' . ' e num er 0 and 

time period T in area A. 

comp lcatlOns. . ~ ; , . nIts m the area. This number w b d 
P · d' . f ' 1· .... . "atrousi tIl' as ase on reVlOUS ISCUSSlon 0 preventlVe patro assl>f~,;' .. n e Igence estimates 

that police initiative, or preventive patrol, canoc~~. 'P AI' . similar problem exis;s with cri t t' . 
, b . 1 I (1) d' h' dliile' 0 ICe len me s a lstlCS. m aSlca Iy t lree ways: re ucmg t e Imme. ,. ~··ia ' ... OW the number of reported' . h 

'I b'l' fi ,. 1 (0) . . the·: rea The '- . ,._-.. '. Crimes m t e aVal a Ilty or a cnrmna event, 4 mcreasrng ,,' .,' .amountof"actual crime h ' -. .. , owever, is not 

o 

. CA 
Q",p = NT as befqre. 

-:r:he ratio of GIN gives. an indication of the ef
fectIveness of the patrol tactics in catching . . 1 " . crunll1a s. 
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The incorporation of the area and the time of patrol 
activity shows the effect of patrol unit density. Even 
the effec.ts of reducing the immediate availability 
and increasing the apparent likelihood ·of arrest will 
appear in equation (i)-if the effects are measUl'able 
in l:ght of t1;e nat1,lrc of reported crime. A reduction 
in l'eported crime N will increase Qop~as will an 
ipcrease in the number of on-view arrests. So, the 
effects of the three activities of preventive patrol will 
increase the l)ul11bel', Qall) if the activities increase 
on-view an'ests or result in a reduction of reported 
crime. If a large shift is observed in Qup by a change 
iri preventive patrol tactics, the change is probably 
significant-even if the ratio of reported to non-

reported crime is changing. 
The exact form of QOII ,can vary depending upon 

the intended purpose of lhe measure. If different 
tactie~l for a given police district arc veing evaluated, 
no numerical value of A is necessary. If different 
districts are being compm'ed, or if Qop is being com
pared to some theoretical model of a preventive 
patrol search rate, a numerical value for A is neees
sar)'. The type of crime and the nature of patrol 'Nill 
indicate whether ,m area m.easure or a :measure of 
the miles of streets and alleys is more relevant. While 

whether Qop increased as a result of detel'rence or 
on-view arrests. Also, comparisons with large dlf· 
ferenees in the number of patrol units are suspect: 
For instance, the deterrent effect is probably not a 
linear function of the n1,tmber of preventive patrol 
1,lUitS. Suppose reported crime varied as shown In 

Figure 5-4. 
A comparison of Qnp's with T in the non-linear 

range would not necessarily shaw a difference in 
tactics per sc, but rather the effect of incrcasng the 
density of patrol un~ts. Unless Nand T arC k~ 
to vary in a Hncarinanner throughmlt a wide l'angel 

a comparison of tactics should be done only when 

the T's a"re close in value. 
The measure of effectiveness, QOII, probably should 

be applied to specific cd me categories, strong-arm 
robbery, auto theft, etc., rather than overall crlme. 
One type of preventive patrol, by nature of the time 
and place conducted, could be very effective against 
one crime type and ineffective against another crime 
type. Testing this tactic by using figures of overall 
reported crime could mask its particular 
against onc type. Of course, actions that deter bUl'gla~ 
could also deter robbers, and the additional' benefit 
would not be measured in this manner. 

It would be highly desirable to graph Qop as 
function of T (the number of patrol units n = Tit 
could also be used as a parameter where t is the time 

- the ratio measure, Qop, gives H. box score result, the 
munber should be used with a separate enumeration 
of C and N. This permits the reader to determine 

Figute5-4 : Hypothetical Relationship between Reported Crime and the 

Total Patrol Time. 
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N 
(Reported 

Crime) 

Non-Linear 
Region 

T=nt .... 
(Totai Patrol Time) 

T= nt (Toted Patrol Time) 

n = num~et':oF preventive patrol units 

t = amount of patrol time per unit 

of search for one unit) in an effort t d 'b 

d f 
. . 0 escn e the 

egree o· Improvements as a funct' f . 

Th
' Id . Ion 0 manpower 
IS cou. provide estimates of mar . . 1 d ,.' 

f 
. .. gma pro uCtlVlty 

as a U11ctlOn of the tactic and the committed. manpower already 

Preventive patrol forces also pa t" t . 

I
, r,' .,. l' IClpa·e mother 

po ICC ~unetlOns such as emergenc . . ... .. y responses fast 
reactlO11 to clvll disorders fclonl·es·' ' . I . , m progress, and 
t Ie recovery of stolen property TJ . 
stolen property is a mea~ure in' jtse~: (r~cov~ry of 

• . t I' ' . uertam ag-
grCoSlve tla 1'0 tactics which use t ffi· . 

f 
. . . .' ra 1C stops as a 

au 0 search for means 0 1l1lttatmg a personal a.nd t 
weapons are also sclf-measurin lT na I '1 
f 

. 0' me y t 1e numbet' 
o weapons confiscated. 
T~le meas~res of effectiveness discussed here deal 

specifically With preventive patrol units Th .. 
of a communit h . e cItizens 1 y, owevcr, may be less interested in 
~ Ie ~rrest to (.;:ime ratio, or the percentage increase 
In Crlmc, than 111 the victimization rate: namely, how 
many persons per hundred thousand wl'll b . t' . d' . e VIC-
l~lze .lJl a year. In the long run, preventive atrol 
Will decrease the victimization rate if Q ~ to in I 1 • 011 contmues 

. crCase. n t llS regard the ch efli t.' l' ,osen measures of 
cC.lYenCSS lor preventive patrol't . with um s are consistent 

· r a measure of effectiveness for comparing dV 
lcrent communities. ..-

· pa~~1 S~:~I~i~, this. pap~r assert~ that preventive 
ecrease cnme or mcrease on . 

arrests Th f Q -view . e use o' op provides a box' score type of 
a measure of effectiv r • oj' eness . lor these objectives . If 
p Ice management considers the recovery of st~len 
prdPer.ty, 01' the confiscation of weapons important 
en s 111 themselves, their numbers serve as th 

.m hcasures of effectiveness. If these latter act' 't' e 
ave any '1 IVI les 

res\llt t rei evance to the commission of crimes the 
. .an va ue of Q '11 fl ' op W1 re ect this relevance. 

DI~~~~~RE APPLIED TO THE 14TH 

This ~xperiment split the men assigned as b'· t 
_.UUll;er~ lUtO t £ .' ea 11 wo orces. One force was assigned to 

r-a s for service' in the same manner as pre
The other force did not receive radio as-

·,,,.ULllr.lI"O from the C .. . :conducted . ommumcatlOns Center but 
. preventive patrol Wh 1 fi :the re~po [, . en t Ie rst force 
it also- nse orce, was not answering calls for service' 

, .. ' was supposed t d ' ..\Vhile the total' 0 con uct preventive patrol. 
. peeted t . . tlll1e for preventive patrol was ex-
, • 0 l11crease. th . d' er 

~ome\lUI'tS' ,e major Iuer.ence was that 
, spent all of t1' . .... ~nd would th 6 .. ,' lelr tlll1e on preventive patrol 

· i us edexpected to be more effective. 

~ ... 

A modification of Qap was used. 

C 
Q=NT 

C was the number of patrol arrests N nu~ber of reported crimes and Twas the'total was the 
of time for preventive t I .. amount 
taken for all criminal ff~a 1'0 actIVity. Arrests were 

. 0 enses and also separated by 
enme type-as weI'. th ..' e e reports of crimes The Q 
statistIC was run for one week 'd ' T peno s. 

he total available time for preventive patrol was 
co~puted [,by multiplying the total units assignp.d for 
a wenty- our hour period by seven da s a;d b 
seve~ hours. The normal watch is ei ht ~ohr y 
prevlOUS study in the district show!t that t' b~t 
~r:o~:::, band car service.reduced the availableu~:; 

y. an average time of one hour. The f 
out of service fo' Ime k - l' answenng calls is recorded and 

eypunched on IBM cards ea h . 
dispatched. This has b c time a beat car is . . een a normal pro d Ii 
several years in Chica o. Th .' ce ure. or 
as obtained from h g e total tlll1e out of serv1ce, 
from th t ese records, was then subtracted 
• e amount of available time. In formula form: 

T = (units X, 7 h~urs X 7 days) 
- (Service time on calls) 

Table 5-1 

____ Q_Valucs for Different Crime Categories* 

Overall Serious 
criminal Robbery assault Burglary Theft 

1968 MEAN 

Miscel
Auto laneous 
theft criminal 

7S.938 61.047 270.646 40.441 66.S59 31.852. 102.229 

1969 MEAN 

84.3865'O.IS6 2 . 05.571 41.792,64.636 34.9is l1S.355 

1968 STAI>IDARD DEVIATlO~ 

14.757 64.476 177.450 20.104 29.967 21.546 22.727 

1969 STANDARD DEVIATION 

16.098 70.657 112.110 25.645 34.096 18.195 29.626 

* 1968 values are based· l' the 1969 values are based ~n a samp e s~e of 11 weeks while 
values of Q are always less ~ a sample .slZe of 12 weeks. The 
actual Q value is multiplied a: u~~ty~m th~e samples. ,The 
There are 21 degrees of freedom. y . or easier. comparIson. 
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Table 5-2 

Analysis of Change in Q Va\ues From 1968 to 1969 

t Test Change significance 

One of the-major aims of the 14th District experi. 

t 'ther l"ncrease the actual amount of ment was 0 el . ' ; 
. t 1 time or to permit longer mtervals preventive pa ro , . " " 

of time for specific units to cond~ct preventive PoJiceperiod (1969/1968) 

6 ...... ··:··················· . 
t 1 These two objectives were achIeved. In 1968) 

~oartr'/~~iX units were assigned for patrol duty every 
11 chIn 1969 this number was forty. T ... ................ " ....... . 

Table 5-5 

Calls for Service by Category in District 14 

Robbery 

34/ 31 
50/32 
51/ 41 

Serious 
assault 

33/18 
23/21 
24-/24 

Burglary Theft 

209/174 68/ 72 
194/205 59/ 53 
213/162 65/ 62 

------,~ 

Total 
Auto theft index crimes 

173/119 523/ 417 
128/168 455/ 483 
127/140 4B7/ 434-Overall crime •..••... 

Robbery .....• , ... : . 
Serious assault ....•.. 
Burglary .•.......... 

-0.8061 
0.3668 
1.0132 

-0,1335 
0.1581 

-0.3533 

None of the changes 
can be considered as 
significant at the 5 
percent level. 

t,:,entYA~~~~rr su~~;~~ting the 'amount of tim,= spent by ,< 8 ............................ . 

nme. r 'the average Ttl (3 pe • ds) 135/1Q4 80' '63 the units in responding to calls .lor ser~lce, . ._o_a ___ r_lo __ ._,_,_. _ .. _._._. ________ 1 ________________________ _ 

. '1 b'e for preventive patrol mcreased by an - ~ 
616/541 192/187 428/427 1,465/1,334 

Theft"., .• ,,······ . 
Auto theft .....• · .•.. 
Miscellaneous 

criminaL ..... ···· • -1.3903 

Thus, Q is adjusted each week if ~nusual demands 

alter the amount of time for preventIVe patT;~ 14th 
For twelve weeks in. 1969, the summer 0 e 11 

. Q puted for overa 
District experlment. was com f t theft 
crime serious assault, robbery, the t, au 0 .' 

b 
l' and miscellaneous criminal .offenses. (!hIS 

urg ary, 1 1 V rious crImes 
latter category unfortunate Y umps a.. . 
such as criminal trespass with more s~nous CrI~~~ 
such as kidnapping, treason, arson, fraud, etc.) 

d' weeks during the summer of 1968, the 
correspon mg d Th means and 
same Q values were compute. e 68 

Standard deviations for each Q category for 19 
d A Stud t's t-test was 

and 1969 were c.ompute . en . 
d to determine if significant changes occurred 

~::Veen the Q values of 1968 and 196:. :;:::: ;:~ 
summarizes these Q value results an . 
gives the results for the Student'S t-test and the F-ratlO 

tIme aval a '.1 k T bl ' 
f imately 125 hours per wee '. a e· if the ratio of reported to unreported crime decreased. average 0 approx . I . 

. tl1e comparison of preventive patro , Over the last few years, calls in Chicago from citizens 5-3 sur.mnanzes 
. T r 1968 and 1969 in terms of weekly va,~ues, have increased by nearly 10% per year. The popula-time, , • .or . d 

. f the units in 1969 were not asslgtte tion has declined slightly during the same period. Smce some 0 . h 
radio calls for certain time periods of the~r watc) • Therefore, the citizens do not appear reluctant to 
both the actual number of hours for preve~tlVe patrol " seek police action, and it seems safe to assume that 

. d well as providing unmterrupted .' the ratio of reported t.o unreported crime has not 
was lDcrease as T bI 5 4 h I 

eriods of time for preventive patrol. a e • s oW! ' decreased to any significant degree from 1968 to 
p ber of arrests per week for 1968 and 1969. The ma;or ob;ective of the experiment was to the average num r . ds "'J 

1969. For the sixth, seventh and eigh~h p~ Ice perlO ;. increase T during the experiment. With the increase 
of 1968 and 1969, the calls for ser:-Ice m t~e 14~. in T, Q would decrease in 1969 in the 14th District 
District for different crime categories are lIsted ill, if arrests did not increase, or if crime did not decrease. 

1 5 5 As mentioned earlier, the statistical test on the weekly 
Tab e -, d to headings;· 

. These categories do not all correspon . rd ~ Q values showed no significant differences between 
in Tables 5-1 and 5·2 because the. radlO call ea '; 1969 and 1968. The increase in T and the increase in 
data far miscellaneous criminal events and overall ~ reported crime-calls for service would have decreased 

. d' the same manner. The , Q I h b f . d T bi 5 4 crime were not summarize lJ;1 . ..' un ess t e num er 0 arrests mcrease. a e -
major point however, is that reported mClden~m. '~' does show an increase in arrests during 1969. This 

sed l'n itl categories used in the Q calcu1atlo~ %., increase only offset the other variables tending to 
crea d ce u" 
This does not necessarily mean that eterren ed~' decrease Q. With more time for preventive patrol 
absent since the trend might have been bdecreal~. ~ i and with an increase in criminal activity, arrests 

, h' runs a out V,~' ld b t d' Th . h The percentage increase, owever, h f' ~ ,wou e expec e t.o mcrease. e lDcrease, owever, 
in all categories except rape, auto. theft and t e t In.. : Was insufficient to demonstrate an improvement in tes;he mean values of Q for 1969 increased o;e~ the. 

. a1 f Q for 1968 in the overall cnmmal, mean v ues 0 . . 1 
b lar auto theft and miscellarieouS crimma 

urg :' The Student's t~test, however, does not 
categorIes, . , 501" fi 

ermit 'us t.o reject the hypothesis at the . -10 slgm : 
P level that no change occurred. ThIS same re 
cance. . h the Q value of 

'It holds for those categones were 
su f 1968·r short the ex-1969 was worse than that 0 ,n , 
perimenter cannot assert that t11e different proc:dur~s 
of 1969 caused either an increase or. decrease 10 t e 
Q values for 1l,~lY of the crime categorles. 

Table 5-3 
. 12 W ks in 1969 

A Comparison of Preventive Patrol.Tlme for ee 
. and 11 Weeks m 1968 

1969 ...... .. 
1968, ... " .. 
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T, average 
hours per Standard 

week deviati(;m 

1004.15 
876.74 

169,36 
67 • .16 

Minimum 
weekly 
value 

(hours) 

1331,75 
768.77 

Maximum 
w~ekly 
value 

(hollrs) 

1255.72 
981.57 

the 14th District for these three penods. . eul';; the. Q :atio. Thus, by tJ;is .~easure,. the e.xperim~nt 
From this example, it ~p~ears t?at the difli ~: 1 whIch lllcreas~d preventIve ~atrol tIme dld not Ill

. making meaningful mISSIon asslgnments f~r b :; c~ease preventive patrol effectIveness. 
l~ategic patrol made it impossible to e~plolt t ~',' If Q in the 14th District were to be compared with 
s bstantial amount of additional preventIve pal!. anothcr district, a measure of the area of patrol
s~ rt. , Nj: . such as square miles, or miles of streets and alleys
e ~he drawbacks of Q with its dependen~e o~ Q : " ~houl~ be used. In. other words, Qop, as given in 
th level of reportetl cdme, has been mentI~ne '. .~ equatIon (1) permits comparison with other districts. 
. \ 969 all other things being equal, would tncre~. ; Care must be taken if the types of crime. or the types 
m , ' !, at huildings are different. For instance) a Q.omparison 

Table 5-4 ' of Qop fqr burglary in two districts would be. doubtfu1 
A Comparison of Arrests for 12 Weeks in 1969 and ; ifall the burglaries in .one 'district were commercial 

11 Weeks in 1968 __ ; :;.and burglaries in the other district were prh:uarily 
,residentiaL A more valid comparison in this\case 

Average 
number of 
arrests per Standard 

week deviation 

Minimum MaJdn!u~,' waul?' be arrests and reported incidents of CC'm~ 
weekly ~::;: :\ ~er~lal burglaries with A limited to portions of th~ 
~ ~ ; :IstrlCts zoned for commercial property. The measure. 

__ -------~-- 42.00 ,: bf Qop holds great potential, but the analyst must 
1969 ....... ;;:i~ ~:~~ i~:gg ~ .. ()IJ,oj eWateofJtsinv.qJ19..?pplication. 
~19:68:.~ .. ~.~ .. ~. ______ ------~--~--. 

Chapter 6 describes aU aspects of the Fourteenth 
Di~trict experiment in much greater detail. 

BURGLARY AND AUTO THEFT 
IN 20TH DISTRICT 

A study Was undertaken t.o determine methods of 
improving the effectiveness of police patrols against 
auto theft and burglary. It was decided to focus on 
these crimes rather than study aU crimes amenable 
to patrol because of the short durati.on of the study. 
Auto theft and burglary were chosen because of 
their high incidenctf: The data on these two crimes 
city~wide is voluminous, so District 20 was desig~ 

nated the area of concentration, The techniques 
used in the study and the suggestions for improving 
patr.ol effectiveness in District 20 can be applied with 
suitable modification to any district in the city. 

The patrol cars currently respond to calls for 
service as well as patrol aggressively to prevent crime. 
Under consideration by the:: cpn was a split pattol 
force. The A-patrol force would be dedicated to the 
response function) and the B·force would perform 
aggressive preventive patrol., Whether performed by 
a special patrol force or.not) the purpose of preventive 
patrol is to deter crime and to apprehend offenders 
in the act. To be most effective patrols should be 
located in t!le areas where crime is likely to occur at 
the time it is likely to occur. That is, a· desirable 
distribution of patrol foce during the 1st watch may 
be a poor distribution during the 2nd watch. Good 
distribution of the force is the first consideration in 
maximizing patrol effectiveness. The second con~ 

t~,ideration is the tactics that should be employed 
while on patrol. T:!lctics include the frequency of 
patrol on specific iitreets and alleys, frequency of 
street stops, and l.ocati.on and frequency of premise 
checks. 

The characteristics of burglary and auto theft in 
District 20 were studied to improve patrol allocation 

\.and tactics against these .crimes. The study dealt with 
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the general crime problems of burglary apd auto 
theft. It did not deal with allocation of men and 
tactics against specific crime patterns. The continual 
review of cases on a day-to-day basis is necessary to 
detect crime patterns and to deploy against these 
patterns. 

District 20 is approximately three miles east to 
west and four miles north to south. It is located on 
the lake at thefar north end of Chicago. The northern 
boundary of the district is Evanston. ' 

The neighborhoods included in the district are 
Edgewater and Rogers Park in the northeast, West 
Rogers Park in the northwest, Lincoln Square in 
the southwest, and Uptown in the southeast. District 
20 is very heterogeneous in its socia-economic char
acteristics. Its inhabitants include transient workers 
in the urban renewal area of Uptown as well as 
executives living in single family dwellings in We&t 
Rogers Park, 

Uptown is the southeast corner of the district. It 
is ch!uacterized by the highest crime rate within 
the district. It has a concentration of Puerto Ricans, 
Indians and Appalachfan Whit!es. The dwelling units 
are almost exclusively two and three-story apartment 
buildings. 

Edgewater and Rogers Park, in the northeastern 
portion of the district, and Lincoln Square, in the 
southwest, cantain primarily two and three-story 
apartment buildings with zome single-family dwellings 
having a median value of $19,300 (1969). High~rise 
apattment buildings are located in Edgewater and 
Rogers Park, along the lakefront on Sheridan Road, 

West Rogers Park, in the northwest part of the 
district, is a middle class neighborhood with a median 
income of $9,000 (1960). The dwelling units are 
predominately single family residences with a median 
value of $-24,300. 

The sources of information' for the study included: 

Land use maps-for the City of Chicago. 
May 1, 1969 beat map for District 20. 
Data from CPD period tapes for all burglaries and 

auto thefts occurring in District 20 from period 8, 
1968 to period 7, 1969 inclusive. 

All case, reports for cleared an,d on-view cases from 
period 8, 1968 to period 7, 19~9 inclusive. 

All burglary and auto theft case reports for April, 
May and June, 1969. , 

Numerous discussions' with members of the police 
department. 

A study of the y,,ibulated tnde){ crimes for each of 
,the 21 districts in the city of Cblcago was conducted 
to gain insight into the general nature of crime in the 
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city and to aid in the selection of a district similar to 
District 20 to act as a control district in an experi
ment. 

The Chicago Police Annual Report 1967 yielded 
yeady totals by distdd for each index crime, and 
the Police Period Crime Summary Reports were used 
for period totals and weather data for burglary, auto 
theft and theft over $50, A later study of more de
tailed data on District 20 confirmed that these totals 
are uncorrected statistics. For example, the number L 

b ~ of ul'glaries reported is the sum of new reports of II) c: OJ 

b I h .~ :;:-
urg ary and at er crimes now reclassified as burglary, 1:1 0 0 

less the number of burglaries now reclassified as other '; ~ -£i .£ 
crimes or unfounded. Therefore, if one is interested in ' 0 .:c.E O-C 
the number of bonafide incidents in a period, the police ' ~ I- co ~,~ 
.. b d 0 00: cr F penod statlstics mUllt e a dusted. The crime levels .- N..... OJ iii 

./: ... 0 >- .... 
observed were influenced by changes in some district Ul U OJ OJ {l 
boundaries in 1968 and, more importantly, by Un· i:5 ~ e~ 0 
usual events, such as the Martin Luther King, Jr. .S 0 ~ 0 ... 
assassination or the riots in the summer of 1966. Use C c:: cr - -c .; 2:- JE g 
of the data in a statistical analysis must take unusual i ~f 0 III ,- .... J:: 

h 
!J>.t:01-V) 

events such as t es~ into account. An additional - 0 (J) OJ ,-
~ -...c: >...c: 

reservation in using these statistics to estimate the E> .... 0 I-
q.. =>00> 

level of crime is necessary since as much as one-third O! .:;; '2 .E 
of some index crimes are unreported"S Q) 'J: e ~ .g 

~ g v, 0 0 
The yearly statistics showed that a district wit!La -8,... .. ~ ~ ~ 

high incidence per 1,000 residents of one index crime f! 00 c "'0 "0 QJ OJ 
usually has a high incidence per 1,000 residents of .s $ 0 li .:;; to 
other index crimes. The on~y exception is theft over f! ~ 0 ~ ..6 
$50, which is more independent of the other crimes, :.1 'is g ~ I.: e 
The high correlation of index crimes supports the ro" 8...9 :5 ,~ 
widely heid belief that crime rates are dependent on ~ 8 E> 8 I.!.. 

..... o=>._c 
the socio-economic conditions of a neighborhood. .... .. <XI t; .-

or- 4::S:: 
Another conclusion supported by the high cor· ~ ~ ~ .E ~ 

relation of index crimes is that offenders generally .... 0.. 0 II>...c: 
( .g!il~:g: do not travel long distances to commit crimes. j c.:::: Q) ,- ,-

, tV L.. 0.-
offenders traveled out~ide of their districts to commit' - 0 0 "'0 ..: "0,0 c: ,-
crimes, we would expect a district high in one crime ~ .E ~ ~ ID 
category to be low in another. -: ro :: 0 I:i 

The period statistics were examined for long ,t~r!ll 0 LQ -0 8.$ ~ 
and yearly periodic. trends. In additiont the COlc

1
" rl, 

relation by period of the various districts wiili~t~~ • '>""~~ " 
other was studied. " >',~' /t, , 

------------~--w--____ .. 
69'9 
69'S 
69'" 
69'1; 
69'Z 
69', 
89'& , 
89'Z' 
89'lf 
B9'Ol' 
89'6 
B9'S 
89'L 
89'9 
89'S i 
89'1' 'I 

89'& 
89'Z 
89" 
L9'&1 
.L9'Zl 
L9'f'r 
1-9 'Of 
L9'6 
L9'S 
1-9'L 
L9'I
L9'9 
19'5 
1-9'1' 
1-9 of. 
1-9'Z 
1-9', 
99'& I 
99'(; f 
99', I 
99'0 J 
99'6 
99'S 
99'L 
99'9 
99'S 
99'1' 
99'& 
9<J'Z 
99'J 
S'('f./ 
S9'C; f 
S9'II 
S9'O! 
S9'6 
$9'8 
S9'L 
S9'9 
S9'S 
S9'I' 
SS"& 
S9'~ 
S9'J 
YS"Zl 
Y9'!1 

v9'O I 
Jr9'6 
1'9'S 
W'l 
1>"9'9 

The city statistics are dominated by a few hIgh " -
crime districts. While the city shows an increase in : ' 
burglary from 1965 to 1969, this increase is accounted " ' 
for by only five districts. Half the districts show a , 
decline and District 20 shows the greatest decline
(See Figure 5-5) Auto theft and theft over $50 shOli ; ~ 

~~'----?I---~'f--~q---~~--~~--~ __ ~~ __ -j~ __ ~ ____ 1-____ ~V~9~'S~ ~ Jg g ~ 0 0 1'9'1' 
,. ,.. '(\I C'.I ~ ~ !2 ~ g ~ ;g g:j 0 .loa),. 

an inctea~e over the city but for these crimeS the ~' 
change is more uniform from district to distrfc~ ~I 
Burgla~"y is not seasonal, while auto theft and theft over; 
$50 are quite seasonal, reaching a peak in the suJlllllei, , 

~ 
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'Nith respect to burglary, District 19 (to the im
mediate south of District 20) seemed most like Dis
trict 20 in that, if the level of burglary in one is high, 
the level in the other tends to be high also. However 
the correspondence was not strong enough to use 
District 19 as a control district. 

In the yea,t' studied (period 8, 1968, to period 7, 
1969), there were 1,858 burglaries. On the case re
ports each burglary is classified by type of premise. 
AU burglaries were placed into one of thre<:f groups: 

1,140 Residential or residential garage. 
592 Commercial. 
126 Miscellaneous (including schools, churches, 

officers, and warehouses). 

1,858 

Residential and commercial burglaries were studied 
separately because their characteristics differ, and the 
use of patrol against the two should be different. 

The offenders in burglary incidents can be placed in 
three general categories: dope addicts, youths, and 
professionals. The severity of a residential burglary 
is probably greater than that of a commercial bur
glary. However, commercial burglary seems more 
amenable to patrol than does residential. In terms of 
economic loss, the average loss in a residential inci
dent was $461, while the average loss in a commercial 
incident w~s $343. Moreover, the personal loss in a 
residential burglary is usually greater than the 
economic loss beca,use many items that are stolen are 
irreplaceable because of their personal and senti~ 
mental nature. The psychological effect on the victim 
is also greater in residential incidents. Having one's 
home invaded probably causeS more anxiety and 
makes a more lasting impression than having a 
business burglarized. 

Patrol against commercial burglarie~' is easier 
because there are about 35 miles of commercial 
property with 592 burglaries, or about 17 com
mercial incidents Per linear mile per year, while 
there are about 150 linear miles of residential prop
erty with only 7M residential incidents per linear mile 
per yeal;. Therefore, the opportunity for a patrol car to 
detect a residential burglary in the same distance 
traveled is less because the burglary density per 
linear mile is less. Moreover, many residential bur~ 
glades occur ab-:we the ground level, with no signs 
of the burglar/visible from the street. On the other 
hand, most commercial burglaries occur at ground 

,level withl/igns of forced entry making them more 
detectable by a police patrol. 

Assuming that during the year the' police did not 
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abandon residential patrol, they were far mote 
effective in making detections of commercial bur
glaries than resident.ial. The police detected 17 bur
glaries during routine patrol. All 17 of these were 
commercial incidents even though there were twice 
as many residential burglaries as commercial bur
glaries. 

Commercial burglary seems to be amenable to 
patrol activity because signs of the burglary are 
frequently visible to patrol vehicles. To increase the .~ 
effectiveness of patrol against commercial burglary, , 
patrol units should be located where the crime is 
most likely to occur. The precise effect of increased n 
patrol on the level of crime is unknown and could be .'1 

the object of experimentation. However, it seems 
reasonable to assume that increased patrol will deter 
crime. This is supported by the observation in District !I 

20 that the incidence of crime in a four-block radius' r 
surrounding the District 20 headquarters is among 
the lowest in the district. 

Patrol against commercial burglary is primarily 
the responsibility of the 1st and 3rd watches. The 
breakdown is time of day of the 592 commercial 
burglaries studied is: 

337 Night 
43 Day 

212 Unknown 

Increased patrol will also increase the chance of 
detecting a burglary in progress. In the year studied 
there were 17 patrol detections of commercial bur, 
glaries. Eight of these were detections of burglaries 
in progress of which six resulted in an immediate 
arrest. It is difficult to determine the exact time of a 
commercial burglary because ouly about 3 percent 'i 
of commercial burglaries are detected in progress. In 
most cases, the burglary is detected by the owner ot 
an employee upon opening the establishment in the 
morning. ~. 

The definition used here for a patrol detection is ~ 
that a .unit detected an unreported burglary while; ;1 
on routme patrol. . . 41 

Figure 5-6 shows the southeast part of a plOt.Qfl :~ 
day residential burglaries. The plot of 'commerct~; j 
incidents showed a concentration of burglaries 11 I 
Devon l Broadway and Lawrence west of Ravenswooff f 
Burglary incidence was concentrated on these stre~tl .1';. 

even though heavy concentrations of commerJi~ : 
property also exist on Lincoln, Western, Clarkl/n.d ;: 
Howard. (The complete set of plots generated in,{!lUs ~ 
study were given to. the Chicago Police Depat renl ;. 
as a supplement to this report,) I. I. 

The ri,k of bmgl.'l' v ... ie' ,ignilicandy by pf i 
Ii ... , r t d 

" If~, 

Figure 5-6: Computer PI Sh 
Burglaries. ot OWing Location and Number of Di"'yl'lght, 

.. Residential 

To determine the streets Which e . 
commerc.iaJ burglaries a pro xPdenenjced unusual concentrcltions of 

f " I gram was eVe oped t I h I o crrme In District 20 A 'I bl 0 P ot t e oca·lton 
the location of each i~cid::t: a The ~n th~ pe~iod ta~eiof the c;pi) is 
coordinate and E-W coo d· t : oca~,on IS speCIf,ed by a N.·S 
sixths and the number o/j~~~d e. ,ach CIty. brock was divided irlto 
plt:>tted. A transparent oveda en7 rh, each SIxth of a brock was 
names was used with the plot. y s lOWing the main streets and street 
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type. The nu~ber of burglaries of each premise type 
waS divided by the total number of these premises in 
District 20, as shown in the yellow pages, yielding 
the following: 

Table 5-6 

Chance of Premise Being Burglarized 

Establishment Percent 

Tavern or liquor store ...•..........•.....• 
Restaurant .........•.... , .............. . 
Gas station ...•........•.......•...•....• 
Laundromat ....•........ , ......•......•. 
Supermarket ...................•.....•... 
Cleaning store ....•....•.................. 
Church •.•......•............ , •.•....... 

26 
23 
22 
17 
15 
12 
16 

Therefore, on the average, 26 per cent of the 
taverns and liquor stores in District 20 are bur
glarized every year. This suggests that patrolmen 
check taverns, liquor stores, restaurants and gas 
stations. 

Another tactic which could be used to reduce 
commercial burglaries is more active patrol of alleys 
behind commercial property between the hours of 
1800 and 0600. Table 5-7 shows the point of entry 
and exit in the 146 commercial burglary incidents 
in April, May and June, 1969. 

Assume the detectability of a rear entrance is the 
same as a front entrance. Approximately the same 
number of entrances are made in the rear as in the 
front and almost twice as malilY exits are made in the 
rear. Therefore, there is a gre:ater chance of detecting 
burglaries after commission by patrol in the rear 
and an equal chance of detecting a burglary in 
progress through patrol in the rear. However, of the 

Table 5-7 

Entries and Exits for Commercial Burglaries 

Point of entry Percent Point of exit Percent 

Rear door ..••...... 24 Rear doo)' ......... 36 
Rear window ..•.... 8 Rear window ...... 5 
Front door ..•.....•. 23 Front door .......•. 19 
Front window .•.. '" '3 Front window ...... 3 
Side door ........... 4: Side door .......... 4: 
Side window •..•.... 6 Side window ..... , . 3 
Roof or skylight. .... 5 Roof or skylight .... 3 
Basement .•....•.... 3 Basement. .•....... 3 
Other ...•.......... 7 Other ........... " 6 
Unknown ••...• , ..•. 9 Unknown .......... 11 
Docs not apply ..•. , • 5 Does not apply ... ,. 7 

TotaL ......•.•.• 100 TotaL .....•.... 100 
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17 commercial incidents detected by patrol, 11 were 
detected in the front and only three were detected 
in the rear. In the remainin<t three cases, the point 
of detection couldn't be determined from the narra
tive. This indicates that, at present, patrol is heavier 
in front. 

After an examination of commercial propel'ty in 
District 20, the assumption that detection Cml be 
made as readily in the rear as the front seems reason. 
able. In general:1 the lighting is liot as good on the 
alley side of commercial property as on thf~ street 
side. However, commercial buildings abut on the 1,1.· 

alley Or have a lparking and loading area in the rear. 

Auto headlights; or a spotlight afford good visibility il','"",: 

of rear doors and windows. Usually a vehicle cim ,! ' 
drive very dose to the doors and windows for added ~ 
visibility. ~ 

Since more exits occur in the rear than the front, " 
suspicious persons or vehicles are more likely detected 
in the rear than the front. 

There are specific signs of burglary the experienced 
police officer seeks; broken glass, open doors or 
windows, unusual sounds; lights on when they are 
usually off, or lights off when they are usually on. 
The~e are obvious clues. In checking a premise from 
his vehicle or on foot, the officer can spotlight door 
locks and window ledges to dctect pulled locks or 
pry marks. 

Residential Burglary 

'; 

Point of entry 70 percent of the residential burglaries occurred 
in apartments and 30 percent occurred in single 
family dwellings. The times of occurrence of the 
1,140 residential burglaries were: 

Front door 
Front wind~~' ..•... 
Rear door ....... 

641 
··:263 

236 

Day 
Night 
Unknown 

, Rear wind~~ ....•.. 
, Side door Or ........ 

window 
, , Basement ••.•. 

Other ........... .. 
Unlmow~""""" . 

; ......... . 
Total ---- .......... ". 

Percent Point of exit Percent 

35 Front door 
7 Rear door········· 38 

25 Basement. : .•.•.... 30 

4 Side door 0; ....... 6 

7 
o window .......... 4 

ther 
6 Unkn~\~~"""'" . 15 

9 
.......... 7 

7 Total ......... , . 100 

100 

The daylight burglaries occur in both apartments 
and single family dwellings. Night time burglaries. 
concentrated"iil single family dwellings. :rhe shift in 
location of day and night residential burglaries can . -----:-~-__ -_--_---=== 
be seen in our plots of day residential burglaries Location of victim at Percent 
(partly shown in Figure 5-6). The high incidence of __ time of the crime 

day burglaries between Sheridan Road and Broadway. -;=:-----------_~ __ _ 
contrasts with a low incidence of night burglariel i • ~i:~g .......... " ....... . 
in this area. In the same plot for th~ entire district, •• ~:~ Ofho~s~'(~iS~~ll~~~~~)" 
an increase in the incidence of night burglaries can.j: Shop~~e ................. : : 
be seen in the single family dwelling units in the • • Out of t~~'d ............... . 

39 
16 
14 
13 
11 
7 northwest part of the district. . ........ < ••••••• 

The point of entry, point of exit, and location d ~~ Total, ',',............ 100 
---,,--,--.:..:..:,.~:~-

Table 5-9 
Burglaries in High-Rise Apartments 

by Floor 

Floor Percent 

I. ...... 

FiJi. iF!!!!.;;;:;;; 
7 ................... .. 

~:::::::: ::::::::::: : ::::: : 
10 ... <I.: .............. . 

12 
23 
24 
13 
12 
3 
o 
3 
3 
3 11 or high~; ......... .. 

" .............. . 4 .' 
Total . ····.e .... 100 

likelihood of detectin a r' . 
progre.~s is much less tl~an thee~:~el~lal d burglary. in 
a commercial burglary P tie I 00 of detectmg 
dential property is t' a ro of alleys behind resi-
. no recommended Th . 'b' . 
IS restricted ;n m t . • e VISI IlIty 
buildings are· loca~:d ~ases. ~he dista~c~ residential 
and usual! ara rom t e alley lImIts visibility 
. h y g ges or shrubber)7 obstruct th l' ' qt. e~cl 

AUTO THRIfT IN CHICAGO 

The number of incidencs of . 
high as for bur lar auto theft IS almost as 
1,602 incidents ~f a~~oI~h:~: i~e~ st~died there were 
two general catego' f stnct 20. There are 

nes 0 auto thie '. 
teenagers and professio l' ves, JOYrIding 
the stolen autos in th n~ s .. NInety-three perCellt of 
S. e CIty' m 1968 v 

mce professionals usuall c . . ' ere recovered. 
dispose of them out f Y annrbahze the autos or 

o state it is hI sume that most reco d' reasona e to as-
. vere autos V'ere t lb' rrders. Y s 0 en y JOY-

According to the auto theft sec i 
division, appri)ximatel 40 t on of the detective 
t I -. Y percent of all 

s 0 e~ were SiC!t;;l~ with the ke . . ~~tos 
In DIstrict 20 the foIl' y left In the 19mbon. 

, OWIng Was found - d' 
1,602 incidents of auto theft' tl ~egar ulg the 

III le year studied. 
420 With key in ignition. 
53 Without key. 

1,129 Unknown. 

Therefore at least 25 percent of 
were stolen with the ke 1 f:' h' t~~ autos stolen 

It is yet In t e IgmtlOn. 
M " suggested that Regulation, 27-268 f h 

umclpal Code of Chic bot e 
requires that the key h ago e enfor.ced. This law 
f e removed from th ' .. 

o an unattended motor v h' 1 r· '. • e Igmtion 
e IC e. t IS belIeved that 
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enforcement by traffic officers on three-wheeled 
motorcycles would be easy. 

Consideration should also be given to empowering 
meter maids to enforce"this law. It seems that people 
would be more likel)f to leave the key in the ignition 
on a commercial street where the car will be unat
tended for 5 to 60 minutes than on a residential 
street. Therefore meter maids would be especially 
effective hi enforcement. In response to a request, a 
survey was taken by meter maids throu!:.'l1out the 
City. In the areas they normally work, they counted 
the number of vehicles in a block and counted the 
number with keys in the ignition. Of 4,352 vehicles 
checked, 3}t2' percent were unattended with the key 
in the ignition. 

There is evidence that the steering column locks 
have reduced theft of autos. With steering column 
locks joyriding should be deterred. However, these 
locks will be ineffective if individuals continue to 
leave the key in the ignition of the car. 

The greatest opportunity for apprehending an 
auto thief exists in the hours immediately after the 
theft and, frequently, before the vehicle has been 
reported stole!l. To aid in this apprehension process, 
consideration should be given to a direct access 
terminal to the computerized auto registration file 
in Springfield, Illinois. In this way the owner of a 
vehicle could be determined in minute;;, At present, 
it may take several hours to check an autoregistra~ 
tion. 

Rapid access to auto registrations encourages of
ficers to use the file in street stops or at the time of 
issuing a traffic citation. This terminal would also 
avoid the delay in acquiring new registrations at the 
beginning of each year, since the registration would 
be available to the police department as soon as they 
were issued in Springfidd. The cost and benefits of 
a direct access terminal or some other system of rapid 
retrieval has not been carefully studied but it is sug
gested for further consideration by the CPD. 

In District 20 the areas of highest incidence of auto 
theft were along the sm.Ithern portion of the district 
south of Foster and along the corridor between Sheri
dan Road amI Broadway from Foster north to Devon. 
(Plots of the location of iiuto thefts and auto thefts 
with the key in the ignition were presented as a sup~ 
plement to this report.) 

Proposed Experiments 

.Four experiments are proposed to test the con
clUSIons of our study and to study the effect of patrol 
ofthe level of crime. 
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A second method of analysis is to designate a dis
trict that is similar in the numbers of crimes each 
period as a control district.' While the Town Hall 
(l9th. District) 'is most similar to the 20th in that 
there is the same long term downward trend and the 
peaks and valley tend to be similar (See Figure 5-7), 
there is still much difference between the two. 

A more detailed description of the crime level 
would have to make assumptionfi about the nature 
of crime and take other di;lta into considerution. This 
approach may be made necessary by the fact that 
periods of high crhne levels tend to be followed by 
similar periods and likewise for periods of low ctline 
levels. Unusual events, such as riots, and the fact that 
the data are obtained by subtracing reclassifications 
as well as counting incidents, would both tend to 
create high levels of crime followed by low levels and 
vice versa. The observable tendency of crime levels 
to persist renders the normal statistical protedures 
invalid and indicates that some undefined process 
is at worle. 

Other measures of patrol effectiveness are the ratio 
of detections of crimes by the police to the number of 
reported crimes or the ratio of crimes cleared by ar
rest to the number of reported crimes. Since police 
patrqi has two functions, detection and detcrence, 
these measures of effectivenes!<nieasure only part of 
the patrol function, namely det'ection. T_hey bave the 
advantage of not being rendered invalid if the reported 
crime increases due to better police work. 

Improvem~l1t in the CPD 

A ,direct access auto registra~:;n file 'should be 
maintained comparable to the pre~ent HOT file. 
Rapid availability of auto registrations would aid in 
apprehending auto theives through s'treet, stops. 
Officers would be encouraged to routinely check 
registrations when issuing a traffic citation. A ter
'minal with direct access to the auto registration file 
in Springfield should be considered. This would 
obviate the delay in the CPD obtaining new regist!').
tions from Springfield. 

A random access stolen property file should be 
considered. This file would aid detectives in checking 
'property believed to be stolen. By keying into the 
system a description or serial number of the property, 
the file would be checked for stolen property matching 
the description or bearing the designated, serial 
number. 

Plots of the location of crime similar to Figure 5-6 
could be generated by computers for any district or 
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beat, for any crime or combination of crimes and (~\ . 
any time period. It is believed that these would aid\ 
in understanding the crime problem of a district. The'~ 
commander or tactical unit could allocate men more 
effectively. 

The cost and benefits of an expanded Manage. 
ment Information System should be considered by'''' 

. the CPD. 
Consideration also should be given to using secre. 

taries and clerks to perform many of the tasks now" 
performed by police officers. Many times, these highly " 
trained and highly paid police officers perform tasks,.; 
which could be ddne equaUy well or better by lower. ;" 
paid personnel. Utilization of the investigative skills ,J 
of a detective would be increased if a secretary typed' it 
his case reports. To save the time of writing, a dicta· ft 
phone might be made available or a portable reo U 
cording device used at the scene of an investigation .~ 
to make notes that would become the supplementary,~t 
r, eport. Portable recorders are relatively inexpensive, ir 
costing less than $100. '~1 

Use of forecasting models to pred£ct calls for Ser· 'It' 
vice and incidepce of crime should improve the al. ;, 
location of the patrol force and the ge,ne:al effective· i 
ness of the CPD. These forecasts should be made, al tl 
least, for each eight~hour watch. An area may have ~ 

a relatively high incidence of crime on one watch and 'I'" 

a relatively low incidence on another. This was 7' 
noted in the incidence of residential burglaries. The ,~', 
separate forecasting of calls for service and crime ~ 
incidence is particularly useful with a split force for ,f.! 
response and prevention. I 'j , 

... 
<II 

...(J 
E 
::> 

Z 

Figure 5-8: F' t hCh 
Irs ypot eticol relationship between po'tro! 

ond crime feve/s o 

Th~ forecasts should be broken down further by" 
type of call. Knowing the average time required to , • 
to service each t,).'1ic of call enables one to determine ,\, 
fairly accurately the workload 'in an area. The work· ~ 
load then determines the number of men required ~ 
in the response force. The area of forecast might be ;~ 
the are?' of command of one segeant. The sergeant .. i 
would then disperse the men within the area, d~ i~ 
pending on the type bf preventive p'atrol needed. ~. '-IN~o~.-o~ffFR~a~tr~o~,IiU~n::-i t:s--------------

lyfode1~ of the effect 5!f patrol activity on criJlW 11: (~~al effectiveness of each unit increaJ,;es to a oint 
might be studied by mathematical teclmiques and~ ) before the marginal effectiveness begins t; de-
experimentation. It is important to know the effect :., cl(ase in Figure ,5-9. 
of patrol activity on crime levels so that the preventil'e r!l' 
patrol can, be allocated most effectively. One ~~ l R 
mathenlatical model is discussed in the folloil'1~r I ,OBBERY IN THE SECOND in STRICT 
technical section. This type of functiqnal relationshiP !.l 
between intensity of patrol and crime levels is replt· •. hi The Second Police District has expel" d ' 

. . '.. 'gh' . d . Ience avery 
ilented by the graph 111. F1gure 5-8. " 1 ~ b l.ncl elice of both armed and t 

Another possible relationship is depicted by the r t~ berles for the past several years T~ ro;g-armed 
next graph. In this model, crime again decreases Ii ;,'. ~. robberie, s is such that the Second D' 'st ~ req~ency 

.oiar '" !or ab " I nct accounts 
the number of patrol units increases, but the J!l ~ :. " out-ohe a,nd· one-half, tI'mes the n b ,: " ' .. " ~, , um er Occur-

"'V 

r:g ~n t?e. ~ext highest district in the city Tbi 
,~/~~IC SltuatIon prompted the chief of the Patro; 
F IVlSlOn t~ request the Operations Research Task 

°d
rce

. to hend whateve,r assistance possibl~ toward 
re ucmg t em' t d f . .. ,agm u e 0 the robbery problem The 
lUvltatl0? Was readily accepted, not only to co' b 
t~e spec1fic problem of robbery in the Second ~.at. 

,tnct but a.Is.o because of the potential of ' enerali . IS~ 
a~y promlSlng results to the reduction ~f aU st

lUg 

cnme occurring anywhere withi l' reet 
center. n a arge urban 

The Second District is the most densely , 1 d . ,popu ate 
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Figure 5- 9 ; Second Hypothetical 
RelationshIp between Patrol and Crime Levels. Figure 5-110 : Pol ice Response Flow Diagram 
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~?BBERY COMMITTEDt-1 - ........... 1 ROBBERY DETECTED I t----I .... ,-P_O_L_IC_E_N_O_T_IF_IE_D.."j 

CASE REPORT TAKEN ...... ---1 POLICE ARRIVE ..... --fPOLICE DISPATCHED 

jETECTIVES NOTIFIEDHDETECTIVE ACTION INlTlATEDHpROGRESS REPORTI 

I / :t sergeants) and 464 patrolmen. These figures include 
<,~t all officers, vice detectiveS', tactical unit personel and 
.. detail personnel. This number is higher than that 
,,' 

i 

of any other district in the city. For comparison, the 
second largest city police department in Illinois, 
Peoria, has- 188 police officers. 

A better understanding of the deployment of 
;. police within the Second District may be had from 

studying the vyork shifts. At 2300 hours, one-half 
of the first watch patrol complement reports for roll 
call followed at 2400 hours by the remaining half. The 

. ' second and third watches report at 0700, 0800 and 
1500, 1600 hours respectively, Second and third 
watch power shifts report at 1000 hours and 1800 
hours respectively. Power shifts are patr<?l comple
ments which allow assignment of beat cars to every 
one of the district's thirty motorized beats, In ad
dition, there are three umbrella (single street) beats, 
five squadrols, five sergeants, two vice cars, and one 
field lieutenant assigned to all three watches. 

The Second District employs two tactical teams, 
one reporting at 1000 hours and the other at 1800 
hours for exclusive preventive patrol. The special 
employment' teams are ).ltilized from 1700 to 0100 

., hours in the second district. The First Area Task 
Force pr(!ventive patrol personnel are often assigned 
within the bO).lndaries of the second district becau$e 
of the high crime rate, * Thus, there may be five 
district teams, plus the Task Force, patrolling the 

of detection can be conside&d synonomous, with the 
commission of the robbery. 

Assuming the police do not witness the robbery, a 
finite interval will elapse before they are notified. 
The notifications may be effected by telephone or 
by hailing a passing police car. 

The telephone call from the victim is switched 
automatically to the appropriate zone operator who 
dispatches the nearest available beat car to the scene. 

Depending upon the distance to be traveled and 
existing traffic conditions, a variable time internal 
will elapse before the police actually arrive at the 
robbery scene or the physical location of the victim. 

The investigating officer will interview the victim 
and complete a Robbery Case Report. If a reasonably 
detailed description of the offender(s) can be ob
tained and a relatively short time has elapsed~ a 
"Flash" message may be sent over the police ;rapio _ 
netWQrk. Depending upon· these and other charac~ 
teristics of the robbery, hot seaTch procedures may be 
initiated. In the Second District it has been the prac
tice to' reconnoiter the immediate vicinity with the 
victim to see if the offender(s) can be observed. 

At some point in time following the arrival of the 
beat car, the detective division will be notified of the 
robbery and its details. 

No. of Patrol Units . ·Second Disu:ict d~ring. the third watch, 
, ' th Second DJs, ' A nine-block flow diagram depicts the relationship 

Detective action is formally initiated following 
notification by the patrol division police officer. 
Usually an interview with the victim and any wit
nesses wm be made by the assigned detective. A 
suspense date is assigned for completion of the de~ 
tective investigation, . 'th 154831 people living in 

district in ChIcago, WI .' o the 1967 Annual 
4 313 square miles, accordmg t f 

. " This is an average 0 
Report or the Departmen:

iles 
as compared to the 

"'8217 :neonle per square >.. , 'f h 
v, f ,1" A ' , f 15318 per square mile. 0 t e 
City-wide aver~ge o. .'cts in the city, the Second 
twenty-one pol.lce. dlstn 1 ti n and nineteenth in 

ks fourteenth In popu a 0 nl 
ran Th the Second District accounts for 0 y 
area. us, . d'1 901 of the 
445% of the City's IlopulatlOn an , . 0'0, . r:Jox 

'. Or a but contributes 8.6% of the CltYS;l?
OI,tiS a e 13901 r the citis total Tobbe1'lcs. In 
crunes and - . /0 0 
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1967 there were 2,553 robbenes In e . d 'n rob- ,o[significant time events of police response following 
trl'ct ,"h'lle the Third District ranked secon 1 . ,. " arobbery. (Flgure 5~1O). 
beries accounting for"'I,696. , the tech- ~ In most instances of robberYI the victim himself 

Ini~ial analysis by OR TF ,was to sura"eYrehending 'set\' 'T • d' . h 

niq~es for preventing robbenes and/or PPh d to an ,I,' es as the (,eteciJon eVlce, except In t ose cases 
.' tt tion was attac e , ~ where he is umi.ble to. notify anyone. If he 0.1' some 

offenders. Particular a ~ d Preventive ',' other l,Jerson is unable to. notify the police directly, 
nd"'rstanding of ReactIVe Forc.e ~n '" ' . b 

u " . h S cond Dlstnct. :c,'.'., =-,:\d,era,Ie delay could result. Otherwise the time 
Force procedures In tee . d t tn Second 

There are 506 police officers asslgne 
0 d' ',three 

, d' t . t cornman er, 
District inclu~ing the lS. rlC) . lieutenants, 32' '~'l" " """ ~"-
watch. copirnanders (cap tams , SIX f Ie 'lrStArea inclil~esbjstricts 2,21 and 1. 

i,' II" ';1 1 . \1 
~ 

After the prescribed period for investigation has 
elapsed (us).lally seven days), the detective must 
submit the results of his investigation in the form of 
a: supplementary report, which reco.mmends that the 
case be closed or request additional time for con~ 
tinuing the investigatio? 

Xf at any point in the investigation an arrest or 
other type of clearance is made~ the sequence is 
termh.tatedexcept for court appearance, 
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Methodolo!?y of the ORTF 

The initial effort was directed toward describing 
the robbery problem in greater detail so that effort 
could then be specifically directed toward the more 
promising areas of endeavor. Not only did this ap
proach prove effective in identifying the promising 
area~; but also the detailed, unequivocal description 
of the characteristics of these crimes proved useful 
in itself. These descriptive statistics help~d dispell 
what could be called the "myths" concerning the 
nature of the robbery problem. For instance, it was 
a common belief among the police officers that the 
overwhelming majority of the robberies occurred in 
locations not amenable to street patrol. The detailed 
statistics indicated that approximately 65 percent 
of the robberies actually took place on the open street. 

The specific data elements which were identified 
as pertinent to the robbery study are enumerated 

below: 

A. Record document number. 
B. Street address and rectilinear coordinates 

of place of occurrence. 
C. Beat of occurrence. 
D. Day of week. 
E. Date. 
F. Time. 
G. Time police Communications Center was 

notified. 
H. Time beat car was dispatched. 
1. Time beat car arrived to interview victim(s) 

and witness(es). 
J. TiI}1e Detective Division was notified. 

K. Time assigned. 
L. Dollar value of the articles (or cash) taken 

from the victim(s). 
M. Number of offender(s) participating in each 

robbery and victim(s). 
N. Race(s) or offender(s) and victim(s). 
O. Sex(es) of offender(s) and victim(s). 
P. Estimates age(s) of offender(s) and 

victim(s). 
Q. Number arrested. 
R. If arrest(s) were made, the branch of the 

Department which the arrest; for example, 

beat car, taskforce, detective. 
S. Type of arrest; for example, on view, re-

sult of flash message. 
T. Arrest delay time from occurrence. 
U. Location of the robbery, whether street, 

vehicle, business, or residence. 
V. Armed or strong-armed. 
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W. If armed robbery, type of weapon em· 

ployed. 
X. If arrest wa:s not made, type of escape; such 

~' . 

as foot, private vehicle, taxi. 
Y. Whether or not the victim(s) required medical 

treatment, 
Z. Whether or not the victim(s) had been 

drinking. 
AA Occupational status of the victim(s). 
BB. The type of occupation of the victim(s) if 

related to the robbery; for instance, news· 

boy, insurance collector. 

.... 

" 

25 

Source documents for the above data were the 
Robbery Case Report, the Supplemental (Detective) ~;: 
Report, and' the Record Document card filled out ;~; III 20 .!!! 
at the Communication Center. ; Q; 

All of the data elements identified in the previous; 'i 1l 
section were punched onto a standard 80-column; t Jl 
IBM card. A coding form was prepared to facilitate;' '0 
the recording of data from the sourc\:!' elements. . Q; , " ..0 

After keypunching, a reasonably complete data,',' E 

base was available for computerized analysis, The ~ Z 
statistical program library at Northwestern Uill.: 
versity's Vogelback Computing Center was utilized: • 
to produce the usual statistical outputs such as mean.\ 1, ' 
standard deviations, cross classifications and to con"~ . 
duct multiple discriminant analysis. In additio~;"~ 
graphical output for histograms was obtained. 

The final sample came to 418 robberies, of wbich ~~, 
232 were armed robberies and 175 strong-arm ro~; • 
beries. There were eleven cases in which this armed- f . 5 
strong-arm dichotomy was not entered. In this caSt, 
as in all others in the study, the "good" responses wert " 

used as a 100% sample.' 
Saturday showed the highest frequency of rO~ ; , 

Sunday 
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Figure 5-11 : Frequency of Robberi b • 
Second Police District-Chicago, es y Time of Day and Day of V/~ek 

February and Iv\arch 1969 
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. Saturday 

beries, follow~d by Sunday and Friday; 60% of tlit " 
robberies were committed on these three days,tel: ' 
from midnight Thursday to midnight Sunday. Tue>'~ : ~600 and 2000 hours. The four-hour period 1600 
days and Monday~ had the least number of rol; 7 tODD hours had a higher frequency th to 

b 

. . ' lOur con . an any other 
enes: 30 and 34 respectively. ; b - secutlVe-hour period. Over 2507" f· 1 

T1 
bb 

. d be' er of robb . . 10 0 .ota num-

Beat 219 with twenty robberies in its fi 
blocks was particularly d ve square 
south line th . angerous. On the north-
of the distri:t r~~t~er~es ~Iustered tow~r~ the center 
43rd St t d hIgh concentratlOn between le ,greatest nUll}.rer of ro enes occurre , . 'f enes occurred during these fi 'I 

7 

. .r .' d . . '"" • requency f bb . oJ,lr lours. The 
tween and 8 p,m.~'an mldmght and 1 a.m. 1" '. th 0 ro enes for four-hour ~. d h 

h b ~· t\' e week' h pe.lO strough 
ours, etween 6 and 8 a.m. had the lowest frequen, i " . IS S own in Figure 5-11. Th~ first f, 

of robbo,;'" Only 'ii<.,robbo';o, ooou""d during 'h<', ~ S'tu,d,¥", midnight to 4 • m h d thOU' hoo., 

ree an 55th Street. Washington Park 
the m(lst robbery-free area h' 1 ' . was 

b
.. ' avmg on y nme b 

enes on Its two b t S.. ro -ea s. mce thIS study . 
robberies during the c ld exammed o.dy mo,ning bou". • • ""u'"'Y (26 mbbo"",). ..• 0 g,,,,,t,,,, 

There w, ere 115 robberies between midnight 311 ~ ,t Geographically, the robberies d 

0800 h b 
600 h 

Ul\' oward th occurre more 
ours, 126 etween 0800 hours and 1 o. :F" e west than the east side f tl d' . . " .' S' -crI lVe of th . b' 0 le Istnct 

and 181 between 1600 and mld,mght. ,lxty ; d' e SIX eats WIth over twenty bb" . . 1 '.",' ,',a uacent t S ro enes were 

March when f, 10 months of February and 
. ew peop e are found in the' k h' 
IS not a surprising result. par , t IS 

cJe~~~ ~~c~~:e ::;~~e~~~~ t(t; Second District shows 
percent of the robbenes on the first watc 1 OCC\)"'" • 0 tate Street Across Stat St ' 11 
during tho fu" throe hOll"" from midnight to 1IIl' /"Y from 35th Streot t~ 55th Stre ~ . 'teh

et 

a27 the 

Af 0300 

" ·ll((l·.poPulation R b e IS e 000 
ter , , hours there were few robbenes unti. "m" , ' , ' , 0 ert, Ta, ylor Housing P' ' . 

h h h 

. k d d k b tWcC,ayhave j)' ,', '" ,-- ' rOJect whIch 
ours w en t ey pIC e up an rose to pea e, ;:' ,een a sanctuary for some' f th I:r d ! ,0 e ouen ers. 

5-10. s 19ure 5-12) and Table 

Officers have had th b 205 h h ' e est arrest results on Beat 
W "ere t e most robberies were committed. There 
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Figure 5-12: Beat N\ap of C PD District No.2 
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Table 5-10 

District 2 Robbery Locations 
tSee beat map, Fig. 5-13J 

Robberies Beat Robberies Beat Robberies 

14 211 11 221 15 
19 212 17 222 22 
14 213 11 223 21 
7 214 10 224 22 

23 215 10 225 3 
5 216 13 226 6 
9 217 18 227 18 

19 218 9 228 12 
9 219 20 229 13 

20 220 17 230 II 

i 
'1' we~e twenty-three robberies on this beat for which 

•. ' ten people were arrested, six by beat officers, one by 
detectives, and three by citizens. j The losses in these crimes ran from several thousand 

:~ donar~. in one robbery to 25 cents that an older boy 
. 1 took from a student. In a substantial number of the 

, i.7robberies, especially those on Friday night and Satur
t' day morning, there wert: cash losses of over $100, and 

;~. in n:ost cases it had been what was left of a weekly 
l or bI-weekly pay. In one case a group of post office 
.~ employees were having a Friday night party in a 
., third-floor apartment when three men entered armed 

. }l •.... witlla shotgun and revolvers. Six people, all of whom 
I, had just been paid, were robbed. 

There was not a high percentage of good responses 
,i for the category where robbed, meaning that type of . 
~ premises on which the crime occurred. Of the 136 
1 ?ood .resp~nses! 65% took place on the street, 14% 

. ~ In resldentlal hallways, and 8% in business establish
~.ments. Ninety-two percent of the strong-arm rob
'f ber~es occurred ,~n the street. No strong-arm rob
'~br-Fles occurred in, any business establishment. All 'i "e" on the 'treet 0' in a hrulway 0' in a vehicle, 

t ROBBERY'S VICTIMS 
~ i: 

; i !'The Victims 

.; T~he ~ctim, in 96% of the. cases, was a lone victim. 
his does not mean that he was not in the company l ~fsomeone but only one person was robbed. In some 

i ~asesJ a store owner was robbed while a customer was 
f ,m the store, and only one victim was recorded. 

<0 • ~ ~obbery victims were 93% Negro; tl~e' reader is 
! l'>~rnl~ded that the residents of the dIstrict are 
; t ::ally .1O,O%~e~~. ?nly .27, ort~e 405 victims 
< f, . whIte. These whIte VIctIms were generally 
> ;.:;: 

~ 
'. 

people who went to the district in the course of their 
employment, i.e. truck drivers, insurance men etc. 

Victims were preclominantly male: 83%. The'male 
victims outnumbered the female victims 336 to 67. 

The average age of the victims was a little over 34 
but the most frequent victims were thirteen (23 
victims) and fifteen (22 victims). These were generally 
newsboys and students who were strong-arm rob
bery victims of peers. An 88-year-old man was the 
senior victim and two 8-year-oIds the youngest. 

There were 390 good resI?onses showing the oc
cupations of the. victims. From these it was found that 
the majority of the crimes were related to the oc
cupation of the victim. That is, the victim, while 
working, had something of value in his possession, 
usually cash collected, through his job, and the of
fender was after it. There were 204 people in this 
catego:y: ,94 local businessmen or their employees, 
21 taxi drIvers, 9 eTA (Chicago Transit Authority) 
bus drivers, 9 delivery truck drivers, 5 insurance col
lectors and 66 newsboys . 

Many newsboys, generally between 8 and 15 years 
of age, do their own paper route collecting in the area. 
These boys are higpI)T vulnerable, They are usually 
robbed by one, two or three boys" a few years older 
than themselves. They are usually' approached in a 
hallway and threatened with a beating by a lone boy 
or held by one or two boys while another reaches into 
the newboy's pocket and removes any cash in his 
possession. In most cases the.< wsboys do not resist 
and they are not injured. Thl·~ !losses are from a few 
cents to several dollars. ' 

Thirteen percent of the victims had been drinking 
at the time of the offenses. TIns figure may not show 
a true picture of the actual offenses; on at least one 
occasion, several patrons in a tavern, all of whom had 
been drinking, were robbed. On the other hand, 
victims who had been drinking may not have an
swered the question truthfully'. 

Forty victims, or 10%, were injured to the extent 
that they required medical attention. Twelve percent 
of the strong-arm victims were injured as opposed 
to 8% of the armed robbery victims. Only two women 
were injured. Eleven percent of male victims needed 
medical attention and 3% of female victims. 

The Offenders 

The offenders were all Negro. They had a tendency 
to offend singly (160 worked alone), iIi pairs (l23 
worked with a partner), and jn trios; there were 93 
groups of three. Only 27 of the robberies were com-
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Table 5-11 

by 17 to 22 years olds working alone or in groups of 

thre·e Forty-one percent of the armed rob· 
Armed robberies, District 2 (February and. March 1969) 

two or .. . , 
beries were ,committed by people of thIS age group 

Number of offenders d k· "n these numbers. The highest frequency an wor mg 1 

of strong-arm robbers was in the 14-16 age ~roup. Total 
Age 

2 3 4 5 Over 
5 

Thirty-one percent were committed by thIS agell 
. :Ib a single youth or groupS of two or! 

4 5 4 0 0 0 13 
Under 14 ......... · 

7 1 3 1 1 0 13 
14 to 16 •.......•.. 

15 17 13 1 1 0 47 
17 to 19 .......... ' 

15 20 13 2 0 1 51 
20 to 22 ..•.• ·•···• 

18 7 3 1 1 0 30 
23 to 25 ... , ...•.. , 

11 9 2 0 0 0 22 
26 to 28 ..••...• ·•· 

8 13 0 0 0 1 22 
29 to 31 ... , ...• , •. 9 

6 2 1 0 0 0 
32 to 24 ...... ··•·· 

15 4 0 0 0 0 19 
Over 35 .•.••.• ···• 

Total .....•. 99 78 39 5 3 2 226 

mitted by more than three people. This offers no 
guarantee that large groups will not rob. Two persons 
found this out the hard way when they left. the car 
at home and took the subway to a south sIde auto 
show When the train stopped at the 22nd Street 
stati;n, approximately 100 students who ha.d been 
attending a basketball game boarded the tram: ~he 
students proceeded to rob everyone on the tral.n . e
r 't reached the Indiana Avenue stop. VIctims 
lore 1 h d lothes 
lost their wallets, money, rings, watc es, an c . 
The victims felt that a good many attackers got at 

least part of the loot. ) 
Robbers were almost certain to be male (389 cases 

or.in mixed company (15 cases). ?here was the one 

t . . three l6-year old gIrlS broke the sex 
excep lon, f h . 1 
barrier with a strong-arm robbery 0 anot er glr . 

The offenders were in general much younger than 
the victims averaging slightly under 22. A great deal 
of the ages' data are, of course, estimates ma~1! ?y t~e 

. t' The greatest frequencies come .wlthm. the 
VIC Ims. , h' h' e 
a es 14 to 25. There were 67 percent WIt m t IS ag 
g d The age 18 had the highest frequency of 

sprea . • ' Th gest 
offcnders. There were 31 at t111S age. e youn 
offenders were six and the oldest fifty. (A person who 

tt ' d hI'S 13th birthday cannot be conhas not· a ame 
victed of any offense in I1lin~is, but the the purpose 
of this study we are considermg any act that would 
be defined as a robbery not whether the perpet:ator 
is legally of sufficientag~ to be convicted of a cnme.) 

group, agaml y II 
three (See Tfables 5-11 and 5-12). i 

It has ab:eady been shown that 57% of the robii 
beries were: armed as opposed to strong-arm. T~r 

f tly used weapon was the revolver, fo,,· most requen ,I 
lowed by the knife, There were 128 revolvers use!" 
52 knives ai1d 6 shotguns, :J 

When 'th() crime wa~ complete, t~e offen~er~~) 
r ' ·1)34 cases and m a vehlcle m left the scene on loot m " : 

O IXender came into a lunch coutiter 7 cases. ne 011' ,I 

d 'th a revolver. He leaped over the CO~!lter arme WI . h . 
d opened the cash register which to his c agnn was 

::pty. He then told the countergirl that he would 
return after she had taken in some money, leaped 
back over the counter, and left on foot. The man had 
not returned by the termination of the study. 

A total of 105 of the 418 crimes were .cleared by the 

f 192 people There were 59 smgle offenders 
arrests o' I 
arrested, 20 pairs, and 17 trios. A group.offour peop e 
was arrested on six occasions; five, tWIce; and there 
were eight arrested for one crime. 

The district patrolmen made 58% of the arrests. 
The detective division accounted. for 2~%. Seven 

t were made by district tactIcal umts and the 
percen ld be 
area task force accounted for 5%. Fou~ wo~ : 
robbers were overcome by their potentlal Vlctllns 

and held for the police. . h' 
Almost half of the arrests (44%) were made wlt4% 

an hour following the offense and another 2 0 

within the first twenty-four hours. 

Table 5-12 

Strong-Arm Robberies District 2 

Number of offenders 
Total 

Age 
2 3 4 5 Over 

.5 -
Under 14 ......... · 9 4 4 1 0 

14 to 16 ... , ., ..... 21 14 15 3 0 

10 7 8 1 1 
17to 19 ....... · .. · 

2 5 7 0 1 
20 to 22 ........... 

6 3 6 1 0 
23 to 25 ......... , . 

3 2 4 0 1 

1 19 
1 M 
4 31 
0 15 
0 16 
0 10 

6 

Table 5-13 

Comparison of Crime and Arrests in Chicago and Los Angeles 

Total crimes ...•.....•.....•..... 
Cleared by arrest ...............•. 
Percent cleared by arrest ......... . 
Percent of arrests made by 

patrol force ........•........... 
Percent of arrests made within 

1 hour following the crime ...... . 
Percent of arrests made within 

1st week following the l:rime .•... 

Los Angdes 

1,905 
482 

25 

91 

t43 

t 67 

* This includes district and task force personnel. 
t Approximate figures taken from a graph. 

Chicago's 
2d district 

418 
105 
25 

* 70 

44 

86 

The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society documents 
a study of 1,905 crimes examinee!. in Los Angeles 111 

which 25% were cleared by arrest.9 This study in
cluded all crimes, not just robberies, but there are 
some similarities which may be shown between that 
study and this second District robbery study. 

Since the Los Angeles study included all crimes, 
many of the offenders were known to the victims. Of 
the 482 cleared cases in that stuay, 63% involved 
suspects n.a,med in the original case report, that is, 
either offenders known to the victim or offenders 
arrested at the scene ofthe crime. In the 2nd District, 
less than 5% of the robbery offenders were known to 
the victims: 44% were arrested within hours following 
the crime. Only 14%· of Chicago ,arrests were made' 
after a week following the crime while one-third of 
the Los Angeles arrests were made this late. Detec
tives made 44 arrests, three at the scene of the crime. 
(Table 5-13). 

~ 1 Results and Operational Su~~estions 
t The principal findings are termed tentative be
} cause it is felt further research and analysis is neces-
1 sary before unequivocal results can be stated. How
{; ever, these tentative results should allow operational 
f 1 suggestions to be made. 
. Analysis of the frequency of occurrence by beat 
!. h 
,~ s owed that robberies had a tendency to cluster. 
~ Also, the computerized 'tabulations indicated a high 
't percentage (65%) occurred on the street and are 
li 

The strong-arm robbers were younger as a group 
than the armed robbers. The strong-arm robbers 

d 19 1 years of age while those who used a 
average ' d· 23:3 y. ea;s old. Sixty-nine percent 
weapon average . d 
of the strong-arm robbers were 19 or under compare 
to only 32% of the armed robbers. The armed rob
beries occurring most frequently were perpetrated 

26 to 28 ....•.. , ... 
3 1 2 0 0 

29 to 31 ..... , ..... 
0 0 1 0 0 

32 to 24 ........ ··· 
3 3 1 0 0 

Over 35 ....... ···· 

TotaL ...... 57 39 48 6 3 

t Consequently amenable to preventive patrol. 
,~ These results were the main factors in prompting 

_____ . ~ t~e'emphasisgiven to the incorporation of graphical 
------------:6- 159 i. dl,p.1aysi~.ap()I!~~_~anagement information syste.m. __ -==~--------------- l In addItion, much of the analyses of the preventIve 

1 

0 
0 1 

0 7 

;( 
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, . 
force was predicated upon the likelihood of space
time coincidences (related to on-view arrests) shown 
plausible by these preliminary findings. 

The general conclusion based upon this fact is that 
a geographic graphic display should be provided, 
whether produced by hand methods (incident map) 
or by computer, and that preventive units can and 
should be positioned so that the highest probability 
of on-view arrests will result. 

An obvious desired result is an increase in the 
percentage of robberies resulting in either on-view 
or subsequent arrests. Various techniques of statistical 
analysis may be used in the attempt to identify those 
factors which are related to an increase' in arrest 
percentage. It appears as though patrol response time 
is an imr:ortant factor. However, further analysis is 
req··: .. ed before it could be stated that response tin:;.e 
did liOt iriteract with other factors surrounding the 
robbery phenomenon. 

The most promising statistical technique sug
gested to perform this type of research is known as 
multiple discriminant analysis. Such methods would 
allow the identification of interacting factors which 
discriminate between robberies which result in ar
rests and those that .do not. (Computational details 
and some illustrative calculations appear in the 
technical section of this chapter.) 

ROBBERY AND THE CHIC.t\GO. TRANSIT 
AUTHORITY 

The Operations Research Task Force collected 
data pertaining to the problem of the fixed-point 
defense situation discussed earlier. Specifically, ·the 
problem was to place preventive ·patrol officers, i~ 

plain clothes, aboard Chicago Transit Authority 
buses. Riders were considered because bus drivers 
were reluctant to use flashing signal lights, and the 
robbers often ordered dr.ivers not to use these emer
gency flashers. Even when flashers were activated, 
delays in reporting the signal to police often prevented 
apprehension of the robbers. Time ran out before 
an application could be made of the data, but the 
material is included here for use in other projects. 
The approach can be generalized to other fixed-point 
defense problems, such as deployment of bank stake
out teams. 

During a 1968-69 period, the Chicago Police De
partment concentrated on bus robberies. The rob
beries received a great deal of newJlpaper publicity. 
Although few of these robberies had been directed 
against passengers, public trust regarding safety 
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ahoard CTA buses d,~clined because of the publicity 
and the effect upon passengers who witnessed an 
armed holdup. PreviotUly, CTA subway stations 
were targets. In the stations, both waiting riders and 
ticket booths were targets. When a portion of the 
CPD Task Force was devoted tq subway patrol, the 
problem was reduced. Similarly the Task Force 
devoted some of its manpower, along w,i.th extra men 
from District forces, to the bua problem. Robberies 

boarding the buses and talking with the drivers. The 
intent of this tactic was, again, deterrence. The 
frequent stops of buses and the heightened level of 
patrol car activity in high crime areas along the roultes 
were intended to deter by raising police visibility. 
While the increased density of police would provide 
a quick response to a robbery in the area, the in
creased visibility lowered the chances of police 

actually witnessing a robbery. 

, 
decreased. 

Obviously, the greater goal of increasing the sense 
of public safety on all CTA facilities must include 
factors other than robbery. Assaults, purse snatchings 
and other disturbances also affect passengers. Recog
nizing this limitation, the ORTF discussion centers 
on CTA bus robbery since the data was gathered and 
processed for this specific crime. The nature of the 
analysis makes the method applicable not only to 
bus robberies but other types of crime. 

CTA bus robberies provide an excellent example 
for describing preventive patrol activity in terms of 
the modeling method. More importantly, several 
methods of patrol can be examined from a theoretical 
basis. While the particular methods have not been 
applied as yet, their development will later provide 
assistance in planning manpower allocation for similar 

In comparing these tactics with the role of pre-
ventive patrol, as described earlier, the police con
centrated on the deterrence factor to prevent the 
criminal event of a bus robbery. Except for an initial 
attempt, the tactics emphasized visibility of the police 
presence in the highly probable bus robbery areas 
rather than displaying their effectiveness through, 
publicized on-view arrests. Unfortunately, there is .:, 
no way to determine which tactics contributed the 
most to the decrease. Since robberies in general 
decreased throughout the same areas where bus 
robberies had been most common, the decrease in 
bus robberies might have been for reasons altogether 

different from the bus campaign. 

crime campaigns. 
Different approaches and tactics have been under-

taken to combat the bus robbery problem. The 
Chicago police Department announced that plain
clothes policemen would ride the busses and pay 
fares in an effort to appear as regular passengers. 
(Chicago police can use the CT A without payment 
when in uniform or by showing identification or 
badges when out of uniform.) This tactic was widely 
publicized by newspapers and radio. police hoped 
for two 'outcomes: Increase in on-view arresi.S and 
deterrence of robbery through publicity. 

The n'Umber of on-view robbery arrests after a 
trial period was extremely low, although on-view 
arrests were made for reasons other than robbery. 
The tactic was modified to permit plainclothesmen 
to show their badges or ID and ride without payment. 
This deterred any observent potential robber on the 
bus or boarding at the same time as the officer. 

Obviously this modification woutd not increase 
on-view arrestS. The greater police visibility, however, 
caused a shif.t 9f bus robbery activity to the areas of 
the city where preventive police tactics were not being 
carried out. However, city-wide, bus, robberies de
creased over the previous reporting period. 

During the same time period, uniformed police in 
marked cars were ,~topping the buses at bus stops, 
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In labor negotiations with the bus drivers' union, 
the CT A promised to install an exact fare system by 
late fall of 1969. The system was not specified, bun 
installation of a secure change container that the btiS 
driver cannot open alters criminal opportunity so as 
to make bus driver robberies virtually impossible::::'" 
While the police were forced to continue some level j: 
of deterrence until the exact-fare system went into

Y 

effect, the individual victims, drivers, forced the eTA, 
to remove opportunity. This ~hows how preventive 
patrol force operates and how victims can alter the 
initial opportunity for a potential criminal event. 

Mathematical attempts to allocate patrol man
power in an optimal manner for the bus robbery 
problem also emphasize the probability of space
time coincidence as the measure of effectiveness. 

trsing plainclothes riders of buses is a heavy drain 
on police resources since·it involves two men and an' 
unmarked car to cover one bus. Because these men 
were drawn from· the Task Force during b;'1e hours 
1800-2000 in high crime areas, the amount of ag" 
gre~?ve~preventive patrol was reduced greatly, except 

on the buses. 
police management needs answers to several 

questions. \A,There should men be assigned? HoW many 
available men should be assigned to specifiC areas 
to maximize the chance of capturing a robber in the 
act? And what is the probability of capturing a bl)S 
robber as a function' of the manpower assigned to 
ride buses? Available data concerning past bus rolr 
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and . . on on bus scheduling was used 

beries and mror~atl~l d f bus robberies as a func
to estimate the lIke 1 100 0 .' 

f . d place in the C:lty. . 

n(Axi' Ati) a •. u(Ax;, Atj)Sl for all i 
u(Axi, Atj) X(Axi, At;)' ~ 1.,' 

The intent was to take different assignment rules 
and different mart power levels and use the time and 
location of actual criminal events to calculatt! the 
probability of space-time coincidence. The calcu
lation of space-time coincidence follows the mathe
rnatical procedures discussed in a previous section. 
The allocation methods against street robbery would 
have been useo to assign men to specific geographic 
sectors in the simulation. When a crime occurred, 
either the number of men patrolling the: region of 
the crime or the status of the unit specifically assigned 
to the sector of the crime would be checked. Prob
ability of space-time coincidence would be computed 
on the baAls of unit availability. 

0\\ 

~~" ,,; \ 

~\~,'~.",'·c>c·~,'.'~1\.,. .' , "~'"~~",c.,£y,\ 

", , r 'i 
I 

tion 0 tlme an . deteclt the bus robbery m 
The search effort to . er is limited to that 

· b Jainclothes passcng 
progress yap . t' e interval Ath of a day, 
particular bus. Durmg a 1m ne man could ride 

d f a hour or more, 0 
on the or er 0' n 1 hl'g' h crime area. 

'0' t b ses throug i a 
several dweren u f bus service and the 
Depending upon the frequenc

ld
y °cover all of the buses 

f 'd one nlan cou length 0 rl e, . f te Ax' So the . 1 7} a sectlOn 0 rou ,. , 
travelIng t lroug 1 n ride through AXi 
number of buses that one ;;nan ca 
in Ati is expressed as 

n == n(Axi, Ati) 
(34) 

· the total number of buses, X, traveling 
In hke manner, 
through AXi in At; is expressed as 

X=X(AXi; At;) 
. . ng nature of 

Fi ure 5-13 emphasizes the tune-varYl 
g f b on the streets. . 

the number 0 uses tIs X buses trave1mg 
. of a bus rou e 1a If a sectlOn ould ride n buses 

} . . t' e At . and one roan c . 
thro, ug 1 It m 1m . J h d' t' ons) for the entire 
( . t avel m bot lrec 1 b 
assummg r b b'lity of detecting a us 

length AXi, then the pro a 1 s in segment Ax'i during 
robbery-given that one occur 

• tl If two men covered the area and 
At,-lS - per man. 

X 

• . f 1 mber of buses to all buses ' 
which is the ratio 0 t I.e nt~ e At. that one man can 

r through AXi m 1m J (. trfl,Ve, mg f r lanning is first assurmng 
ride. The problem.o po 1~~ ~aximize the, probability 
that we will use tldelrs) '11 be robbed given a total 

f b · on a bus bat WI . . 
0' emg. ~'d Mathematically, maXImize 
of M polIcemen as.! ers. 

P(
B/R) =Max{ 2: 2:: P(Ax;, At;)aku(Axi, At;)} 

Max All t..,i 
(37) 

subject to " 

(38) i I 

C t
· t (38) simply insures that we do not assign 

,ons rain 'd . t as bus rl ers. 
the whole departmen t tr'y all ~ombinations of 

. th computer 0 v 

By ~smg e nd accepting the highest value, 
allocatmg M men a ber of men (ak) to put 
the police know the ~e~u~~ time (At;). The maxi
in each segment CA) x'ives the

g 
probability of being on 

mum value of >37 ~ at a robbery occurs somewhere 
a robbed bus glVen .• h ('27) ms over all time incre-

. (EquatlOn;,J su d in the Clty. . the value of M an ' 
roents of the day) By varym

l
g . as a function of 

. tl incrementa gam . 
recomputmg, Ie . d Tl s all of the questIOns 

n ower can be obtame. lU, • 

, , 
, 

Time did not permit using the Task Force simil,
lation at its full potential to test different assignment 
rules by comparing the computed probability of space
time coincidence. The results of the simulation de
scribed here assume a uniform geographic distribution 
of crime and do not identify patrol units with specific 
geographic sectors within the larger patrol area. The 
area used was realistic in that the actual miles of 
streets and alleys were entered, as were robberies 
actually occurring in this area and the actual times 
of occurrence, to calculate space-time coincidence. 

While the results of this simulation do not show the 
potential performance of preventive patrol in a high 
crime area, the details of the simulation are included 
for several reasons. First, a great deal of descriptive 
inforrnation concerning the nature of aggressive
preventive patrol by the Task Force is contained in 

· 'd the same bus simultaneously, the con-
dId not rl e 

2n 
ditional probability would be X' 

ma p d by the use of these equatlOns. 
are answere 

SIMULATION OF THE CPD TASK 

FORCE 

:[ this simulation discussion. Second: the ability to mocld 
and to verify a simulation of a preventive patrol unit 

';' might interest other researchers. 

rr~ <1 K=l, 2, 3 .. 
.C\.X-' 

. . h bus robbery will occur 
Now the. probablhty L a::at a robbery occurs on 

in AXi dur~ng AtJ~~l~an be estimated by taking 
some bus ll1 the On:y bberies that have occurred 
the total number of bus ro ther historical record) 
for the past month (dord~o:nd~ 0g by the total number 
. d' At, an IVI m 
m 6.Xi urmg. J, 'me historical period that 
of bus robbe~les f?r th~t~aof the day. We can only 
occurred durmg tim:. ' b sing the relative fre
estimate this probability Y u 

quency. . . '1' b 'itten as P(AXi, Atj). 
This probabllIty WI l. e wr rob ability of 
Given that a robbery oc?urs, the p 

being on that particular bus IS 

P(Axi, Atj)akll(Axi, liti) 
(36) 

" • t1 e number of men (neceGsarily an integer) 
'wllere ak IS 1 

1 · as to T k Force simu atlOn w 
The objective of the as t and to study 

analyze different tactica~ depl~iI:~: of operation on 
the impUcation of changmg me t' e patrol. Two 

, . 'I ble for preven IV 
the total, tIme aval a . lat' Ion exj~t,: to , .( any slmu 
roa]' or purposes for wrl ,mg t for actions 

. - " stem or to accoun . 
model a tlme-varymg sy rT'h' e major 

bT t' manner ~ 
which occur in a proba IlS.lC 1 t' n w· as to mod, eI 

T k Force SlmU a lO . 
purpose of the as , 'ts during aggresSiVe' 
the activity of Task Force. Ul1l

the 
actual nurnber of 

. t 1 to determme . f preventIve pa ro r 11 this the tune 0 
units in patrol status. To accomp IS f t:V'lty and the 

. 'ty the type 0 ac 1 _,~ 
occurrence of an actlVl , r d' by the Ti!l1' 

. 'ty perlorme _-' 
time duration of an actlvl l' 1 an~ ernpiritaJ 

F was generated from ana yt!cc:tc: ~:' .: . r pur· 
i oree h two maJo 
Probability distribution~. T~us tde 

'f n analytic~ 
. . ulatlOn mstea 0 a , 

poses of usmg SIn; h k Force simulation. 
model are present m t etas 

Simulation provides opportunities to study alterna
tive methods of preventive patrol without the com
plexities of field tests. This does not mean that the 

, field tests are unnecessary; it means that effects can 
, be better anticipated and some alternatives discarded 

without a field test. 
The Task Force, unlike the beat patrol force, dpe'si 

~ not receive assignments from the Communications 
Center. Task Force officers take "flash" messages 
concerning crimes-in-progress or descriptions of 
wanted vehicles or persons involved in just-committed 
Crimes for the immediate area. As a consequem;e, no 
data bank existed, at the time of the study, showing 
the amount of time spent on street stops, arrests, 

, vehicle stops and premise checks. So the actual num-
ber of Task Force units actively patrolling an area 

\ was unknown. The commander of the Task Force 
: ~nd a police member of the Operations Research 
: -Task Force develbP~cra simple activity report. Each 

unit assigned to the First Area Task Force was re
quested to not,:! the nature of the activity, the time it 
began and the time completed. 

The initial results were sufficiently interesting that 
the Task Force's commander suggested a longer test 
period. All of the activities recorded in the first period 
were consistent with department philosophy regarding 
aggressive-preventive patrol. By the simple procedure 
of blackening a time-square I)n the report sheet for 
activities such as premise checks, vehicle stops, ques
tioning suspicious persons, car service, lunch, etc., the 
recording was simplified. However, the blackened 
portions of the report sheets, when con~olidated, 

showed that a much smaller percentage of the de
ployed force was in an active patrol status at a given 
time than Task Force managers had assumed. This 
meant that few units would be available to detect a 
street crime-in-progress at any given time during an 
evening. In many cases, units that were not in active 
patrol status would also miss "flashH messages broad
cast over th~ radio. These "Down Time" results are 
shown in Figure 5-14. Each block represents time 
out-of-service. 

During the additional test period, the Task Force 
units were requested to register the odometer readings 
of the patrol vehicles to the nearest tenth-mile at the 
end of each activity. Thus a distribution of patrol 
speeds could be obtained for use in search roode1s. 
The total data used in the simulations consisted of 
three weeks of activity reports from the First Area 
Task Force for the period 9-29 January 1969. While 
some Task Force units were deployed during the day, 
the activity reports were taken only for units on duty 
from 1800 hours to 0200 hours. 

Activities w)J,ich remove Task Force units from 
patrol status are self-initiated unless they are re
sponding to an emergf!ncy or "fla~h" radio message. 
From the activity reports, 17 categories of activity 
were observed which had frequencies of occurrence 
from 459 to 3 during the recording period. For the 
21 days, the overall average of down-time was 32.7 
percent. This refers to all reasons for going down from 
patrol. The average is possibly useful for adminis
trative planning purposes, but the actual dfistribution 
of availability shows certain times when the number 
of units in patrol status is verr-small. The data were 
used to determine the relati-... e"frequencies of different 
activities. This frequency rating is shown in Table 
5.14. 

Normally, arrestsresuIted mostly from the first 
three activities: stop-and-frisk, street-stop/license 
check and traffic stop. A police officer in the Oper
ations Research Task Force did the categorization of 
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Table 5-14 

Summary of Task Force Activity 

Activity name 

Stop/frisk ...•.....•...•...•.. 
Street stop/license check ••..•... 
'l'rafflc stop ................•.. 
Processing arrests ............. . 
Personals .....•..........•.... 
Report writing ............... . 
Curfew violations • ...••........ 
Car service (gas, radio, 

maintenance) .•.•.......•... 
" Premise check .........•.•• < ••• 

!: Stakeout ••.•................. 
Assist citizen. , ......•.•...•... 
Showup ..... , ..............•• 

" Investigation •....•............ 
Assist police, (alarms, in progress, 

searches, etc.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
Search warrant ..... '" .......• 
Lunch., ... '. '" ... " •. " ••. ,. 
Roll call ...•.•.•...........•.. 

Number of 
OCCurrences 

459 
64 

319 
115 
43 
46 
15 

88 
3 
9 
6 
3 

15 

49 
3 

226 
19 

Minutes 
eli:pent!~d 

(total) 

7,917 
1,135 
4,787 

II, 925 
2,130 
2,010 

370 

2,370 
45 

340 
lI5 
220 
680 

1,480 
835 

6,820 
369 

--~-----------------~-----------------

the flctivities) and he indicated that precise distinction 
~k;een the three activities did not exist in hi!J mind 
orin the written activity reports. The activities dis
tinguish the stopping of pedestrians (acting in a sus
picious manner or resembling persons described in 
ilflash" messages) from the halting of a vehicle. A 

l' vehicle would be stopped for traffic code violations, 
resemblance to a car used in a crime or because the 
license number was listed on a "hot sheet" of wanted 
cars. If persons in the vehicle acted in a suspicious 
manner, the Task Force unit's standard practice was 
to call the Communications Center to determine if 
either the vehicle or the occupants were wanted by 
thepoJice. The Communications Center used an on
line computer inquiry system for answering these 
queries. However, the actual distinction, useful for 

" purposes of definition, seems to make little difference 
' .\ 'for si"mulation purposes. The three activities' are l_[l __ ~~ __ ~_=~ ________ ~~_:_~:~:L~~_~_~~_~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1
- was USed in the simulation. Also the mean tirpe of ~ .~ .... )-: these activities was nearly the same. 

-c i, ~,,' 'fRaU call," as used in the preceding table, covers 
. those cases where the activity report indicated that a 
Unit began patrol later than 1800 hours or returned 
to the station prior to 0200 hours. Actual roll call 

. takes place one-half hour before the start of a watch . 

. 1'h~ ~ctivity category indicates some type of work, 
' then, within the station when used in the simulation. 
e'Curfew"refers t(Uh~stopping of youths after the 
oCUrfew h.our. The activity . can result in the issuance 

--.--. - --~ --, ~-. 

Figure 5-15 : Stop-and Frisk I Service . 
rime Distribution 
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of a summons or an action taken to guarantee the 
immediate return to home for the violators. 

Because of several small sample sizes, the activities 
of premise check, stake-out, assist-citizen, show-up 
and investigation were combined. The service times 
for these activities were combined to form a time 
distribution. The sum of OCcurrences Was used to 
estimate the frequency of occurrence for this joint 
activity. Stake-out is a rather rare activity that occurs 
When Task Force units are used to augment other 
forces in a planned raid or capture. Show-ups occur 
When a suspect is a~rested and takell to' a police 
station for identification. Investigation and search 

Figure 5-16 Si'reet"';stopllicense_che~k 
service time distribution '. 
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Figure 5-,21: Curfew violations, service 
time distribution. 
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the Task Force units, were simply taken f,om one 
week of activity reports filled out by the officers. 
This type of simulation could be used also with the 
radio dispatch summary tapes to determine patrol 
status of beat cars during a watch period . 

The deterministic simulatIon was programmed for 
several reasons: to estimate the space-time coincidence 

, . 
probability using actual data, to investigate the effect 
on patrol time of excluding certain Task Force ac
tivities and to verify the results of a stochastic simu
lation. The principal disadvantage of the deterministic 
simulation is the inability to study the change in 
estimated space-time coincidence probability by vary
ing the manpower. This was the principal reason for 
developing to stochastic simulation . 

Stochastic simulation, as its name implies, uses 
empirical distributions for activity occurrence and the 
service time for the activity. In addition, the speed of 
Task Force unit patrol and the tirrie of duration for a 
robbery were selected from distributions. T~e service 
time, speed of the patrol car or the duration of a 
robbery was selected from a distribution by the draw 
of a random number generator in the computer .. 

To select the mean time between any activities for 
a particular Task Force unit, the total number of 
activities (excluding arrest processing and lunch) were 
divided by the total number of units deployed for the 
21 days to determine the mean times between these 
activities. Activities or (endogenous events) were as
sumed to follow a Poisson distribution in time. The 
endogenous events w.ere then generated by drawing 
a time from a negative exponential distribution with 
a mean equal to the mean time between activities 

activities had small sam~le .sblze~, because of their 
bined into a single dIstrl utlOn 

preferences 0 , h' beaks occurred between 
tage of lunc r . F' 

largest percen ill':;trated above 10 19ure 
2100 and 230? hou~sl as hl~md arrest events is dis· 

i 
'~ 

Figure 5-22: Car service, service time distribution. 
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Figure 5 ... 25: Search warrant, service time dislribution. 
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: 1 calculated from the data. Each time a Task Force 
.. ~ lit/it is available or on patrol status, the simulation 
1 program generated its next time-out-of-service for an~ 
~. other activity. Another subroutine used a program to 
l determine the type of activity (street-stop, premise
~ 

MINUTES 

check, etc.) based on the relative frequency of' the 
different activities with respect to each other. Another 
subroutine then calculated the amount of time out-of
.service for this particular activity. 

It was noted that arrests normally resulted from 

., Figure 5- 26; Lunch distribution for patrol pertod 
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three activities: stop~and-frisk, street-stop/license 
check and the traffic-stop. Each time Qne of these 
occurred, a draw was made to determine whether 
an arrest would occur. On the basis of the 21 days of 
data, 13,6 percent of these cases resulted in an arrest. 
If an arrest occurred, the subroutine selected the 
amount of time required to process the arrest. This 
was added to the Task Fotce unit's time out-of
service. 

Lunch could not be handled as a rand~'in. event 
since the data showed a marked preference by officers 
for certain eating times. Whenever a car was free in 
a particular time interval when lunch was eaten, 
the unit went through a draw function which assigned 
the same percentage of units to lunch as shown in the 
original 21-day sample, If fewer than the normal 
number were actually assigned during a given interval, 
the probability of drawing a car in the next interval 
for lunch was increased. This resulted in an almost 
certain assignment for lunch in later intervals if a 
unit had not received lunch during the earlier inter
vals. As the data revealed, not aU units took a lunch 
break, and this simulation could result in some units 
not receiving lunch. Lunch was always given a time 
of 30 minutes. In the simulation, no unit c(iuld be 
assigned two lunches. 

As in the deterministic simulation, the number of 
units in patrol status at the time of a robbery (an 
exogenous event not generated inside the patrol unit) 
was obtained and used to compute the probability of 
space-time coincidence .. Each unit in the stochastic 
simulation was given a unique number. This was done 
sa that particular cars could be assigned to definite 
geographic al'eas, and the status of cars in the par
ticular areaS could be determined. This permits the 
testing Qf difleren,t assignment rules and does not 
require assumptions about uniform distributions of 
crime or Task Force units. 

Verifying, the Results 

Verification of any simulation is a process open to 
debate, One of the main purposes of the Task Force 
simulation was to take units in, and out of patrol 
status in a realistic manner. No verification problem 
e)tlsts with the deterministic simulation unless the 
accuracy of the data i& questioned. Since the data 
covered 21 days and consisted of 278 reports, the 
sample size and makeup was considered adequate. 
'the deterministic simulation was then used a"s the 
rcai-c'\Vodd, and the stochastic simulation was com
pal'edto it. 
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The deterministic simulation covered seven days, 
9-15 January 1969; the number of Task Force units .! 

on the street varied from seven u'nits to seventeen 
during this period, Two factors were used for com
parison: average car availability and distribution 
throughout the eight-hour period of available cars. 
Expected values of car availability are the only inputs 
necessary for analytical studies such as those discussed 

Table 5-16 

Chi-Square Test ResuJt~ 

]anual'Y_ Task force 
units 

9 
10 
11 
12 

10 
9 
9 

Ch~-square 
statistics 

43.459 
27.958 
46.086 
46.598 

Degrees of 
freedom 

95 
95 
95 
95 

in the preceding section on l1~athematical modeling, 
More realistic treatment would consider differences 

of car availability in different time periods of the 
watch, For using the analytical expressions, a com
parison of car availability as computed from the 
deterministic and stochastic simulations was con. 
sidered adequate. The more stringent test of car 
availability throughout the watch tests the assump· 
tions of endogenous event occurrences and the service 
time distributions. Verification of this criterion permi~ 
us to use the stochastic simulation as the real world, 
insofar as car availability during a watch is concerned, 

14 

: To verify car availabilit . 
bel' of available cars C bY dUl'lng the day, the num 
fi . wr oth. ~ 
ve-mlllute interv-ls proglams Was found at 

c:t on each of:fi d 
square statistic on the co . OUr ays. The Ohi-
at each time interval mpanson of available cars 
the computer procesSi::

s ~Ot~puted. The results of 
day) Chi-square tests is I a le four (one for each 

Clearly the hypoth . S 10Wn in Table 5~16 
eSIS that the " . 

cannot be rejected at th sy~teh1s are the same 
degrees of freedom th e 5. percent level. For 95 
eXceed 113.145 to r~ect ~h~~l-square. statistic must 
The :-esult is interpreted as 1 ypothesls at that level. 
the tIme distributions b C ose agreement between 
. I . 0 served fo r d Slmu atlOn results. r lOUr ays and the 
Tbis extremely close 

days. For the purpo agrf e~ment existed far four 
l' ses 0 Slm l' . 

; po Ice deployment methods u atlo~ .In checking 
. for analytical equations th and obtaInIng statistics 

. , 

Space"Time S' Ilnulation Est' Imates 
Usino- th ' d' .. Q... e assumptions of . 

Istnbutioh of robb '. a UnIform geograpl' . ertes III th lIC 
Ing probab.i1itics of ~pa t' e patrol area, the foHow 
t . ~ ce~ 1m '. -
aI?-ed for the seven da s 0 e COInCIdence Were ob-

latxo~. (See Table 5-17) Y f the deterministic Si111U~ 
YSIng avert,lge values f . 

UnIts would eX{lect to ac:' these vatl~b1es, 12 patrol 
at least twice every 1 00 ~eve space-tIme coinCidence 
random patrol ir,1 this area ;rs of patrol When USing 
of these men to respond t~ ~tural.1y, the availability 
search the area for crim' ~rtmes~In~progress and to 
m~de by victims WOuld 17a 

s anSWeri?g descriptions 
thIS estimated iigu ~ B nC.rease theIr arrests ov 

fl.. ut thIS . er 
pr~ventive patrol model. actIon hardly fits the 

s a comparison 50 
traffic-stops and stop' r.. kPercent of the street-stops 
b . -.lrtS S were d 1 ' 

aSIS from this simulation I I e eted on a chance 
one of these events oc . nd ot ler words, every time 
r d Curre t] an am number . ' le computer. used h generator t d' a 
t ~ events. This increased tl° )Scard 50 percent of 
umt spent in preventiv le amOunt of time each 
results in Table 5-18' e patrol. Tllis produced the 

While each of th . 
has increased for ev~r;~an ~alues for the seven days 
same.), the expected aY

b 
ut one (It rem. ained tIle 

den' . num er of s . , ces Increased to at 1 pace-tIme coinci 
100 d . . east 2.7 0 1 -- ay perIOd with 12 '. I.' near y 3 for the 

The Chi-square test was used to test the hypothesis 
that no difference existed between the deterministic 
a.lld stochastic simulation values. To test for any 
diference between the a~erage car availability, the 
mean number of units available were compared, 
Samples of car availability were taken every 15 min· 
utes from the eight-hour period for both simulations, 
and the mean was computed. The value obtained 
was 1.2220 for six degrees of freedom. This means 
that the hypothesis that the deterministic result and 
the stochastic result are generated from the s~lln~ 

process and. cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level, 
This is interpreted as a very close agreement between 
the stochastic simulation and the deterministic simu
lation, as far as mean car availability is concerned, 
(See Table 5-15) 

the simulations is acce~t b~ co;espondence between 
ment 011 mean Car avai~ b ~'. he very close agree

, agr~ement for four d .a ~ Ity a.nd the very dose 
. avaIlability demonst tays. tIme dIstributions of car 
. world in the stochast~a e~ a clo~e mOdeling of the rea:l 

by altering the numb un~s In patrol. This Was done 
'the manpower. er 0 stops, not by increaSing 

These numerical I 

Table 5-15 

Comparison of Deterministic and Stochastic Simulation Resulu 

Deterministic Stocbastic 

As £. . IC SImulatIOn 
ar as further Use of th' . 

Concerned it will b . IS stochastic simulation I'S 
tat" e conSIdered 

. Ion. of the Task Fo . as a good represen_ 
-: the stOChastic simula~~: ~atr~ activity. In the USe of 
. conclUsions or recom d o~ eployment studies no 

. men at! '11 ' 
lU3Jor differences can be Ions WI be made unless 

SlOwn. 
January-

Task 
force 
units 

simulation (mean simulation (mean 
cars available) cars available) Table 5-17 

-
---_____________ ~ __ - PrObability ofS 

-----. pace-Time Co~'" 'd . . __ u.Cl ence 

Number 
of Number of 
ill. ~: robberies Mean. probability of 

. ,~ in area space tiI?e COincidence 
---~ __ ~:-__________ ~l:n~a:re:a~ __ __ 

10 

,g ~ 0.00567 
·14 3 0.00451 
·20 6 0.00096 

6. 0.00556 II 3 0.00976 

.• ~_. __ . :_·:~_6_·:::_-____ :g.~·g~g~~i:: __ 

9 10 8 A-I 8.18 
10 9 7.71 6.98 
11 9 6.73 6,73 
12 14 9.65 9.58 
13 20 13.31 16.09 
14 7 5,01 5.1;15 
15 13 8.04 9.86 -. 

Computing the Chi-square statistic as (:J 
[Deterministic mean value (j )-Stochastic12 mean value I 

--~----------------------.-------------. 
Deterministic mean value (i) 

d resu ts cann f·b . 
pare to the actual Task F 0 .\ e dIrectly com-
?ays. This is because tl T orkce perfor!trance. on tllese 
In'fi le as Force 

. a UnI orm manner throu h was not assigned 
patrol was conducted t .g out the area, and some 
• 1 • ou SIde th 

SImu atlOn. The stochastic' : area used in this 
calculation of Spacc-t' Sl~lu!atIon.wouId permit a 

Ime COInCIdence with any level 

Table 5-18 
ProbabT 

1 tty of Space-Time O"I'n 'd 
" CI ence W'th Ad' Car Availability 1 Justcd 

Number 
of units 
in area 

10 
9 
9 

H-
20 

7 
l3 

Numl~e~ 
of robberies 

in area 

2 
6 
3 
6 
6 
3 
6 

Mean probability of 
space-ti~e COincidence 

In area 

0.00567 
0.00462 
0,00504-
0.00630 
0.01039 
0.00336 
0.Q0577 
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of manpower. The time of the robbery does appear 
to make a diffel;cnce in the calculation, however, since 
the mean probability of space-time coincidence is not 
'consistent with varying levels of manpower. As an 
example, the mean value on the second day, with 
nine men assigned, was less than the mean value on 
the last day with 13 assigned. 

The probability of Space-time coincidence is di
rectly proportioned to the number of the units in the 
assigned sector case, and nearly so in the nOll~assigned 
sector case; for the robbery example. When criminal 
events cluster in time and space, and when patrol 
units are not uniformly available, simulation would 
be expected to provide better estimates of space-time 
coincidence than the analytical expressions stated 
earlier, using expected values of the variables. These 
conditions hold in Chicago; hence, simulation looks 
like an excellent tool. These simulations could be used 
for estimating the probability of space-time coinci
dence for other types of criminal events by changing 
the time duration of the criminal event and, possibly, 
the patrol speed distribution. 

The conclusions and recommendations for the de
ployment of preventive patrol units are based on a 
systems analysis of the preventive patrol role, an 
analytical modeling of random patrol ar.d the results 
of two detailed studies of street robbery and bus 
robbery. In brief, some crimes will cluster in high 
crime regions of the city. The use of historical data 
and a method of manpower allocation based on an 
analytical patrol model offers a potential gain of as 
much as a factor of lOin the probability of achieVing 
space-time coincidences. The absolute improvement, 
however, is small so the deployment of preventive 
patrol units which maximizes space~time coincidence 
denies .opportunity and exercises a maximum deterrent 
effect. In addition, it minimizes expect('d travel time 
to a crime-in.progress call. 

The validity of the predicted space-time coincidence 
values is tmproven and tM validity of the analytical 
patrol model has not been, verified. Uncertainties as
sociated with the models make the use of the predicted 
probabilities of space~time coincidence of questioned 
value in comparing effectiveness of preventive patrol 
units with effectiveness of beat patrol units or detective 
forces. The uncertainties, llowever. should not cause 

. significant eJ:ror in the deployment of preventive 
patrol units. The decision to use preventive patrol 
forces, Or the evaluation of preventive patrol units in 
comparison with other pollce units can be readily 
accomplished using other measures of effectiveness. 

Thus, although the predicted values of space-time 
coincidence are unverified, their use to deploy pre-
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ventive patrol units is recommended. Further study to 
verify actual values is also recommended. 

PREVENTIVE PATROL: TECHNICAL 
ANALYSIS 

This technical analysis of the preventive patrol 
fun~tion was developed over the period of the research 
project. First, a detailed systems analysis of preventive 
patrol was undertaken to determine the relationship 
of preventive patrol to the rest of the police depart. 
ment and to specify the possible outputs of the pre. 
ventive patrol activity. 

Sinc~ the intent of the overall project was to address 
the resource allocation problem, mathematical models 
of preventive patrol activity were sought. Unless the 
activity can be described in some mathematical sense, 
the allocation of police resources in a quantitative 
manner cannot be done for the function of preventive' 
patrol. The patrol models were elaboration on the 
work of previous researchers. Otlier quantitative 
models or measurements can be used to allocate pre· 
ventive patrol resources, but the models were chosen 
because of their explicit consideration of crime den· 
sity> crime type and method of police patrol. 

The measured output of the patrol models is the 
probability of space-time coincidence. This is an esti· 

Mathematical Models 

f The mathematical model 
are reviewed here for th . s us~~ for patrol activity 
probability of placing a ell' abIlIty to estimate the 

d . patrol u 't t 
an tIme as a criminal Dl a the same p.lace 
space-time coincidence. T:::~~ t~e probability of 
to place units is th '. llectlve function used 

. . e maxInUzaf 
COInCIdence. The mathe . IOn of space-time 

. . matzcal ba' fi . ment IS dIscussed. SIS Or thIS place-

Two types of patrol placeme 
The first type restricts each at nt ,:ere considered. 
sec~or, thereby preventi p ~oI UUIt to a particular 
theIr activities. Since two ng . UDlts from overlapping 
as much patrol surface as UUIts ~ould the cover twice 
ment is called a linear ~~~.U,Dlt, this type of place~ 
manpower. ItIOn of Coverage with 

. The second type of pI 
t 1 acement adds dd" o a arger area so that 1 a ItlOnal units 

. over ap betw 
jJ,mt can OCCur. This t e of een each patrol 
exponential addition olP t 1 placement results in an 
th h . pa 1'0 surface an t e hnear addl't' Coverage rather 
F' IOn case Th' . . 
19ure 5-2, presented earlier. F IS IS illustrated in 

:xamP.les (patrol against street o~ the only numerical 
lIttle dIfference in the probabT 1'0 berr), there is very 
deuce for these two th d 1 Ity of space-time coinci~ 

models have been subjected t 
of the accuracy of the' 0 ?eld test verification 
these situations indicat~r t~umerlcal results, Both of 
The latter failure of ve 'f., e need for further work <., 
results is not s· . n Ying the models: nUm . al' ;i 
m . '. enous In relation enc :// 
b aXlmIzrng the probability f to • the purpose of 
y. comparing different pa:otPdace-hme coincidence 

serIOUS problem only if ad' .eployments. It is a 
w~ether men should be lac;~ls.lon is sought as to 
UUIts or whether the me Ph In preventive pakol 
units. This material ca n s ould be assigned to other 
for future work. n serve as the point of departure 

These symbols and d fi .. 
out the discussion: e Ultlons will be used through_ 

Pst (ProbabiIit f . 
J(' (Number or 0 spac~-tlme coincidence.) 
S (Speed of paf:a~v;ntlVe P~trol units.) 
T (T' lOr a Umt ) 

IlT,le that a crimin 1 . 
patrol unit in a a event is viewable to a 

. . manner that' . 
B a crimlOal event.) gIVes eVIdence of 

(l'!umber of miles of streets a 
mIle of the city.) nd alIeys per square 

A (Area in square '1 
region.) . mI es of the Overall patrol 

F' me 0 s Till . 
mate of the probability that a preventive patrol UDI! 19ure 5-3. . s 'was Illustrated in 
will be at the same spot at the same time as the There could be a much 1 . 

. The product BA is used in' . 
SlOce the actual number f ;umencal computations 
was taken from city ma s ~or mI es. of streets and alleys 
Tl1e aVerage value B C:uld i:artlcul~r patrol regions. 
for specific sections of so ., ~ect serIOUs inaccuracies 
placement of parks or ~e CIties because of an uneven 

occurrence of a criminal event. This section discuSS(! ?,pes of crime, Such as bur ~rger dlf~'erence for other 
in more detail the reasons this probability should be tlJ~e span for commission g ;.ry, whIch has a longer 
maximized. cantly.larger numbers 0/ or o~ a c~se Where si(!'11ifi~ 

Chicago had an established prceventive patrol forct, AdmInIstratively, the Iinea~atr~d.u.Dlts are available. 
the Task Force. A digital computer simulation oftbls call~~ the assigned-sector a lhon mod~i will be 
unit's activity was completed, and it will permit a uset additIon model will be call c~s~b and the .exponential 
to compute the probability of space~time coincidenct" f case. Each of these cases is 7 t e no~-asslgned sector 
as a function of manpower. The write-up is includ~ i ofpatr?I units against bus r ~~r used In an allocation 
as a comprehensive description of a major preventllt j . PreVIOUS work in this ar 0 e;y an~ street rObbery. 
patrol force. Successful modeling of actual Task FO«/J In patropo speCifically has ea, 0 publIc systems4 and 
activity was achieved. This indicates that different ~~ressions of calcul;ting ~oncen~ated on analytical 
patrol tactics can be simulated with historical crllnt t :ttmate the OCcurrence of pac~-tlme probability to 
data to determine which ones yield the highest pro~ f e formulas included an ~n-~Ie.; .arrests. As such, 
ability of space-time coincidence. Field ~ests can thtl I ~ave the a.verage time that p V:I ~ ll~ty factor which 
be conducted with the tactics which look the lW1 ll~ patr~l status. Much of th a 0 k u.mts ~ere actually 
promisittg. The simulation results could also be u!d ~ SI~u!atlOn or treats the prec~ w~r In thIS paper used 

• ., .' Ctlllllnal Ise tIme and I . 
to aSs1st m the deSIgn of the field expenment.: b event explicitly I'n th ocatIon of a 

, 1 Pro ab'li e comp t . 
Finally, a ratio of arrests to the product of report~ 'i.s 1 ty of space~time coi'd u atIon of the 

. TFUNITS (Q' . o. er geographic features, 
UantIty used in a 

lation to indicat th computer simu-
. e e number f . 
lD patrol status •. • 0 UDlts 
time.) . at a gwen lns.tant of 

P (Probability that' . 
Unit' . Preventive patrol 

IS Itt patrol status) 
P (Probability of a' . '. 

a criminal eve ta~rol UDlt detecting 
f • n gIven achievem 

o spaCe-tIme c· 'd' ent .N (N mnCI ence.) 
umber of crimi I 

of time.) na events per unit 

D (Number of police det ti 
oftime.) ec ons per unit 

I 
.. , .. 

I , 
j 

I ./ 
1 crimes and available preventive patrol time js ~ i fiaontS' many expressions do not

nCl 
en.ce. For these rea~ 

'. r; I Cor' th contaIn any '1 b' . posed as an overall measure of effectIveness lor t C ' e expressions are '. aval a Illty 
Assigned Sector Model 

q ··1 
. 1 • . h' h . Th' e in6 omputatio h' . Contamed in a partIcu ar regIon WIt m t e CIty. IS measur.. lon n w Ich uses the al computer 

cates whether the maximization of the probablli~1 f J'l.tr~l status at the time t~:: ~u.mber of units 
- space-time coincidence has increased patrol arres~1 ISUchertazn mathematical for~ 1 e. c!'ln:mal.event. 

decreased reported crime as a function of patro!'«iiI tfOr as thos:e On. verification ~ atIons In thIS section, 
l numerical results. Non~ a.ve not been pursued 
t of the mathematical 
j! 

1 

1Vhen using the . 
addition of patrol a::t;ned sector method (linear 
particular unit not a h~ll ~), the probability of any 

• c leVIng sp . 
WIth a cl'iminaI eVent is ace~tlme coincidence 

(1) 
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In equation (1), J( is the numbeJ,' of assigned sectors 
as well as the number of patrol units. The total 
numbcr of miles of streets and alleys in a patrol sector 
is 13A/1(, and the number of miles covered by the 
patrol unit during the time the. criminal event is 
viewable is ST. The fraction 'composed of ST divided 
by .BAile is the probability of space-time coincidence 
in a sector. As J( increases, the assigned sectors of 
patrol decrease in size, and the distance ST covered 
during a criminal event covers a greater proportion 
of the sector. It a patrol unit is in patrol status with 
the probability Pt the probability of a particular unit 
achieving space-time coincidence becomes 

KST KST 
P -p- -<1 

.1-, BA' BA- (2) 

In a computcr simulation that assumes a uniform 
distribution of crime throughout A, the probability 
of achieving space-tinle coincidence is computed from 

(TFUNI'TS)ST 
Pal=--- , BA 

(rfFUNITS)ST < 1 
BA -

(3) 

Where TFUNITS is the number of patrol units 
out of K that were in patrol status at the time of the 
criminal event. 

If the location of a criminal event is isolatccl to a 
particular patroll1ector in a simulation, the probability 
of a space-time coincidcnce is eithcr 0 or 

KST 
EA, I 

depending on whether the unit for the particular 
patrol sector is in patrol status at the time of the 
criminal event. To summarize, this formulation is 
useful fOt' simulations that usc the time and location 
of criminal events with the patrol status and patrol 
sector location of prevcntive patrol units. 

"Equation (3) is useful for a simulation which does 
not cOl1sidet' cl'ime location and assumes a uniform 
distrlbu(ion of crime throughout A and an equal p 

for all It units. 
Equation (2) is used in analytical formulations 

which do not consider time or location of criminal 
events. 

N<>u-Assigned Sector Model 

rf the patrol units were pcrmitted to patrol at 
random instead of remaining It assigned scctors} tIle 
probability of a particular unit not achieving spatd-

time coincidence is 

(4) 

The probability of none of the units achieving 
space-time coincidence is 

( 
ST)K 

I-p BA (5) 

where K is the number of patrol units in A. In this 
case, the probability of at least one unit achieving 
space-time coincidence is 

( 
ST"{ 

Pst=l- I-p BAJ (6) 

If K is a reasonably large number, equation (6) is 
closely approximated by the expression. 

(7) 

In computer simulations TFUNITS is used in place 
of the product of K and p. 

While the difference for the particular crime type 
of robbery in this paper shows negligible differences 
betwecn the assigned and non-assigned sector cases, 
other situations would result in greater differences. 
For that reason, a more thorough discussion of the 
differenccs appears warranted. 

Assuming a uniform distribution of crime in A, a 
criminal event will occur in a particular sector with 
the probability 1/ K. Considering the probability that 
this particular patrol unit is in patrol status, the 
probability that p.t=O is 

(8) 

Otherwise P.t is equai to the value of equation (2). 
In the non-assigned sector case the probability that 
P.I=O is 

/. l 
(l-p)K (9) 

Which is the: event that every preventille patrol 
unit in A is out (If patrol status at the: same instant. 
The comparisons of equations (8) and (9) for diJrerent 
values of K and p are shown in Figures 5~27 th~ough 
5-30. Except for cases of low p and small values' of K, 
as illustrated. in Figured 5-27 and 5-28, the non
assigned sector casj;,normally gives the greatest chance 
of achieving a non!zero value for P BI• 

Since the diffezl6nces between P. t for the assigned 
!e • and non-assigned sector cases for the robbery e*amp, . 

is negligible until K becomes. very large, the non' 
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Figure 5-28~ . 
The probability of no space-time coincidence* 

as a function of task force availability for assigned 
. s-sctors and non-assigned sectors .. 
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Figure 5-29: The probability of no space~tjme coincidence* 
as a function of task force availability for 
assig'ned sectors and nOh-assigned sectors 
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a~signed sector method appears generally superior. 
Tni~ would not be true when equations (2) and (7) 
give widely different values for the same values of X, 
PJ B) A, Sand T. As a modification to the last set of 
equations, Elliott10 used the average revisit time, T, 
and the time requireJ 'to carry out the crime, plus the 
time that the perpetrator remains in' the area and is 
identifiable, t, to estimate the probability of crime 
detection by tandom patrol. The probability in this 
case is written as 

(10) 

This formula is the same as the Blumstein-Larson4 

expression when 

BA 

XS 

Z is regarded as the average revisit time~ and the symbol 
:l ow, rin this paper is given the same definition as t in g 

• U 1 Elliot's equatioil. Then 
:2 ~: 

u. 
y. 
VI, 
( 

o l-
g," 
• N -
o o o 
• co 

p= .1-exp( - T/(BA/KS)). 

= l-exp( -KST/BA). (11) 

Both Blumstein and Larson4 and Elliot10 use the 
, same model, one which depends heavily upon a 
l realistic estimate of the time to commit a robbery 

or the time that the crimInal is identifiable. Elliot, 
, provides a set of curves for different values of tiT. 

Figure 5-3 was computed from values of S, T, and 
,. BA that are typical of Task Force units operating in 
a particular high-crime area for the crime of a street 

,tobbery. Thill.example is an extreme. case, both from 
the standppilCltof no difference between the assigned 
and non::assigned sector cases and the small values of 

, .~ space-time coincidence. g '~' In the robbery example, an average time of 45 
..; ~ieconds was assumed for a robLery, and a patrol 

· t speed of 9.2 mph was used to estimate the coverage 
;01 oIle,.unit. This patrol speed was ·the mean of a 

.." ---'~ J' Og' 

~L-::::::=_=~=::~lJ:-: ___ " __ '-~--"--:~~'-------~---,o~----~--~o~------~-~§d 
o 0 ~ ~ • 

· ~d~tribution of patrol speeds recordC:1 by Task Force 
., 1 Ilnita for a period of about one week. The total miles 

.. ,ofstreets and alleys for the two districts comprising A 
· ·\'Ias measured as 242.9 miles. (While robberies do 

~no~ Occur as frequentiy in alleys 'as along streets, the 
g g ~ . 0 0 
o 0 •• 

• - dO Al1119'v'90(Jd 
3')N3Ql,)N10') 3Wtl"'3,)'v'dS ON, 

• !1lrUts are also looking for burglaries,auto-stripping 
1~d other crimes; these require the .patrol of alleys.) 

• ~ the assumed time of the robbery were doubled, the 
: ;~Qbabi1ity of space-time coincidence for the assigned 

D i~t?r case would d9uble; For Figure 5-3, the prob
~ illtywould increase from a,pproximately 0.010 to 

~ .. - - .-~:. ---:~ -.'~-. " '" ."-

0.020. An even more dramatic increase would occur 
for the crime of burglary. If the patrol speed of 9.2 
miles per hour were reduced by one-half to permit 
more careful examination of buildings for signs of 
forcible entry, and the :assumed value of the time 
duration (T) were increased by a factor of 40 to 30 
minutes, the probability would increase to 0.2 for a 
force of 20 men, The increases for the non-assigned 
sector case would be somewhat less. 

These numerical examples show that patrol effec
tiveness as estimated by the probability of space-tL-ne 
coincidence is directly proportional (for the assigned
sector case) to T. Hence the estimated effectiveness is 
largely dependent upon the type of crime, since T 
varies with crime type. Another consideration for the 
robbery example is given ne~"t) the realistic estimation 
of T for robbery. 

The time of 45 seconds fOi' a robbery was based on 
estimates by police officers, but it represents only the 
time of confrontation between the robber and th,e 
victim. It does .not necessarily represent the tim176f 
the criminal event which could alert a police\officer 
to a possible crilJle. ~s an example, one Task Fqrce 
unit spotted a suspicious person and beganques
tioning him. During the conversation, the victim of a 
robbery appeared on the scene and identified, the 
suspicious person as a robber. In· another:'case, a 
running man spotted a Task Force car and abruptly 
changed direction, throwing an object (a wallet) away 
.at the same time. The perSOn was captured, placed in 
the car and driven back in the dh'ection o{ flight. 
Patrol officers then observed a man talking to another 
police officer. When they stopped, the man on the 
:;treet identified the individual in the squad car as the 
person who had just robbed him. In these cases, the 
45-second estimate would underestimate the prob~ 
ability of space-time coincidence. The criminal event 
includes all actions and circumstances by which police 
can connect a criminal to a crime. 

Experimental verification; most likely by derivation, 
of T for different types of crime would be useful. Both 
of the above examples were taken from on-view arrest 
reports by Task Force units deployed in the districts 
used in the simulation. The cases occurred within 
days of each other. Since the examples show post
crime behavior of the criminal as the viewable. evi
dence of a criminal event, the estimatedtidk of' the 
criminal act is meaningless. If on-view arrest records 
recorded the time between arrest and the time of the 
criminal act (i.e. the mament of victim-robber con
frontation), the effective time duration of criminal 
events could be estimated as a function of the crime 
type. This "effective» time duration) T, could then 
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d 1 ld reflect criminal behavior as well a.s 
beuse . twOU 
confrontation time. 

Estimation and Verification 

as 
PA=P(d, st) 

(16) 

. 1 . on is the assumption that 
(Imp1i?i: in thlS fo:~:tlof arrest, given patrol de, 

the condltlOnal pr,ob . YA stated before, this is not, 
tection (P(A/d)), IS unlhtY• 'Sl' e is close to unity and 

'l true but t e va u 

than 100PA+IIOOPA-mll, or if the anests .. vere 
equal to or less than 100 P 11.-1100 PA .-ml I. In equa
tion form) the result would be worse if 

100 P,l +/100 PA -ml I :Sm2 

or (21) 

where 1112 is the number of arrests in the second set 
of 100 criminal events. 

f s ace-time coincidences 
The average number 0 P of N criminal events 
'd' nd the occurrence 

const enng P a. ' , 'n" analytical form a~ 
, A can be wrttten 10 a 
10 0~ 

KST (IN/BA 
The Probability of at 

for the assigned ~ector ?as~dence out of N criminal 
least onc space-time comCl 

neceSsan Y ) . t (P(A/d)) is practically non-
the data to estlm~ e. elected in the formulation.) 
existent. Therefor~, ,It 1S ~ g nditional probability, 

Using the defimtIOn 0 co 

P(d, st) (17) 
p-P(d \ st)===~ PBt 

, b bT ty estimate of space-time 
Where PBllS the pro ad 1; the models in this 

At this point, the use of the nornial distribution to 
approximate the binomial should be discussed. The 

, 'normal distribution approximation is introduced for 
. :'Jater computation of the "reasonable" range of PA • 

,Tables exist for the normal distribution that permit 
'an til,sier analytical representation of the distribution 
of estimates of P.ol computed from different data 

events in A is 
coincidence as compute rom ' 

( 
KSTY' (13) section. . . 1 event" and m on-view " n cnm10a ~ 

If there were . fi t pe of criminal event, the 1- I-PEAl 
. l' equation (12) is solved 

In a computer strou atlo~, b b'lih)' for each 
. th' space-tune pro a 1 -, 

by computmg e . f available Task Force 
, . a'l event as a functIOn Q 

arrests for that spec1 c \ b'lity of arrest, given a 
initial estimate ?f the ~o t a / n robberies, the prob· 
criminal event, 1S ,:/~. ~ ~he binomial distribution 
ability of m arrests IS gwen Y 

cnmln KSTN as 
1 . 1 ceof-· 

units and using the average va ue 10 paBA 

T P "or a -patrol unit de
Introducing the proba~l Ity, oi~~idence the average 
tection given a space~tlme ~ , ' 
number of police detections 1S wntten as 

PpKSTN 
D--- BA 

(14) 

. ,del becomes a problem of 
Verificat1~n of t~e:o roper statistical inter pre

data coHectlOn an t e : l's manpower-dependent, 
tation of the data. The moo e tIe tile probability of in-

" osed to estlma 'd d and 1t IS supp d 1 ont patrol 15 nee e 
t Because a mo e 

frequent even s'. d t' ate the effectiveness 
to investigate tactICS an ~,:x ~:f effort to verify the 
of police patrol, an expen 1 ur r h this data should 
model is wan~a~lted .. To :~~~~l~C;number of criminal 
be coUecte(l w!llch WIll pr . , d the nUlnber 

, bel' of on-VIeW arrests un 
events, the ~um b b' r t of attaining the actual 
4)f patrol umts. "-:he pro a l~i~h the estimated space~ 
number of on~'lleW arre~~~'t from the model will be 
time coincidence proba 1 IdY t'me coincidence is 

d 1" tl compute space- 1 
compute . ~ 1e b f ,~tual arrests, the 

. Id the num er 0 w.; 
too low to, Yle, ed to determine if th~ curves 
time T 11 will be lUc~eas er In addition, the as-

fi t ' . n thIS mann • . , 
can be t co. 1 d patrol and the distnbutlon 
sumptions of truly ran on: 

n! _Pj\."'(l_PA)(n-m) 
m!(n-m)! 

(lS) 

iven a criminal event) 
if the probability of arrest -, g . 

is PA=P(d, st). O<D <1 there is . long as ,L A , 
By this equatlOn, .a~ f' rests given ncdminal 

fi 't nrobabthty 0 mar, 1 . 
always a nl e r 1 f P The prob em \1 

events, regardless of the va u~ 0 t/~f P A and a range 
then to determine the best estlma d this estimate. 

bi lues for P A aroun p 
of accepta e va d single value of A 
From the nature of the atha, no '11 be a range Q! 

't dt~'rew1 
will be obt~:ned; lUS Aea 

brief'" description of the ap· 
"reasonable valu,es. . L 4 

. . b Blumstem and arson. 
proach 1S glVen ? lted in n on-view arrests) 

If n criminal events resu b b Tty of arrest would 
an initial estimate of the pro all 

~ ~ 
)'A.=m!n 

"':" . 'n~ 
~'" f ts out of 100 Cl'l~, 0 ' 

The expected number 0 f;r~~~ou1d then'belO~fj' 
events in a second s~mple Q. umber of arrests~~nd 
The difference in ~he. actual n. this second sample 

ted numoe'f' of arre, sts 111 the expec ' (.-
set of 100 criminal events would be (20) 

\ 100PA.-md d 
. the secon 

tualnumber of arrests 1n f 100 
where 11'll is the ac ther set 0 

sample sets. 
The value of P A will be quite small. As such, the 

sample size of the data used to estimate PA should be 
large to reduce the error of the normal approximation. 
For values of PA. as small as 0.02, a sample size of 
1000 is large enough, The examples given here use a 
sample size of lOO, but this should be increased if the 
first estimate of PAis small. The sample size as a 
fUl;lction of PA to obtain a close approximation of the 
normal to the binomial distribution is given in many 
standard statistical texts and will not be repeated here. 

Approximating the actual distribution of arrests in 
the second sample set of criminal events with a normal 
distribution, the mean would become 100 PA with a 
stand:!r' deviation of 

. \ : 

(22) 

The probability that another sample set would 
.show more disagreement than the first set is then 
given by the equation 

, (~)1/2 f'" exp( - %x2) dx 
11' !l1n-IOOP.A(fu 

(23) 

Cqrrect use of this ectuation is dependent upon the 
assumption that the normal distribution provides a 
tl~sc approximation to the binomial distribution. If 
this assumption is justified, the general use of this 
equation for this purpose can be written as 

wh~te 
k, 

(2)1/2 f"" 
- exp( - Y2x2) dx 
'll' rm-nP.{l/u 

(24) 

(25) 

andmh the number of arrests out of n criminal events. 

of robberies will be exam:
ed

. bel' of Qn~view ar~ests 
From historical ~ata, t e ~U':sk Force units can be 

t f 100 criminal events, 1£ yet ana , tWiththe 
se 0, d h agreemen . ' 
criminal events were selectc ,t e Id beequalt{)or 
expected number of arrC$ts wou . al to or gre~let 

The "reasonable" limit is traclhionally set at a value 
, otO.05: If there ,Y-a'g:h6difference between the esti-

for a particular Cl'lme type Y ts botll a space-time 
~ e t represen 

f.otHld, An on-VIew arr s. b police This is written 
coincidence and a detectIon y . 
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mates of arrests and the actual number of arrests, the 
value of the integral would be unity. An estimate of 
PA which gives a value of equation (23) greater than 
or equal to 0.975 is then considered reasonable. Values 
of P,l giving this result gives the range of values which 
can be accepted at the 5 percent confidence level for 
a two-tailed test given the null hypothesis. 

The initial estimate of FA can be obtained in 
several ways. The most straightforward is the number 
of arrests out of 100 criminal events. This can be 
tested in the manner described in the preceding para
graphs with other samples of 100 criminal events. 
Another e&timate could be obtained by the. compu
tation of space-time coincidence. If this estimate fell 
within ~he "reasonable" range of an estimate of the 
probability of arrest, given a criminal event occur~ 
renee) the conditional probability of detection and 
apprehension is close to unity, given the assumptions 
of random patrol underlying the space-time coinci~ 
dence. 

If the probability of space~time coincidence is higher 
than the upper limit of a "reasonable" probability of 
arrest, then the probability of detection and appre~ 
hension, given a space-time coincidence, is signifi~ 

cantly lower than unity. Finally, if PBt<PA, either 
the values for T or S are incorrect or the entire 
formulation of the random patrol model is wrong. 
The first approach is to check the value of T to see if 
the results can be improved by increasing T. The. 
eX,amples of two on-view arrests for robbery in the 

'earlier section show that the value of T could be 
easily underestimated. 

To summarize, the probability of space-time coinci
dence, p. l , gives an upper boundary on the prob
ability of arrest, if the models and the values in the 
models are nearly correct, as used to estimate PH' 
The probability of arrest, PA, and an es.timate of the 
"reasonable" ra,nge of P,l calt be obtained from his
torical police data. If PA is less than PAl the model or 
the values must be examined, sInce P. t should always 
be greater than P,l' 

Since P.I~ will have a range of values, and a range of 
values can be computed for P., by estimating ranges 
of the values for T and S; then a range for F(d/ st) 
can be estimated by the use of Monte Carlo tech
niques with a digital computer. Otherwise, the ex
pected values of P~t and P.lL can be used with equation 
(17) to estimate the expected value of P(dlst) , If this 
analysis shows P(d/ sf) to be quite small, while a good 
deal of faith is placed in the values of P./and PA , a 
program of training or the design of different search 

, procedures wO\lId seem necessary. . 
This verification procedure was not undertaken 

1st 
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with Chicago data. The method is suggested, however, 

for test by o~her resea-rc'hers. 

Miximizing, Space-Time Coincidence 

ability of space-time coincidence in the interval x to 

x+dx is (2B) 
p(x)(l-exp( -Q(x))) dx 

The overall probability of space-time coincidence
h 

for the entire patrol region is 

p= f' p(x)[l-exp( -Q(x)] dx (29) 
-co 

- , ~, 

curdng in a parti 'uJar ' , v, regIOn was g' I 
the approach t.o a practi'c bb lVen. n reducing 

/ r l' e, 1'0 ery data 
lor c ustermg in space ad" was analyzed 
probability of a robber n

in 
m tlln~ for estimating the 

The follov~' I y a partIcular re!!ion 
v.img ana ysis yield tl .:~ " 

ability that,given a robb . ,s Ie condItional prob-
the robbery will occur ' ery m a section of the city 
. m a smaller b' ' 
IS not the same as esti' ti' su sectIOn. This ma ng the a t 1 ' . 
that a robber.y will occ '1 ,c ua probabIlIty ur 1Il t Ie sub t' 
puter program, CELCOUN'T i3 sec IOn. A com-

probability of a robber Th 
increments of the x a dY' d' e x:rogramuses specified 
. n y ll'ectlOns to d' 'd 
mto rectangular cells l' .' IV! e a region 
Ar. The program thenl~:~g the dimensi~ns AX by 
fall within each AX b Al" nts the data pomts which 
1 y cell. The 

t Ie percentage of cells that hay program outputs 
data points. For anal .' 1 e one, two, three, etc. 

d'fi yzmgtlerobberypr bl 
mo 1 cations were made to CELCO 0 em, several 

, The Chicago address s stem UNT .. 
m both the North-Soutl; d ~ numbermg streets 
made these modificat' adn ast-West directions 

IOns an subsequent r 

1n the mathematical development for computing 
the probability of space-time coincidence, both linear· 
and exponential saturation laws were used, Here is 
described· a mathematical method for allocati.lg search 
effort to maximize the probability of space-time 

coincidence, 
In this application, the probability of space-time 

The mathematical problem is to find the distribution 
of search effort function Q(x) which maximizes p, 

For the discrete case12 the problem is to minimize 

n 2: h; exp( -exQ;) 

easy. An address such as 525 N .' app Ications 

Fig"'. 5-31' 2 d 0' , . M"h'gan Ave. wa. 
•. . n Istrlct June 7 ... June 13, 1969 48 Robberies 

by the geography depart " t' fhad. been developed 
'd men 0 No"'thw t U' 

verslty, an ,it was modifi d j' ' ~ es ern nl-e :0 estimate the conditional 

coincidence is maxi.tr.i,~zed.1fthis maximization occurs, 
the police units, if marked, will maximize their im
mediate deterrence effect, and they will minimize 
their response time to a crime-in-progress call while 
maximizing their opportunity to make an on-view 
arrest. The allocation of a limited amount of search 
effort was investigated by Koopmanll a number of 
years ago. He offers a graphical means of solution. 
Charnes and Cooper12 gave a mathematical pro
gramming solution to Koopman's problem, and this 
is used here to solve the allocation with a digital 
computer. Deployment of units against the street 
crime 6f robbery serves as the specific application. 

Assuming an exponential-saturation law of spa~~ 
time coincidence which corresponds to random patrol 
with non-assigned sectors and assuming further that 
the probabilities oC a crime occurring during a certain 
time interval in a region of the city can be estimated, 
then the problem is to find the optimum manner of 
distributing the search effort. The .search effort, in 
this case, is the total number of police units available 

for preventive patrol assignments. 
In a more precise statement of the problem, the 

probability density p~'() is given. The quantity p(x) dx 
is the probability that the robbery will occur between 

,>: and .~+dx. 

p(x) '2:0, t' p(x) dx=} 
-co 

(26) 

;=1 

Subject to 
n 

2: Q;= 1, Qi~O 
(30) 

;=1 

where ex >0 is a constant rdating the allocations, Q;, 
of search effort to the total amount of search available, 

In this case 
hj~O 

n 

:E hi= 1 
;=1 

l-exp( _:Q(x)) , <1>, Qi, and ex 

are replaced by 

(31) 

~ ~ 

(33). ~ , 
~, 

The amount of search betvveen x and x+dx is repre
sented by a . search density Q(~') which has the 

properties 

Q(x) ~ 0, J'" Q(x) d:~ = <1> (27) 
-'" 

1 .( .KST) Xi USTr 
-exp -::TA' u, U' and BA 

U rep . resents th'!! total number of patrol units aVail.' abl~: ~1 ... 
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<1> is a positive constant which is the measure of the 
total amount of search available. According to "the 
e
x

ponential.saturation law, the conpitional prob
ability of a;ipace-time coincidence given tllata robbery 
occurs at x is p(x) (l-exp( -Q(x)) dx. Thus,the prob-

The models for space-time coinci~ence and the, ~ 
allocation of search effort were combined with actu~: ~. 
robbery data from different regions of Chicago. 'fht. ~. 
goal wa. to n)aximize ,pace-time coincidence b'""" I 
a police unit and a robbery event. Allocation of search l 
effort ... umed that the p,obability of a ,obb<>Y ': r -
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coded as 525 North by 100 East. All streets have .a 
numerical designation in the Ohicago Street Guide, 
In addition, an increment of 800 in address numbers 
represents a mile with only a few well-defined excep
tions. Madison Street and State Street divide the city 
into North-South and East-We~t sections, respectively. 
In the program, Quadrant-l is the northwest section, 
Quadrant-2 is the southwest section, QuadI~ant-3 is 
the northeast section and Quadrant-4 is the southeast. 

All calls to the police department that req:iire the 
dispatching of a police unit have the qu,adrant number. 
and the numbers representing the north-south and 
Eaat-West coordinates of the complainant;s addre .. .';. 

These arc;! given in addition to the time of occurrence, 
type of call and other information. Oards for robbery 
calls were ,obtained daily. Boundaries of several high 
crime area" of the city (each representing about 4-5 
,square mile~) as well as the time periods of 1000-1800 
and 1800-2000 hours were specified in the computer 
program. Robbery data meeting these qualifications 

f would assign a point on a bounda 
f The subroutine OELCOUNT ry to only one cell. robber d t 

t,. . ~C;;~~7 :ata p.oints to bothw~:l~~a~~edu:~ ~~e oldest ~ee~ ~f ~::a~:~~~:ags ~Pdated by dropping the 
f or aSSIgnment p - Once th b Ie most recent week 
t· identified and the actual num~rpos;s, each cell was oceurrin ~ pro abi!ities (conditional) of a robb 

'IV.ere then used ill OELCOUNT. ' 
Originally, CELCOUNT used floating point data. f 

For the study, fixed-point arithmetic was used beeausef 
many o£.the data points fall on boundaries (streets) of I: 

! 
the cells, and round-off errors would result in an as-
signment to only one cell. Also the original program ! 

f 

cell was maintained ' er ° robberies for each cell g In a partIcular cell were com d ery 
divided by the total ~:~~ array. This number was and

s t~ere ranked in decreasing order of ~~~e '"the 
increased if a robbery er ,of robberies (This total take ~lnatural logarithms of the proba~rf a,blhty, 
cell) and th' . was assIgned to more than n. Ie number of cell.~ for l.les were 

~robabi1ity :~:~~t;~~~:s. ~~~l~s the est~mate of ~~: ~~:e t~~:~a~~~n of police .units 0~~:~~~~6~:i~~n~~~: 
tIcular cell. These totals ~epresent~~C~~ In that par- in the section ~~l:~:~, lUSl~g eq.uations (30) and (31) 

ree weeks of a different value for C
t1

1 a ocatlOn, Each cell size has 
F' Ie number of '1 

Figu'-e 5-32: 2nd District June 21 - June 27, 1969 
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and alleys. Since the overall probability of space-time 
coincidcnce depends on this valuc) an itcrative mcthod 
of varying the cell size was used to maximize the 
overall probability of space-time coincidence in the 
high crime area. Values of AX and Ar were varied 
as 100, 200, 300 and 400. This gave 16 different 
cells varying in size from ~1l4th to 34th square miles. 

Quite frequently; an increment in street address of 
100 corresponded to one city block, but in many areas 
of the city there are half-blocks. As such, the values 
for the number of miles of streets and alleys tor a 
given cell size is not necessarily constant throughout 
the city. Constant values, however) were used in this 

program. Sixteen different values were used since 
half-blocks occur marc frequently in one direction 
than another. Hence the values would differ for a 
cell lOO-x-200 and one 200-x-lOO, even though the 
area was the same. 

The probability of achkving a space-time coinci
dence for all 16 cell sizes was computed by multiplying 
the probability of space-time coincidence, given a 
robbery in the cell by the conditional probability of 
a robbery occurring in that cell, and summing over 
all cells which had units assigned. The maximum 
probability was used, and the assignment were made 
with the corresponding cell sizes and. cell locations. 

Figure 5-34: 2nd District July 26- Augllst I, 1969 46 Robberies 
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draw the locatIOns of all bb '. plotter to space~time cdinciden grea cst overall. probability of 
grid of the cell size Wh';o enes 1n the data on a the assigmnents of ce 'tvasl used. for the selection of 

• IC 1 produced the rna . pa ro umts 
.. space-tnne probability. This grid out t' I Xlmum FuU evaluation of the assi nm . 

Figures. 5-31 through 5~35 pU IS S lOwn in been completed It.. . gent program has not 
I · . . das llltended t d'P 
n this manner the ro Force simulation to inel d 0 ~o 1 y the Task 

bery data by 10Ca,~iOn a
P 

d ~~al11 30r~ed citywide rob- of each unit Actu I . ~b e geographrc characteristics 
ability of a robbe n ~me). estrmated the prob- introduced as' an ex aD to ery data would have been 

.ry OCcurI'm". In a f I genous d 
assigned cells for patrol d 1:5. par ICU ar cell, of space-time coincidence w~~~~~ an bthe probability 
available patrol units for' at::::n

med 
the fraction of On the basis of the b ave een computed 

lated the overall probab~'t ;n each cel~ and calcu- patrol status in a geOn~;; 1 ~r of Task Force units in 
dence. This was done fo: ~~ ;'ffia space-tlJI.~e coinci- oCcurred. Thestochas~csPl'ml1ucl.aatr~a where the robbery 

1 crent cell SIzes. The bb IOn was exteI: d d 
1'0 ery data was collect('d from 9 J ~ e, and 

Figul'e 5-35: 2 d D' - anuary 1969 
n Istrict August 2 - August 8, 1969 43 Robb . . 
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throllgh the end of the study period. In addition, the 
cell count data for 100-x-10 cell sizes was punched to 
be used in a simple Chi-square test to determine if the 
crime distributions changed from one period to the 
othf!r. Lack of time prevented an evaluation based on 
a calculated maximum pr6bability of space-time 
coincidence over the robbery data time period. This 
evaluation would check the accuracy of robbery prob
ability forecasts and whether the Koopman allocation 
method significantly increases the probability of ~pace
time coincidence over current assignment methods. 

The final phase of evaluation would include a field 
test. Olle of the basic assumptions in using the Koop
man allocation method 1s lack of knowledge by the 
opposing forces of the search deployment or an un
willingness to change their mode of operation in light 
of the search deployment. The reaction time of the 
criminal population to a change in police deployment 
is unknown, While the crimes of robbery are largely 
opportunistic and unrelated to each other in the high 
crime areas> a significant number of potential robbers 
might rapidly perceive a shift in police patrol strength 
and concentrate their collective efforts in regions of 
minimal patrol strength. For this reason, the Koopman 
method might not apply to Chicago street crimes. If 

TabU: 5-19 

CompnruUve Probabilities for Space-Time Concidence Using 
Differing Cell Si~es in a Region. Calculations Based on Search 
Force of 20 Units, With N~ Allow;mce Made for Down-Time 

(Distric~ 2) 
[Time period May lS-.rune 41 

1000.,.1800 hours 1800-0200 llOurs 
G:!11 
siZe Number Probability Number Probability 

for search for search 

100 X 100 *8 .0207 t4 t ,0261 
100 X 200 5 .0181 2 .0265 
100 X 300 2 ,0173 2 ,0173 
100 X 400 4- t .0118 1 .0163 
200 X 100 5 .0153 3 .0212 
200 X 200 2 .0126 2 .0168 
200 X 300 1 .0128 2 .0146 
200 X <H)O -2 .01015 1 .0IlS 
300 X 100 3 ,0131 2 .0193 
300 X 200 4- .0109 1 .0168 
300 X 300 2 .0117 1 .0156 
800 X 400 5 .00(16 1 .01l2 
400 X 100 *4 .01~!5 3 .0160 
400 >{ 200 1 .0117 1 .0120 
400 X 300 1 .OUO 1 .0127 

AOO X 400 1 .0088 1 .0079 

'" More: areas selected for s~:arch than used fol' actual assign-
ment and <:ulculation of the PI:ohability. . 

t Probability carculated using fewer units than were actually 
available, dUc.:to round-ofl' error. 
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Table 5-20 

Comparative Probabilities for Space~Time C-oincidence Using 
Differing Cell Sizes 'in a Region. Calculations Based on Avail-
able Search Force of 20 Units, With No Allowance for Down-

Time (District 18) 
[Time period Mt\y 1-21j 

1000-1800 hours 180D-0200 hours 
Cell 
size Number Probability Number Probability 

for search for search 
I,' 

100 X 100 4- .0404- 3 t .0426 
100 X 200 4 t .0335 *3 .0392 
JOO X 300 4- .0303 1 .0374 
100 X 400 4 .0198 1 .0353 
200 X 100 *3 .026', 2 .0376 
200 X 200 2 .0185 2 .0301 
200 X 300 2 .0229 1 .0330 
200 X 400 4 .0133 1 .0288 
300 X 100 * 1 .0230 *2 .0282 
300 X 200 2 .0168 4- t .0217 
300 X 500 1 .0211 2 .0272 
300 X 400 3 .0127 1 .0223 
400 X 100 2 .0193 2 ,0304 
400 X 200 4 .0143 I .0233 
400 X 300 1 .0226 1 . (}262 
400 X 400 1 .0126 I .0199 

>I< More areas selected for search than used for actual assign
ment and calculation ofthe probability. 

t Probabllity calculated using fewer units than were actually 
available, due to round-off error. 

the robbers in some collective sense have good knowl
edge of police deployment, some other allocation 
method should be used. Perhaps thi,~ deployment 
might be based on game theory o:r on a rapid updating 
of robbery data to predict the next regions of clustering. 

In addition to a street test of the forecast for robbery 
clustering, and any resultant criminal response, a test 
of the Blumstein-Larson patrol model is necessary 
also. This would require a comparison of actual on
view arrest data to a theore;tical computation of . 
space-time coincidence. This data is available, but 
insufficient time existed to check the patrol model, . 
The Koopman allocation . linked to the Blumstein
Larson model of lJatrol produced lat'ge numbers of 
patrol forces assigned to rather small cells. Since on
view arrests are quite rare and the density of patrol. 
forces in these areas is already quite high, the results 
could be correct for these high-crime regions. Many 
of the captured robbers have previous criminal re~
ords, and the monetary gains from each rQbbery are 
~ften quite small. This would seem to indicate that 
the deterrent effects on the criminal population ~ 
these areas are minor. 

A I ;,,- .' 
!'! j. 

, ,,,:"' 

I 
i 

for several areas covering th . . 
1800 hours and 1800-2000 eh~lme periods of 1000-
clustering of robbery e t durs demonstrate the 

d . ven s an the rd f. • 
tu e mcrease in the theor t' I 1 0 er-o -magm-

Table 5-22 
C?mparative Probabilitlies f, <!';: >n' 
Differing Cell Si:>:es in a iR~;~;P~CI-"'iln.c Coincidence Using 

Force of 20 Units With N 'AlIa eu atJons Based On Sear·.1t 
, '\\'D"-t~ lOW) ance for Down-Time" 

of space~time coincide e lca d:a ue o~ the probability 
cation method. nee un ~r the K.oopman a11o- • Isrlct 1 . 

------~. The assignments of man 
multiplying the fraction of se~~:r ffiwere ~ade by 
the computer program timeg t e ort aSSigned by 
Force units available. Tn a fe . he number 0: Task 
probabilities of robber w Instances the estImated 
the program selected Y °1· ccurrence were such that 

Cell size Tilli\e period 1000-1800 h - ____ ~'_ Ours 
• 11-... , 

Number PJ:'obability 
for search 

--Number Probability 
fOl'search -._-----

a arge number of 11 r 
~earch with a very sn II f' ce s lOr . 1a ractIon of h asSIgned to each cell A searc effort 

100 X 100 
100 X 200 
100 X 300 
H)Q X 400 
20Q X 100 
200 X 200 
200 X 300 
200 X 400 
300 X 100 
300 X 200 
300 X 300 
300 X 400 
400 X 100 
400 X 200 
400 X 300 
400 X 400 

4 
6 

"'3 
3 
5 
2 
2 
1 
2 
4 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 

.0245 
,.0238 
.0143 

5 
4 
2 
3 
4-
2 
1 

.0212 
t .0195 

.0IlS 
,0136 
.0169 
.0127 
.0122 
.0117 
.0109 
.0105 
.0088 
,0090 
.0129 
.0097 
.0090 
.0082 

. s a result onl f ' 
man was assigned to a cell. Th' Y a ra.~tlOn of a 
whole numbers of men t 'l~ program assigns only 
selected for search recd 0 ~ ce ,so not all of the cells 
times received several ve a man. Also, cells some
Since the number wa mend Pd1us a small fraction. 

t .1')170 
.(H75 
.0147 
.0,114 
.0.\42 
.0155 
.01U 
.Oom 
.010,7 
.01315 
,0091 
.0070 
.0082 

k·· 
J; 
t 

I 

s roun e off. f, . 
oCcurred where fewer th th : a ew Instances 
assigned. Actuall f .an e avaIlable units were 

. y, ractlOns of ma 
aSSIgned to cells since the npower could be 
of their eight-hour wat~ ~~Uld spe~d only a fraction 
would have the benefit of m:k~artzcular cell. This 
more random to the potent' I . lD!5 the deployment 

la crrmlDal obs Th' type of deployment wI'11 b" eryer. IS 
. e Investigated b t't a uniform distribution" '. U I aSSumed 

III tIme of CrJmes over the 

Table 5-21 
~~p.arative Probabilities fa S ' . 
Diffcrmg Cell Sizes in a R .r pace~Tlme COIncidence Using 

Force of 20 Units Wit~gNnA~alcu)ations Based on Sel.lI·ch 
, (D' ~ owance for Down-Time 
, lStnct 18) f 

i[ ------

[Tlmoperiod May 14-June 41 

I 
i Cell 1800-0200 110U1S 
i size 
f'. . Number Probability '" 
~ fOl· sea,ch ""umber Probability 

. 
f, ~~1~0~0---3:-____________ f;_or~s=ea=r=Ch~ ______ _ 

f 100 X 200 .0397 8 .0311 
f. 100 X 300 3 .0515 5 .0326 
.f; 100 >t' 400 1 .0420 3 

1.·., ... · 2fX>X 100 1 .0343 2 .0235 
l 200 X 200 3 .0314 3 .0272 

.1
· .. : . 200 X 300 1 .0338 '" 3 .0290 

• 2fX) X 400 1 .0338 1 .0247 
31X!X 100 1 .0250 1 .0219 

~ X 200 i .0279 * 2 :g~g~ 
f "-II X 300 1.0325 2 .0214 

.
; .~X4OO 1 .0329 2 0 
:fi 'W X .0225 2 . 201 
f '400·· 100 2 .0246 .0192 K,M X 200 I 3 .0264 
I ~ )000 1 .0236 2 .0232 
f 'W)( 400 1 .0283 1 .0206 

1000--1800 hours 

1 

1 
5 
1 
2 
I 
2 
1 
1 
2 

'" More areas selected for search ~---------
ment and c~l~ulation ofthe probab~i\~n used fo, actual assign-

t Probability calculated' .y. 
available, due to round-off ~:;~~ Fewell units than were actually 

eight-hour. watch. Probabl .• 
could be accommodated, y tlus IS not true,. but it 

• The problems with round~off ' " 
and the results show dramat' lrer:~ qUlt~ mfrcquent, 
high crime areas will I lca: y tnat cnme, even in 
the 16 different c~l1 . Custer In space. EYen within 
time coincidence ~::es~ ah:en-£dold increase in sPace-
h · c leye . T1:··, prob b'l' . s ow a ~lzeable I'n ." a 1 HIes 

~ crease over tl I -
from the simulation h' I le resu ts obtalned 
b . w IC 1 assumed a'r " 

utIon of crime and the r . unhorm dlstn-
Tables 5~19 through 5-22) eventIve patrol units. (See 
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CHAPTER (j 

DEMONSTRATION EXPERIJVIENT IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION* 

The culmination of the Operations Research Task 
Force effort came in the ;demonstrqtion of the split
foice concept in DistriclFQurtefn. BasicaIly, this 
was an experiment in administraticn that produced 
changes in the street operations of the police. Other 
demonstrations were earried out, including those 
related to robbery (District Two), burglary (Police 
Area Six) and, in the same area, auto theft and the 
BIue Fence power tactic. Improved procedures for 

, command and control of police resources under 
emergency conditions were evolved through the help 
of the Communications Center personnel; these 
procedures were put into practice at the timp, of the 
Democratic National Convention in August of 1968. 

Demonstration is an essential step of a prlJject such 
as this 0ne, involving the creation of a split-force for 
response and preventive patrol. Demonstration is 
also a difficult step, moving from suggested practices 
derived [rom analytical methods to production or 
operational implementation. This can be accom-

. pUshed only through detailed staff planning. Prepara
, tion of an operation order is the same process, whether 
! in a major city police department or in the military. 
, The difference lies in the degree of adequacy in 

staffing; in law enforcement agencies the staff com
POnent is either non-existent or, at best, seriously 
undermanned. Chicago's police department is no 
exception. 

Preparing operational plans and coordinating 
them through the Police department's com mal' ,:1 
structure fell to police members of the Operational 
Research Task Force. Under the overall direction 
of Capt. James P. Moss~ implementation of the -

'Principal authors: A. M. Bottoms, Sgt. R. W. Wagner of 
the Chicago Police Department and Dr. Charles W. N. Thomp
~, Northwestern University. The differing observational 
[Qmts of view show up most clearly in this chapter in the com
:entary by the first two authors, "inside" the experiment and 
e "outside" comment by Dr. Thompson. The separate 

'1 :ytical efforts allo reflect' the professional disciplines (police 
fc <I ~r and academicl~) and 'the boundaries ofthe experiment 

seen by each viewer •. ' 

District ,Fourteen experiment was carried ,out by 
Sgt. Robert Wagner of the ORTF. The stq~s ate 
instructive for those contemplating future demon
strations and street c.xperiments. 

First, Sgt. Wagner forecast the expected calls for 
service for each of the police periods that arrived 
during June, July and August of 1969. He based 
this forecast on a linear extrapolation method de
veloped by the project director. Thi~ method added 
a percentage increase for 1969 calls for service to the 
observed summ~r season of 1968 receipts of calls 
for service. Hourly distribution was estimated from 
historical records. In the event, the method proved 
accurate, within a few calls, at 300 per clay. 

Next Capt. Moss and Lt, Berry developed a 
"basic beat" map for the district. (In the process, 
they also clevcIoped a basic beat configuration for 
the entire city and showed a reduction of about 70 
motorized beats.) The basic beat was a square whose 
diagonal represented a. five-minute travel time 
under representative conditions. Capt. Moss and 
Lt. Berry prepared the beat structure from Chieago 
Transit Authority bus schedules and from their own 
knowledge of the city. Topographic features pro
duced some compromise of the basic beat's ~quare 
shape. 

From this basic beat structure, Sgt. Wagner de
vcIoped recommendations for assignrnent of patrol 
units to the response function and to the preventive 
patrol function. The concept of the basic beat in
cluded reinforcement of areas that require most 
police activity. Throughout the demonstration period, 
the preventive patrol function was the responsibility 
of the district's Crime Coordinator. This as;:ignment 
was based on the district's crime activity, tdlected 
on pin maps showing burglary, auto theft and crimes 
against persons. 

In the next step, procedures in the Communica
tions Center were modified so that the relay system 
could accommodate both the experimental design a
tio~'l and the normal motorized beats. Other modifi-
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d elo ment of procedures for 
cations included t~e ev ~ergency calls fo!' police 
stacking and defernng non-e , , ' 

service, 'f th ORTF brilded District 
Now representatIves 0 e d b'ectives of 

1 on the scope an O"~ 
Fourteen personne h t the deill(,>nstration 
1 d onslration. Throug ou 

t lC em, se.o'lons with district }lerlionl.,\el were period reVIew ~q 1 1 t'on 
" the ORTF, A professiona eva ua 1 , 

conducted by 11 d "administrative expen
of the expermlcn~, ca e~n Fundamental t:ylltems, 

t "was carned out y, h 
men , • Til under a subcontract to t e Inc. of Evanston, _ " . , 

Chicago Police Depar~~:::ion and concepts of the 
The pro~edure, mo 1,1 Ie in the Chicago Police 

demonsttatlOn are feaslb., d analytical bases 
t t The assumptIOns an 

Depar men , 'implied criteria for 
are 'sound, Given the vanou~ , d' 

operations, these resu~~ were ~ ,t~~~;e~se in average " 

(.) AJ~ough a -;~~on calls was recorded, this 
response tIme to ~m~rg y though the average 
was not deemed sl(rmficant even , 

, ed below five mmutes, 
response time remam k' f non-emergency calls 

(.) Deferral and stac mg a I to be' 
'I bTt was s lown t increase police aval all y, . 

'f~asible and aC,cePtab
f 

Ie t?t ~h~ c~:m:e~~~~se function 
'.) Schedulmg 0 um S f e 
\: , d h were no reports 0 outag was fleXIble, an t ere , 

during th\, demonstration penod, dve patrol function 
(~) R(;:mlts from the pre} ven , l'ttle discernable 

' , t' g because t lere waS 1 , wer(~ dlsappom m dUGing the reported 
increase in filing arr7sts or ref bout 100 per cent 

. 'I 'er an mcrease 0 a 
fdomes, 10wev , t' e patrol was 

1 ffi t applied to preven lV 
in the actua e or t ' during times 

Th' , 'ase was eVen grea e1 
seen, IS mere , d thO result under~ 

d ·tl h'gh cnme an IS 
associate WIll '. ffort should be 
scores the conclusion t~lat major n~ive patrol. (A 
devoted to crime-specIfic preve L') 

Ported by St. oms, similar experience was re 1 ~ unex-
' 'police mora e wa" an 

(.) An Increase 1~ ivin atrol officers} 
pected result,. ?:easlOned ~~ ~per~io~al decisio1f1s, 
more .'esponslblhty to n: d the experimental pro
Participating offi~ers rec~:~hDught of as an experi
eedur:s well. Thl~ ;maYand a ~i nificant contribution 
meI'lt m team pohcmg, d g be the restoration 
of team pOlicill.g. ~ro~e utes u:.:in level personnel 
of Inorale and InitIatIve to ope g , 'b"I'ty 

• ption of responsl 1 1 , by increasing theIr own pe~ce f a Strategic Patrol 
The result was the creatlOn 0 d . 

• , 't made available by re ucmg Force 1.1smg p.olIce um s . 'fl time 

the d~mand for police ~ervice dU~in~ t~;ee~~~:rallY_ 
periods, Although the pnmarYhgo~t ~" of problems 

d d nt pt )'~'am was teo u) . 
fun c gra , ",< " 1 police department, the 
r. '-lJ' the Iarg~ mumClpa '1' 
lach·

o 
r ble to any SIze po Ice results and methods are app lca 
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h' ost- important contribution ency, However t em, , b " 
ag .. 'bI Meetings and dIalogues etween" 
is not re,a~tly vIs~d e, olice officials resulted in out-
academIcians al p 'ffort toward sharing: 
standing disp?ays Ofdcokope~~~geee in each' fie] 1. Th~ 
h 'nformatIOn an no , 
tel • f h' Administrative Expenment ' lementatIOn 0 t c , 1 
~mp, , F teen (Shakespeare area) IS an examp e 
m DIstnct o,ur f ,'us disciplines and separate of the blendmg 0 vallO , , 
tudies into a flexible patrol operatlOns deSIgn, " th> 

s , • . fi nd later on m IS In the technical dlvislOn; ou, , 
chapter the experiment will be discussed as. 

1, ~ simple mathematical pxediction model of 

The diversity of police activity was illustrated in 
tbe development of the Resource Analysis Budget 
for the Ohicago Police Department. Structuring of 
the Resource Analysis Budget system resulted in a' 
clear identificaticm of the functional objectives of 
the police department, Ooncurrent analysis of the 
beat officer'sact.ivity revealed that many tasks per
formed are in fact of a service nature, T.he 1969 
Department Program BUdget indicates that ap
proximately 75 percent (If the iotal budget will be 
expended for oilier tlian direct crime prevention activity. 

Subsequently, attention focused on the radio as
signment of the beat officer, Acknowledging the 
reactive posture of the department, studies were made 
of the frequency of calls fat police service as a whole, 
rather than concentrating Upon the structured in
formation categories of the Uniform Orime Report, 

as an area with a large number of calls for service of 
a minor nature, The discrepaflCY is obVIOUS: How 
much effort and time is needed to handle one Part 1 
(weight 4) incident versus four miscellaneous inci
dents (eacrnveighted"I-);'Opa Part II incident (eaCh' 
weighted 3) versus three miscellaneous calls fi)r ser~ 
vice, " 

The relationships between POlid'(! activity and 
police information must be analyzed":~Q a far greater 
depth than currently exists in practict:.\ Numbers 
alone cannot determine the most effective usc of 
police manpower, Assigning a PGHce officer to a beat 
consisting of two square !,!ocks in an urbaht area can 
be an enOl'mom: Waste of manpower if the officer is 
assigned because of a number of crimes over which 
he has no control. A beat officer ,in a vehicle on the 
street cannot offer effective deterrence to a burglary 
in a high-rise apartment buildins, for example, Yet 
no police agency .is now prepared to acquire the 
information and the sophisticated hardware and 
techniques with which to make a determination On 
other than cursory analysis of quantitative data. 

calls for police serv,ice, , d robability 
2 The utilization of queumg an P, ' 
' £ 1 e to determine the level of pollee theory ormu a 

responsedsel:vice, f a s'tatic geographical beat strue-
3 A eSIgn 0 • . r' d 
'b d upon distance traveled m a mute ture ase , , 

time, of increased amounts 0,£ 4, The evaluation 
strategic patrol. k 

' Emphasis was placed on the assumption that an as
sig~ment of the beat offic~r will '~cost" the police 
department the services of that officer for a period 
of time during which he js unable to perform th(\ 
patrol function, i,e" he is not available to apprehend 1 0 Hons Research Tas 

Failure to contim)e, t 1~, pe:: the lessons of the 
' Force prev.ented cap):~:::gthe opportunity of ac

demonstratlOn and d d 1 1 ns of the departmen~ 
the criminal nor is he "visible)' to the potential 
criminal as a deterrent, 

Organization of the patrol force is based upon the 
. t' the eomman ec le 0 d 

quam mg 'al t ntial of methods develope with the operation po e , 
by the project, 

BACKGROUND: STRATEGIC PATROL 

Any program, therefore) must take into account 
of tlle number of calls for police service and must 
Consider the amount of time he can be freed from the 
restriction of the radio to perform patrol. 

Fortunately, the data bank of the Chicago Police 
Department is structured on the premise that the 

,~,' calls for police service are an integral part of the 
~ planning for manpower distribution, These data are 

' b ' problem: t maintained by time and geographic location to I, administrator has one aSlc
l Thc po >ce " olice ,eso_ { create ,epo'tiog beats and to aliocate rnanpowe, ave, 

How to best utilize the prlma~] p eparate,~ the 24-hour police day. Additional information re-' d public serVice, as two s ~ 

manpow",·. enmc an . f lar .kill, ",d! !"diog multiple an",,", and incidents of re,i,tlng 
and distinct functions, reqUIre ~ar lIeu d The police:f arrest and other assaults on police officers are cor-h rt of those mvo ve . " 
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military model, with tr.e hierarchy structured to 
identify the authority and responsibility of positions 
and individl!4ls, The city is divided into geographical 
police areas and police districts: Each of these 
designates a semi-autonomous command structure 
to deU.neate the extent of command, 

The polic(' district normally retains a stable geo
graphical boundary, with the limits based upon 
external considerations 'such .as natuz-al barriers, city 
limits, main urban transit routes, telephone faCility 
limitations, etc" which would affect patrol operations 
and comrnuT,dcations. 

Supervision follows the military authority struc
tUre fl.)m Oaptain down to the rank of Sergeant, 
Below this rank is the police patrolman. The intent 
of the military structure is to allow maximum flow, of 
information through the police organization, Es
sentially, a supervisor has the responsibility to act 
as teacher for his patrolmen, His tasks are to over$ee 
any activity, make immediate corrections, and to 
ensure that any task is performed to' completion 
efficiently and effectively, 

As a practical experience, the ideal situation does 
not exist, Patrolmen, Once they leave the roll call and 
the district station, operate with only minimal super
vision. Supervisors, despite efforts to maximize their 
effectiveness, cannot exert complete control Over their 
subordinates, The radio dispatcher assumes the r()le 
of supervisor through the communications system, 
The assignment of a beat vehicle, through radio com-
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lllunications, unavoidably usurps the command struc
ture; however, the dispatcher also maintains a means 
of reinforcing his authority role through the use of 
sanction, A vehicle not responding to an assignment 
is Hred-lined" by the disp<ltcher. In this instance, the 
the dispatcher reports the nonavailability of a ve
hic1<;; to the District Commahder. Although the 
dispatcher is divorced from the disciplinary system, 
he is instrumental in instigating suth.action. 

The result is a negative, or at best an inctdinite 
relationship between the street supervisor and the 
beat officer, Add to' this situation the increasing 
frequency of caUs for ;;ervicewith beat vehicles being 
assigned to incidents far removed from their assigned 
beat areas, and the experience is disconcerting. 
Supervisors complain that beat oflk,ers are seen once 
((at roll callI!, and beat officers complain that "patrol 
is non-existent" once they are on the street. 

Providing the public with both protection and 
other service requires the police administrator to 
schedule his resource/) over time and area. In order 
to accomplish this task, the administrator must also 
determine the "balance" of [actors working against 
the reali~ation of department objectives. The place
mell.t of a police officer in a small geographical area 
is the simplest manner of deterring crime. If the area 
is small enough he ct'n simply walk over to appreherid 
a criminal. The question is whether any city is 
financially able to afford such resources. The officer 
may be assigned a larger area. Aided by increasing 
his mobility ea vehic1e)j increasing his support 
facilities (radio, computerized inft)rmation) and by 
increasing his auxiliary assistance (prisoner trans
portation~ legal staff, sociologist, evidence experts, 
etc.)) he may perform his task £~ster and remain 
available Jar calls foi:' service. However, such spe
cialhlation may "cost" a department the additional 
patrol force resource~ that would eliminate other 
problems. Such additional patrolmen might de
crease travel time between assignments, cause some 
deterrence to crimes of opportunity, and reduce the 
amount of paper work created by individual officers. 

In essence, the 'problems inherent in the police 'I 

department require that they be studied as a: totality. 
They have been presented singly so that each could 
be regarded apart from the" tot.2i scope of the experi
ment. 

'It is statistically impossible to predict with any 
degree of accuracy the location, type or time of oe
~\ll'rcnce of any individual criminal incident. The 
total aetMty of a police department can be predicted 
within reasonable limits, however, in much the same 
fashion as private industry and commerce can predict 
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production and sales information. The intent of these 
two processes are the same: To prepare the organiza
tion for a given level of acti.vity and to control the 
resources expended to reach a specific goal. The 
difference between the operating characteristics of 
these organizations is that a police department's 
fina'ncial struCture is static within a time period. A 
sp~cific amount of money is corrunitted to a police 
agency. The private enterprise commits a portion of 
incoming revenue, and this may, jf necessary, be 
increased (or decreased) if conditions allow or de
mand such a change in budgeting. The peculiar 
aspect of police work is that, unlike most industrial 
and commercial enterprires,in excess of 90 percent 
of the police budget is for personnel salaries. There
fore there exists a longer lead time and transition time 
before the revision of a budget can be converted filto 
useable resources: personnel trained, special hard
ware acquired. The immediate acquisition of ad
ditional resources is accomplished only through 
government procedural channels or at the expense of 
other police programs. 

The lack of sophisticated data processing equip
ment, personnel experienced in handling such equip
ment and the determination of the Operatioris 
Research Task Force to operate with only practical· 
methods limited the scope of the experiment~ No 
additional resources were to be committee: to the 
experiment. The design and conditions of the test 
would be of a practical nature. 

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The success of the St. LouiR Police Department 
(SLPD) program with the split-force concept of 
patrol operations led to the basic design of the ex

,,> periment. Since 1966, the SLPD has been operating 
1,{' a program with the patrol force divided into a "calls

for-service" force and a "preventive patrol" force. 
The SLPD program utilizes a computer program, 
designed by the Harvard Laboratory for Computer 
Graphics, known as SYMAP. The computer· output 
is in the form of maps of each reporting area; these 
maps note the intensity of selected criminal activity. 
In addition, other programs compute the predicted 
level of calls-for-service activity for each beat, This 
information allows command officers to" determine 
what number of officers ar"d units are necessary to 
respond to calls for police service. The SLPD system 
did not take into consideration the psychological 
effect of beat boundary changes on the patrol officer 
or the preliminary planning and designation of 
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p~riocl, Each be::tt was constructed with the emphasis 
that the vehicle ,assigned could traverse the farthest 

, distance of the beat within a five-minute time period. 
Care was taken to adapt natural and man-made 
barrilers to cross-beat travel. 

Design of the experiment a.s a problem was re
duced by the preparation of the "five-minute-beat" 
map. The problem was now to simply determine the 
time and in what quantity police units would be 
assi!~ned to the patrol structure. 

In reviewing a sta,pdard department report, the 
"Su;mmary of Police Activity -by District by Hour," 
a remarkable stability was noted to exist in the per
centage of calls' for service by hour and by day of 
week. This stability was limited only to the category 
of the 'total calls for service. Tabulations of Part I 
and Part II crimes fluctuated erratically. "Miscel
laneous-Other" calls varied less violently but still 
with a change of not more than 1 percent of the total 
number of calls. Seasonal and annual data displayed 
similar frequency distributions. (see Figure 6~1). 

A prediction was made for the Winter Periocl 
(1968/1969) based on the historical data of the pre
ceding season. Methodology was kept simple as all 
ca.lculations were made on a standard office calcu
lator. The total calls for service were multiplied by a 
p~edetermined factor representing the expected in-
et't~ase in the number of requests for police service. 

Simply, it was noted that calls for service had in
er-eased or decreased at a constant rate and tended 
to; follow historical seasonality patterns. For Summer
to:·Winter, . calls tend to decrease; for Winter-to-

I: S~(mmer, calls tend to increase. Each of these varia
~ tl~ms is subject to the annual trend toward increase as 
!i e~perienl~ed throughout law enforcement. ii 
t:Examination of these trends revealed that the Oity 
f,01 Chicago had a seasonal multiplier factor of 1.094 
i for the Winter Period and a 1.115 multiplier factor i ¢~~~:"ta~o:h:he;~7:e;~t~;6a In,,::::,g :: 
t, mlfltiplied by the factor 1.094; the hourly and day-of
l'. \~rk data were derived from the percentages indica-. 
~ tIlt of the proportion of the total, and an hourly 
t P~~diction by day of week was gained for the Winter 
f 1~p8/1969' period. The predkted mean level of 
i a1,ivity was ~05~al1~..for-service p~r day .. A~ttlal rate 
,~ • \~I s 207 calls·d:or-servlce per day fOl' the dllitnct, 
1 jiThe distributions of the calh;-for-service as, <l. total 
.~ f/IJd by dt,ly-of-week were gra1phed for both actual 
l ~~~d vredicted data. In both c!:tses, the only obvious 
J..,I:QlSCrepancy was in the range; predicted data tended 
jl!1 t~;fiatten (inGr~ase in:range), and Cl.0;ual data peaked' 1 tl110re dramatically. In both cases the data exhibited 

t:~i ,i! 
~. 

the same skewed model peaks for weekend data and 
the same normal peaks for weekday data. Abnormal 
peaks, of course, were not accounted for by this 
method. Although the predicted data tended to sug
gest a higher one-time expected peak in the number 
of calls for service, the actual data did not indicate 
any such experience. 
,Prior to beginning the prediction for the Summer 
1969 period, an additional gr(~ph was plotted for the 
1958 period. The total daily experience of calls for 
service in the 14th District was extracted and graphed 
(Figure 6-2), This chart showed no particular trends, 
with an exception of onl;! day with an extremely 
abnormally high call fo~' service. The decision to 
implement the experiinent during the summer, as 
opposed to winter, came as a result of this chart. The 
variations in daily calls lent themselves to calculating 
an average in calls for service that could be handled 
without extraresources . 

Processing the prediction for the Summer 1969 
period followed the' same mechanics for the previow, 
winter prediction: The results were tabulated, chal·tecl 
and graphed as before. At this point, however, the 
other disciplines bec~me involved in the procedures 
to be established for the experiment. A program was 
developed to compute the probabilit}r curv~s of' 
service time as related to response time, versus units 
available for service. The program graphed a linear 
extension which stipulated the number of beat ve-

. hicIes (response units) needed to answer a particular 
number of hourly incoming calls for service. For 
example, should calls for service (in the 14th District) 
be received at the rate of five per hour, and should 
it be decided that a vehicle should be available 
within, six seconds to receive such call, the 14th Dis
trict would have to maintain five beat vehicles in 
contI' :tnt readiness IF the normal mean service time 
neces,lary to handle a call }vas not to exceed 35 min
utes. tlhould anyone of these variables experience 
deviation, the entire equation would deteriorate. 

The entire experiment now depended upon the close 
cooperation of all concerned. A process flow chart 
was designed to establish the responsibilities of each 
of the department units that would have to partici
p~te in the experiment. A feeling for the amount of 
coordination required is given in the pilot program's 
chart of "Responsibility Areas" (Figure 6-3). 

The allocation of beat vehicles to the five~minute 
beats was determined partially by raw figures de
rived from the present personnel strength of the dis
trict. However, additional resolution was gained by 

. conferring with the district commander, the deputy 
chief of the Police Area involved and with the super-
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period of Strategic Force-Administrative test. 
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Figure 6-'3: Responsibility Areas: Pilot Program - "A"/"B" Force Concept J\ppJi:cation - 14th District 
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visors of the district. The J 4th District in its original 
beat configuration consisted of 21 beats on the 3rd 
watch (1600 to 2400 hours); the new five-mim.1te 
beat structure called for only eight "Response Force') 
beats. 

The personnd assigned to the watcl;1 complement 
were to be assigned to vehicles categorized a~l either 
"Response Force" or as "Strategic Force." The 
new Response Force personnel had the basic respon
sibility to answer calls for police service as dispatched 
or encountered on-view. The Strategic FOl'ce per
sonnel had a primary responsibility to complement 
the Response Force in answering calls for service, but 
would be utilized as a strategic, aggressive patrol 
force against specific criminal activity at particular 
hoUi's of the watch. This concept demanded that the 
level of police activity be known for every hour of the 
watch and that the criminal activity most susceptible 
to patrol by marked police units be identified and 
made the: subject of mission planning. 

In order to motivate the district personnel, the 
latter objective (mission planning) was relegated to 
the District. Tactical Unit; this organization had 
relevant data as to the incidence of specific crimes 
in the district. In effect, the new program would 
assist the Tactical Unit by allowing it to c')ncentrate 
upon the more obvious criminal activity .11 strength 
and by still providing a patrol force capable of cover
ing a lesser defined' area without using up Tactical 
Unit resources. 

Using the predicted calls for service data and de
termining the relative characteristics of each beat 
area (anticipated criminal activity and arrests as 
depicted by statistical data and as described by dis
tdct personnel), vehicles were assigned to beats. An 
initial assignment of a Response Force vehicle was 
made to each o( the eight beats; each beat was as
signed one or two officers per car as personnel were 
available and historical characteristics of the beats 
was determined. The remaining officers were as
signed to one-man vehicles, designated with a letter
suffix, to a particular beat; Beat 1403 (a two-man 
Response Force beat) would also have beat J 403-A 
(a one-man Strategic Force beat) to complement it 
at certain hours of the watch. At a predetermined 
hour of Hie tour of duty, the Strategic Force beat 
vehicles would be withdrawn from selvice. These 
vehicles would then, under the direction of a Super
visory Se~'geant, be assigned to a specific area of the 
district for a specific mission. The Tactical Unit of the 
V1-tll District would provide a composite outline of the 

. major crime problems of the district for each day of 
the experiment. 
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It was recognized that the Communication Center 
operations would play an instrumental role in the 
experiment. To ease the transition from the normal 
operational role of the radio dispatcher to his new 
role in the experiment, the supervisors and dis
patchers were invited to participate in preliminary 
discussions. The meetings resulted in a dialogue 
regarding the priority of assigning vehicles, and the 
communications personnel structured a priority 
schedule for assigning vehicles to various calls for 
service. By "stacking" such call$, depending upon 
the urgency for police attention, the dispatcher, in 
effect, applied his knowledge to a situation. The 
direct-talk-to-complainant concept employed in the 
Chicago Police radio console operation allows the 
dispatcher to ·evaluate the reported situation per
sonally. 

Data generated by field units would not change in 
content; however, it was also recognized that such 
data would take on new location and responding 
unit identification. The problem was I'esolved by 
making the only change necessary in the five-minute
beat map design. A new map for the 14th District 
was created with the assistance of department car
tographers. The new map followed 'normal depart
ment reporting beat boundaries so th;:;.t only a minor 
procedural change had to be made in reporting 
method. (See Figures 6-4 and 6-5.) 

Major emphasis was placed on creating a positive 
attitude on the part of the beat patrolmen in the 14th 
District. Change of any form is resisted to some de
gree. The intensity of resistance is an inverse function 
of the amount of information regarding the proposed 
change. In deference to this proposition, the person
nel of the 14th District was apprised of the entire 
experiment. Under the designation of a Pilot Program, 
the proposed experiment was explained in detail to 
all supervisory personnel in personal discussions and 
at meetings. The final presentation was made at a 
meeting of all command and supervisory officers of 
the district. This session covered the theory and design 
of the Pilot Program's conception, reasoning, and 
implementation. 

The issuance of a department directive offir,ially 
created the Pilot Program. The Departrrlent Notice,-; 
outlined the duties and responsibilities of the par
ticipating units, with emphasis on: minimizhl$ formal) 
structured directions to police personnel. TI~e intent 
of this approach was to induce a climate of freedom
of~intent of action and movement on the part of the 
beat officer and field supervisor. In essence, the beat " 
officer and the Field Sergean t were to experience a 
police version of "job expansion." By structuring the 
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Table 6-1 

Supervisor's Manning Table, District 14-

14T1t DISTRICT/1sT W".TCIt 
Field Lieutenant Beat 14f)0 
Sergeant Beat 1480: Beats 1405-1406 
Sergeant Beat 1481: Beats 1401-1407.-1403 
Sergeant Beat 1482: Beats 1404-1407-1408 

AFTER STRAT£'OlC FORCE IN EFFECT 

Table 6-3 

Secone( Watch Manning Table 

Beat per 
0730-1300/ 1300-1530/ 0730-1300/ 1300-1530/ cat 
0830-1300 1300-1630 0830-1300 1300-J630,. 

We(',kdays 
, Weekends 

Men 

. Field Lieutenant Beat 1490 • 

SC1'geant Beat 1480: Area l~ast of Homan Avenue and North of North Avenue 

Sergeant Beat 1481: Area 'West of Homan Avenue in District 
Sergeant Beat 1482: Stratf:gic Force Supervisor 

1401 
1401A 
1402 
1402A 
1403 
140M 
1403B 
1404 
1404A 
1405 
1405A 
1405B 
1406 
1406A 
1406B 
1407 
1407A 
1408 

R. 
S 
R. 
S 
R 
R 

R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 
R. 

R. 
S 
R 
S 
R 
R. 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R. 
R. 

1 
1 
I 
I 
2 
I 

0> c: .-
Q) $ 
o 0 .--0-LL.<8 
o X 

.0, 4: 
2'"5 o III 

J:
Vl 8 
~~ 
o~ 
<1J 0 

~-£. 
tfo 
Sl ~ 
t: 0 
OJ:: 
~.::; 
Q) .-

O! C 
OJ::l 
t: Q) 
.- u .... \,.. o (j 

2D WATlm AND 3D WATCH 
Field Lieutenant Beat 1490 
Sergeant Beat H80: Beatfl 1405-1406 
Sergeant Beat 1481: Beats 1402-1403 
Sergeant Beat 1482: Beats 1401-1401-
Sergeant Beat 1483: Beats 1407-1408 

WHEN STRATEOlQ FORCE IN .EFFECT 
Field Lieutenant Beat 1490 
Sergeant Beat 1480: Beats 1405':'1406 
Sergeant Beat 1481: Beats 1401-1402-1403 
Sergeant Beat 1482: Strategic Force SUpervisor 
Sergeant Bellt 1483: Beats 1404-1407-1408 

14TH DISTRICT/SQUAPROL BEATS 

Squadrol Beat 1470: Beats 1405-1406 
Squadrol Beat 1471: Beats 1401-1402-1403 
Squadrol Beat 147,2: Beats 1404-1407-1408 

" Vice Bear 1455 i All beats within Radio Zone 3 

m u. p Table 6-2 

J'!.~ f ."" W''''h Monnl"g1',bl, .~ f 1- W,,,,,.,,, W~k'"'" """" 
~ V; I· &" ;'0-03001 O,O(j-"'30/2330-<l4001 0400-1>7301 ~: 
g u: t 0030-0300 0300-0830 0030-0400 0400-0830 ..0 C ~ 

-u 0 , 

5: Q) ~ 1401 ._ 0) !. 
> ~ r; '{WIA, 
~ III i IW2. 

... .! ~ '1'~oA ··Q)~;TIJ< 

l{') -g ..a jl~3 
-b :l g,~ {W3A 
Q).:f2 't lW3B 
... 0 .... /Wf a.!: g I 14O!A u: &..0 !Ilos 

i 1405A 
~ /j()5B 

, t l!Of; 

R. 

R 

R. 
R. 

R 

R 
R. 

R. 
R. ! l106A 

• l!Of;B 
~ HOI R. 
! /107A (' 

R. 

R 

R. 
S 

R. 

R. 
S 

R. 
S 

R. 
; llOiB 
filoo R. R. 

R 

R. 

R 
R 

R. 

R. 
R. 

R. 
R 

R 

R 

R 

R. 2 
S 1 

R. 

R. 2 
S 1 

R. 2 
S 1 

R 

HOOA _ _ 

r ~,.,.. . ..,..,...,---,-. ________ ~ 
it ~ response vehicle. S -,; strategic vehicle. 

R. R 

R. 

R 
R. 
S 
R. 
R. 
S 
R. 
S 
R. 

R. 

R 
It 
R. 
R 
R. 
R. 
R 
S 
R. 

R 

.R 
R 
S 
R 
R 
S 
R. 
S 
R. 

R. = response vehicle. S = strategic vehicle. 

R\ 

R. 
R 
R 
R. 
R 
R 
R 
R. 
R 

2 

2 
1 
1 
2 
I 
I 
2 
1 
2 

response force size and'per.sonnel strength, the police 
officer could aSSume 'that the calls-for-service task 
would be attended to as a n.ormal operation. In 
"freeing" a number of units for the strategic force, 
the supervisor now had to determine the most ef-

Table 6-4 

Third Watch Manning Table 

Weekdllys 
Bellt _ per 

1530-1900/ 1900-2330/ 1530-2000/ 2000-2300/ car 
1630-1900 1900-2430 1630-2000 2000-2430' 

Weekends Men 

-~---------:,---------~---
R = response vehicle. iY =< strategic vehicle. 

~ 

1401 R. 
140lA S 
1402 R 
1402A S 
1403 R 
1403A R 
1403B S 
1404 R 
1404A 
1405 R. 
1405A R 
1405B 
1406 R. 
1406A R. 
H06B R. 
1407 R 
1407A R. 
H07B S 
1408 R 
140BA R. 

----:---
R. R R 2 R. S R. I R. R. R. 2 R S R 1 R R R 2 R R. R. 1 R. S R. 1 R. R R. 2 S R 1 R R R. 2 R R. R I 

1 R R. R. 2 R. R. R. I R R. R. 1 R R. R 2 R R. R 1 S S R. I R. R R. 2 R R R 1 
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fective usc of these units relative to the current district 
situation. The situation at any point in time would 
not remain static since ,calls-for-service would fluc-, 
tuate (increase or decrease) by hourly (or shorter) 
increments of time. 

A supervisor, therefor"!, would have to remain 
cogdzant of the situation in order to create a balance 
in his patrol force; he would be forced to a decision 
regarding the makup c: his field units. For ('~ample, 
if calls-for-service increased abnormally at 0800 
hours, as indicated by the number of Response Force 
units "down" assigned by the radio dispatcher, the 
supervisor must decide to release his Strategic Force 
units to act as backup response units or to retain the 
status quo for a period of time and rely on a proba
bilistic return-to-duty of response units. Conversely, 
if a calls-for-service per hour rate was low, as indi
cated by few radio dispatch assignments) the supel'
visor must decide whether to withdraw his Strategic 
Force unit" from response mode and have them begin 
the strategic patrol mission early in the watch or lose 
some effective strategic patrol opportunities. 

The directive authorizing the experiment began 
the Pilot Program in the 14·th District. It was decided 
to end the experiment on a specific date. The total 
Pilot Program would have a life of three police 
periods (28 days each) in which data could be 
generated, compiled, analyzed and evaluated by the 
ORTF. In addition to the directive, each supervisor 
received a Manning Table to guide them in preparing 
daily work sheets for beat personnel, a chart de
picting the number of beat ears (response units) 
required to handle a level of radio calls of assign
ments, and a number of daily report forms to be 
issued to their Strategic Force personnel. (Tables 
6-1 through 6-4.) 

EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Evaluation implies comparison, the existence of a 
mean9 by which the reI'ative effectiveness of innova
tion can be meaSlw~d. Law enforcement lacks a 
single, absolute measure of effectiveness. Those 
quantitative statistics generated at present within the 
Criminal Justice Sys~em are, at best, only an indica
tion of the mr,gnitude of failure: The failure of the 
police agency to detect criminal activity prior to its 
commission, the failure of the judiciary and the 
corrections syst.em to deter participation in criminal 
activity, and the failure of the citizenry to accept the 
obligations of responsible social association. 

The oft-stated goal of the police agency is to 
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Hprevel",t crime." Analysis of resource expenditures, Je I 

however, reveal the emphasis placed on public 5 5/ 
service. The availability of the police officer, the l'</ 
emphasis on the record kt':eping function of the police ~ajil 
agency, serve to ensure this emphasis on public service. C I 

Relatively little time is actually spent by the indi- i'.f ~h~1 
vidual police officer to prevent crime. The experiment f an1f 
in the 14th District was created to alleviate this \, 

situation. - '~.·~.l.; 
The experiment stated as its objectives, to: " ... in- /. inti 

crease the effectiveness of aggressive preventive patrol ani 
activities while providing normal police service," and I ad( 

resource alIocation technique for possible city-wide '.i thtint.eli 
H ... provide a pilot study of an analytically-based' C10 ' 

application." 
In addition to these stated objectives, there were ~ Bp . 

sub-goals pertinent to the department's Planning~: aucn.tl~ 
function: ~ 

1. Acquire expertise in the design, implementa. 
tion, and evaluation of such administrative experi· I T 

m~~t~dci to the knowledge of department memo I ::i'~~~ 
bers-information regarding police organization t sugg 
and operations under controlled conditions.! .bility . 

3. Examination and assessment of existing d1:t~' plU
11
?Sh'IZ 

and data sources in order to determine future areas ~ . 
of planning. J ih Or 

4. Assessment of the concept of predicting calls· i an u 
for-service and the applicability of this meth. ~ vel~Pj 
odology. J. World 

5. Assessment of the Strategic Force/Response 1 for s~ 
Force concept of patrol organization and the ,l ~I 
reaction of field personnel to this form of opera.:~ g~l~ 
tions. 1 ganl 

J Fore 
As a practical matter, two proofs were necessary ~ Opel' 

before the experiment could be considered a success:,;: was 
a decrease, or at best, no increase in the relativefhow 
proportion of numbers of index crimes, and UfQ • . posit 
deterioration in the district's level of operations. .,:.;' stati 

The experiment in the 14th District can be termed' . the-
succCEsfuI. Analysis revealed that: . '. Cone 

1. Calls for police service (CFS) increased ~ i.' beat 

predicted. The error experienced in predictin~ tlf.;".'~ ; (~es~ .. 
mean CFS per day was less than 2.0%: predict" VISa 
mean CFS = 285.6j actual mean CFS ;::: 28~; pari 
error = 1.08%. j . : d~tiS 

2. No deterioration occurred in response tora~' In 
assignments. Service time per CFS ililcrea:,,: i erl'e 
slightly to twenty-nine minutes per call verSUS;: : Stra 
previous twenty-six minute factor. The ':No ~~ •. T 
Car(s) Available" reports for the three penT; . the . 
indicated a loss of about 5.0 minutes per ,va,\", lllen 

i 

,'It 

«f4.,·, . 
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1, l' f resource expenditures, 
"prevent crime." Ana YS1S °h . placed on public 

per day: Actual loss: 1st watch, 4.0"; 2nd watch, 
5.5"; 3rd watch, 4.0". 

nit. relativ~ to the current district 
fectivc use of these u, .1 "nt in time would, , t" on at any pOl 

1 the emp aS1S h 
however, revea, '1' f the police officer, t e 

. The ava1lab1 Ity 0 h l' serV1ce. d k 'nll' function of t e po Ice 

3. Index crimes increased as expected due to the 
increase in the OFS. However, the recorded in
crease during the experiment is significantly less 
than expected in the categories of rape,' auto theft, 
and-theft under $50. It is suggested that these 
categories are subjectively more amenable to the 
"visibility" of the police qfficer deterrent. The 
jntroduction of the "Q" analysis indicates that 
'arrests in all index crime categories increased, again 
adding to the deterrence effect. In line with these 
concept assisted by' making more actual patrol 
time available; and that the experiment allowed 
the District Tactical Units to concentrate on 
specific crime patterns, by providing visisble beat 
units to attack less defind areas of criminal 

situation, The sl,tua ,1 ce calls-for-service would flue-
not remain static sm . ) b nourly (or shorter) 
tuate (increase or decrease y 
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function: d' implementa-

. tise in the eSlgn, . Two results are most important. Most striking 
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EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

, the existence of a 
. 'plies compal'lson, 

EvaluatlOn 1m . ffectiveness of innova-
b h' ch the relative elk 

means y WId L w enforcement ac s a 
tion can be measure '. a of effectiveness, Those 
single, absolute. :neasule t d at present within the 
quantitative stat1Stlcs genera e t best only an indica
Criminal J"ustice System arre"la . The failure of the 

£ 
'tude of at ure., , 

tion 0' the magnt . ilal activity prior tO,ltS 
. ' Y to detect cnm'i1~ "d the 

pollce .a~enc ilure o~J( the judiciary an, :~. 
comrmsslOn, the fa, , , t' ipation in cnmmal 

. tem to deter par lC h 
correctlOnS sys '. f 'h citizenry to accept t e 

. .' and the fallure 0 t e .: 
acttvlt~, , 'iblesocial assoctatlOn. . 
obligatlOns of respons f he police agency IS to 

The oft-stated goal 0 t 

tion, and evaluatlOn 0 suc a 
parent in the CFS. The ,accuracy of the prediction 

ments, 1 d f department mem- th t l' t"t' bl t b 
2. Add to the know ed,ge °p'olice organization suggests a po Ice ac IVl y IS am.ena e 0 pro .a-

. £ ation regal' tng, bility analysis and prediction of workloads in report-
bers-tn orm tolled conditions. "'ing areas to a degree greater than is now accom-
and operations under con r t of existing data 

. l' and assessmen plished. The introduction of sophisticated equipment 
3, Exam

ma 1O~ d to determine future 'areas in order to correlate additional variables regarding 
and data sourc.es tn or er 

an urban area may assist. the police agency to de-
of pI, anning. t of predicting calls· nt of the concep h velop a program to predict patrol and investigative 

4. Assessme l' bTty of this roet· d b I . I I for-service and the app lea 1 1 workloa s y crIme category, as wel as SImp e cal s 
for service, as seen in Ohapter 4. 

odology. f th Strategic Force/Respo~\t" Perhaps the most important qualitative results 
5 Assessment 0 e J ,the 
, '1 organization anu gained from the experiment is the effect of the or-

Force' concept of" patro 1 t this form of opera' ganizational change introduced in the Strategic 
"reaction of field p: trSOnne 

0 
Force-Response Force concept of district patrol 

tions. c were necessary operations. To the Ohicago Police Department this '1 tter two proms 
As a practlca rna, 'dered a success: was a radical departure. The reports of supervisors, . uld be consl . 

before the experu;nent co . ease in the relative however, were enthusiastic regarding the change with 
at best no mcr d no 

a decrease, or 'f ' dex crimes, an positive comments about the elimination of the 
. f numbers 0 m . . 

proportlOn 0 .' t' level of operat1ons. static beat structure and the introduction of "in-
. . . n the dlstrlC s b t med h 

detenoratlOn.1. 'h 14th District can e er. t ~-field"authority to make operational . decisions 
The expenment m t e. concerning the deployment of patrol units. The 

successful. Analysis revealed t~at: CFS increased as ,beat officer rapidly adapted to the split-mission 
1 Calls for police serVlce (d' )predicting the (response or strategic) role he was to play; the super-
. perience m ed' predicted, The error ex h 2 00/(: Predict,. Visors accep~ed the additional responsibility to pre-
n CFS per day was less t an . ;S ::= 288.6 Pa:ripg~ission assignments· and making operational 

mea CFS _ 2856,' actua,l mean C d Vi~ . , mean -, . . " . eCIS'\,8s under stress,::onditions. 
error = 1.08~.. ed in respol,lSeto ra~(: ~}\:;~trospect, it must be stated that the ORTF 

2, No deterlor(tt:0n oc~urr, er CFS increased ]~~"i'in. not providing more analytical definitions 6f 
assignments. Servlc~ tl1T:

e 
ufes er call versus a "~} ~~gic Force mission assignments. ' 

slightly to twent~-nt:~:~ facto~. The "No ~:':'the, er,ror, ,how, eve, r, is 0, ne of delibe, rate omission. 
previous twenty-S1X, h three pen ~t·'/e,:p:i!riment.ini~ge~ :?at the mi~sio~1 assign~ 
C () Available" reports for t. e er'Valch ,iIl~n~ laecome the rellponslbihty of the dlstnct super-

ar s f about 5.0 mlnutes P , (, 
indicated a, loss 0 'j .(, 

visory personnel. Providing the data from minimal 
sources would only have served to, detract from t~e 
experiment as a test of police 'capability to adapt, t6 
a changing condition. Again, it was i!1dic~tive, of 
the experimental posture of the program in the 14th 
District for this responsibility to be adopt,~d by' the 
personnel of the district and carried out. . 

As previously stated, the police agency' lacks' a 
single absolute measure of effectiveness with which 
to compare performance. By borrowing ~rom .anti~ 
submarine warfare (ASW) techniques, the ORTF 
devised a partial measure, the "Q" Index, which 
related arrests, manpower, and ~rimirial 'incidents 
occurring within the district. This partial measure 
of effectiveness presumed only to measure the change 
inherent in the performance of the beat officer(s), 
relative to the availability of patrol units. In example: 
"Q" = 

number of arrests 

(Hours of patrol availability) (number of crimes) 

The value of "Q" in time period No. I would then 
be compared to the value of "Q" in time period 
No.2. In this manner, previous time periods (prior 
to the experiment) could be serially compiled to 
provide a gross measure to be used as an Index for 
the experiment periods. In a like manner, pre-ex
periment and post-experiment data could be utilized 
to analyze the effectiveness of the split force organiza
tion concept of patrol unit distribution. 

The computer-based analysis of the 14th District 
beat officers, through the "Q" measure, indicated 
that the beat patrolmen energetically applied their 
efforts towards thespIit force role. The ORTF ex
pected some significant changes that might have 
indicated of a "Hawthorne" or "Halo" effect (per
haps an increase in so-called "efficiency" based on 
less desirable arrests for drunkeness, vagrancy, etc,), 
or other activity intended, to project a better image 
in productivity. The results of the analysis showed 
no such effect. In essence, the beat om,~er applied 
himself to the implied mission of importance pre
:venting criminal activity and taking action when 
opportunity presented itself. Apparently the ability 
to be independent of the radio was the cause ,of reo, 
duction in rape and auto theft; Strategic Force unit 
missions explicitly identified auto theft goals and, on 
one particular watch, the local parks and playground 
were established as a specific mission. (See Chapter 5 
fOr~ltiantitative results of "Q" comparison.) 

Tij1e experiment can be termed successful in a 
lar je, sense, due to the expertise gained during the 
e'9terim!!ntal program. Management now has a 
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. of knowledge,· normall.y unattain~~le 
practlcal body • the area of admmls-der 0 ther circumstances, lU un . . 

trative experimentatIOn. , . 'd d the depart-
h penment provi e , 

In essence, t e ex t though not precIse, . 1 (1) an ac"ura e, 
ment Wlt 1 ..• 0/ alice activity, (2) an analy
method of pred\ctlOn p .c 'bTty of the split 

• , .£ ct as to the ,LeaSI I 1 
sis and a basIS lU a 1 fi rce distribution, and (3) 
force concept of paftro it ~ti-eness applicable to the a partial measure a e eo.;, . 
police environment. 

Evaluation (Outsid~ View) 

are rimarily based on a limit:d 
These comments p 11 cation experiment lU 

observation of the res)o ur~et ~ to f tlle Chicago Police 
(14th DIS nc ° , 

the Shakespeare derailed supporting disc~sslOn 
Department. A madre , f the experiment wIll be 
or the theory and eSlg~ ,0, 

found in the Technical D:VISIO~oUld be made before 
Two. gene:al obse:vatl~nsT~e first has to do with 

diseussmg thIs expenmen, , that is formal, 
" t' experimentatlOn, " 11 

adIDlmstra lYe , ntation essentia y , 'II trolled expenme • 
selentifica y can t' g managers, Ther. e d' , of opera m 
under the lrectIOn . . £; or of administrative are two main arguments In av 

experimentation. h d as distinguished 
1 imental met 0 , 

First, tIe exper forms of scientific inquiry, is a 
from study and other F ther in very complex 
very powerful method, ufr , dl'fficult to ex-

' , 't is 0 ten very 
real-World ~ltu.atlOns, 1 d the experiment under 

k 'ables an run , tract the ey varl . , g of expenments 
d' , The rUnmn 

laboratory con ~t~ons, rna . be the only effective way 
under real condltlons y d this is clearly a neces
of understanding events, an 'entation and field 
sary parallel to laboratory expenm , 

study, II' g argument is that the d and compe m 1 , 

The secon , . bl ' an operating or-. , f the vana es m 
mampulatlOn ° 'ded and unexpected " y have umnten h 
ganlzatlOn rna t f tIle operation, T e £ other aspec s 0 
consequences or 'd (xperimenters) select 

' f h' ing Outsl ers e 'f 
practlee 0 av '1' presents Rome dl ~ 
and direct these mampu ~t\Onsf and responsibility 
fieult problems of evalu~~o:o~~ast, administra~ors 
for, these conseque~ce~. s as they make decislcms 
of operating ~rgamzat~on 'or to improve it, are es
to change theIr operatlOn . 'd if when they 

, t expenments, an , 
sentially carrym~ ,ou hen they accomplish these 
make these decislOn~, W -,. e t do so with proper 
administrative expenmendts, th,) a planned careful 

11 t the ata III , 
design and co ec 'Its w'lll be sub-

' d'bTt of theIr resu 
manner, ~e cre Id 1 ~~i will havl~ an advantage not stantially Improve, s 
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fulness of the results to the a burglar, or block off an area, or handle a major 
only in "'""s"f th: U~ut also add to tho gonoml di,tutbance, As a gonoral elfcct over time, tho 
operating orga!llzatlOn" t' ns work. In this sense, criminal may perceive a higher level and quality of 1 d of how orgamza 10 d h . 

know 0 gc . t is cloady of in",,,,, an:os aotivity; he may know that a polioe cae on a Sm-
represent areas of. tremendous importance, These, 
however, are inclUqed here only When necessarY' to 
make some point with respect to the immediate 
experiment. 

the present expenmen d 't 'mmediate value In tegic Force patrol is 1:'It likely to be called away and • t even beyon I S I 

an 'mpor ance d· the allocation of patrol re- know also that thore is a concentration of police 
terms of understan ~n~, ved ways of using II' presence in a high-crime area, sources an

d determmmg Impro .. ; ...... . The first observation that should be made relates 
to the introduction of this particular administrative 
experiment, From a study of the records of the ex
periment, the paper work, the data collected and 
from talking with the people responsible for .setting 
up the experiment and with some of the police of
ficers in the 14th District who participated in the 
experiment, it is clear that the setting up and im
plementation of this particular administrative ex~ 
periment were excellent. The descriptions provided 
elsewhere of how this was done and who did it, the 
steps taken and the reasons for them, will not be re
peated here; the process used, the plan, and the way 
it Was carried out, amount to an extremely effective 
setting up of an administl'ative experiment. 

. Turning to the public service type of activity, the 
them, 1 b v tion has to do with the {' Detroit experience suggests that the police would 

The S
econd genera a ser a , d j .. ' 'd t'r. h k' d fbI' . " h' h 

" d on this there IS an un er- . I en ay t ose 10 s 0 pu IC serVIce actIvIty w IC 
police functIOn ltself, han l't ature not only in the are more clearly police functions as those which re-' ent in tel er, b j" 
lymg agreem , f' experiments. ut . ; quire an immediate _physical presence from SOciety's tso wnow '.~ 
theories and the repofr actively engaged, and 1_ point of view, such as a health or safety emergency_ ' th eports 0 persons , 1 d \\ 

a. )0 lU e r. ,-' - , Examples lUC u e " a man drowning, or in an accident and needing first ' d' pohcp. operations, j.'.' •. '_ ox~wen"" , m " bl" c service calls to cut , aid;", even a fire-as d~tingui'hcd from guarding 
the Detroit plan to screenl pUb ' t ca" and to mako , .chool """'ing., the tcohnical inv"'tigation of a h k load on tIC ea d 

down t e wor , £ 'e related activity an ? crime, dusting for fingerprints or examining physical 
available or cnm ,. .\~ 

them more f l'c officers who partlcI- It.... evidence of other kinds, There are probably some 
the informal comments 0 P,O 1 e t with the Strategic ) intermediate cases which are not peCuliarly police ' h resent expenmen h 
pated m t e PhI' them of activities suc t functions, Pt whic re leves • , " f;. 
Force conce ) d going to a VIctIm s 11 It seems that there is this distinguishing charac-' ff fire hydrants an d { 

as turnmg 0 t -theft that happene I' teristic of "presence" in somewhat the same sense 
home for a report of an au 0 : that Gunnar Myrdal found in trying to develop a 

several day, berore. hich emerges goes to tho ; dimon,iou in tho Anwri'On Dilrmma. The dimension 

The data base provided in. the Communications 
Center, the records kept by the dispatcher and the 
process of converting them into machine-acceptable 
form and the various analyses and simulation studies, 
have provided a base for an understanding of the 
patrol process and some of the key variables and, 
particularly, for the examina.tion of some of the 
interrelationships and the testing of these inter
relationships using real quantitative data. While not 

TIle C
ommon themef w1 ifiormed poll'ce', the l'~ h' 'h' h h b 

' t at IS pervaSIve ere IS t e necessity t at society e 
1 , fi ction 0 t Ie un r' 

under ymg un . ,.' 'lable ph)"ica1 pr~ ; "Pre,entod by a ph)"ical p,,"ence, a sufficient nc, " the effectlve o. aval d :' 

"presence, • articular place an ,if necessary, an Ovorwhelming physical force at a 
sence of organized SOCIety at ats~he physical force to ~ particular place and a particular time. ., n who repl'esen , Th 

time, m a p~rso , . he< in a particular situauon. 0 The,e commen" a" rather elosely limited to the 
carry out soc>ety s. ~' • - the police officor can b, resource aHucation experiment in the 14th District 
crime-related actlVltre~ ot t of presence. There is, which dealt with the concept of a Strategic Force in 1 'd' with thIS concep , 

direct y tle m f h fficer's presence In the form of a certain number of Police officers and I the effect 0 t e Q h . 

for cxamp e" , Th potential criminal w of.' cars allocated to a patrol where they would not 
deterring a 'pwfic cnme. e .. ates that there will '. ordinarily be 'ub;ect to a call by the Communications h Policeman antlclp " " 

sees or ~ars a, , 11 forcing him to stop, ') Center, The experiment necessarily deals with a very 
be direct mtervenhon, Ph""",;:: potential criminal's ;' omall part of a ,ituation of many inteITelated factors, 
This may be extoWed to t. for him, or his type , OneobviollS and very important factor is tho fact 
concern that the poh"o are l~~! a concern that tbe i that the COmmunications Ceo", and the Response 
of act, and will try to ;\O~e~";'re that the police of, " Forto ace tied in to a carefully compiled set of rules 
victim or ~ WItness Wl vide a quick response, or t~at. t; and procedures and a very elaborate, thorough and 
fieer is avaIlable to pro 11 for the police .; complete record keeping system which allows for a 'b 'ck response to a ca . 

there wul e a qm . f the police offiw, " rnnslderabJe amount of information to be available because of the physkal,localtlOn
l 
~ highl 'n this area ~_.' £ 

1 
h tection eve lS f .. .or analysis, and which interacts with the Strategic 

In genera, t e pro , t the potonti," Q Force and """, as a Variable of interest in lOOking because ~his police officer represen s " f.. at the Strategic Force, 

other pohce officers.. b ,ieal presence ':" t In the underlying theory of force-allocation, the 
A further example 1S the p Yh 'minal. (This t establiShment and strategy of beats. the general level h nd and arrest teen . . f ( , 

quired to appte e f re uiring the pr""!'C0 
Q 't ~ police patrol actiVity, tralning of policc Officers, 

is usually a clear case n q. ) The n=Q, geoeral > ZOoeral method, of patrol, the amoun" and !ypes of physical force to represent SOCIety, '. wl1lich the ~ , 

' lude the case m , ,.~, eqUIpment, the communications system and back
elfec" of presonce mc I" offioer ali''''' b<! i '!'ound records on the neighborhood, theee is a wido 
genoral Jocation. of the po,~ as where .inumber i ,,!iety of factorswhiGh ate not only closely related, 
availability to as.st other office s, ry to approh<U'f "th, immediate experiment But in some cases they of police officers and cars are necessa .. l? 

t 
~ 
l 

of direct concern in reViewing the experiment itself, 
these are strong supporting factol'smaking it possible 
to examine some of the effects of the experiment prior 
to the availability of the data on the activities of the 
Strategic :Force, While there are some limitations in 
th~ . experimet\t which will be noted in the sections 
to fdllow, it Jirovides encouragement to continue this 
type of experimentation, 

Questions of the allocation C)f patrol time and re
sources, the methods of operation and geographical 
allocation of forms of .operation and questions of 
whether patrols are under close control through a 
central dispatcher and whether they are essentially 
on a field patrol, are central issues, The importance 
of these issues requires further work, and the vari-
abIes and interrelationships here are amenable to 
experimental research; Not only the "major" theories 
which ·appear in the journals and reports of the ex
periments in various police departments need to be 
e;.'{ammed in an orderly and Controlled scientific 
fashion; there is also a need to "test" the many patrol 
strategies that have been worked out, by the people 
close to the actual patrol, the superyising sergeants, 
They have a wealth of field knowledg~ and have un
doubtedly experimented conSiderably, as in the work 
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more effective means of patrol. 
at Tucson, to develo? d to be tested thoroughly 
These patrol strategies nee h thods which are 

. ·fi all so that.t e me . 
and sClentl c y . . h and so that thIS . d tified as suc 
clearly better are 1 en d de available to other . •. reported an rna 
information IS take advantage of it. '. 
police officers who may " .'.' 

On Experiment Variables 

t ristic of an experiment, 
Th. e most evident charahc e type~ of scientific re-
.. ". hed from ot er . I d 

as.cilstmgUls . bles are mampu ate , . th t some varIa 
search, IS a k· o· ne or more values. 

ted to ta e on . d 
caused or expec f n referred to as the m e-
These variables are °h

te 
ent experiment, the set 

. bles In t e pres . . Pendent van a . d with the dlstmc-. 1 ted has to 0 , 
of variables mampu a the Response Force and 
tion between two concepies onse Force is the beat 
the Strategic Force. T~e Ib Ppat and in radio com-

. d t a partlcu ar ~ . Th 
car, assl~e .. 0 Communications Center. e 
municatlOn :WIth the [, r help and dispatches by 
Center reCeIves calls 0 • te beat car which then 
radio the nearest or appropna mally' patrol their 
. . h 11 These cars nor 
responds to t at ca . b' t to redirection on a 

. b t but are su ~ec . 
assigned ea tOne manipulatlOn 11 t any momen . Particular ca a . ds of watches, to . t hes or perlO 
was, for certam wa c F rce cars or beat cars 
take some of these ~espon:: F~rce cars. While they 
and assign them as ,)trateg e are assigned to patrol 
are Strategic Force cars, t~ y on the radio for 
a particular beat are~ t ey ~:: normally directed 
emergency calls, but t eYh~refi m the manipulated 

Us In t IS or , lli~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~m~ 
variables are, m terms f time spent on "aggres-

fi t the amount 0 . 
measure ra, h' Ie or officer havmg 1" (St tegic Force ve IC 1) 
sive patro ~a end on aggressive patro 
more time avaIlable to ~p t d time on patrol 

f of umnterrup e f 
and the du:a Ion fficer having longer periods 0 
(the StrategIC Force o. 1) The Response 
uninterrupted aggresslVe Pdatrtoo ·patrol for shorter 

be expecte S 
Force car may t' s for taking calls. 0, 

. d b teen interrup Ion . d. P
eno sew hi 1 are manIpulate . iables w c 1 ~ . 

we have here two var f ti e spent on aggressive fi th total amount 0 m . 
rst, e h interrupted time. 

patrol, and sec~nd, ~ .e un three other manipulable 
There are Imphcltly .fi fon of patrol l'nission. 

variables. First is the speCl ca ~ot manipulated ex-
This, initially at lea~t, W;:ln that the Strategi,c 

1· . 1 tIle expectatlOn g .. ch 
P lClt y, 'f the patrol miSSion su 
Force sergeant woul~ spec~:r auto thefts. It was made 
as looking for.burglane~ or. , the experiment by re-. . ··1 ·ter pomtm 
exphClt at a a .. 11 d "Summary 

·t· .g a form from the sergeant, ca e qu~s m 
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.." hich called for him to spell 
of Strategic Actlvlty '. w. From an examination 
out the mission descnptlOnts·

l
.
t 

appears in a number 
S t . Force repor s, 

of the tre egtc h been instruction on a 
of cases that there must av; e t'he log notes that 

1 . s'on as W,ler . 
specific patro mlS 1 Ii. for robbers or patrollmg the officer was patro mg 

for auto thefts. . Iable variable is the 
The second im~licit o~:~P;atroI. The Strategic 

geographical location ut a number of his cars in an 
Force sergeant can p n to have a concen-

h is some reaso 
area where t ere . of a disturbance or h S the expectatlOn . h 
tration, suc a . 1 type of crime m t e 
the prevalence of a ~a:tIcu a~ Iable variable may 

h· d . phClt mampu 
area. The t lr 1m "ale" The morale of d t iable' mor . 
be a depen en var 1. . fficer can be expected to . F rce po Ice 0 . • 
the StrategIc 0 h ; doing more pohce-

·d bly because e.s h g
o up conSl era 'bility and he as .. h h more responsl 

type actlVIty, e as. hm t or work-enlargement 
f work-ennc en . 

more 0 a ale is considered an lU-

- . 

and on the particular type of crime. There is also a 
relatively complete, if sometimes ambIguous, record 
of the time Spent on each type of activity. There is 
also an indication of whether· or not a case report 
was completed and there are other detailed records 
which p:rovide potential information on both inde
pendent and dependent variabics . :affecting the 
Response Force. In addition to tbese specific de
pendent variables for the Strategic Force and specific 

'·dependent variables related to the Response Force, 

.~.... there are dependent variables which cannot be 
~ . segregated. These are the amount of crime reported 
jO in the distrir.t and the cost (more or less Cost in terms 

of ~ars, radios, police salaries, and so on). There may 
on other dependent variables, but these are the ones 
which appear.clearly. 

Theory and Data 

the relationships between the variables. T!hedisad_ 
vantage is that an algorithm is required, e$pecially if 
personnel not trained to evaluate the report,4 are used. 
. In either case, the form and Content of t.he reports 

required extensive interpretation and a number of 
problems appeared which limited the u~,efulness of 
the data, at least fOi~ the purpose of evaluating the 
propositions. 

~n the design of an administrative experiment, the 
theory of the expected effects should be outlined. A 
limited objective should be set, and manipulated 
variables chosen which are expected' to affect ad-
vantageously some other variable and which the 
people concerned are willing to manipulate. The 
criteria for the dependent variable, independently 
of the manipulated variables, should be identified. 

type of job. Whether mor . ble really depends on 
d 'dependent vana " 

depen ent or . f varhbles of interest. 
where it is in the causal strmg.o

ble 
here is a factor The theory behind the experiment is that aggr('!s

sive patrol will result in more arrests and less reported 
crime, although the greater visibility of police on 
aggressive patrol may result in the reporting of a 
greater proportion of crimes committed. The results 
may be evaluated in terms of this theory by com
paring the number of arrests per unit patrol time 
made by the Strategic and Response Forces, or by 
comparing the number of arrests and reported crime 
rate during the experimental period, with the figures 
for another period or for another district. In the first 
case, the definition of those activities which con
stitute "patrol time" is Critical; multiple arrests must 

A procedure must be designed to coHect data on 
the manipulated and dependent variables and on key 
parameters. The collection of unnecessary data should 
be avoided,. test forms become too, comp1icated~ or 
issues of confidentiality be needlessly'raised. f d dent vana __ , 

The s~nse 0 epen the causal string. In this sense, 
which IS further down b dependent on some 
even though m?rale may u eos

e
s consider it one of 

other manipulations, our p rp the "up-string" 
. d iables or one or . 1'hc rnampulate var .pulated vanables ,. ad·f n to these mam 

variables. In a 1 .lO h t' stics of the Strategic ~ .. . 
which are primar~y ~ artlac e~nother variable, the ,f .... . h is mdlrec y., f Force, t ere , Where some 0 

. . f R onse Force cars. 
availablhty 0 esp. d to the Strategic Force, the t 
them have been asslgne . ble of avail a- l 
test effectively manipulated the varIa .. 

bility of Response.Force cars~hose which appear down be distinguished from single arrests. In the second Dependent varIables are . the outcome 
. d whose measure IS 

the causal stnng an W . h to find ~')ut how they 
of our manipulations. e 71S. that we have made 
are affected by the :nani~u ,~~l~~tring" of the depen. 
of the variables which ~1 p There are a number 

. bI . a causa sense. d t 
dent varia es m d mine the depen en 

. h periment to eter n 
of ways m t e ex th Strategic Force, a 
variables. With respect t.o be of arrests that "the 

. bi is the num er £ 
obvious vana e . b . ous at least rom 

. F akes It IS not 0 VI, rt 
Strategic orce m .. d daily activity repo , 
the Strategic Force specml s~nlent variables. 
that there are any other dep F ce with the some

With respect to the R<:;sponse 'or , ds which are 
·1 d d complete recor 

-what more detat e h:
n Co~unications Center, .th: 

available through t . arrests, response t~ 
dependent variabl~s mc~~ no response vehicle IS 

and the time durmg w . aken on the number 
available. In addition, ~ata 1~ ~oluntary or not and 
of assists and whether t ey ar , 

case, many factors outside the control of the experi
Dlenters may affect the results. 

It is estimated that Over 800 Strategic Force report 
forms were filled out over the period of the experi
Illent. The information from 141 of these forms repre-

' senting 15 days was put into the form of bar charts 
coded to show the number of hours spent on each 
aCtiVity by each patrol. car. This is an obvious and 
effective presentation of the independent variables, 

·iQtaI aggressive patrol time and uninterrupted time. 
Its disadvantage is the time. required for prepara_ 
tion, in this case. .. Jhe valuable time of an expe~~enced 
Police sergeant. C:, . \ 

o A separate analysis was made of 39 forms, repre
senting foUr days, in which the data for each separate 
activity of each car was reduced to a single EDP card 
for ltIachine analysis. EDP techniques would allow 
th~ machine 'generatio~(jf bar charts and the calcu
lation of statistical analyses, including evaluation of 

In this experiment, the definition of the m.anipu_ 
lated variable patrol time depends on which activities 
are expected to ha~e the deterrent effect on crime 
that the theory aSSociates with aggressive patrol.. 
There must also be a decision as to which inter
ruptions of patrol are important for the theory and 
which can be disregarded in caloulating uninterrupted 
patrol time. When patrol mission is specified, the 
experimenter and the patrol officers must agree on the 
kind of activity implied by the specification, the 
precision with which geographical location is to be 
measured must be decided, again on the basis of its 
importance to the theory; and morale might be 
measured by a questi<mnaire to participating of
ficers at the end of the experim(;!Jltal perl\'\l'ci. 

In recording the dependent variable of arrests, the 
crime for which the ~I'est was made must he speci~ 
fied I!ince the theory predicts that the Strategic Force 
will have a detel'l'C:lPt effect on some crimes only. If 
the Response and :1Strategic Forces are to be com., 
pared by the number of arrests, those made as tho. 
result of a dispatich must be distinguished from "on
view" arrests. If the response time of a Strategic 
Force tar volunteering as an assist is to be compared 
with that of a Response Force car, the Strategic 
Force officer must define. response time in the same 
way as the Communications Center. The time during 
which no Response Force car is CJ.vailable is recorded 
directly by the Communications Center; 

The parameters of the experiment are of three 
kinds. First, those which affect the accuracy of the 
data: methods of collecting the data; and how well the 
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participants in the expedment understand what they 
should record. Second j unusual conditions at the 
time of theexpe~imenlt whose effects exceed those 
of the experimental Il1.anipulations. Third, the ex~ 

ternal validity, or the extent to which variables are 
affected by the mere fact of the experiment taking 
place: in this case, the participants' knowledge that 
they were being studied, the persistence of a decrease 
in crime rate which would confound a comparison 
between the experimental and immediately loUpse
quent periods; and the rise in the proportion of crime 
reported, which was mentioned above. 

Recommendations 

The allocation of patrol resources in terms of quan
tity, geographical distribution and patrol tactics is 
an area of vital importance in terms of the decisions 
a police administrator must make, Administr~tlve 

experimentation is an important method for in
creasing the understanding of the effectiveness of 
various methods of patrol time. The present experi
ment clearly indicates that a data base exists upon 
which experiments can be built with high return for 
a modest cost: the potential for effective adminis
trative experimentatlon, particularly the type of 
experiment involved here, is present. The evidence 
shows that implementation, the careful planning and 
working out of the experiment with the operational 
people whose cooperation is vital to its integrity, 
has been well done, and thus provides a basis for 
optimism with respect to additional experimenta
tion. This combination of need and competence 
suggests the recommendation that the experiment, 
which is in the pilot stage, should be carried further, 
developed carefully, and extended to other. districts; 
and perhaps, after a time, repeated in the same 
district. 

The first specific recommendation is that there be 
a review of the various formal and informal theories 
of patrol effectiveness. This review might be a very 
modest one, listing those factors which appear in the 
literature, in the reflections of experienced police 
officers and in experiments and studies of patrol ef
fectivenessiand all of these factors should be identified 
with some notion of the evidence for the relationships 
of one factor to another. 
The second step would be to identify those variables 
among these factors which can be manipulated, and 
those' dependent variables which can be measured 
and ,which bear some relationship to other dependent 
variables~ of value. to p()lice administrators or to 
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other people who. are interested in the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the pattol operation. 

The' third .step would be to take all the otherfactors 
and make a preliminary assessment of the extent to 
which they represent threats to Hie validity of an 
experiment examining particular relationships, ac
cording to the theory followed. Then, control them so 
far as possible, either by measuring them and keeping 
track of their values and testing to see whether they 
do contribute to the results seen, or by randomizing 
them, or by some other method. 

The fourth recommendation is to consider the 
various data collection instr~ments and make sure 
that the data on the key variables and key param.
eters necessary for the actual carrying out of the ex
periment are obtained; and, in the process, eliminate 
or minimize the collection of data which either has 
no reasonable relationship to the theories or which 
can be obtained in less obtrusive or less costly fashion. 

The fifth, and last recommendp,tion is formally 
to set out and describe the implementation process 
which has been used so effectively, if in the future 
the implementation involves people who did not 
participate in the first implementation, they will have 
a sure guide to what worked, and, the implementa
tion process is of value as a report on the experiment. 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS: STRATEGIC 
FORCE 

patrol time by the Strate . F 
Force, identifying the g~C orce and the Response 
by each and calculati~gumWh~rhofharrests accomplished 

FIGURE 6-6' G 'd r. k .. 
• Ul e or eypunching Strategic Patrol D t 
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S ~c as the high . 
eeond, one could com ar . er ratio. 

of the Strategic and R P e the combIned activity 
arrests and reported .esponse Forces in terms of 

. Cflme rate e'th . h 
perIOds in the same dist 't . h ' 1 er 'wIt other 
and Response Forces we;~c 0 w e~ bo.th the Strategic 
Force Mode or with th peratIn~ m ~he Response 
t . e same penod In th d' ncts. Various corr. ect' r' 0 er 1S-Ions lOr trends a d h 
factors would be re . dB. n ot er secular 

I . qUIre. oth of these th d 
eva uabon present problems T me 0 s of 
tegic agalrist the R . 0 evaluate the Stra-

esponse Force it· b' 
critical to identify c tl ,IS 0 vlOusly very 
and to make certaino~~~;. ~h the patrol. time for each 
the aggressive patrol ti ~ ~ patrol tlme, especialhr 
separated from ti'me me t at theory ca!1s for, is 

. " spent on oth . . , 
in a short experimental . d er actIVIties. Also, 
of arrests £0.1' th~\ Resp peF· rIO , the absolute number 

. onse orce and £ th S Force would both b or e trategic 
e very small n bo 

small changes in the d fi ' . um "rs and very 
e. UltlOn of a example m' '. n arrest. For , lXIng a major felc 

arrest, such as anon . h hy arrest or a relevant 
multiple arrests, as £~;lg t a~rest ~or burglary, with 
confound the com aris a street ?lsturbance, would 

Note:, This is an algorithm for ke . '. a a 
Patrol data trom sheets filled out b ypunchmg Strategic 
EDP cards. If the infor t' . y the officer on patrol to 
the corresponding space~a I~,n IS not on the sheet, leave 
punching, the sheets shou7d ~e card blank. Prior to key~ 
shift, then by ascending pabol e ar~anged by date, then 
sequence, using a three-p "'t' num er, an~ numbered in 
etc. OSI Ion number, I.e., 001, 002, 

Columlls 

1-3 
Instructions 

Enter the identification numb ( 

5-9 
11-15 

17 .... 18 

20 

21 

24 

30-33 
34-37 
39-·11 
43-47 

assigned sequence numbe d .(;/ the arbitrarily 
Enter the patrol number ~ /s~::o~~ above), i.e., 003 
Enter the date 'tll d' .. , 
ll]UlI.T WI ay first, then month . 

.L~ J I.e,,. 
Enter the '. \ tour, l.e., 2E, usmg this chart: 

1st Watch 
2nd Watch 
3rd Watch 

Early Late 
2330-0730 0030-0830 
0730-1530 0830-1630 
1530-2330 1530-0030 

Using the startbg time' . 
shown are amb' hI 1f pOSSlbk1. If the times 
Enter the num~~~':~~ oose. any consistent code. 
2. If none Were mentioned

cers 
m thoe patrol card, i.e., 

Ent I if ,enter . er a the sergeant' • . 
enter O. s SIgnature is present; if not, 

Enter X if there are rna ks 
with a particular line ~t on the sheet not associated 
enter Y if other p bi ry and not covered above
takes; enter Z if b~~ ems, .such .as legibility or mis~ 
E t h OCCUr. 

n er t e start time, i.e., 0730 
Enter the stop time, i.e., 0742 
Enter the elapsed time in m' . 
Enter the mil mutes, I.e./ 012 

and Response Fo!e's 0; <?omp~nson of the Strategic 
Response Force in ano:~ V1ty :v~h the activity of the 
another district raises er per~ or comparison with 
from factors which h anum er of secular threats 
factors may offer an a~:;n nO,t been c~ntrolled. These 
for_the diffe ' hi' atlve, plausIble explanation 

,,! rences w ch We find in the Gomparison. 
49-53 

If over 99999 e~gg:6~~ stthartJ:!~f the activity, i.e., 34222. 
E ' e ,JIst number n ter the location in th 1i • 

Data Collection 

We have made a r' 
I the Strategic Force re~:e :7ctna

'r'Y ;nalysis ~f part of 

t, activity report give ~r horms. he form IS a daily 
, n eac of _' . . cars and the ffi' the Stra.;.eg1C Force 
..' 0 cers In the car a'e all d 
.. a log in the Ii fIe e Upon to keep 

~
{ fe .. rent activity or~ 0 sep~rate.entries fo.r each dif
.' Which th· . . . ese en tires Include the time at I . e actIVIty started th' < 

. , ~luded'.h . , e tIme at whIch it cOri-
"', e tIme expended th d' . . 

.M.,. occurred (14th D' , , ' e Istnct In which it I" . 1stnct III this ) h 
ttreading at the start of • . case, t e odometer 

j
' ~ a. ctivity and th the ac~v.1tYJ the location of the 
.'. this'report l'S e ,typed of actlVlty. After completion 

. . • reV1ewe and ap db' 
.,' VISing sergeant at the end of the ~~~~ y the super-

57-58 

60 

followed by a numbe ~ o;m of the beat number 
Use the following ta~:o e rom 1 to 5, i.e., 14031. 

Code When Used 

~ ~~at ~um.b~r of location app~ars 
3 Lo~::;~: 7s I~th~ form of a Street address 

4 

5 

graphic name. e form of a proper gco-, 
Location is in th ~ B . e orm of an area from A to 
Loc t' . b a Ion IS lank, Or uncertain for other 

reasons. 

If activity is identified as a" . 
code list, Le., 60 crune~"use the crime 
Entcr informat' ' . Ion on assISts usmg th r II . 

Code Whm Used 
, e 10 OWIng code: 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Tbi~ car was assisted 
i~~ C;lr volunteered to assist another 

N 
iSc1car was assigned to assist another' 

ot ear which. . 
Uncertain, and some ba' 1i b' . 

should be an ~~iSf:"=:§.1S or cbevmg " , The purpose of this' . 
'~ Was to evaluate the Ii p~r~l~ular prelIminary analysis 
, coU. ection f. h eas1blhty of reduc. ing the entire' 

62 
64 Enter number otarrests i e 4 1 

~ 0 per aps 6QO rep t . . 

The underlying theory for the experiment is that 
an aggressive patrol, especially when it is uninter
rupted by potential or actual calls or directions to do 
something else, will have a positive effect in terms of 
more felony arrests. The possibility exists for a posi. 
tive effect, at least over a period 'of time, for less 
crime occurring or,' ip a measurable sense, being 
reported. This ·last point is a difficult one because 
of a confounding parameter. Higher visibility of the 
police apparently results' in a higher pereentage,of 
all the crimes that are committed being reported. 
So the number of crimes reported may tend to· go up 
in response to the e~perimental condition. But this 
is a pervasive problem here and in other experiments. 
Given that this relatively simple. statement of the 
supporting theory for the experiment is correct,· the 
next step would pe to evaluate the results in terms 
of this theory~ There are tWQ ways of evaluating this 
experiment. First, one could compare the "quality" 
of the patrol time petween the strategic and Response 
Forces in terms of arrests. This wouldcf:lea relati~~ly 
simple matter of identifying the total ~ounts of 

:: ceP!able form for anal. <.,. or s Into machllle-ac_ 
~ • PUrpose Was t . al )S18 pn a comput.er. The second 
. ,' oan yze tl'e r • 
~ • lorm In order to identify 

66:-78 

E'!ter estimate of "confide~c~" ~ 9 or ~o~e, ente.!' 9. 
usmg scale from 1 to 5 fr In. the mformatIon, 
Enter in plain text ( om ~ost to least confident 
other activity such a· a~br~v!ated! deSCription of 
LUNCH, PERSONM. a S~nlStratlve activity, i.e" 
VEHICLE REPAIR·! RATEGIO PA.TROL , etc. . ) 
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potential irnprovements in the data collection process. 
The analysis process used was one of studying the 
collection of activity reports, in the light of what was 
known about the purpose cif the experiment, to de
termine what Jnformatjon they contained and to 
design an a~gorithm for extr&\cting the data from the 
forms. ' 

The algorithm for keypunching these data is repro
duced as Figure 6-6. 

The activity report reduces into two kinds of d~ta. 
First there is. the fixed data which is common to the 
report itself; then there are the individual log entries 
line by Hne, of which there would be more than one 
to a report. The fixed data include a number of 
items, and the initial step in the procedure was to go 
through each item and establish a preliminary evalu
ation of whether this information would be necessary 
or desirable for purposes of machine diAta processing. 
The first thing which was done was the addition of an 
arbitrary identification number to each form for 
ease in filing, referral and positive identification. 
This was a three-position, sequentially assigned 
number starting out with 001. The key identification 
on the forms included the following: Strategic cal' 
number, a five-position number in the form of 
140gB; the date, which in this case was in five posi
tions, with the date of the month followed by the 
month itself, excluding the year on the basis that 
there was no danger of ambiguity in that regard; and 
then the tour, quoted in two positions. The first posi
tion indicated first, second or third watch, the second 
number designated whether it was the early or late 
part of the watch, there being a one-hour difference 
between the early and late watch starting and stopping 
times. Generally, the names of the patrolmen and of 
the supervising sergeant appeared on the forms. 
Neither their names nor their badge numbers ap
peared to be information. directly necessary to the 
machin~ reduction, So the coding algorithm specified 
that one positIon should be used to indicate whether 
there were two, one or no names of patrolmen and 
one position, zero or one, to indicate whether or not 
the sergeant signed the form. In some cases, the total 
mileage was gIven, and in some cases the starting 
mileage. But the distinction was not considered neces
saryfor machine processing. Also provided was a base 
to indidatewhether there was a question of legibUity 
or of some mark appearing on the paper which was 
not accounted fpr. The purpose of this was to aid the 
analyst in selecting out those particular reportS 
which he wanted to check to inake sure that the 
punched card was correct. Wherever there was an 
ambiguity 01' lack of clarity or something else not 
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1 
accounted for, the keypunch operator was instructed 
to so indicate, 

Turning now to the 'variable data on a per-line 
basis, part of this was relatively straightforward. 
Clearly the start time, finished time and elapsed 
time or at least thc start time and finish time, should 
be recorded straight down the form. This procedure 
was similar to the Communications Center records, 
and this similarity would provide advantages if 
comparisons were desired. 'l'he appearance of the 
elapsed time on the form is a redundancy in the 
record to provide a double check on the other entries, 
Perhaps it also has the advantage of allowing for a, 
quick visual inspection of the times. In any event, the 
decision was made to leave it in, and it is recorded in 
three positions in minutes. The "district of occur
rence" or "dist occur" is, in all cases, 014, the 14th 
District. 

Because the sequential number which was assigned 
to each form clearly will separate these forms from 
those for subsequent experiments in a different dis
trict, there is no purpose in including the distric,t 
number. It is not immediateYy clear why the mileag6 
should be included. There are several plausible rea
sons: It would indicate for a patrol period whether 
in fact the car was moving; it would give a sense I 

to .. 

j .... '. " ." 

\' 

who assisted whom and wheth . 
tary or not it was de 'd d er an assIst Was volun~ 

, CI e to cove tn" . 
position code using the b r lIS WIth a single 

your results will be understand 
ternative, and that is t h able. There is an al~ num ers 1 2 3 4 5 . . cate respectively' thO , , , , , to ll1dl~ 

. IS cal' was a' d • 
voluntarily assisted' thO SSlste ; thIS cal' 

with two things in m'
o ~ c;;;se the dependent variable 

one that vou 10 '. ne, the variable must be . . , IS car Was assig d . 
It IS not clear wheth' ne to assIst; 

. er aSSIstance w 1 
assIgned; it is uncertain what th ~s v~ unt~ry or 

. can measure or th t 
data on Second h a you can get good 

. , c OOSe as the d d . 

arrests, a one position cod e SItuatIOn lS. On 
no arrest, and then; 2 3

e 
:as l.lsed. Zero indicated 

up to 9. Nine indica~ed 9' 'and so on for numbers 
ambiguity in the latter cas~r mOr~ .arrests, the rare 
of the form. (For other a ti' •• requll'lng examination 

. " . c VI tIes a two .. 
was InItIally used £ thO ' POSitIOn code 
and Strategic pat~~l. ~~! su~~ as lunch, personal, 
separately identify f P pose here was to 
patrol. Eventually ~~; on pa~ol from time not on 
printout with a limited was ~ anged to provide a 
other activities; lunch :r~m er of, l;:ters of these 
patrol, vehicle repair p' P

k 
honal actiVItIes, Strategic 

, ar c eck and so on. 

Comments on Design 

Administrative experiments . 
carry out credibly and th are very dIfficult to 
person who tries t~ d~ th ey a~ always a credit to the 
recommended to be foIl e~., enera~ rules which are 
trative experiments are: owe m carrymg out adminis-

Prepare for the experiment b . , 
or the unde 1 . y outhmng the theory 
find. . I' ymg argument of what you expect to 

~:it Your objective in the experiment 

that factor which wh'! epen ent varIable 
would like to me~sur~ e not perhaps the variable you 
ends that you want to a' ch~n at least be related to the 

cleve. 
, If some particular 'variable th 

/IS one that is believed t b . at you can measure 
thing of value then 't? ear a relationship to some
In addition, :t this 1 IS a ?,o?d dependent variable. 
the key parameters. ~~;:~ It IS desirabI~ to identify 
may tend to confound are tho~e val'lables which 
independent variable your results, mteract with your 
whether your . d s dto cause cor:fuslon as to 
particular depe~~e;fen ~nt. variables caused the 
vestigating, vanatIOn which you are in-

After this first step of 0 t1' • 
independent variables ~ dOIng the dependent and 
stage is to design your dant p·'llram.eters, the ·;;econd 

• a a co kctIOn d . 
process to get the data that' an record 109 

theory. These are data h you need to test your 
pendent variables "'nd on the dependent and inde-
• Q on t e key 
Inference (perhaps . t parameters. By 
is desirable to avo~d ca~h be: stated expIichly), it 
gathering of other data n~~'o e1i'l,ng othe~ data. The 
it also may degrade th d nly has a dIrect cost, but 

. . e ata. that you . 
of raiSlOg the resistance f th want m terma 
a reaction to the burden 

0 
f k e s.ources of information, 

a form or too much d °t 'llavlOg to fill out too long 
, e a.1 lor by " . 

confidentialit- ' 'H' raislOg Issues of Wh at ar~ you go,\ng to manipulate? . 
at wIll the effect of th . 

something else? e mampulation be On 
r ... or examr)le if' t . • 

to be able to identif ' ,lIS not Important 
y on the form th . 

of the average rate of travel for the cars on patrol; and 
there are some other uses. In any event, it. was in
cluded. The next item was location of activity. In 
some cases this appeared as a beat number location. 
The certainty that the location information was cor
rect on the forms varied considerably, so a confidence 
code was used. The pilot keypunching was done on 
the assumption that in every case the report was in 
the particular beat of the car. However, for the formal .,< 

punchingj a map would be used to check this. So thew C Choose a variable t . 
beat number would be included and then followed~' experiment is a su 0 maOlpulate such that if the 
by a "one" if the beat number actually <lppeared .r, to manipulate it in ccess, .you or others will be willing 
on the form. A "two!' would be llse.d if the form can- ~ as distinguished f expenments for practical purposes 
tained a street address w!U.ch had to be interpreted phenomenon. rom purposes of understanding som~ 

source of the inform f '" e partIcular 
may, in some cases aa~~t l~~IStIng on the identity 
to give you the mf~rm l' e source's Willingne3S 
should be to limit the da~:on yo~ want. The object 
you perceive a need for. collectIon to the data that 

by going to the map. A "three' would signify a proper L '.' It is always desirable to h 
geographical name, such as the name of a. park which ~~ variable some factor th t c oose as a dependent 
had to be found on the map. Four would indicate minimize or 0 timat Oa you want to maximize or 
an area, say, from point-A to point-B. Finally, if the takes On valu~ whi ~ I' choose some variable which 
location were blank or if there were some other un- type of dependent :ari:~~ o~ great. utility. Often this 
certainty, the number "five" would be used. On the from the ind d : IS conSIderably separated 
type of activity, two spaces were allocated for a crime There is not e~le; ent :anables on the causal string. 
that was reported, using th(~ formal. Chicago police Ship. . ays t eory to Support the relation~ 
Department code for crimes,isuch as 00 for homicide, . Further, if there are a nu b f . . 
10 for rape, and so on. ()fca.usality between the . m e, 0 mterve~Ii1g steps 

In some cases~ the log. indicated whether an assist the variable f' t Independent vanable and 
was involved. Because, for the Response Force, thectndopportu:it 10 erest, each of these steps provides 

he" , .. Y [9Lsome confounding a' bl 
Communications Center provided information on lntroduced h' h' . v rIa e to 

. W Ie will lessen the likelihood that 

, 
......... 

Comment on Variables 

Earlier) the manipulat d . 
and two direc~ variables w:re ~ana?Ies were listed, 
the amount of t' entI~ed. These were 
the duration o/me .sPtent on aggressive patrol and 

. unm errupted time S 
varIables were not list d T' . ome other 
a question of how me. . rme on~ patrol is not just 

any mmutes or ho h 
were spent on patrol R th' w many Ours 

I . . a er, In our "the "b 
patro We mean specificall f . ory, y 
activity which mUst b I Y ~ a qualIty or kind of 
patrol activit'lr Th fi e cdea~ y separated from non-

, . . erst eSIgn p bl . 
decide this. It could b'fi ro em IS who will 

e speq ed to the officer) for 
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d d . t In the form in which 
example, so that he co e ~'t we have to decide 
it appears i~ the pr~s~~t tb: :igorithm for the key
whether we mclude . 1-1 the information on the 

1 tor or retam a . 1 punc). opera. . h analysis that a partlcu ar 
form and decide later m t e t 1 

'd d atrol or not pa 1.'0 . 
entry will be conSI ere ? . ~ dec'iding this? There 

What would be the Crltena ~r Id dis-
'b'i' . One IS that we wou 

arc s!'.veral pOSSI I Itles. 1 I<S stationary . s when tle car 
tinguish between. t1.m~ovin The sense of pat;'d~ is 
and times when It IS g. V{hether we count 
that the car and the officer ;ove'till as patrol time is 
the time that they are stan mg ~ but it should be 

. tant questlOn, ' 
probably not an Impor b separate criterion as to 
decided. There m~y . e a is committed or uncom
whether the o~cer ~ time 'tted to a specific patrol 
mitted .. I~ :lis Hme l~u~~:a~l' that patrol. If it i.s a 
responslblhty, we W 'bTt spending his tune 
specific patrot responsl I hI y, ce £01' example, may 

. ecific ware ou~ , 
looking at a sp ddt variables with respect 

four epen en . affect some 0 .' ht very well be Incon-
to that warehouse. But It nllg t to some of the 

. h with respec 
sistent with our t eory d t etrect on crime of 

I s the eterren H' 
other effects, suc 1 a T'ng around the beat 

. 1 . '\...1" patrol car mon . 
a I11gh Y VIS1v,~' f dependent variable, It 
area. For p":.Ii:'poses 0 one s of another de-

. ~ d' is a characteristic of his 
bility to answer hiS ia 1~ '.s i.n a building or on the 
being on pat.I'?l, ,whet ~~d :l~ether he l.S in or out of 
outside of bUllchngs, F example when he is 

d • ted patrol area. 'or . ( , 
the eSlgna . house to the patrol area, 

1· f om the statlon· . 
trave mg r 1 t' e? Is his behavIOr any 
. h' sidered patro 1m 1 
IS t IS c~n fIt 1 e does or what other pear, e 
different m terms 0 w la 1 

. d' ? 
observe hml omg.. h' e1atively simple variable 

In general, discussmg t IS l' blems of interpretation. 
of patrol time, we h~~c~:~raveling with a specific 
As one extrem?, a~ r a earing to others to be 
patrol purpose m mm~. and. PP clear case of patrol 
behaving in that fas lOn, IS a n officer on personal 
time. At the other. e~~reme~ aof v:ew of others 0).' 

business ~nd phy~IC~. y c~~ where his attention and 
tied up WIth a prlOrJhty h ould not expect to be 

. f1Xed were e c . 
10catlOn are '. 'me or intervening many 
. 1 d' preventll1g crl . 1 mvo ve m· 1 . concerned Wit 1, or 
crime other than the one ).e 11s. h might take him 

. t ppearance w llC 
making a caul' a, on atrol. Then we 
out of the district, IS ~l~~rly nho~ch c~nnot be called 

f 
t 
I 

I 
{ 

ther actIVIties WI. 
have some 0 r 'th a traffic violation, actmg I 
patrol: lunch, de~ ll1g walrd or perforrr1ing crime in- 1 
as a school crossll1g gu h' h probably, but not \ .... : .•.. . . There are cases w lC T< 
vestlgatlOn. . h d fi ition of patrol. Ime 
certainly, come withm t ? .etyncalls for example, or 

. wering nonpnotl , 
spent mans h trol area involvement 
traveling to and from tepa .' checks in- i 

to the SuperYlSlng sergeant is very different from 
definition by acknowledging the instructions through 
the log. The officer is in fact reporting patrol time 
when he is specifically carrying out a particular 
mission. Then there is the question of whether the 
officer understands his mission (looking for auto 
thefts, say) as spending his time looking for cars with 
keys left in them Ol' as looking for suspicious people 
loitering near cars or as stopping cars with drivers 
who appear $uspicious, and so on. Whatever the 
particular mission is, our theory may require that 
the designation of mission be followed by a type of 
conduct. If this is true, we should be sure that when 
we manipulate the variable, all the people who arc 
supposed to be manipulated understand our intention 
and are manipulated in the way that we intend. 
Olearly this potentially involves manipulations of 
other variablesJ such as tactics in carrying out certain 
types of missions, and methods of police work, which 
are not formally and explicitly incorporated in the 
experiment in its present form. It is consistent with 
the experiment to consider this type of variable. In 
this form, the experiment provides a vehicle for the 
manipUlation of a number of variables with the 
caution that, if too many vadables are manipulated 
at one time, it is difficult to interpret the effects 
obtained, 

would clearly be patrol; l~r r~,;~o~eot be patrol. We 
pendent variable, it wou

d
.JT

c e t kinds of patrol. If 
lk· b t two weren 

are ta mg a ou 1 atrol responsibility, such as to 
we go to a genera ~. chin for auto thefts, 
go thwughout the dlStrlCt, ~~ pat;ol responsibility. 
this is relatively U?com:

lt 
e of our criteria. We 

This distinction rmght e o~tet d vS uncommitted 

in stop-and- ns s'. na 1 1 king for a lost child, ..•.. £ . k me and premIse , \ 

vestigating an outsld.~ a ar~'0100for example, seeking 

Geographical location of the patrol is another 
variable. The supervising sergeant or whoever as
signed the patrol distribution might send a number 
of Strategic Force cars into an area under saturation 
conditions. Obviously this variable can be manipu
lated in other ways. One way which requires a more 
sensitive type type of measurement is to record the 
position of the vehicle as a function of time, If there 
were car locators or some other type of direction 
finder, this would be relatively easy to instrument. In 
their absence, it might be possible to specify to the 
officer his patrol pattern, give him checkpoints and 

h' k f comml e· , 
might also t m 0 h duty For example, 1£ 
time in terms of som? o~ ~: an.sw~ring another call 
the oHker were commltteh 10 1 or a burglary-

. ' "ty suc as a -
whIch has a prIm,l , that h(;". spent in travelin~ to 
in-progress, the tIme. . g that call mIght 

d l' t' while answerln 
tha t call an :IS Ime f he independent variable 
not be patrol m the sense 0 t . h Y On the 

d with ll1 our t eor . 
that we are .conc~rne 'n a call which does not 
other hand, If he IS answer! g 1e if he is 

'd' priority for examp , 
have an overn mg ) d 'f he is driving 
asked to pull a cat out of a ,tree, anverly """n be that 

1 ea It may " v 

in the gener~ patro ar l' ki out for evidence of 
his activities m terms of 00 t

ng 
QuId not be dis-

. < 'bTty to Ohlers, c 
crimes, or Ius VIS1 11 t r 'ther case the qualitative 
tinguished from pau:o . n el ld 1 rdl; be dis{\nguish
value of his patrol tim; wo

u ~:r For one p~\rpose, 
able from ~a~ of the

f 
~sP~~~~ncti;ns which wd want 

anywaYI thIS 1S one 0 t 1e IS 

to draw.. themselves are whether 
Other cdteria that SUgfg~t whether his availa-

the officer is in or- out 0 t e car, 
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carrying out a sie~1 c ~~i; ~ay also include patrol 
commercial burg a;le.s. l' a vel' constrained area. \ •.. ' 
of a particular bUlldll1g 0 bl s :ith respect to the 
These are the kinds of pro e~d d in the planning 

. 1 h' h must be conSI ere 1 
vanab es w lC • d refer only to one ! 
stage. All the mentlOne cases \" 

variable. "f uninterrupted time, if ... 
With respect to duratlOn 0 .' critical because 

our theory .says ~hat this d~r~~o~h:s officer of poten
of the psychological effect uP

t 
1 interruption on his 

tial interruption, then an ac ua. d frl'sk or lunch 
1 b . ~ or stop-an -

Part for persona usmeso . of the same 
hI' 11y an interruptIOn . 

is not ~syc 0 og~ca the Communications Cente~, 
kind as mterrup.tlOn, by. If our theory IS 

R onse Force car.' 
of patrol by a esp '·'t elf then any inter-
concerned with patrol tlme 1:' ' f the p. atrol are 

. 1 mooth operation o. 
ruptions m t le s .' into the fine struc-
important, and we must lUq~lre a traffic jam, a 
ture of the patroL Interr~ptlOn. by that breaks the 

. other distractIOn . 
stophght or any .,' en to consideratIOn. 
continuity of patrol ~CtlV~ty IS or the patrol mission, 

In terms of specl~catlO!l~ 0 ,. ble in instructions 
definItion of this mafl1puiate varla . . 

record him at the checkpoints. Also possible is manipu
lation in t~rms of very specific patrol patterns) various 
search strategies and even some game theory tactics 
Using random specifications. At least the specifica
tions given the officer should be unpredictable by an 

t outsider as to where the police officer will be) when, 
and from what direction he will approach. The de
gl'ee of definition necessary here as elsewhere is a 
function of the theory that we are trying to explore. 

F It we have only general ideas, and we are not very r :ure of the relationships, then it is important that we 
.~ Identify our variable so that we can reconstruct the 
,; rela!ionship with some d<;!gree of confidence. 
.~ With respect to the variable of morale,. there are a 

- ~.~,;:.::----_. ---~~~~i 

number of uhobtrusive measures, assuming we want 
to measure it. Probably a separate instrument, such 
as a series of informal interviews or a post-test ques
tionnaire would be the most efficient and direct 
method of assessing the effect on morale of both the 
Strategic and the Response Force officers wrQught 
by the experiment. 

In the dependent variable of arrests, it is desirable 
to disanguish, as the Communications Center does 
and as generally appears in the' data, the kind of 
crime: burglary, or auto theft, homicide, an indoors 
crime of passion, a deliberate crime committed on 
the street or an opportunistic crime. 

The theories that the experiment is exploring 
distinguish those types of crime which the patrol is 
expected to affect, ih terms of deterrence or in terms 
of apprehension, The problem of assaults on the 
street corner might be affected by an aggressive 
patrol, but an assault in a building bears, in theory, 
no relationship to the patrol. To mix these two in & 

single dependent variable would confound the re
sults. If we were to compare the arrests by the Re
sponse Force with the arrests by the Strategic Force) 
it would be importa~t to separate aut those arrests 
which were the direct result of a dispatch. Otherwise 
it would be difficult to relate patrol time to the 
number of arrests. On this basis, it would be impor~ 
tant to distinguish between "all-view" arrests and 
those which are the result of a dispatch. 

We turn our attention to the dependent variable 
"response time." We have data on the response 
Force, and if we are comparing one Response Force 
car to another, the uncertainties of the data on 
response time may cancel out. If we Were to call for 
a comparable time for Strategic Force cars without 
the data collection through the Communications 
Center, there would be the problem of making sure 
that the definition of response time by the patrolling 
officer was similar to the definition by the Com
munications Center. It might be interesting to record 
the response time of the Strategic Force car volun
teering as an assist. This might show, for instance, if 
manipulation of the variable geographic 10catioL; to 
give saturation in a high crime area resulted in a 
significant number of times when a Strategic Force 
car responded faster than an assigned car. The ad
vantage to the Strategic Force officer of not having 
to communicate before committing himself, because 
he is not expected to stay in his area, might be a 
significant dependent variable. 

The dependent variable of the time when no 
response vehicle is available will not present a 
problem in measurement or definition. The assump-
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. ,I. tion, however, that the Communications Center will 
;\ record the time when no vehicle is available in the 
.! same manner for the experimental district as for any 
\ other district may be worth checking. We might 

li ;'\ consider this time a parameter, but it is also another 
J dependent variable, maybe an unwanted one or 
" i possibly even a w~nted one. The time when no 

.,(J 

~ !'i.:; response vehicle is available may not increase when 
i; response vehicles are assigned to the Strategic Force, 

because of additional screening by the dispat\.·her. 
The dispatcher, having fewer beat cars available, 
may more quickly start the screening process to set 
the low-priority calls to one side if the queue of 
priority calls begins to get out of hand and he has 
already committed say, two-thirds of the cars availa
ble to him. He may at that point postpone all but 
priority calls to keep several CG\rs on stand-by. If this 
non-linear screening is part .qf the disratcher's 
process, then taking a set number uf cars away from 
the Stratfgic F.Q!~e will .not necessarily be accom
panied by an increase in the time when no n:sponsf!. 
vehicle is available. 

Knowing Parameters 

Formally, the distinction between parameters and. 
variables is that the variables are those factors which 
we are interested in manipulating or whose changes 
result from manipulation of other variables we are 
interested in measuring. Parameters are factors which 
we are not immediately or directly interested in, but 
they are factors we must keep track of in order to 
understand the relationships we are interested in. 
We start by identifying those parameters which are 
connected with the instrumentation of the experi
ment. This first category of parameters includes 
those which determine whether the data describe 
what in fact happened. With respect to patrol time, 
did the. officer maintain a diary or only submit an 
after-the-fact summary? Should we separate out 
aggressive patrol time from other activities discussed 
in connection with patrol? There are a number of 
parameters which may arise out of the fact that the 
data are ~ol1ected or interpreted by people who may 
not be familiar with the particular variaQle that we 
are interested in or may see the variable in a dif
ferent way. If we are unaware of this, or have the 
awareness but iack the:: control over 1t, we have a 
problem. 

There is a second type of instrumentation param
eter related to the question of whether our .e}{peri-
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mental methods introduce conditions which may 
confound the experiment. There is a series of such 
parameters identified in the literature on experi. 
mental and quasi-e"perimental design. Some of 
these parameters are characteristic of certain types 
of design. Examples include unusual conditions, such 
as civil disorders or good weather. These may affect 
the crime rate during the evaluation period inde
pendently of the manipulation of patrol times or 
styles. Such conditions may completely dominate 
the dependent variables during the period of the 
experiment. 

A third type of parameter relates to external va
lidity. The previous examples tended to interfere 
with internal validity of the experiment. Internal 
validity is defined as the question of whether the 
independent variable did, in f:i),ct, cause the observed 
effect on the dependent variable. In contrast, the 
external validity 1s the question of generalization to 
other times, other environments, other places or to 
circumstances where there is no experiment going on. 
Even 1£, in the present case, the results of the experi
ment were favorable, if considerable advantage arose 
out of the manipulation of the independent variables, 
we would have to distinguish between the pre::sent 
case and others. Here the people participating in the 
experiment were well aware that they are:: being 
studied; in other circumstances, they may not be so 
aware. 

Other factors have been reported in the literature. 
The "halo effect" offers an example whereby in
tensive patrol over a period of time tends to cause a 
lasting decrease in the crime rate in a particular 
area. If a comparison were made between the ex
perimental period and a period of time shortly 
thereafter, this effect would be a confounding param
eter. Another confounding parameter ~s the observa
tion often made that ",hen there is a higher visibility ~ 
of the police, as through intensive patrols, the popu- I~ 
lation of the district responds by increa$ing the 
number of calls for police for both public service r' 
purposes and to report more of the minor crimes ~2 
. than they Jtlight have reported had they felt the 1 
police were less active, 
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APPENDIX A 

CHICAGO POLICE 
DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION* 

VI'. J OlIN WALSH, Clucago Police Department 
precincts to district stations At thO . 
mental vehicles car~rl'ed 'b IS tlm,e, depart-

Police protection in the area that is . 
dates back to 1802 h now ChIcago 

w en an army out t F 
Dear~orn, was established there. By 183lo~h' ort 

num ers on th' 'd 
reported to their district stations every 2~r s; es and 

Tnffic s· 11' h mInutes, 
.' . Igna 19 ts were first installed at 138' t 

was Incorporated as a < ' lcago 
I 800 Oh' b t~wn WIth a population of 
, . lCago ecame a CIty on March 4 1837" 

T
Prhotectc? by six constables known as the 'City \Vlttwhas 

e ChIcago P r D a c . 
1855 P . 0 Ice epartment Was established in 
and ~h o~ulatlOn by.that year had reached 100 000 

T 
e CIty was dIVIded into three poII'ce p .' ' he fi d . reCIncts. 

rst ,etectIve force was established in 1860 
The Oh"'::7,go Police Department had man '. 

early experiences in which ffi ~ tryIng 
injured. In 1855 the (CBeer ~i~e~~ were kllled or 
came the Chica 0 F" ts Occurred, then 
(CH g Ire ill 187 I, followed b th 

aymarket Riot" of 1886 Th H Y e 
culminat d' h . e aymarket Riot 
th e In t . e death of seven officers from a bomb 

S
. rownffiover theIr heads. Six civilians were killed also • 
Ixty 0 cers and m . T . , 

the events 1 d' any CIVl lans were injured during 
result of thi::x;l!s~n~O the bomb-throwing and as a 

A mounted force was established in 1906 to 
~he needs of the congested Loop area. The m meet 
torce was composed of 40 m d h ounted 
'e . d' en an orses. The force 

1 celVe Its first three automobiles in 1908 d 
completely motorized by 1915 with 50 h' Ian was 

Th '. ve IC es. 
e reorgamzatIOn ordinance of 1913 d -, d 

that the Superintendent, Captains, Lieuten:~:~::_ 
geants and Patrolmen be calI"d "p I' ,: 
th t h ,- 0 Icemen and 
Th: ~:~ w~~~t ~ons~itute the police force of the city. 
set up IVl erVlce Law enacted the same year 

a separate Park D' tr' P' In 1917 . i.( IS ICt olIce Department. 

sechQI.Is 10 1925 The p I' d' 10 cr-
• 0 lee ra 10 Comm . t" 

system was initiated in 1930 I . fi UUlca 1011 
t' h . nits rst year of ope 

a lOn t ere was an average of 216 1'-
service each day Th' d' , calls for police 
able also to 13' IS ra ld~ serVlce was made avail-

" surroun mg tow Th police Oomm "" .. ,. e present 
and 6000 UUlcatlOns lJ~nter receiwiJ'between 5,500 
d' .' calls for serVIce per da)'. By 194·2 II 

e~~~~~~:u~i~~ a~ accident ~revention squads ~ve:e 
d O-way radlOS. The squadrol 

mo ern ambulance and • , ii 
pnsoner wagon ent d h department in 1947. ' ere;:. t e 

The. operation and administration of the de 
;e~t IS essentially structured along functional rart

-

tl~ ;:r~:: :f()Fstl' vl1d'si~le ~se of police resources U;~~~ 
e uerVIces, 

Naturally the level of r '. 
to Ch' . po Ice orgamzatlon closest 

lcago reSIdents is that of the district and tn 
;reai composed of several districts. It is withinthes e 
e;.s t?at police services are delivered. e 

t 
1s1tnct commanders have responsibility for the 

pa ro men most ass' d Jlgne to motorized "beats" Th 
~rea ~f ~ach beat is determined by the workload an~ 

oun ~nes are adjusted semiannually as ch;nges 
OCCur 10 .th~ workload. Beat patrolmen res ond to 
observed lUcidents of crime and to rad'- .13 
from th C' IJ;' IlSslgnments 

~ Gmmumcations Genter. Bein:' patr I 
operate 10 one and tw 0 men 
. d o-man cars, and some are as 

signe . to specifi~ foot routes within certain of th~ 
motorIzed beats Or sections of the d"'t . 

D't' unc~ 
P Juven e officers were oriainated and a C . 

reventio B 0·, rIme 
Police D n ~ ureau was organized in the Chicago 
chan d ~~i1rtment. A department order in 1921 
_ ge t e names of the outlying sections from 

IS net patrol is aided by small vans k 
squadrols d ' nOwn as 

,manne by two officers. These vehicles 

*Taken in part fcom The Ch' , 
tianeT's .&port 1955 and fr '!Aga Police Department Cammis
POlice Depar~m~nt'" CL' omp, I' Hap~azard History of the 

" fl/cago 0 Ice Star, January 1966. 

c.arry artested persons to district s"ations t 
SIck or inju d 1 '. J ransport 
th re peop e to hosphalsand suPp. lement 

e patrol cars,-

Th; distri~t ~omrnander has certain officers who 
perform speCIalIzed functions. These includ. l' 
clothes vice officers, a Co~~unity-service :er~e:~~ 
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who is assisted by cadets, and other officers who visit 
elementary classrooms in the district to enlist goodwill 
of the youngsters. 

Police areas usually contain three or four districts. 
Detectives, for example, are assigned in an area pat
tern. There are six area headquarters, and while all 
districts have patrolmen assigned to them, not all 
distdcts have the full range of Field Services Bureau 
personnel on their premises. 

The Task Force, for examples is an auxiliary unit 
of approximately 800 members designed to be mobi

'lized in emergencies and, on other unusual occasions. 
The Tactical Se;;:tion is decentrali:~ed to four area 
headquarters to provide mobile manpower where it·/ 
is needed immediately. The Task Force commandi!~ 
reports ilirectly to the Chief of Patrol. Included in the 
Task Force are a canine section, a helicopter section, 
and an evidence-technician crew, among others. One 
section, for example, provides personnel for special 
events such as sports, concerts, etc. 

Within the Bureau of Field Services, besides the 
Patrol Division, lie the Youth Division, the Com
munity Services Division, ·the Traffic Division and 
the Detective Division. 

The community services divisi.on, headed by a 
deputy chief, initiates and coordinates programs de
signed to generate mutual understanding and respect 
between citizens and the police. 

. The Detective Division conducts follow-up investi
gations of criminal incidents, identifies and appre
hends offenders, recovers property and assists in 
criminal investigations. It includes over 1300 members 
assigned.to five sections: Homicide, sex and aggravated 
assault; robbery; burglary; auto theft, and general as
signment. The first fouI~ are self:.explanatory. General 
assignment deals with erLrncs such as, heft, vandalism, . 
and fraud. Each section is headed by a commander. 

FIGURE A-1. 

Chicago Police Manpower, by A,'ca' and District, 1968-1969 

DIVISION TOTALS BY 1 May 1969 
POLICE AREA 

Percent 
Detec- Task Area of . 

Area Patrol live force Traffic Youth total !:otal 

1,196 183 78 69 67 1,5!J3 17.34 
2 1,150 172. 110 91 85. 1,608 17.50 
3 996 H·2 0 82 67 1,287 14.01 
4 1,408 244 160 88 97 1,997 21.73 
5 926 154 0 96 52 l,228 13.37 
6 1,092 166 126 91 60 1,475 16.05 

Totals 6, 708 1,061 474 517 428 9,188 
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Figure A-I giv,es the city~wide distribution of man
power by district and an:!a. 

The Traffic Divisiqil is commanded by a Chief. It 
has nearly 1,000 members and is responsible for en
forcement of traffic violation regulations, investigation 
of accidents, direction of. traffic in the Loop (Chicago's 
central bushtess district) arid for patrol of expressways 
in the ci~" 

The Youth Division has approximately,' 500 mem
berS. Its main: responsibility is preventing or sup
pressing delinquent behavior by juveniles. Youth 

. ufficers also investigate missing persons cases and 
handle adult. female suspects and offenders. Police
women are assigned to the Youth Division. Some 
officers of the Youth Division are assigned to certain 
schools withi.n the city. 

Equal h~ tce formal organizational structure with 
tIle Bureau of Field services are the Bureau of Staff 
Services al1ld the Bureau of Inspectional Services. 
Each is headed by a deputy superintendent, although 
neither commands the manpower of the Field Services 
head. 

The B1.lrea" of Staff Services has approximately 
1,600 me:mbers, divided into eight divisions. The di
visions include training, records and comrtlUnicati,ons, 
data systems, electronics engineering, crime labora
tory, central services, alltomptive maintenance imd 
buildi.ng maintenance. Central services provides ani
mal eare, mail delivery, equipment and supplies . 

Th'! three divisions of the Bureau of Inspectional 
Services contain about 500 people. Intelligence and 
Vice Control divisions deal with criminal activities 
while the Inspections division deals with conduct and 
performance of the Police Department's members. 

Chicago has a good . record of adjl.lstment to chang
ing condit~ons. Of 30 general recommendations made 
by the President's Commission on Law Ellforcement 
and the Administration of justice, the; Cnicago Police 
Department had initiated many policies and pro
cedures that complied with these recommendations 
before publication of that .report. More of these 
recommendations have been met since publication of 
The Challenge oj Crime in a Free Society in 1967. 

As mentioned earlier, the Chicago Police Depart
ment has established a community relations unit with 
staff in all district stations. It operates police-com
munity workshops where citizens meet regularly with 
police officials and serve as advisors. Chicag!=l has 
recruited more minority-group officers and has more 
ponwhite, sworn personnel than any other department 
in: the U.S. 

During training, Chicago recruits receive heavy 
amounts of community relations; recruits attend the 
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academy fa; I(even months and receive 12 h f 
«ollege credi.~ in the social sciences t Ours 0 

taught by Wcal college faculty' membhrerougsh cIa~ses 
. TableA-2 

f d'd' ,s. creemnp' 
o can I ,.Mes for character and fitn h' <;> 

Chicago Police-Population Ratio and Sta d' A 
10 },{oct-Populous Cities in 19~8 mg mang 

d ffi ess as Improved 
an 0 c~rs now must pass tests derived from ~ 
Psy~hoiogical assessment study conducted b th U . 
ve;sI~y.of Chicago's industrial relations cen~r ~ m
er y mflexible physical age and:d . o~m
ments have been' modifi~:!. re~, ence reqUlre
and the 5'8" h . h q to admIt non-residents, 
to 5'7/1 eig t requirement has been dropped 

Population1 Sworn policc2 

to accommodate many Puerto RI'ca . 
Th d n aspIrants. 

h dl~ e~a.rtm~nt has established procedures for 
an 109 CItIzen s grievances and oill 

required t k ...' lcers are now 
ffi 0 ta e penodic m-service training P r 

~ffo~~~~ have become involved in community pian~i~; 

Table A-I 

Chicago Police Depal'tment's Growth, 1959-681 

Year Sworn Nonsworn Total 'Ratio sworn/ 
1,000 populationl' 

1959 10,712 458 11, 170 1960 10,026 1,688 3.02 
1961 10,716 

11,714 2.82 
1062 

1,163 Il,879 3.02 
i963 

10,628 1;207 11,835 2.99 10, 314 1,388 
.1964 10,244 

11,702 2.91 
1965 

1,466 11,710 2.89 
1966 

10,269 1,476 11,745 2.92 1 I ,113 1,480 
1967 II ,428 

12,593 3.16 
1968 

1,428 12,915 3.25 12,006 1,480 13,486 3.41 

1 Personnel strength r FBI 
21960 Census used ~~m aI~nual Uniform Crime Reports. 

~opu1ation estimate from In~~:n~;tlOn u~ti1 1965. The 1965 
tlOn, Municipal rear Book 19"'8. dlornal Cllty Managers Associa

v. ,use rom 965 to 1968. 

City ,Ratio (in thou-
sands) 

personnel SWOrn / 1 j 000 
Pc"pulation 

New York City ..... 8,080 29,939 Chicago .......... 3,520 3.71 
Los Angeles ....... : 2,695 

12,006 3.41 
Philaddphi.'l ....•.. 5,937 2.20 
Detroit ... 

2,030 7,319 3.61 
Houston .. : : ....... 1,660 4,647 2.80 
Baltimore' ..•.... 1,100 1,577 1.43 
Cleveland········· . 925 3,259 3.52 
Washingto~: D.C: : : 381I 2,161 . , 2.66, 
Dallas ....•........ 

810 3,220 3 .. 98 790 1,504 1.90 

.1 Populations are 1965 esti . . 
Managers' Association M . 'pmla~s . [ron: International City 
IS68. ' ume. a ~ ear Boole, Washington, D.C., 

2 FBI, . Uniform Crime Reports 1968 
3 Cleveland-Specia1 Censu~; Ap;U I, 1965. 

Salaries have . d 
a . 11 Increase ; patrolmen earn $11 000 
. nnua y after 42 months on the J'ob Ad' ' 
mstances . d . n, 10 most 
" ,reqUIre .~anpower is provided as the need 
l.S assessed; the department is . . . 
strength toward the goal of 1 OOO~ow IncreasIng Its 
mended b th I . ' more men recom
P 1: Q y e nternatlOnal Association of Chiefs of o IC~ .. 

In a:ddition, the Chica (j Poli 
supported both . g ce Department has 

operatIons research and increa d 
res~arc~ and development of. scientific and se 
logIcal InllCi·vations within the d t techno-

T bl A 1 epar ment. 
a e -. shows the effect of h . . 

sonnel since 1959, and Tabl ~ e Increase In per
of the Ch' .... e A-2 reflects the standing 

~ I?ago Roh~e Department in relation to de
partment~ 10 othe.l>major cities of the U.S. 
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APPENDIX B 

APPLYING A RESOURCE ANALYSIS BUDGET* 

A 
conventional budget lists proposed expendiltu~es 

. . ts such as sa arIes 
by obiects of expendItures or lOpu '. d . rily 

~ . Th' b d et IS des1gne prlma 
or office supphes. ..' IS U"jgauthorizations. It can be 
to assure adherence t~ fisc«· akin it difficult to 
a hindrance to e.fficIen~y by m se t~ changed con
substitute among lOputs 10 respon 

ditions during a fiscal year. d 'th a reduction of 
E is often equate WI . 

. con~m~s 'However a reduction in spending may 

~:P~~~tIe~:l a~d ineffici~nt, and ~onver~~,. an incri~s: 
be efficient and economIcal. . clency, h 

may . 1 that outputs are wort 
broad sense, m~ans s:m? y 'al at the lowest cost 
what they cost 10 achlevlOg a go 

etting the greatest value for any budget .. 
or g .. d u s expendItures ac-

A resource analysIs bu get gro P d it 
d b' ts or programs, an 

cording to some agree 0 ~ec. al costs to accomplish 
stresses es:imating t~tal:r;a:c~udget to Department 
them. TIns structurmg 'ngful cate-ts . n more meam 
objectives accumulates cos 1 nt of proposed 
gories and affords a better assessmeI . des' ' the 

bI' h d rograms t proVl 
changes to e!)ta IS e p . . f costs 

. h more complete VIew 0 
~~~si~~;:~~:dw~~tP:t in initiating, continuing or 

di' eying a!'P' rogram. 1 . . mo i' __ L~ rt of the resource ana ),SlS 
Anal:ses)'V;1LcJ~~re a pa ake or dictate a decision 

. . h t regard to benefits 
p.enditu:es a~:t:~~~:;~~: ;;~ ~ucertain amount can 
(I.e. It IS m dl of the value which may 
or should be spend regar . ~ss 1 "ding) was not 
be associated with addltlOna sp .... n . 

considered. al . budgeting system 
. 1 a resource an YSIS 

In genera, . P}' Department several 
• cr. th ChIcago 0 Ice 

wIll ouer e Id be an improved 
d .' The first 0'.1e wou . 

a vantages. . . akin The Resource AnalysIs, 
process for declSlOn-m .g. thod of exploring al
Budget affords a systematIc me ffi' t and less 

". f more e Clen 
ternative courses ~f ~c 1O:~ artment objectives. The 
costly, for a:comphshm~ur: for coordinating depart
budget proVldes a pro~eidentified common objectives. 
ment programs tow~r, h d f budgeting would also 
The resource an.al:~ls :net ~ th~ department in policy 
strengthen the lOltIatlve 0 
formulation. 1 . budget 

. d 'th t the resource ana YSIS 
It IS assume a but arallel 

system will be carried out as a ~ep::~~ures ;re fol
activity while cus.tomaryp ~.ud~epP artment to imple
lowed by the ChIcago 0 Ice 

ment program decis.ions. . which a resource 
The ~nitial reqUlremen: ~po~ is identification of 

analysis budget structur~ IS ase
b 

uently the ac-
. b' t' s and su seq , department 0 ~ec lve , b" A police de-

tivities which relate to these 0 ~ect1vebs. of goals or 
d' 'th anum er 

partment is confro~t: dWl . t of resources with 
.' d a hnute amoun 1 

objectIves an " b ild' this expei"imenta . . . them In u 109 WhICh to attalO· h T k Force ex-
h 0 erations Researc as 

budgetmg process u~ ~ot .mdgmenr of the police ad
and will not replaC\~ e ~~ him i~ reaching a better 
ministrator. :rhe~ W.1 aS~;ferred courses of action. 
dec;ision by 1dentifYl~g? b dget developed by the 

The resource ana YSIS u d'd ot consider 
Operations Research Task Forc\r 1 ~ance which 

budget, t e p.. 1 Code of Chicago, policy state-
amined the Mumc1pa . B d and the Chicago 
men~s of both the POl1~~e ~:artment's directives. 
Police Department an OR TF . dentified these ob-th· e "needs-first" approach to pu 1C t 

- . . d quirements mus • tains that certam nee s or re . 
~ea:et, regardless of cost or without sY8.te~at~~~:-
sl'de':'ation of other, and possibly morerh1gh y- Sl'nu'~ 

• . " '. . h ma be loregone. 
needs or,reqUlrements WhlC Yd' hich ex-
1arly, the "budget-first" approach un er w 

• Principal Author: Sgt. Walter R. Gersch. 
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From this research, the 1 

jectives: 

of life and property; maintenance of 
Protection 

public peace. 
Public service. 
Community support . 

-' 
Following identification of the objectives, specified 

programs were structured. These progra1U3 were 
termed Crime Control, Quasi-Criminal Regulation, 
Traffic and Public Peace. These programs were further 
divided into subprograms of the major programs re
lating to the department's main objectives. 

The allocation of costs to these objectives and pro
grams was performed on both the 1968 and 1969 
appropriations for the Chicago Police Department as 
contained in the Annual Appropriation Ordinance 
and in the department's budget. 

The design of a budget is merely the initial, vital 
requirement of a resource analysis budgeting system. 
It is merely the framework about which the system 
exists. 

ANTICIPATED APPLICATIONS 

The crux of a system is program analysis which 
essentially consists of the process of determining the 
relevant objectives, synthesizing alternative means to
ward these objectives and identifying the costs and 
effectiveness (benefits) of each alternative. Estimation. 
of the costs for alternatives and the estimation of how 
the costs are likely to vary with changes in significant 
program characteristics are major parts of the analysis. 
This cost-effectivenc!>s analysis can be applied at three 
levels of choice. 

Flrst: ChQice of budget-mix between broad pro
g£;lnts, trading-off between outputs. 
) Second:. Choosing a <Cmix" of subprograms and 
subprograms within a program (This also involves 
trade-offs between Qutputs.). . 

Third:. Choice among different methods or a 
cpmbination of inputs which may be used to attain 
a given objective or subprogram. (Trade-offs be
tween outputs.) The purpose here is to determine 
the "least-cost" way of achieving the objective. 

Analysis is most easily applied at this third level. 
Efficient allocation at the third level is a prerequisite 

'~t(~:}:fficiency at higher levels. 
. An'example of trade-offs between outputs could be 
the situation where a department faces a decision on 
Whether to request an additional million dollars to 
increase its effort against organized crime or to request 
the funds for use in reducing robberies. 

It rp,ight be possibleto:reveal that a given amount of 
money allocated t~ o~g~izedcrime efforts will save 

X-number of people from becoming victims of orga
nized criminal activities. These include "juice" loans, 
loan sharks, etc. If allo.jated to robbery efforts, the 
money might save r-number of people from being 
seriously injured or even killed during the commission 
of robberies. Such a simplified analysis, alone, could 
not provide the decision-maker with sufficient infor
mation to make an unequivocal correct choice. But it 
would provide useful insight with which to improve 
judgmental decisions. 

It may be possible to go somewhat further by re
structuring the problem so that outputs of both sub
programs could be expressed in the same units. We 
could consider victims, per se, and compare the num
ber saved if the additional million dollars were allo
cated to combat organized crime or to combat rob
bery. Of course, if one allocation resulted in saving 
more victims from physical harm and the other saved 
victims without physical harm being a consideration, 
we would be able to indicate only such a trade-off. 

An example of an input trade-off would assume 
this case. The department must respond to X-number 
of calls for service and must also investigate Y~number 
of traffic accidents. 'In addition, Z~amount of pre
ventive patrol is desired. There are not enough trained 
accident investigation personnel in the traffic division 
to handle Y-number of accidents. But if sufficient 
untrained personnel receive training as accident in
vestigators, going then to the traffic division, the pre
ventive patrol efforts would be markedly reduced. 

A decision is required as to whether it would be 
more desirable to use untrained personnel to handle 
traffic accidents, or whether additional permfmel 
should receive the necessary training and reassignment 
to traffic the division. The effect of a reduction in 
preventive patrol efforts in either case must be care
fully evaluated. 

Cost-effectiveness analysis can be indicated by the 
following example. Assume a program relating to 
reduction of burglaries \ 'is proposed. It will cost 
$100,000 per year and J.~llproduce benefits which 
can validly be evaluated as $200,000 through reducing 
the amount of' property taken. This program will 
result in a "net gain to society" of $100,000 per year. 
If these gains and costs were the only a,vailable infor- . 
mation upon which to base· an evaluation, it would 
be concluded that the program was worthwhile. 

However it may be that the last $25,000 of expendi
tures will produce benefits worth only $10,000, con
sistent with the total figures presented. Clearly it 
would be better to spend Only $75,000 and obtain 
benefits worth $190,000, a net gain to society of 
$115,000. The last $10,000 in benefits would cost 
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more than they are worth, and the $25,000 worth of 
resources could be employed to better advantage else
where. The rule for maximizing the net gain is to 
equate the incremental costs and the incremental 
gains. 

The result of the experimental manipulations of 
actual budgets for 1968 and 1969 into Resource 
Analysis Budgets is shown below. The real budget 
increases may be compared for the two years by this 
method to show the shifting allocation of resources. 

Resource Allocation Budget For the Ohicago Police Department 
(Based on 1968 & 1969 Budgets) 

SUMMARY 

------------------.------------------------~-";~~----------------------~----------------------------
Program 

Orime Control .••........•..................................•.........•. " .•. " 
a. Social and Economic Oonditions .•.....•...•.•.......•....•.... ($912,748) 
b. Valm~ 

(l) Opportunity 
(2) Risk 

(a) Prevention ..............•...........•.............. (30,271,342) 
(b) Reaction ...•..•....•.•...........•........... , .• " . (3,037,876) 
(c) Follow-Up •......................•................. (23,873,127) 

Quasi-Oriminal. ..............•.•........•....•............................. 
Traffic ............•......•..•... " .. , ....•.•.......................•...... 
Public Peacc ....••..••.....•.......•..............•.......•..•.......••... 
Public Scrvicc ................••................................••.......•.. 

a. Emergcncy ...•............................................. (3,263,720) 
b. Specialized .•••......................•..•.......•.....•..... (8,423,SOO) 
c. Othcr. ~ •..•.....•....•........••.......................... (3,195,571) 

Oommunity Support ...................•.......................•............ 
a. Oommunity Relations ......................................... (455,425) 
b. Human RClations .............•.•..•.....•..•..... , ....••..... (177,944) 
c. Public Relations ..........•. " .... , •........•.....•..•. , .•. , (4,435,579) 

Support ...•.•..•......•...................•......•...............•....•..• 
Total Budget ............•...•......... , ..•........................ 

Program: Orime. Oontrol 

Subprogram: Social and Economic Oonditions 

Activity 

Administration/Field Services ...•..•......... , ...•.......•................•.... 
Administration/Orime Prevention (Supervisory and cJel'ical) ...•...•....•..•... , .... 
Preventio~. of Orime by Juveniles 

SupcrvlSlon .............................. ; ...•.....•........................ 
Other YOuth services ..•.•......•.•....•.•.... , .. , ................•.•... ' ..•.. 

Total ..•.......•.................... , ..........................• , ... 

Subprogram: Value 

Sub-subprogram: Risk 

Sub-subprogram: Prevention 

Activity 

Administl·ation/Field. Services .......... , •.........•.•...... , ......•.•. , • , ..... . 
Administra~ion/patrol ....•.• , ....•...••....••...••.•. ' ....•••••...... , ....•..•• 
District Law Enforcement . 

OomIl1and supervision .•. , •..........•...••.••.........•........•............. 
,-, Secretarial.and clerical. •...••......•..•.......•..•.•....•.•..•.•..•.. ," ..... . 

Patrolling distriets on foot •..• , , .•..•.....•.•.. , .... " ••.. ,' ...•.. , .•..... , .. . 
PrQvi~ing.l'0lic.e squa? .car: services ...•.. , ',' .................................... , 
Illvesbgatmg VIce acttVlty •.................................•..... , ..••...• " .. . 
Squ·adrol services .•••.......... ' ........•..•................•.•....•.•......• 
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1968 cost 

$58,095,093 

5,182,802 
11,220,397 
7,737,896 

14,883/191 

27,973,365 
130,161,692 

1968 cost 

$4,618 
71,177 

147,726 
'689,227 

912,748 

1968 cost 

$69,385 
275,439 

2,750,269 
819,611 

3,757,500 
10,598,669 
1,134,000 
3,300,000 

1969 cost 

$69,928,966 
(1,052,270) 

(39,915,580) 
(3,599,454) 

(25,361,662) 
6,194',343 

13,108,235 
8,824,134 

17,562,543 
(3,821,518) 
(9,919,179) 
(3,821,846) 
7,220,547 
(727,586) 
(191,438) 

(6,301,523) 
31,329,763 

154,168,531 

1969 cost 

$5,301 
75,978 

172,156 
798,835 

1,052,270 

1969 cost 

. $77,902 
325,969 

3,090,483 
989,662 

5,343,132 
12,848,198 

1,334,466 
3,877,5.77 

; -~ 

. 
~-Ir 

'-

Activity 
1968 cost 1969 cost 'I 

! 
26",969 

i 

36,831 II 
3,358,536 

Ii 
309,462 6,541;275 

301,674-52,272 72,799 

r 70,5,'j7 . I 

82,885 I 
98,976 122 .. ,909 I 

535,128 627,404 J 371,172 433,920 

l 240,665 277,892 226,836 266,106 
1,367; 766 2,211,527 71,177 75,978 

147,726 172,156 689,227 798,835 

30,271,342 39,915,580 

PatrOlling by Task Force 
Supervisory and clerical 

P
ProViding tactical patrol' ...... , ...•. , .....•....•.•.•......•. 

roviding canine patrol.': ' .........•..•.................•.. : : : : ............ . 
Planning ........•...... , . . ........•... 

I '. .................... . ........................ . 
nsveshga~mg. Organized Criminal A~ti~·l.t·y· .......................... , ...• : ..••.•. 

uperVlSory and clerical • . ..... . 
~nalyzing licenses and vi~~ ~~~i~i~y ............................... . 

ontrolling narcotic sale and use ...............•............ " •...•....... 
Oontrolling gambling activit' . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .........•.. 
Vice detection les .............•................................. 
P · . . • • . • . . . . . . . ......... ~ . ~ 

rostltution and obscene m tt" .. · ....... " .... " . .. • . .......... . o d ael' ....... .. 
A~n .u?ting.lntelIigence Surveys ................................... :::: ......... . 

mmlStrahonjOrime Prev nt' ·(·S·····,'··············,······.· ......... . 
Prevention of Orime b J e .llon upervisory and clerical)... .... . " ... , .....•.. 

Supervision y uvenl es .......•........ , 
Othel' youtl~ ~~;~i~~~: : ........•...........•...•........... 

'" to, ..................... ,.... '0., 00 •••• to. o • ft. 

Total ............ 
•• 0 •• 0 •• '.0 '·.0 oJ to 

'0 -0'.0.0 o ••• '.0 '0.0 •• 0 ••• '.0 

.0 •• 0 •••••• 

Sub-Subprogi'am: Reaction 

Activity 
1968 cost. 1969 cost 

$8,988 $9,587 31,689 35,335 

393,286 420,491 1J5,225 
339;688 

136,762 
392,179 2,149,000 2,605,100 

3,037,876 3,599,454 

AdmmlStration/Patrol .................. ' ........... . 
Di"trie~ Law E Ii . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... .. 

" n orcement ..........................•........... : 
Command supervision 
S~cr~tar1al and cJericai:: ......................................... . 
DlSt~lct review of cases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . ......•.... 
PrOViding police squad ca~ 's~~~ic'e~ ......................... , ..... : : : : : : '.' .... . 

Total ...................•................. : : : : : : : ........................ -::-:::~-~==~ 

Sub-subprogram: Follow-Up " ............ '" " .......... '" ...... . 

" ~ 
Activity I: 

" Adm!n~tration/Field Services .. 
1968 cost 1969 cost 

$48,561 $59,458 
66,606 65,370 

612,477 660,907 183,174 212,076 1,042,000 1,262,978 
693,000 815,507 
378,000 444,822 670,000 789,877 1,854,000 2,181,746 

8,751 5,240 309,463 301,674 563,274 691,004 

310,877 317,710 367,344 428,516 
213,010 121,768 265,104 

575,111 725,500 2,299,104 2,246,452 
2,028,960 2,076,724 3,091,116 2,892,753, 
1,720,236 1,799,833 
2,291,220 2,298,683 
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-------------------------------------~~-----------------1968 cost 1969 cost 

Activity 

~"----~--~~----------~~------------
Administration/Crime Prevention Supervisory and clerical. ...... - ......•......................... : ........... . 

Agency and court liaison .... ;, .............................................. . 

Prevention of Crimc by Juveniles Supervision ...... , ...•...... , ... , ............................... , ........ , . 
Other youth services ..•...............•..................................... 

Conducting Traffic Investigations (I.nvestigating hit and run cases) ................. . 

Providing Department Central SerVIces Supervisory and clerical .................................................... . 
Evidence and recovered property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Central deicut!.QU ............... , • " ....................................... . 
Prisoner transportation ...................•........ , ..............•.......... 

Detection of Crime by Scientific Means Supervisory and clericlll. ............................•.....................•. 
Performing chemical te.~ts ....... ' .... : .......................... , ............ . 
Performing microscopic tool exammatlOns ..................................... . 
Pcrforming firearm identifieations ............................................ . 
Performing microanalytical tests ...•.......................................... 
Performing' spectroscopic examinations .................•....................... 
Performing document examinations ........•.................................. 
Performing polygraph examinations .................... , ........... ' ., ....... . 
Printing photographs ....................................................... . 

150,981 
102,048 

295,380 
1, 378p453 

358,752 

9,768 
249,126 
613,596 
414,000 

79,085 
63,784 
15,864 
99,402 
43,294 
13,278 
33,072 
43,877 
13,142 

288,323 

162,978 
118,149 

344,310 
1,597,670 

418,698 

10,672 
296,672 
712,582 
483,460 

89,063 
93,234 
12,147 

115,520 
51,304 
14,.307 
34,;,597 
51,,556 

' 14,797 
327,826 

13,522 16,694 

23,873,127 25,361,662 

Performing scientific field assignments ., '.' .................................... . 
Repair & maintenance oflaboratory eqUIpment ...........................•.... ----------------

Total ............... ' ..... " ......................................... . 

Program: Quasi-Criminal 

1968 cost 1969 cost 

Activity 
$15,265 $16,634 

53,916 60,953 

665,371 730,724 

198,250 234/033 

4,250,000 5,151,999 

5,182/802 6,194,343 

Admil1istratiion/Field Services ........................... , ...................... . 
Administration/Patrol. .................................................. -, .... . 

District Law Enforcement Command supervision ....... , ..... " ...... " ..... , ...... ' ...... , ., ...... , .,. 
Secretarial and clerical. •.. , ................................................ . 
Providing police squad car services ............................................ ----------------

Tot~tl ...... · ...........•.... , .... , .... , ............ " ... , ...... , ..•. 

Program: Traffic 

1968 cost 1969 cost 

$34,817 $42,221 

17,.046 15,901. 

179,466 191,678 

52,598 61,731. 

180,000 218,162 

1,206,000 1,419,194 

166,927} 274/448 
50,304 

30,524- 33,993 

91,027 100,173 

9,427 10,258 

82,068 92,361 

292,335 320;896 

38,298 40,939 

43,077 50,121 

Activity 

Administration/Field Services ....•............................................. 
Administration/Patrol. ...... ; ... , .............• - ....................•......... 

District Law Erllorcement Command 'supervision ....•......•..•.....•.... , ............. - ..•............ 
SecreUtrial and clerical .•............................... , ................... . 
Providing police squad car services ......•. , ........•...... , ........ , ... , ., .,' .. " 
Intersection traffic control. •........•. , ............................ , .. " ..... . 

Administration/Traffic Direction & Safety " Supervisory and clerical ................•............................. : ... " .. 
Traffic operatiuns ..•.•.....•.... : . : •.................•.............•.... " .. 

Maintaining TralffiC Records and StatIstIes 
Supervisory .. ' •..•.............. : .. : •.................•.................... 
Processing and maintaining traffic c~tat!Ons ....... , ... , ......•.... , ............ . 
Investigating patrking metercomplamts ... , .............. ' .. : ... ,' •.....•....... 
Tracing ownership on parki?g viola!ions ..... , ., ..... , ...... ; ................. . 
Per[orr(ling :mac\\1ine processmg serVIceS ....................... - ............... . 
Providing traffic 'statistics ........•..............• - .......... " ............... . 
Maintaining trafllic citation files ..... , ......•.......•........ " ............... . 
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Activity 

Performing Special Traffic Services 
Supervisory and clerical 
Perfor~ing courtroom ~s'i~~~~I~t~: : : : : : : : ................................... . 

Condu~tlllg Traffic Investigations • . .......................•........... 

PublIc passenger vehicle licenses Serving traffic warrants ..............................•............... 
Area Traffic Enforcement' ............ - ........................... - ......•..... 

Supervisory and clerical ......... . Investigating traffic accidents ......................................•.... 
Enforcement of motor vehicle' ;~g'~i~ti~~' 'b" .... d' ............................. . 
E fi f . s y squa car and patrolling 

n orcement 0 motor vehIcle regulations b th hi" ........... . 
Loop Intersection Control.. y ree w ee er motorcycle ......... : .. . 
Controlling TrRffic by Rad~r' ................................................ , ' 
Maintaining Department Ver;i~i~~' ........... " .......................... '" .. . 

Supervisory and clerical .....•...... Repair and maintain vehicles. . ............................•.........•. 
Repair and maintain motorcycic's' ........................................... . 

Deter::tion of Crime by Scientific Me~~'s'" .... , ............................... , .. 

Supervisory and clerical:. Printing photographs ' ................................................... . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• , ••••• to ••••••••••• 

Total ....................................................... , ... ~ ... 

Program: Public Peace 

Activity 

Administration/Field Services ... 
A~lministration/Patrol .•............................•................ 
Dimtrict Law Enforce~~~~ .................................................... . 

Command s~pervision Secretarial and clerical' ............................•......................... 
.......... Providing police squad car scrvices' ...................... ~ ................... . 

Special details ........................................... . 

P I
· ................................... .. o Ice servIce-Water Plante; .............. , .......... . 

Providing Spccial Police Servic~s' .................................. '," ......... . 
Patrolling, by Task Force ..............................................• 

Super";',:ryand clerical.. . . ' 
Detail section ........... : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

Total ....................................................... ,' ••• o ••••• 

Program: Public Service 

Subprogram: Emergency 

1968 cost 1969 cost 

36,540 42,072 
316,932 423,076 

237,790} 318,958 
36,000 

1,278,614.· 1,525,846 
819,000 962,689 

1,908,000 2,243,040 
900,000 1,065,100 

1,946,076 2,270,424 
343,452 tOO,848 

190,759 198,495 
668,377 715,627 
55,092 57,459 

1,090 2,660 
8,761 9,865 

11,220,397 13,108,235 

1968 cost 1969 cost 

$14,657 $15,206 
68,108 63,604 

616,639 655,068 
184,233 207,631 
834,000 1 ,OlD, 896 

3,807,000 4,236,400 
125,000 117,000 

1,207,356 1,493,504 

6,907 5,534 
873,996 1/019,291 

7,737,896 8,824,134 

Activity 

~------~---~--------~~-
Administration/Field Services ..... 

1968 cost 1969 cost 

$9,375 $9,587 Administration/Patrol. . . . . . . . . . ........................................... . 
District, La,w Enforcement ..............................................•. 34,017 35,335 

Cormnand supervision ......... , ... . Secretariai and clerical ......... ',' ...................... ' ....... . 
Providing police squad 'c'a'r';e~~i~~s":" ...................................•... 
Squadrol services .. . ....................................... . 

............................................... '" '0' ••••••• 

408,627 421,571 
121,701 135,270 

1,590,000 1,927,230 
1,lDO,000 1,292,525 

Total • .,r •• 0·0'1'1:: ......................................................... . 3,263,720 3,821,518 
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Program: Public Service 

Subprogram: Specialized 

Activity 

Administration/Field Services, . , • , , . , • , . , • , •••. , •..•...•.... , • , .. , ... , • , .•.. , .. 
Administrution/Putrol. .. , ..• , .•.••.•. , , .... , , , . , . , .. , , , , .•....• , •. , .. , .. , .....• 
District Law Enforcement 

Command supervision., ...•. ' •.•.•.• ", .... , ..... , .. , ... , •. , .. ' •...... , .. " , 
Secretarial ancl clerical. , , • ' . , . , •.•... , .....••. , , " ..•..••..... , .. , .••. , , ..... 
Providing police squad car services ... , . , •.......•... , .. : ..... , .... , .....• , , .. , 
Patrolling school cl'ossings, .. , , , , • , , •.....•.•.. , •... , , ;-... , . , .•...• , • , ....•. , 

Patr;>lling by Task: Force 
Supervisory and clerical, • , . , , , , .••.... , ... , ••••.•.........• , ...•.........•.. 
Providing marine patrol. .••. , ..•............•.. , , , , .• , , , . , ... , , ••.. , , . , .... . 

Administration/Crime Prevention (Supervisory and clerical), ..... , .• ,. , .... , , , ., .. . 
Pl'evention of Crimes by Juveniles 

Supervision. t •• t t t .... oj , AI ..... i, ......... ~ ••• ~ t •••• , • ~ ••• I ••• t •••••• I I ......... .. 

Providing ~ehool pall'o!. •.•.... , •....•.... , , . , ..• , . : .. , .. ,' : ......•....•..• , , . 
Administration/Traffic Direction & Saf('ty (Safety educatIOn trammg) .. , ..•...•..... 
Investigating Organized Criminal Activity ••..••.... , ... , ....•. , , , , •.......•.. , .. 

License investigations, •. , .. , .......... , .•. , , ........ , . , .....•........ , .. , .. . 
Providing Department Central Services 

Sllpervision and clerical .. , •.••.....•. , , ...•. , ..............................• 
Auto pounds ......... ,. , , .. "" .. , , , .••••.••. ".,., .••.. " , . " .. " " ., ..•.. 
Animal care •........................ , •.... , .. , , .. , ...•. "" ... '" . , ... , ... _________ ~ _____ _ 

Total •........••...•....•..... , ....•..•.......•... , .... , .... , ••.. , . , 

* New helicopter patrol cost. 

Subprogram: Othel' 

Activity 

Administration/Field Services ... , , ........ , , .•.•.... , .•.•.... , •.•........•... , . 
Administration/patrol. •.•• , .•••. , ....... -.•.............. , ........ , ..•......... 
District Law Enforcement 

Command supervision .. , .. , ..•.. , .• , .................... , ...... , , .....• , ..•. 
Secretarial and clerical. .• , .••.......... , .. , .•.............. , , .............. . 
Providing police squad car services •...... , ....• , .. , ..... , .•...•.............•. 
Squadrol services, ••.•....•.. , •.•••.... , .. , .....•........... , .....•.•.• , , ... 
Police service-O'}Iare Field. , ••..............•.. : •..... , •.... , ..•.....•..... 

Administl'ittion/Crime Prevention (Supervisory and clencal) ... , ........ , ... , ..... , . 
Inspection of Entertainment Exhibitions ................ , ., .•.•. , ............•.. , 
Maintaining Police Records and Communications 

Supervisory and clerical, .... , ..•...•.. , .•.........• , ..•.. , .........•.. ' ..... , 
'Processing police inquiries and records ......... , .... , •............... , ...... , ,. _______________ _ 

Total .. " .. , ........• , ....•.......•................................. 

Program: Support 

Activity 

Adlninistr:ation/Departmental. .•..••.•..•...... " ..•.........•.•....•..•..•...• 
Finance Services ........ ....... ". ...... , .......................... , ....... I. 10 ................ t •••• 

Personnel Services .. , .••.....•.....•.....•.....•.....•..•..................... 
Police Plallning Services ......•.....• , ..•.... , ....•••.•..•.............•....•.• 
Public blfotmation Services .•.•..•......•..•.........•.... , ...•... , ..... , •.•... 
Adwinis.tration/Staff Services .• , •••.....•••.•.....•.••......... , ••..••......... 
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1968 cost 

$263,972 
166,020 

1,127,798 
367,467 
252,655 
61,468 

1969 cost 

$283,402 
224-,997 

1,086,551 
432,044 
244,938 
65,312 

;. 

Activity 

Maintain~ng Police Records and Communications 
SupervISory and clerical ...... ,. . 
Processing police inquiries and re~or'd's' ... , , • , .. , ..... , .............• , , •.•..... 
Maintaining Police Communications ....•.. , ...•. ,., ..•..••.........•.. , ..... 

Supervisory and clerical 
Receiving and dispatchU;~ ~~~~i~i~~'d;lis"" ., ..•.. , .,. '" '" " ....••.. " '" 
Operating .police administrative switchboa;ci .......• , ....•..... , ....... , •.•.. 
Opera~ing teletype equipment., . . ... " ......•.... , •.......• , ...•. 
Providing records control numbe~s: . : .... " .•. , .• , , ..........•. '" .. , .•. , ... 
Coordinating telephone installation & 'r~~~i~' .... , ....... , ... , . , ......... " , . 

Performing Police Identifications ...... , .....••.......••• , .. , .... , 
Supervisory and clerical . , 
Processing photos ' . . ..•........ , ..•.. , ...•.. , •.• " ......•....• , .•. 
Processing fingerp~i~ts', : ... , •...................•...........•.....•.....•• , 
Ident;rving latent prints" .....• , , ...... , .•.•. , .. , .....•...••••.•.......... 
Mai\:' ·';".:ing arrest record~' .......•..... , . , ......... , •..•..... , .. , . , , , ..•.• 
Processing field inq lIiries ' , .•.........•............. , •... , • , . , .. , " ..•.... 

Providing Department Centr~i s~~~ic'c~' , .• , .•.•... , .. , .. , ....•.... , ...•..•...•.• 
Supervisory and clerical ..•.... , ..... , 
Providing equipment and supplies. . . . ........... '" .•......... , .. , .. , .•...• 
Providing graphic art service. . . ' , ...... , .....•.... , ............ , .... , .. . 
Department mail service . , , .. , ......... " ... " .. " .•.•... , ... " ... , • , • 

M
Maintaining Department V ~hic't~~.' : : : : : : ....•. , , ........... , ..•.... ~ ...••...... 

aintaining Departmental Build·n. . ••• , ..•......•........ , ...........••.. 
M · •. DIgs.' ............ ", ... . allltamlllg epartmental Radios .... , ..•• , .... , .......• 

Supervisol'y and clerical 
Mobile radio neld scrvic~' , , •.... , . , .•.. , ....... , , .... , .. , ..•..•............. 
Shep scrvice-eleetrical , ......• , .••.... "., .. , •...•.. , .... , .............•.. 
SI .. . ...•• , .0 •••••••••••• t ••••• 0 .. , 0 ••••••••••• OJ •••••••••• lOp se.rvlce-radlo ......... , ...... , .. , , ..• , ... . 
Mallltalll transmitters ' .... , ...... , . , •. , .••....... 

Training Police Personn~i ... , ... , •.... , .•... , ••. , ...... , ..... , . , , ... , ........ . 

Basi~ programs .•............. , ......... , ........• 
SpeclUl programs ..... , .... '" . , .... " ....•••. , .. 
Special skills •...... , ...•.......•..•.• , •.•........• ~ •... , ........ . 

Data Syste~ Divi~i~~' ....•. , .. , ...•...• , ......•....... , ... , ...•....••.......• 
Administration/lnspce~i~~~i s~~~ic:e~ ..•. , ...... , •.. , .•• , .. , ..... , ..•.•...••...•. 
Conducting Internal Investigations ................•••..•.. : ..................• 
Conducting DepartIncnt Ins ection·····'········,·········· ....... , •. , .•.•...... 
Ad " 'IF p s ••.•....... , • , .... , .. , . 

mmlstl'atlOn 'ield Services . ' .. '. ... . ...•.......•. '\! ..• '" •• 
Administration/Patrol . , . ' •....... ',' .... '.: ''''" .':. ',' : '.: ........... ::.: ........ " . 
District Law EnforGem~~; . , .••... , , .......... , , ..•.. ','.'.: .", . , ...... ,' .•. , ...... . 

Command supervision 
Secretarial and cJericai ..•...•.•.....•....•......... , ..........•.•..........• 
Care and custody ofptis~~~" , .••..•...•.. " ,., ...•••..... '.' ..•••..•....•..... 

0.1!!!!!!. __ 

1968 cost 

52,157 
915,431 

317,059 
2,075,554-

156,555 
101,082 
108,000 
382,336 

91,116 
6,636 

421,909 
144,720 
132,352 
613,624 

6,812 
1,313,821 

303,684 
381,759 

4,014,221 
1,614,937 

240,562 
269,568 
285,311 
938,624 
169,326 

493,862 
24-7,994-
223,693 

1,902,783 
75,944 

1391,676 
259,591 
10,481 
68,259 

423,950 
126,243 I . ,rs. t- ................ " •••••••• n-serVlce training . . .....•.....•.•...• , . , . 

Uniform allowanc~ .....•..• " ... , .•.....•............•.. , ..........•....... ·1,440,000 
•• t .......................... , ............................... . 

Total 
................. t ••••••••••••••••• , •• '" ." ................ 0 ••• ,., 

2,085,037 
2,397,425 

27,973,365 

Subprogram: Community Relations 
Program: Community Support 

Activity 
1968 cost 

$467 

25,304 
429,654 

455,425 

Administration/Field Services 
Community Services Division .............. , ....•....•.•...........•....... " .• 

Supervision and clerical ...... . 
Community Relations Section .•. : ... , •.....• , .• , ...••......•.......•..•.... 

. • ....... •••••• ... • •• f •••••••••••••••• '.'" ............. . 

Total ..•. :,. • ; ••. ;: .. : . :., ..•.•.......... .... " . ~ ....... , ............... " .. . 

1969 cost 

58,580 
1,087,152 

696,036 
2,424,398 

173,911 
198,211 
126,300 ,:! 

! 

102,363 
\ 7,669 

480,277 
226,425 
166,572 
.704,018 

6,634 
1,586,071 

330,634-
431,483 

4,251,972 
1,706,658 

250,770 
349,416 
363,975 
858,913 
210,050 

1,215,128 
1,951,806 

t' 84,031 
1,401,705 

10,539 
38,869 

462,589 
. 146,287 
1,694,560' 

·2,426,917 
2,761,600 

31,329,763 

1969 cost 

$698 

31,532 
695,356 

7~7,586 
.( 
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Subprogram: Human Relations 
1968 cost 1969 cost 

Activity 
$127 $221 

10,335 8,509 
182,802 

Administration/Field Services •.........•.•..•...•.......... ' ........•.........•• 

Community' Services Division ...........•..........•.. 167,388 

191,438 
d I 

• 1 ............ .. 
Supervision an c erlea . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ............ __ -~:,~.,..---------:~-
Human Relations Section .•.••..........•.................•..... 

177,944-........... ~ .. , .. 
TotaL ...•...•.• ·.··•········•···•·············•········· . 

Subprogram: Public Relations 
1968 cost 196;) !=ost 

___ ------------~A~C~ti~Vi~ty~---------------~~~~---~~~-------~~:~ ~ $11,203 $15,301 
..' ....... .• ............... ....... ....... 46,182 55,653 

AdministratlOn/Fleld Services ..... " . . . . • . . ..•......•......•........ 
Administration/Patrol. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477 , 897 672,579 
District Law Enforcement . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 142,797 214,859 

Command supervision ...•.. , •.•..............•..... : .. :....................... 3,757,500 5,343,131 
Secretarial and clerical. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•..... __ .-:..--=---------:--::=---
Patrolling districts on foot ...•.......... , ..•.......... , ., ...... , 4,435,579 6,301,523 

'fotal. ...... , .......•.......• , . , .... " ..•.... , .................... , . 

----------~~--:-~.--------~P~r:o~gr~a~m;/~ 
Method of Allocating Costs 

The Annual Appropriation Ordinance for the City 
f Chicago in 1968 allowed the police Department a 

~udget of $130,161,692. Of this amoun~, 93 perc~nt 
$121 167 145 'was for personal serVIces, salanes. 

or ", d' . b t' of 
d t tal budget yielded a Istn u lOn The epar men . . f 

these appropriations by organizational. aCtiVIty, 0 

which there were 37. In preparing a Pollce ~eso~rces 

1 . budget the total costs of 23 orgamzahonal ana YSIS, b 
activities were allocated to programs or ~u ~ro~ams 

h b · f the nature of the orgamzatlOna ac-
on t e aSIS 0 d e a 
tivity. Similar distributions were made to pro uc 
resource analysis budget for 1969. . .. 

Tl 
. . g 14 organizational actIvIties con-Ie rcmamm . . d 

tributed to more than one pro gran: .. ~hIS reqUIre a 
breakdown of the costs into sub-actiVIties. The cost of 
these $ub-activities was then assigned to subpro~a~s 
of the resource analysis budget. How t~ese dIs~n
butions were handled is apparent from the Ime-by-1me 
budget item conversions which follow. .' . 

The Records and Communications DIVISlOn re-

t d that 60 percent of the activities of the Recor~s 
por e . ded m 
U . t Records Inquiry SectIOn, were expen 
n:~-~olice services. The co.st ?f t~is. portion of th~ 

b ti
'· ty "Processing pollce mqulfleS and records, 

&U -ac VI, , " bI' S . 
were allocated to the sub-program Pu IC erVIce-
other" The amount: $353,673. 

.Ba~ed on estimates of the di~,isio~, 3? ?ercent. of 

h t of the sub.activity, Mamtammg police 
t e cos . d cler 
records and communications-superVlsory an, bl' ~ 

, h b gram' Pu IC ica1t ',vas allocated also to t e su pro 
Service~other," 
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Organizational activity subprogram 

Administration/Departmental 
($263,972) ........ " .. ' ............ . 

Finance Services ($166,020) ............ . 
Personnel Services ($1,127,798) ..... , .•.. 
Police Planning Services .($367,467) ..... . 
Public Information ServIces ($252,655) .. . 
AdministrationiStaff Services (~6 ~ ,468~ .. . 
Maintaining Departmental BUlldmgs 

($1,614,937) ............... ,' .•...... 
Maintaining Departmental RadiOS 

($1903391) ............ · .. ·· ...... . 
Train'ing Police Personnel ($965,549) .... . 
Data Systems Division ~$1,902,78~) ..•... 

Administration/lnspectIonal Services 
($75944) ............ , ., .......•.•.. 

Condu~ting Internal Investigations 
($891,676) ................. : ....... . 

Conducting D,epartment Inspections 

Support 
Support 
Support 
Support 
Support 
Support 

Support 

Support 
Support 
Support 

Support 

Support 

Support 
($259,591) ............... , .....•..... 

Conducting Int.elligence Surveys Prevention 
($1,367,766) ...... : ..... : .......... . 

Providing Special PolIce Services Public Peace 
($1,207,356) ......... ····: .. · .. ,··· . 

Administration/Crime Detection Follow-uP 
($1,156,335) ............... ",,)" . . .. Follow-uP 

Area Crime Detection ($12,OO~,?~ ...... Public Service...,-
Inspection Entertainment ExhibitIOns Other 

($111,536) ..............•....... ')' . . Traffic 
Traffic Records and Statistics (~586,756 ." 
Providing Special Traffic SerVices Traffic 

($353,472) ..•.......•. ' ., ... ' ., . . . . . Traffic, 
Area Traffic Enforcement ($4,905,614) ... , Traffic 
Lo~p Intersection Control($1 ,946,076). . . . Traffic, 
Traffic Control by Radar ($343,452) ... , .. 

The b;~nce of the cost of 'maintaining pot
ce 

~ecords and comIDunicat~ons ($5,518,5?l1) was a 0-

,"s t" cated to the program,·, uppor. C ntral 
., "P 'd'ngI'ppartmente Costs of the actIVIty rovi I ,J~ , 

r 
l 

Services" required an extensive breakout. After sub
activities were determined, their costs were allor:ated 
to the Resource budget as follows: 

,(.',entral Services 

SubactiV'ity 

Evidence and Recovered Property Section 
($249,126) ....................... " . 

Equipment and Supplies Section 
($1,343,821) ....................... . 

Graphic Arts Section ($303,684) ....•.... 
Auto Pounds Section ($898,236) ........ . 

Mail Delivery Section ($391,759) ....... . 
Animal Care Section ($228,224) ........ . 

Central Detention Section ($(>13,596) .... . 
Prisoner Transportation ($414,000) ... , .. 

Program/ 
subprogram 

Follow.up 

Support 
Support 
Public Service

Specialized 
Support 
Public Service

Specialized 
Follow-up 
Follow-Up 

Based upon the number of personnel assigned and 
the program or subprogram to which each of the 
above functions were charged, portions of the cost of 
the supporting sub-activity~ "Supervisory andcleri
cal," $26,400, were allocated to programs and sub
programs as follows: 

Program/subprogram Amount -------------------
Follow-Up. ................................... $9,768 
Public Service-Specializcd. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 9,820 
Support ...................... '. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . 6,812 

Crime Laboratory records indicated a similar di
vergence for funds in the area of "Detection of Crime 
by Scientific Means." Forty percent of the total effort 
of the sub-activity of the laboratory called "printing 
photographs" was devoted to providing traffic acci
dent photographs. Thus 40 percent ofthe cost ($8,761) 
was charged to "Traffic." A proportionate share of 
the cost pf the supporting sub-activity "supervision 
and clerical" ($1,090) was also charged to Traffic. 
All other costs of the laboratory activity, "Detection 
of Crime by Scientific Means," ($709,635) were allo-

t 
cated by sub-activity to the program "Follow-Up." 

'; Allocation of costs for the organizational activity 
• : "Maintaining Departmental Vehicles" was initiated 
d by first determining the portion of departmeJ':'~' ve-

~\,~.""~"'.,.,:"" ,,' hicles assigned to the Traffic Division. Based on this, " 20 percent of the cost of the s!1b-activity "Repair 
and maintain vehicles"($ 66E,377), including cost of 
new vehicles, waS charged to the program Traffic. 
The same program also received a proportionate 
share of the cost of the supporting sub-activity "Super-

l!'~vision and clerical" ($190,759). 
.{\ll other costs ($4;014,221) were allocated by sub

activity to the program "Support." , 

"Investigating Organized Criminal Activity" also 
divided intGseveral programs. A proportionate share 
of the supporting sub~activity, "Supervision and cler
ical" ($20,215) was charged to the program "P~~blic 
Service-Specialized." The balance ($70,557) was 
allocated to the program "Prevention." The re
mainder of the $2,002,221 activity was <\Jjocated as 
shown: -. 

Subactivity Cost Program 

Imalyzing licenses and vice 
activity ...•................ $98,976 Prevention. 

Controlling narcotic sale 
and use ....•....•......... 535,128 Prevention. 

Controlling f,lkmbling activities .. 
License investigation •...•..•.. 

371, 172 Prevention. 
438,672 Public Scrvice-

Vice detection ..........•..... 
Prostitution and obscene matter. 

Specialized. 
240,665 Prevention. 
226,836 Prevention. 

The Community Services Division received, in the 
allocation, its own appropriation ($233,201) and the 
money alloted to a sub-activity of the Patrol Division, 
the salaries ($399,480) for the "r:.bmmunity relations 
section." Since all funds were appropriated for per
sonal services, the division of costs was based Upon 
personnel assignments. The sub-program Community 
Relations received $429,654, and the sub-program 
Human Relations received $167,388. Proportionate 
shares of the supporting sub-activity :'supervision and 
clerical" were then allotted to Community Relations 
($25,304) and Human Relations ($10,335). 

PatroUing by Task Force 

Costs of the organizational activity, "Patrolling by 
Task Force" ($5,653,617) were divided into sub
activity costs and allocated to programs as follows: 

Subactivity Program/subprogram 
Providing tactical patrol 

($3,358,536). . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . Pr.evention, 
Providing marine partol ($142,898). . Public nervice

specialized. 
Providing canine patrol (8618,925)... Prevention (S?09,462); 

Followup , 
($309,463). 

Detail section ($873,996) ........ , . Public Peace. 
Planning (852,272) ....... , . •. . • .• Prevention. 
Crime scene searches, ($563,274)..... Followup. 

Costs of the supporting sub-activity, "Supervision 
and clerical," $43,716, were divided bat:ed upon 
personnel strellgth assignments, and were allocated 
to programs an;.f subprograms as follows: 

Program/subprogram 
Prevention .• , .. " •... , ....... " .... , .... ' ...... " 
Followup ..•. '" ..................... , •....... , 
Public peace ..•............•...... , ...... , .•. 
Public servic~pecialized., •.........•......•. 

Amount 
$26,969 

oj751 
6,907 
1,089 
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DISTRICT LAW ENFORCEMENT 

For the police official and the student of resource 
budgeting, the organizational activity "District Law 
Enforcemene' offers one of the more challenging 
problems as well as interesting insights into police 
op~rations. The activity, in 1968, received $65,517,459 
or flalf of the total police budget. This figure does not 
include $399,480 previously transfert'ed to the Com
munity Services division. The district actJvity includes 
four SUb-activities which contributed to multiple pro
grams; each required extensive computation to arrive 
at an allocation. The costs of 13 other sub-activities 
were charged directly to programs or subprograms as 
follows: 

Subactivily Program / subprogram 

District review of cases 
($339,688) ...... " .•....... " Reaction. 

Patrolling districts on foot 
($7,515,000) ......... " . . . . .. Prevention ($3,757,500); 

Intersection traffic control 

public relations 
($3,757,500). 

($1,206,000) ...•.. , ......... , Traffic. 
Proccssing and serving warrants 

($693,000)... . . .. ...... . .. . • .. Followup. 
InV(;Jtigating vice activity 

($1,512,000) ..... " . . . . . . . . .. Prevention ($1,134,000); 
Followup ($373,000). 

Care and custody of prisoners 
($1,440,000). . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Support. 

Participatulg in trials 
($1,854,000) ....•............ Follciwup. 

Patrolling school crossings 
($3,422,088) ... , ..... , . .. . . . . Public service-

specialized. 
Special details ($3,807,000). . •. .. Public peace. 
In-service training ($2,085,037)... Support. 
Police service-O'Hare Ficld 

($737,524) •..... , • . .. . •. . . . • . Public sel'v.icc-other. 
Police service-water plants 

($125,000)..... .. .. . ... . . . .. . . Public peace. 
Uniform allowance ($2,397,425).. Support. 

The first sub-activity of "District Law Enforce
ment" that required further computation was "Pro
viding squadrol police services." Previous study by 
the department (Planning Division Project 63-104-1: 
Squadrol US(; and Design) showed that squadr01 per~ 

sonnel devoted the following percentages of total time 
available to performing the services shown: 

Service 

Transportation of prisoners .............. . 
Transportation of sick and injured .....••. 
Preventive patrol. ...........•.. , .. , .... 
Miscellaneous activity •........•.... , ...•. 

Percent oj 
total time 

11 
18 
54 
17 

The application of these percentages into the total 
cost for the sub-activity, "Providing squadrol police 
services," $6,102,000, resulted in the following cost 
allocations to programs and subprogra~ns: 

Program/subprogram 

Prevention .. , ............. ~ ....... , , ..... j:. ••• 

"Followup ..... , , .....•. , .. , ......•...•.... , 
Public service-emergency .•......... , ...... . 
Public service--other ••.. , ................. , , 

Squad Car Allocation 

Amount 

$3,300,000 
670,000 

1,100,000 
1,032,000 

Considering the intricate nature of police patrol, 
program allocation of the sub-activity "Providing 
police squad car services" offered one of the projects 
major challenges. These services cost $21,197,337, and 
allocation to programs and sub-programs followed 
department policy and a study of calls for police 
service. Department policy states that manpQwer re
sources are allocated to the Patrol Division in suffi
cient number to provide approximately four hours 
for preventive patrol to each unit on each tour of 
duty, Thus 50 percent of the total cost ($10,598,669) 
was allocated to the sub-program Prevention. 

A study and grouping of 47,102 calls for police 
service provided a logical basis for apportioning the 
balance of costs of this sub-activity ($10,598,668) to 
programs and subprograms; Calls were grouped into 
eight categories, and the percentage of the total num
ber of calls represented by each category were de
termined. These percentages were then applied to 
$10,598,668 and the resultant costs allocated to pro
grams or sub-programs as shown below: 

Calls Category of call Percent 
of total 

Cost Program/subprogram 

200 

"9,550 
4,630 
3,706 

18,887 
800 

7,065 
254 

2,210 

Offense complaint, ...•.• , ......•..• 
Followup nature ......... , •.•..•...• 
Disturbance •.......•...•. , • , ••...•.. 
City ordinance ..... , ••....•.......• 
Traffic ..••.. , .....•••...•.....••.• 
Emergency •.•.•.•..•......•.••.••. 
Special •.•••.....•..•••••...•..•.•• 
Miscellaneous ... ", ..•.....•.•.....• 

.20.276 
9.830 
7.868 

40.099 
1.59S 

15.000 
.542 

4.687 

$2,149,000 
1,042,000 

834,000 
4,250,000 

180,000 
1,590,000 

57,500 
496,168 

Reaction. 
Followup. 
Public peace. 
Quasi-criminal. 
Traffic, 
Public service-emergency. 
Public service-specialized. 
Public servicc-oth.:r. 

! 

.!;<'-

Command Supervision 

As might be eXPccted ' 
relationship of com~and ~u unr~v~lmg the intricate 
the Resource Analysis B d pe~vlslOn to programs in 
cated for the systems res u g~ ecomcs quite compli
ceilings for each sub ;a:c ~r. Authorized streI1gth 
were drawn from th -aAc IVlty of the Patrol Division 

. e nnual Ap '. 
nance for the Year 1968 ( , proprlatlOns Ordi-

p. 2013). Total strength of 

Subactivity 

the division, less 41 erso 
munity Services DI'v~' nnel transferred to the Com-

lSlon was d' 'd d' 
strengths for each sub-;ctivi IVI e Into ~uthorized 
centage of the total . ty :0 determme a per-
Th represented In h b 
. ese pcrcentages were a r . eac su -activity. 
propriatibn fol' "District f~;e; Into the total ap
mand Supe:ri':tlon" ($8 538 7 nforcement-Com_ 
command Supervision 'Ii. ' 66) to develop costs of 
follows: or each sub-activity. This 

Strength Percent. 
of total Cost S~cretarial an:d~c:le=rl='c~al~---------------------------

DIStrlct rcview of cases' .. , ..... , •.........•.... , .•. 

TotaL ...... 
....... ,( •••• " ............ ~ 0- ••••••••••••••• 

428 5.3 45 .6 $4.52,555 
860 10,6 51,233 

2,992 36.9 905,109 
134 1.7 3,150,804-
77 .9 145,159 

168 2,1 76,848 
160 2.0 179,314 
206 2.5 170,775 

1,529 18.8 213,469 
778 9.6 1,605,288 
423 5.2 819,722 
223 2.7 444,016 

78 .9 230,547 
13 .2 76,849 

17,078 
81 114 

Pat~o1Iing districta on f~~~ . , , ......•................ : : : ....•. 
PolIce squad car services , ...•. , .......... , , ..•... , ... ' ..•.• 
Intersection traffic contr~i' . , ........ , ......... , ....... ' .... . 
Processing ad' .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 
I . , .. n .servmg warrants. . .....• ' .. ,., .. " •... 
cnveshgatmg VIce activity ............ , •....... 
ar~ ~nd .custody ofpriso~~~~ ...•..•.......... , ...... : : : : : : : . 

ParttClpatmg in tria!'! ' ' ...... , . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 
Pat 11' " . , . . . . . . .....••. 
S ro mg school crossings ....•....•. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

quadrol services •......•... , . . . . . . . . . . . • •..... 
Special details .. , ......•.....•....... , , . . . . ' .....••. , .. 
In-serVice trai~i'~g' ...•....•. , •......•.. , .. , ........ , ..•.. , .. . 
P l' "...... . ......... . 

o Ice service-O'Hare F' Id" .. • .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. Polic' Ie ... , ........... , .. 
e serVIce-Water plan~ ...• ,::::'·'·"""" ,., ...•...... ....... ~ ................. . 

8,538,766 

Strength totals shown in eac . 
of specific sub-activitie:>. . d' h breakdown of costs 

t 
rather than Patrol D' .~. In Icate sUpPorted strength 

./ 
ample, the total strengIVthISlOhn total strength, For ex-

----:S~u:b~ac=t=iv=it~Y--------CO--S-~--------------------
Program/subprogram 

. d s own abo . 8 1 It oes not inclUde 770 ve IS , 14 since 

I vide the serviccs 'Of tl com~and 'p~rsonnel Who pro
Division. le su -actIVIty to the Patrol 

I .. j The costs of comma d .. acti 't' . n SuperVISIOn of 12'of th b VIles were asslO'ned t . e su -
as follows: I:) 0 programs and Subprograms 

District review of cases 
Patrolling distric~ on " 

foot .• , ..... , ...•... 

Intersection traffic 
Control 

Processin~ 'a"dci ~~;~i~~' . 
warrants .. , • 

Investigating vic~" '" . 
activity ...•••.•..•• 

C~re and custOdy of 
prlSoners .• 
Participatin~'~'t~i~~ ... 
Patrolling school ..• 

crossings .... , •.. " .. 

Special details 
In-~ervice trafu~~ .. :: : : 
Po;;e service-O'Harc 

'leld ... , 
Police servi~e'~~t'e~'" 
plan~ .•.•.••...••.• 

S51,233 Reaction, 

905,109 Preve~!ion (8452,555); 
pUblic relations 
($452,554 ). 

!45,159 Traffic. 

76,848 Followup. 

179,314 PreVCtltion ($134486)' 
followup' , I 

($44,828). . 

170,775 siipport. 
213,469 Followup. 

1,605,288 

444,016 
230,547 

Public service
specialized. 

Public peace. 
Support, 

76,849 Public service-other, 

17,078 Public peace. 
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The following breakdown of the costs of command 

supervision f()r the sub-activity, ICProviding po1i.ce 
squad car services" ($3,150,804), was determined 
utilizing the percentages of total calls for service de
veloped to allocate costs of that slib-activity, discussed 

These costs were then charged to programs or sub~ 
programs in accordance with percentages of total 
efforts developed for each sub-activity as previously 

discussed: 

earlier. 
Amount Programi subprogram r 

Prevention. t ... • ,. •• ~ • " • t " .. , •• ~ •••••••• t ••• I , 

l~cnction ~ " I I • I " • '- • t ••• t •• ~ I I ...... " " ••• ~ I •• 

Followup ... t. 'lo • t" ." •••• co I • ~ '- •••• t ••••••• ~ ." 

Publi? p~a~c ... I ••• I • ~ •• " •••••• I I .......... I 

Qunsl-c.rlffiulnl. ~ ... i ........ i ••••• " ••••••• ~ • t 

$1,575,4U2 
321,3132 
154,381), 
122,BB2' 
630,162 

Tra.ffic .. 1/ • , ........ ........... I ................. . 

Public net·vice-emergency .•.••••.•..•••...•• 
P!lblic service-JlpeciaIized ..••••...•••••.•.•• 
Public service-other ....................... . 

25,206 
239,161 

9,452 
72,4613 

Portions of the cost for command supervision of the 
sub-n,ctivity, "Squadrol services" ($819,722), were 
determined based upon percentages of total time 
spent on specific assignments. Using these percentages, 
the following costs were assigned to programs or sub~ 
programs shown: 

• Program/stlbj,rogram 
Followup (11 %) ...•....• ,., .•........•..•. 
Public service-emcrgency (1(3%) ...... , ..... 
Prevention (54%) •..•...•.•••••• , .....••.. 
Public service-other (17 %) ........•....... 

Amount 
$90,169 
147,550 
442,650 
139,353 

The cost of command supervision of the sub-
. activity) "Secretarial and clerical" ($452,555), was 
allocated to programs or subprograms after first de
termining the percentage of total supported strength 
represented by each of the other 14 sub-activities of 
the Patrol Division. 

These percentages were then applied into the total 
cost and amounts were charged to sub-activities as 

follows: 

Subactivity Strength 

District revie"i of cases. , •.... 
PlltrollJng districts on foot •... 
Police 'Squad car services ..•.• 
I.ntersection traffic control ..•• 
processing and serving 

"'\varrants ....... '* ,,10 .. , ~ ,. • '" , .. ,. 

Investigating vice activity •• , . 
Care and custody of 

prisoners .••.••••...•...• 
Participating in trials ••••..•. 
Patrolling school crossings .•.• 
Squadrol serviees .••....•.• '. 
Special detaUs ••••••••.. " .. 
In-service training •.••••.••.• 
Police se.rvice-O'H<U'e-

Field ...... " 'I" 1D. "' ...... ~,. ........... 

Po1ice service-water plants .• 

77 
168 

160 
206 

1,529 
778 
423 
223 

78 
13 

Total ..... ,.. • .. • .. . 7,685 
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Percent 
of 

total 

0.6 
11.2 
38.9 

1.1 

1.1 
2.1 

2.1 
2.6 

19.9 
10.1 
5.5 
2.9 

1.1 
.2 

Amount 

S2,715 
50,686 

176,044 
7,693 

4,978 
9 t 504 

9,504-
11,766 
90,058 

.45,108 
24,892 
13,124 

4,978 
905 

452,555 

Subactivity' 

Distriet review of cases .• 
Patrolling districts on 

foot .. ~, , .. " ....... . 

Police squad-car 
services ..... , 4 • , •• •• 

Interscction traffic 
contJ::ol. ...•. " ..•. , 

Processing and serving 
warrants •...... ••· • 

Investigating vice 
n~tivity •.......•..•. 

Care and study of 
prisoners .•..• , . , ••. 

Participating in trials .•. 
Patrolling school 

-erossings ••..... , - .• , 

, Squadrol services ...•.. 

Special details ...••.... 
In-service training .•..• 
Policc service-O'Hare 

Field ....••.•...•... 
Police service-water 

plants ..•. , .•....••. 

Cost Program/subprogram 

S2,715 Reaction. 

50,686 Prevention (S25,343): 
public relations 
(S25,343). 

176,044 Prevention (S88,022): 
followup (118,626): 
quasi-crimitllli 
(S35,209); public serv
ice-emergeney 
(SI3,389): reaction 
(SI7,956): public 
peace (S6,B66): traffie 
($I,101l): public serv
ice-Jlpecialized 
(S52B); public serv
ice-other (S4,040). 

7,693 Traffic. 

4,9713 Followup. 

9,504- Prevention (S7,123): 
followup (S2,376). 

9,504- Support. 
II ,766 Followup. 

90,058 Public service
specialized. 

45,7CC Prevention (S24,683); 
followup (S5,028): 
public service-emer
gency (S8,227); public 
service-othcr 
(S7,770). 

24,892 Public peace. 
13,124 .Support. 

4,978 Public service-other. 

905 Public peace. 

The total allocations of costs of command super
vision are as follows: 

Program/subprogram 

Prevention •.. , ....... , ..•.......•..••.....• 
Reaction ... i. ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Followup ....... ····· .. , ..•...... "., ..•. , .. 
Publi~ p~a~e ....... ~ ....•.........•..•..... 
Q.uasl-crtmmal ........•.. - ... , ....••.•...•. 
Public service--ernergency .•. , ; ••..•. " ..•..... 
Public service-specializecl ..•. , .......•...... 
Publicservice-other ..... , ........... ~ ..... . 
Public relations ................... " .•....•.. 
Support ......••.... •••···· _ .......••..•... 

AmoUlit 

$2,750,269 
393,286 
612,477 
616,639 
179,,466 
408,627 

1,705,326 
305,458 
477,897 
423,950 

Total ..••.........•...•....•.. ;..... 8,538,766 

k 

f 

t 

Table B-1 

Allocation of Costs of District Law Enforcement-Command Supervision, 1968 

Subactivity 

Secretarial and clerical . ............ ~ .. . 

Prevention 

f5115,176 
. ~25,343) 

(88,022) 
(7,128) 

(24,683) 

District review of cases .......... . 
Partolling districts on f~~~ .....•.... , ............. . 

Reaction 

S20,671 
(2,715) 

(17,956) 

.51,233 

Followup 

S32,774 
(8,626) 
(4,978) 
(2,376) 

(11,766) 
(5,028) 

Publie 
peace 

S32,663 
(G,866) 

(24,892) 
(905) 

Q.uasi~ 
erimm.'11 

S35,209 

Traffic 

S9,101 
(1,408) 
(7,693) 

......... Police squad car services ..•... ,....... 452,555 
Intet'section traffic contr~i ............. , 1,

575
,402 

321,382 154,389 122,882 630,162 . t 25,206 
145,159 Processing and serving wa~i'~~~ .... , ....... , , .... , . 

C
Investigating vice activity ....... , : : : : : : : : . , . i 34' 486 . 

are and custody of prisoners ' 
Participating in trials. .. . ..................... . 
Patrolling school crossing: .•............• ,., •..•.. 
Squad;:ol serviccs " ......... , ....... ~ ~2" .. .. 
Spedal details . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . ''rt', 650 
In-service trair;i~g ....•.. , .•...................... 
Police service-O'H;r~' Fi~ld: .......... , .. : .. , , . ; .. 
Police service-watl!r plants ., ...•................• ....... , ............... . 

Cost by program ... , .... , .•....• 2,750,269 393,286 

Table B-1 

76,848 
44,828 

213,469 

90,169 

612,477 

444,016 

17,278 

616,639 665,371 

Alloeation of Costs of District Law Enforcement-Command Supervision, 1968. (Continued) 

Subactivity 
Public 

service
emergency 

Secretarial and clerical ................... 521,616 
(13,389) 
(8J 227) 

. 
Public 

'service
specialized -

S90,586 
(528) 

(90,058) 

Publie 
serviee

other 

$16,788 
(4;04U) 
(7 , 770) 
(4,978) 

Public 
relations 

S25,343 

Support 

$22,628 
(9,504) 

(13,124) 

179,466 

1'otal cost 
for sub
activity 

$452,555 

District review of cases .... , ....• 
Patrolling districts on f~~ ..................... , .. . . . ...... " . 
Police sq~ad car services .... ::::::::::::::: .. 239 '46i' .......... .......... 452,554........ 9~~',ig~ 
Intersection traffic control. ,9,452' 72,468.........·· .... .. 
Processing and ~ervingw~~~'"'''''''''''''''''' .......... .......... ......... . .... :.. 3, ~;0,804 
Investigating vice activity ..... :. : : : : : : : " , .... , .. • .. • .... . .. .. . , .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . : : : : : ~ : : 7~ :~;~ 
C~. ~d custody of prisoners ......••...•••...• ' . . . . . ...•... - • . . , ..• - . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 179,314 
Participating in trials ........ ' .... ,..................................... 170,775 170,775 
Patrolling sehool crossings . ..................... .......... .......... ......... .. ... ,.. 213,469 
Squadrol services. • . . . . ...• , ....•..•.•.••... - • . • 1 , 605, 288 , • ' .•. , . . . . .. , .... . 
Special details. ................... 147,550 .......... 139,353 ........ 1,605,288 

1 In-se-'lcetr' :................................... .......... ......... ........ .819,722 '1 " runmg ... ,......... 444' 06 .. p" .. '".............. .... ..... • ... '.... I 
. .'. ,oltee service-O'Hare Ficid ...... - .. .. . .. . .... .. .. .. . .. .. ..... .. .. . .. .. 230,547 ' 

Police service-water plants.:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 76,849 ......... ........ 2~~:~!~ --:=--=::---::--::-____ .. _. _' '..:,' .:.,:' '..:.'~' --':''':''.:..:' ''':''.:..:" ''':'',:..' _':':",:..' :..:..:,' . .. . 17,078 
Cost by program .................. 408,627 1,705,326 A23 ,'-------305,458 477,897 ~ ,950 8,538,766 
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Costs of the remaining l.iubactivity of District Law 
Enforcement, "Secretarial and clerical" ($2,545,59.4), 
were assigned to programs or subprograms by usmg 
the method employed to app~rtion costs of the sub
activity, ((Oommand supervision." The breakdown of 
costs of secretarial and clerical support to programs 
or subprograms ar,e as follows: 

. Program/subprogram 

Prevention .•...•.•........... , .. , ........ , . 
Rcaction .•......•..•...... , .. < •••••••••••• 

Followup ......•..........•.. , ..••......... 
Public peace ... , ••....•....•. , ............• 
Quasi-.criminal. ...•.......•..•..•.......... 
Traffic •.••..•.•....•...... , .••.......... , ., 

Amount 

$819,6~t 
115,225 
183,174 
184,233 
198,250 

Public service-cmergcncy .................. . 
Public scrvice--specialized ......... ,,- ..•.•... 
Public service-other ....••..•.....•......... 
Public relations. , ....•......•............... 
Support ................................... . 

52,598 
121,701 
509,824 

92,047 
142,797 
126,134 

TotaL .... , •.. ···················•· . 
2,545,594 

The overall picture of this final conversion from a 
line-item budget to the Resource Analysis Budget f~r 
command supervision of district law enforcement IS 

shown in Table B-1. 

Administration: Patrol 

A cost breakdown of the organizational activity 
"Administration-patrol" was accomplished by identi
fying the number of Patrol Division personnel as-

. signed, by sub-activity, to each program or sub
program. These totals were converted to percentages 
that were used to allocate the $750,923 cost of the 
activity. The results ar<:: shown below: 

Program/subprogram 

Prevention. .. . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . ... . ........ . 
Reaction ....•........ ······················ . 
Followup ....•.. , ..•.. , ••.•.......... , ........ . 
Publi~ p~a~e ................•........... , ... . 
Quasl-crlmmal ....•••........................ 
Traffic ...•...•..•..................•........ 
Public service-emergency ..•..... , .....•...... 
Public servh::e--speciaiized ......••.....•....... 
Public service-other ...•.......•.......•...... 
Public relations ..............•.....•...•.. 
Support ......••.... ·.···············,······ . 

Prevention and Juvenile 

Amount 

$275,439 
31,689 
66,606 
68,108 
53,916 
17,046 
34,017 
61,576 
28,085 
46,182 
68,259 

Both organiz.ational activities labeled "Adm~nis
tration-crime prevention" and "Prevention of .Crlmes 
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by juveniles" were examined concurrently. The Youth 
Division estimated its efforts as shown. 

Subactivity 
Percent 

of 
e£fOlt 

Program/subprogram 

Agency and court liaison. 
Prov,ding school patrol .. 

100 
100 

{ 

25 

Followup. 
Public service

specialized. 
Social and economic 

conditions. 

Other youth services .... 25 
50 

Prevention. 
Followup. 

These percentages were converted into costs which 
were allocated to programs or subprograms as follows: 

Subactivity Cost Program/subprogram 

Ag~n,cy and court 
halSon ......... ·, . 

Providing school 
patrol .......... . 

$102,048 Followup. 

549,000 Public service-
specialized. . 

2,756,907 Social and economIC 
conditions ($689,227); 
prevention ($689,227); 
followup ($1,378,453). 

Other youth services 

Based upon the personnel strength assigned to each 
sub-activity, the cost of "Administration-crime pre
vention, supervisory and clerical" ($359,480) was 
apportioned to programs or subprograms as shown: 

Program/subprogram 

Social all,d economic conditions ... , .......... . 
Prevention ........... , .................... . 
Followup ........... ·•··············•······ . 
Public service--specialized ...... , ......... ' .... . 
Public service-other ......................... . 

Amount 

$71,177 
71,177 

150,981 
56,691 

9,454 

, (Because the Youth Division slipervis~s the organi-
. zational activity budgeted as "InspectlOn of enter-

tainment exhibitions/' a portion of the cost, $9,454, 
"P br must also be charged to the sub-program .... U.IC 

Service-other" in the listing above.) 
Cost.s of the sub-activity, "Prevention of crimes by 

juveniles-supervision," ($708,516) were allocat5d to 
programs ot sub-programs based upon th~ asslgned 
personnel strengths, as shown below. 

Program/subprogram 

Social ar~d economic conditions ..........•..... 
Prevention ......... , .......•... , ...•..•..... 
Follo,"'J"'..1p •.. •.. ~ •.. .. 0 ••• oj Oi ......... ~' •• ~ ••••••• 

Public service--specialized ............•....... 

Amount 

$147,726 
147,726 
295,380 
117,684 

1 
I 
I 
1 
i 

-. 

Administration-Traffic and Safety 

Costs of the organizational activity, "Adminis
tration-Traffic Direction and Safety" ($381,055), 
were allocated to the following programs or sub
programs based on the nature of activity: 

Subactivity 

Administration ........ . 
Safety education and 

tra.ining., .. , ...... . 

Operations ........... . 

Costs Program/subprogram 

$166,927 Traffic. 

163,824 Public service
specialized. 

50,304 Traffic. 

Costs of the organizational activity, "Conducting 
Traffic Investigations" ($632,542), were allocated to 
programs or subprograms, by sub-activity; as follows: 

Subactivity Costs Program/subprogram 

Investigating hit and 
run cases ...........• $358,752 Followup. 

Public passenger vehicle 
unit •......•..... , .. 237,790 Traffic. 

Serving traffic warrants .. 36,000 Do. 

Field Services Adm. 

The method us<:!d to allocate portions of the total 
cost of the organizational activity, "Administration
Field Services" ($274,544), was to total all costs of 
supervision relating to the divisions of the Bureau of 
Field Services, and then convert these costs to per
centages. The percentages were then used to allocate 
the costs to programs or subprograms as follows: 

Program/subprogram 

Social and economic conditions .............. . 
Prevention ... , " ..... , .................... . 
Reaction ........... : ...........•..•.. , .•. , 
Followup ....•.. , ...... " ... , ...•.•......•. l 

Public peace .............•............ ' ..... 
Quasi-criminal. ....•..................•.... 
Traffic .......• , ...............•........... 
Public service-cmergency ........ '" ....• , ., 
Public service--specialized ............... , .. . 
Public service-other .. , .................•... 
Community relations ....................... . 
Human relations .......................... . 
Public relations ......... ' .............. , .. ; .. 
Support .....•......... , .................. . 

Amount 

$4,618 
69,385 
8,988 

48,561 
14,657 
15,265 
34,817 
9,375 

41,233 
7,273 

467 
221 

11 ,203 
10,481 

Supervisory costs for the large Bureau of Field 
Services, sub-activity "Administration-Field Serv
ices," and their allocation among programs of the 
Resource Analysis Budget are shown in Table B-2. 

Table B-2 

Allocation of Costs for Administration-Field Services 

Activity 
or subactivity 

Social and 
economic 
conditions 

Administration/patrol •..•............ 
District law enforcement-

command supervision ............. . 
Patrolling' by task force-
. supervisory ... , .................. . 

Administration/crime 
detection--supervisory ............ . 

Area crime detection-
supervisory .....•................. 

Administration/crime 
prevention--supervisory·. . $71,177 

Prevention of crimes by 
juveniles--supervisory. . . . 147, 726 

Administration/traffic- ' 
supervisory.' ..................... . 

Area traffic enforcement-
supervisory .............•......... 

Co~~mity seI:vic~s 

Prevention 

$275,339 

2,750,269 

26,969 

71,177 

147,726 

Reaction 

$31,689 

393,286 

Followup 

$66,606 

612,477 

8,751 

310',877 

845,4'58 

150,981 

295,380 

Public 
peace 

$68;108 

616,639 

6,907 

. ........ . 

Quasi
criminal 

$53,916 

665,371 

"1 

Traffic 

$17 1046 

179,466 

~ t ........ t ... 

166,927 cl 
1,278,614 .' 

dIvlSIon--supervlSory .... " ......... . . ~ . . . . . .... .. ... .... .......... ..... " ... ........... . .... , .... 
. ~~----------------~~----------------------------~ 

Aggregate cost.; ...• 
Percent of aggregate costs ... 

Proportionate 
- . amount costed: .:: .. ;: .... 

$218,480 
1.67 

$4,618 

$3,271,480:· $424,975 
25.09 . 3.25 

$69,385 $8,988 

\.~ 

$2,290,530 $691,654 $719,287 $1,642,053 
.17.56 5.30 5.52 12,59 

$48,561 $14,657 $.15,265 $34,817 
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Table B-2 (Continued) . , 
PubUc Public Public Com-

Activity service- service- service- munity 
orsubactivity emergency specialized other relations 

Administration/patrol. ...•. $34,017 $61,576 $28,085 ......... 
District law enforeement-

command supervision ...• 408,627 1,705,326 305,458 · ........ 
Patrolling by task force-

supervisory .......•.....• ; ........ 1,089 ........ ......... 
Administration/crime 

deteetion-supervisory ...•......... · ......... . . . . . ~.. . . ...... .. , 
Area crime detection-

supervisory ....................... • • 0 •• ~ " •••• ........ . ....... , 
., Administration/crime 

prevention-supervisory ...•.•...... 56,691 9,454 • ...... 0' • 

Prevention of crimes by 
juveniles-supervisory .............. 117,684 ........ .... ..... 

Administration/ traffic-
supervIsory ..•.•.................. .......... . ....... ....... .. 

Area traffic enforcement-
supervisory ...•....•........•..... •••••• 0 ••• ........ · ........ . Community services 

t 
division-supervisory •... , .......... $25,304 · ......... ....... . 

Aggregate cost ...... $442,644 $1,942,366 $342,997 $25,304 
Percent of total aggregate 

costs •..•• , ........ , .... 3.39 14.91 2.63 .17 
,~ Proportionate 

";i amount costed .... $9,375 $-1-1,233 $7,273 $467 

,1 , 

, ·t~ 

1!: 
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Human Public Total costs 
relations relations Support of sub-

activity 

••••••• o. $46,132 $68,259 $750,923 

......... 477,897 423,950 8,538,766 

••••••• o' · ....... · ....... 43,716 

..... .... . ....... . ....... 310,877 

......... · .... '" ••••• 00" 845,4~8 

........ .. · . ~ ..... · ....... 359,480 

. .... .... •••• • 0 •• . ....... 708,516 

......... • 0 •••••• .... .... 166,927 

........ . · ~ ...... · ....... 1,278,614 

$10,335 ........ .... .... 35,639 

$10,335 $524,079 $492,209 $13,038,916 

.08 4.05 3.79 100.00 

$221 $11,203 $10,481 ........... 

* u.s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. Itn G-al-ZO' 
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